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EAR Reader, it  is our pleasure to present to you the
proceedings of the first International Conference on In-

formation  Technology  and  Knowledge  Management  (IC-
ITKM-17)  held  at  Shaheed  Sukhdev  College  of  Business
Studies, University of Delhi, New Delhi, India on 22-23 De-
cember 2017. The conference provided the international fo-
rum to the researchers and practitioners from both academia
as well as industry to meet and share the cutting-edge devel-
opment in the field of technology and management. 

D

The ICITKM-17 was organized by Shaheed Sukhdev
College of Business Studies(SSCBS) and chaired by Dr.
Poonam Verma, Principal SSCBS, while Dr. Ajay Jaiswal
and Dr. Vijender Kumar Solanki, Associate Professor, De-
partment of Computer Science & Engineering, CMR In-
stitute  of  Technology  (Autonomous),  Hyderabad,  India
acted as the Chair of the organizing committee and pro-
gram chair respectively.

Chief  Guest  Prof. Dr.  Yogesh  Singh,  Vice  Chancellor,
Delhi Technology University, Delhi inaugurated ICITKM-17
by lighting the lamp of knowledge and wisdom along with
Keynote Speakers Prof. R. K. Agrawal, SC&SS, Jawahar lal
Nehru University, Delhi, Mr. Arif Khan, Vice President &
Head  of  System  Development,  VoerEir  AB,  Dr.  Poonam
Verma and Dr. Ajay Jaiswal.

The conference invited the research papers on the various
research topics in the fields of Information Technology and
Management  such  as  Machine  learning,  Computer  Net-
works, Data Mining and Databases, Artificial Intelligence &
Cryptography,  Pattern  Recognition,  Image  Processing,
Knowledge  Management,  Marketing  Management,  Opera-
tions  Management,  Organizational  Behavior,  Human  Re-
source  Management,  Financial  Management  etc.  The  IC-
ITKM-2017 also gave the chance to authors to submit their
extended version paper in reputed journals indexed in Web
of Science, Scopus, ESCIE & DBLP.

The conference started with inaugural speech by Prof. Yo-
gesh Singh in which he stressed on collaborative research
and need of entrepreneurial skills in youth. Next session had
keynote speech by Prof. R. K. Agrawal, giving insight to Big
Data,  Machine Learning and Deep learning.  Day 1 of the
conference also had two technical sessions dedicated for pa-
per presentations. First session was chaired by Dr. Rashmi
Aggrawal,  Professor  and  Head,  Department  of  Computer
Application, Manav Rachna International University and Dr.
Vijender Kumar Solanki. Second Session was chaired by Dr.
Shivani Aggarwal, KIET, Ghaziabad, UP, and Dr. Abhishek
Pandey, Assistant professor, ACERC Ajmer.

Day 2 of the conference started with technical session
chaired by Mr. Vinod Nangia, Director of New Business
Development,  Honeywell  International,  Phoenix,  AZ,
USA.  It  was  followed  by  Keynote  session  by  Prof.
Muneesh Kumar, Head, Department of Financial Studies,
University of Delhi titled “DNA of Emerging Enterprise”.
Next session was the panel discussion on “How to publish
in high impact factor journals?” Following panelist shared
their views on the topic.

Prof. Muneesh Kumar, Head, Department of Financial
Studies, University of Delhi

Prof. Sanjay Sehgal, Dept. of Financial Studies, Univ.
of Delhi

Prof.  N.R.  Bhanumurthy,  National  Institute  of  Public
Finance and Policy (NIPFP), Govt. of India

Prof. S S Lodha – Southern Connecticut State Univer-
sity, New Haven, CT

This session gave researchers very useful tips for pub-
lishing their research papers in high impact factor jour-
nals. It  was followed by keynote session by  Prof. S. S.
Lodha on educational leadership.

In valedictory function Dr. Poonam Verma gave away the
certificates to participants. She praised the efforts put up by
the organizing team consisting of following members from
the college:

Dr. Ajay Jaiswal, Dr. Sameer Anand, Dr. Kumar Bijoy, Dr.
Rishi  Rajan Sahay, Dr.  Abhishek Tandon, Mr. Abhimanyu
Verma, Mr. Onkar Singh, Dr. Gurjeet Kaur, Mr. Vipin Rathi

The day ended with thanks to the faculty, Staff and stu-
dents for their magnanimous support in organizing the con-
ference.

The more detail of ICITKM-17 could be seen at Facebook
pages & conference portal: 
Official Web link: http://www.fpr.org.in
Facebook Link: http://www.facebook.com/icitkm

The two day conferences ended with the joy, learning, in-
teraction and many more memories which could not be pos-
sible to write in text.

Editors

Ajay Jaiswal, Shaheed Sukhdev College of Business 
Studies(SSCBS), University of Delhi, New Delhi, India

Vijender Kumar Solanki, CMR Institute of Technology 
(Autonomous), Hyderabad,  TS, India

Zhongyu (Joan) Lu, University of Huddersfield, UK

Nikhil Rajput, Ramanujan college, University of Delhi, New
Delhi, India
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Abstract—Reliability  Allocation in  an essential  task  of  the

software development process. Increasing complexities in soft-

ware structure and demand for bug free software has made Re-

liability Allocation a mandatory task during design and plan-

ning phase. So far in the literature several methods and models

have been discussed for achieving the reliability target based on

user’s and developer’s point of view. The crucial question that

arises is ‘How to allocate reliability for a Software system in an

uncertain atmosphere where developer’s preferences are sub-

jective in nature?”. In this paper, we have proposed the soft-

ware reliability allocation problem incorporating the decision

maker’s  subjective  uncertain  preferences  using  Ordered

Weighted Averaging (OWA) approach based on Fuzzy Analyti-

cal Hierarchical Process (FAHP).Parameter determination us-

ing FAHP through architectural hierarchy of the software sys-

tem helps in interaction of user’s assessment with the software

engineers and programmers outlook. The OWA technique en-

sures complete use of available information and also avoids any

kind of biasedness in reliability  allocation due to overestima-

tion of  developer’s  inclinations.  The  proposed MEMV-OWA

(Maximum Entropy Minimum Variance) operator is a bi-ob-

jective mathematical programing problem that maximizes en-

tropy (deployment of information) along with minimization of

the variance in weighting vector in an uncertain environment.

Reliability allocation procedure for software system using the

anticipated process has been discussed in detail.  Also precise

demonstration of the procedure has been done with an applica-

tion example.

IndexTerms—Software Reliability  Allocation,  Architecture-

based hierarchy, MEMV-OWA, FAHP, Uncertain preferences

I. INTRODUCTION

HE INCREASING importance of the software systems

in control and management of critical functions of vari-

ous machines in daily life has steered the demand for quality

software  both  at  individual  and  the  organizational  level.

Quality refers to a reliable software i.e. no bug reported by

the user during the execution period under stated conditions.

Buggy software can lead to loss of time, money and human

lives also.  The objective of error  free software can be at-

tained by maximizing the reliability therefore it is of greater

importance for management to perform precise reliability al-

location during the planning and design phase of the soft-

ware development process. Effective reliability allocation is

necessary since achieving the target reliability for a software

T

system involves a lot of cost. It can be defined as method of

allocating the pre-defined reliability goal among the subsys-

tems. 

The concept of reliability allocation was initially used for

hardware systems. Later it was adopted as an important as-

pect in software reliability as well. Most of the researchers

in the past decades have used the architecture-based models

for  achievement  of  target  reliability  of  a  software  system

subject  to  constraints  of  budget,  delivery  time etc.  Kubat

[11] gave one of the initial models for software reliability al-

location; he proposed a stochastic model for minimization of

cost subject to the reliability constraint. Halendar et. al [9]

gave  RCCM  (Reliability  Constrained  Cost  Minimization)

Model for the reliability allocation. Rani and Misra [14] pro-

posed  economic  model  that  minimized  cost  (development

and failures cost) for the optimal allocation of reliability. In

these papers  the reliability was allocated  based on one or

two criteria like minimization of cost or maximization of re-

liability. Later on number of researchers proposed multi-at-

tribute based allocation methodologies by taking into con-

sideration key software characteristics for e.g. functionality,

criticality,  availability,  complexity,  reliability  etc.  Zahedi

and  Ashrafi  [20]  proposed  analytical  hierarchical  process

(AHP) based software reliability allocation with objective of

maximizing the user’s utility based on cost and price. Leung

[18] proposed the operational profile based reliability prob-

lem by using AHP and software utility function to form the

software utility function defined in terms of reliability mea-

sures.  Chatterjee  et  al.  [4]  established  a  system hierarchy

combining  users  and  developers  view and  adopted  Fuzzy

Analytical  Hierarchical  process  (FAHP)  to  determine  the

weights  required  for  reliability  allocation.  Yue  et  al.  [18]

used  Dempster-Shafer  theory  for  reliability  allocation

among the Multi-software in multimedia systems subject to

the budget constraints. 

AHP  is  a  multi-criteria  decision  making  framework  to

tackle  decision  maker’s  preferences  for  the  alternatives.

Zadeh  [19]  extended  this  into  fuzzy  environment  to  take

care of uncertainty and vagueness involved in real life appli-

cation.

Architecture-based Optimal Software Reliability

Allocation under uncertain preferences
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1Department of Operational Research, University of Delhi, Delhi, India
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Hence due to possible subjective preferences it is better to 

collect the expert’s opinion in terms of Fuzzy numbers. FAHP 
helps to overcome the non-clarity in ratings provided by 

experts by combining it with Fuzzy numbers and aggregate the 

levels of hierarchy with each other, by incorporating the view 

of user as well as the one’s involved in the software 
development process. In this paper we have proposed 

integrated framework combining FAHP with OWA to take 

care of uncertain preference of decision makers namely users, 

developer and programmer. 

 

The OWA operator was first proposed by Yager [16] as tool 

for formation of overall decision function after aggregation of 

the multi-criteria. The OWA weight vector can aggregate the 

information provided by decision maker in imprecise and 

complete manner. Fuller and Majinder [7] proposed MV-

OWA (Minimum variance-ordered weighted averaging) 

operator for obtaining weighting vector by minimizing 

variance for a given level of orness. O’ Hagan [13] proposed 

ME-OWA (Maximum Entropy-ordered weighting averaging) 

operator for getting the weighting vector by maximizing 

entropy under the constraint of orness value. 

 

OWA operator has been widely used in the field of hardware 

reliability for apportionment of target reliability goal among 

the subsystems. Chang et. al [3] did the reliability allocation 

for a fighter aircraft airborne radar system using the ME-OWA 

method. They also conducted a comparative case study to 

show how ME-OWA operator overcomes the shortcomings of 

Average weighting allocation method. Feng et. al [6] used the 

ME-OWA based on AHP for reliability allocation among the 

modules of the coal mining machine. Chen et. al [5] proposed 

MEMV-OWA technique based on AHP for reliability 

allocation for fuel cell vehicle.  

 

In this paper we extend the concept of MEMV-OWA operator 

in the field of software reliability for this we have considered 

the architecture-based hierarchy that relates the user’s view 
point to the software engineer’s view point and further to the 
view of developer for a software system [4][20]. The objective 

is to achieve the target reliability by allocating reliability 

among the modules which are at the lowest level in the 

hierarchy. The model parameters i.e. the weights for reliability 

allocation are obtained through MEMV-OWA (Maximum 

Entropy Minimal Variance – Ordered Weighted Averaging) 

operator based on FAHP.  

 

In real world always there is always possibility of some sort of 

uncertainty involved in preferences made and hence it is 

difficult for users, engineers and developers to assign precise 

value for their preferences. This gave the need of moving from 

crisp judgments to fuzzy judgements. Firstly FAHP is used for 

determination of weights of modules and then the proposed 

MEMV-OWA operator is used at developer’s level of 
hierarchy to consider the imprecise preferences of the decision 

maker which may be subjective in nature. The weighting 

vector for modules obtained after applying the integrated 

MEMV-OWA operator allocates the reliability using all the 

information available avoiding any kind of biasedness in 

making fuzzy judgements. 

 

The paper is divided into six sections. Section II describes the 

MEMV-OWA operator in detail followed by description of 

Fuzzy Analytical hierarchical process in section III. In section 

IV the integrated framework of MEMV-OWA operator and 

FAHP for reliability allocation have been explained. In section 

V the proposed methodology is illustrated by an example 

pertaining to a multi-module software system. Finally section 

VI presents conclusion of the paper. 

 

II. MATHEMATCAL BACKGROUND OF MEMV-OWA 

OPERATOR 

A MEMV-OWA operator is used to determine the weights for 

reliability allocation to overcome the uncertainty involved in 

developer’s preferences and biasedness in determination of 
weights. The weights are obtained by solving a bi-objective 

optimization model of minimizing the variance and 

maximization of entropy. The operator helps to maximize the 

use of available information (by maximization of entropy) 

along with reduction of biasedness in developer’s inclination 
for different alternatives (by minimization of variance). Before 

we discuss the MEMV-OWA operator we will briefly describe 

OWA operator. 

 

An OWA operator of dimension m is a function  : ℝ → ℝ 

with associated weighting vector             =, , … 𝑇 ∈ ℝ  such that it satisfies the following 

properties, 

 + + ⋯ + =     ;        = , , …      (1) 

and 

                              , , … , = ∑ =                 (2) 

 

where  is the ℎ largest element of the aggregates , , … ,  arranged in the descending order  (⋯   before calculation of scalar product with . 

 

Yager [16] proposed characteristic measures related with 

weight vector of an OWA operator namely the orness of the 

aggregation and measure the entropy of the aggregated 

objects. Also Yager [17] introduced operator called the 

measure of variance. Now we discuss these characteristic in 

detail. 

 

Orness Measure: It is defined as [16] 

                      = ∑ −−= = 𝛾               (3) 

and 

 

            − 𝛾 ∈ [ , ] ; = − 𝛾           (4) 

 

for the weighting vector . In decision maker’s view it helps 
to represent the relationship between the attributes. For 
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instance 𝛾 being close to zero represents a higher andlike 

operation implying that decision maker is highly non-

committal. On contrary if orness  is nearer to 1 then the 

relationship of aggregates is orlike and decision maker is 

highly optimistic. Similarly if decision maker has moderate 

assessment for attributes than 𝛾 = .  and the weights will 

be . 

 

Entropy Measure: It is also called as measure of dispersion 

and is defined as [16] 

                   

  = − ∑ =                                                 (5) 

 

 is the degree of information utilized related to the 

attributes in an unspecified environment. 

 

 If =   =  ≠  the entropy of  is 

minimum ( =  and hence one of the two 

attributes is used for the aggregation process.  

 Also if =  , = , , … ,  the entropy of 

weighting vector  is maximum ( =ln  and hence all attributes are used in the 

aggregation. 

 

Variance Measure: It is defined as [17] 

 = ∑ [ − ] = ∑ −==             (6) 

 

It determines the stretch in values of weighting vector  for 

a given value of orness and thus helps in avoiding 

overestimation of any single attribute over other attributes. 

This makes involvement of attributes in decision making a 

totally fair process. 

 

In this paper we used the anticipated characteristic of OWA 

operator to form a bi-objective mathematical programming 

program that incorporates in itself the benefits of these 

characteristics [5]. 

 

Firstly we discuss the ME-OWA operator proposed by 

O’Hagan[13] . This operator maximizes the entropy under 

orness value constraint. The approach was as follows: 

    − ∑ =                                                           (7)   ∑ −− = 𝛾 𝛾=                           (8) ∑ =  ,   =  , = , , … ,                          (9) 

 

Then Fuller and Majinder [7] solved the above optimization 

problem using Lagrange multiplier method and determined the 

optimal weighting vector. The optimal weighting vector can 

be calculated by using the underneath equations: = −− + −−                  (10)                             = √ − −𝑚−
                                                         (11) 

 

and = ( − 𝛾− ) +− 𝛾+ −                                                         (12) 

then [ − 𝛾 + − ] = − 𝛾 − [( − 𝛾 −) + ]          (13) 

Also Fuller and Majinder [8] proposed the MV-OWA 

operator to minimize variance of  the weighting vector 

associated with the attributes under the orness value 

constraint. The approach is as followed: 

 𝑧    ∑ −=                                               (14)    ∑ −− = 𝛾 ,     𝛾=                   (15) ∑ =  ,    , = , , … ,=                         (16) 

 

Now we mathematically depict the MEMV-OWA model 

used in the present paper: 

 𝑧   − ∑ =                                                  (17) 𝑧    ∑ −=                                                 (18)    ∑ −− = 𝛾,   𝛾=                       (19) ∑ =  ,    , = , , … ,=                          (20) 

 

This is bi-objective problem with orness level as the 

constraint. The above problem can be solved in two steps. 

Firstly ideal point method (IPM) is employed to translate the 

bi-objective to a single objective and then lagrange multiplier 

method is used to determine the weights. Chen et. Al [5] has 

solved this problem considering that the two objectives given 

in equation (7),(14) that have their optimal values as  and 

. Then IPM can be implemented as: 

 𝑧 : || − || = | − | + | − | −− ∑ −= + (  − ∑ = )               (21) 

Applying lagrange multiplier method assuming  , we get; , , = − ∑ −= + (  −∑ = ) + ∑ −− − 𝛾= + (∑ −= )  

                                                                                    (22)        

where    are real numbers. 

 

The weighting vector for =  calculated by Chen et. al. [5] 

for different orness levels has been shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Weighting Vector for Maximum Entropy Minimum 

Variance Ordered Weighted Averaging Operator 

 𝒘𝒋 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 𝒘  0.2500 0.3466 0.4580 0.5898 0.7568 1 𝒘  0.2500 0.2732 0.2800 0.2619 0.1945 0 𝒘  0.2500 0.2138 0.1659 0.1067 0.0407 0 𝒘  0.2500 0.1664 0.0961 0.0416 0.0080 0 
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III. MATHEMATCAL BACKGROUND OF FAHP 

The proposed MEMV-OWA approach is based on FAHP 

since reliability allocation is to be implemented on a software 

system with a structured architectural hierarchy. The hierarchy 

has been discussed later in the paper. Firstly FAHP is used to 

allocate the reliability among the attributes through the 

proposed hierarchy and then MEMV-OWA operator is applied 

to deal with the uncertain preferences of the software 

developer. 

 

AHP introduced by Thomas Saaty [15] is a multi-criteria 

decision framework based on the crisp judgements, but since 

the real world problems encompass a lot of uncertainty and 

complexity, there is a need to move towards fuzzy 

environment.  

 

Now we discuss briefly the mathematical concepts involved in 

the study of FAHP: 

 

Fuzzy Set: A fuzzy set assigns to each object of its class a 

grade ranging between 0 and 1 through a membership 

function. Let  𝐴 be the fuzzy subset of universal set  for 𝑧 ∈
. Then 𝐴 𝑧 ∈ [ , ] called membership function represents 

membership of 𝑧 to 𝐴. 

 

Fuzzy Number theory: The theory of Fuzzy set was initially 

given by Zadeh [19] to incorporate in itself the ambiguity 

involved in decisions due to inaccuracy in the data and the 

system.  

 

Definition: A Fuzzy number ′𝐴′ is the normal and convex 

subset of the universe fuzzy set  i.e. mathematically ∀ 𝑧 , 𝑧 ∈   ∀ ∈ [ , ] [19] 

 𝐴 𝑧 + − 𝑧 min 𝐴 𝑧 , 𝐴 𝑧  

 ℎ  𝐴 𝑧 ∈ [ , ] is the membership function of 𝐴. 

 

Triangular Fuzzy number: A Fuzzy number 𝐴 = , ,  is 

defined as Triangular Fuzzy number (TFN) (Kauffmann and 

Gupta 1991) if its membership function 𝐴 𝑧  is equal to: 

 

𝐴 𝑧 = { 𝑧−−      𝑧𝑢−𝑧𝑢−       𝑧          ℎ                                               (23)  

 

Graphically TFN has been presented in Figure 1. 

The operation laws of for addition, multiplication and inverse 

are defined as follows: , , + , , = + , + , +  , , × , , = × , × , ×  

  , , − = 𝑢 , ,  

 

 
Figure 1: Triangular Fuzzy Number 

 

The preferences of decision makers are expressed through 

triangular fuzzy numbers. The fuzzy scale is shown in Table 

2. Then the goal is to finally obtain relative weights of 

modules and thus allocate reliability. The FAHP is used for 

the purpose of combining the user, engineers and 

development view of assessment. The steps involved in 

FAHP are: 

1) Develop a hierarchy after defining the goal of the 

problem. 

2) Establishment of fuzzy judgement matrix and the fuzzy 

weighting vector by employing pairwise comparisons 

among elements. 

3) Relative weights of elements are aggregated and optimal 

one is selected by obtaining the overall rating of the 

element. 
                       Table 2: Fuzzy Scale 

Linguistic Scale Triangular scale Triangular fuzzy 

reciprocal scale 

Just Equal (1,1,1) (1,1,1) 

Equally Important (1/2,1,3/2) (2/3,1,2) 

Weakly Important (1,3/2,2) (1/2,2/3,1) 

Moderately Important (3/2,2,5/2) (2/5,1/2,2/3) 

Moderately More 

Important 

(2,5/2,3) (1/3,2/5,1/2) 

More Important (5/2,3,7/2) (2/7,1/3,2/5) 

Strongly Important (3,7/2,4) (1/4,2/7,1/3) 

Strongly More 

Important 

(7/2,4,9/2) (2/9,1/4,2/7) 

  
It is important to test the consistency of all the pairwise 

comparison matrices for calculation of weights. It can be done 

easily by following the defuzzification process. The triangular 

fuzzy matrix is firstly defuzzified and then on the same lines 

as for consistency check in traditional AHP’s consistency is 
checked for the defuzzified matrix. The matrix is accepted and 

we proceed for weight vector calculation if consistency is less 

than 0.1. For a given TFN 𝐴 = , ,  the defuzzfied real 

𝐴 

1

0 
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number is = + +𝑢
 . Using the obtained real numbers the 

consistency is calculated according to underneath equations: 𝐼 = 𝑎 −−  = 𝐼𝐼 

where  is the order of the pairwise matrix, 𝐼 is random 

index and 𝐼 is consistency index. 

In this paper we follow the Chang’s extent analysis [2] for 

the determination of parameters although many other ways 

have been developed in literature for the purpose. Let =𝑧 , 𝑧 , … , 𝑧  be an object set and = , , … ,  be the 

goal set. Following the Chang’s extent analysis approach 
each object is taken one by one and the analysis is performed 

over every goal individually. Therefore  values of extent 

analysis are obtained for each object. i.e. 𝐴 , 𝐴 , … , 𝐴   ℎ  𝐴   ′ ,   , , … ,   =, , … , . 

The steps of performing the Chang’s extent analysis are: 

1. The Fuzzy synthetic extent value of ℎ object for  

extent values is given as = ∑ 𝐴= × [∑ ∑ 𝐴== ]−
                       (24) 

where 

 ∑ 𝐴= = ∑= , ∑= , ∑= , 
∑ ∑ 𝐴= = (∑ ,= ∑= , ∑= )=    

[∑ ∑ 𝐴== ]− = ∑ = , ∑ = , ∑ =  

 

2. The degree of possibility of 𝐴 𝐴  is given as: 𝐴 𝐴 = sup𝑧 ≥𝑧 [min 𝐴 𝑧 , 𝐴 𝑧 ]                 (25) 

𝐴! 𝐴 =        𝐴 𝑧 = 𝐴 𝑧 =                     (26) 

 

Since 𝐴   𝐴  are fuzzy numbers (normal and convex by 

nature), Therefore we have: 𝐴 𝐴 =                                               (27) 𝐴 𝐴 = ℎ 𝐴 ⋂ 𝐴 𝐴                                    (28) 

where  represents the ordinate of point  and and  is given 

as (Figure 2)  = −𝑢−𝑢 − −                                                               (29) 

 

It is the point of highest intersection between 𝐴   𝐴  .  

Both 𝐴 𝐴  𝐴 𝐴  are required for the 

comparison.  

 

 

           Figure 2: The intersection between   . 
The possibility degree for a fuzzy number to be greater than  

fuzzy numbers 𝐴 = , , … ,  is given as:  𝐴 𝐴 , 𝐴 , … , 𝐴 = [ 𝐴 𝐴  𝐴𝐴  . . . 𝐴 𝐴 ]    = min 𝐴 𝐴   = , , … ,                             
(30) 

It is assumed that ′ 𝐴 = min   =, , … ,      ≠ . 

 

Therefore weight vector is ′ =′ 𝐴 , ′ 𝐴 , … , ′ 𝐴 𝑇. 

The obtained weight vector needs to be normalized. The 

normalized weights are determined by dividing the each value 

of vector , by the sum of values in ,. Mathematically the 

normalized weighting vector is given as: =𝑑′ 𝐴𝑑′ 𝐴 +𝑑′ 𝐴 +⋯+𝑑′ 𝐴𝑚 , 𝑑′ 𝐴𝑑′ 𝐴 +𝑑′ 𝐴 +⋯+𝑑′ 𝐴𝑚 , …, ′ 𝐴′ 𝐴 + ′ 𝐴 + ⋯ + ′ 𝐴  

 

IV. METHODOLOGY OF RELIABILITY ALLOCATION 

 

There is always a possibility of some sort of uncertainty, 

subjectivity and incompleteness involved in the preferences 

made by developers in real situations. Therefore it is not just 

enough to use traditional AHP’s for reliability allocation. 
Practically it is difficult for users, engineers and developers to 

assign a specific value of importance for functions, programs 

and modules respectively. Therefore one moved to fuzzy 

conclusion from the crisp conclusion. 

 

In this paper MEMV-OWA operator based on FAHP has been 

used for reliability allocation of a software system. Firstly the 

weights for the modules at the fifth level of hierarchy are 

derived using FAHP then MEMV-OWA operator is applied at 

the developer’s level i.e. at the fourth level of hierarchy to 
combat the uncertainty involved in the developer’s decision 
during making preferences for modules. Step by step procedure 

for the methodology is as follows: 

1) Set reliability target for the software system. 

2) Build the Software hierarchical model for the 

reliability apportionment process. 

3) Construct the fuzzy pairwise comparison matrix for 

each level in hierarchy. 
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4) Calculate the 𝑎  (maximum Eigen value) and the 

corresponding normalized Eigen vectors after 

defuzzification of the Triangular Fuzzy numbers. 

5) Check the consistency of the comparison matrix. If 

consistency not satisfied (i.e. 𝐼 > .  then repeat 

steps 3 and 4. 

6) On the basis of orness value 𝛾 obtain the OWA weight = , , … ,  at developers level. 

7) Obtain the value of OWA operator  using equation 

(2). 

8) At last the reliability allocated to module is calculated 

according to the equation (37). 

Architectural Hierarchy of the Software System 

In our model we have developed the hierarchy based on 

[4][20] that links the user’s view about functionalities to the 
software engineer’s view of programs and further it is linked 
to the developer’s or programmer’s view of modules. The 

hierarchy uses the top-down approach for the reliability 

apportionment by combining the users, software engineers and 

programmer’s assessment. 

The first level of hierarchy is the overall system reliability 

target (R) based on user’s view of various functionalities of 

software. The software system is developed to perform certain 

functions (given at second level of hierarchy) as per user’s 
expectation. This level represents the user’s view in the 
software system. The functions are denoted by =, , …  and third level of hierarchy consists of programs 

designed by the software engineers (SE) to accommodate the 

various functions specified by the user. It is denoted by 𝑃 ′  = , , … , . While this level is from the SE’s point of 
view. At the fourth level i.e. the last level of hierarchy is the 

modules written by programmers representing programmers 

view. It is denoted by  = , , … , . The hierarchy has 

been depicted diagrammatically through Figure 3. In the 

network we can observe that a program and a module may be 

connected to more than one functions and program 

respectively i.e. there exist many-to-many connections 

between them. In other words we can say that a program 

designed can be beneficial in performing one or more than one 

function simultaneously. Similarly a module can also be 

connected to one or more than one programs. The modules are 

independent in nature but they may have submodules with 

one-to-one connection. 

The aim is to find the relative weights of each function  at 

the second level, program 𝑃  at the third level and module  

at the fourth level of hierarchy from the knowledge of 

reliability goal set by the user for the software system based on 

their assessment of the functions. In this paper we have 

calculated the alternative weights of modules considering the 

uncertain preferences of the developer while making decisions 

using Minimum Variance Maximum Entropy – Ordered 

weighted averaging operator. 

 

 
Figure 3: Architectural hierarchy of the software system 

 

Relative Reliability Weight of Module  

Once the architectural hierarchy has been formed and the 

reliability target is set, the next step is to form pairwise 

comparison matrix based on user’s opinion. The data has 
been collected in terms of fuzzy numbers. Let it be given as 

follows:  

(31) 

where , , = (𝑢 , , )    , =, , …   ≠  

At the second level users were asked to compare the 

functions ( ′  pairwise. The total number of pairwise 

evaluation will be 
𝑓!× 𝑓− ! where ′ ′ the total number of 

functions specified by the user. Similarly we go for the other 

levels of the hierarchy. The results of comparison of 

functions are stored in 𝐴𝑓 = [ 𝑓 ] a ×  matrix. The 

element 𝑓  gives the importance of  element over the ℎ 

element, the diagonal elements are obviously , ,  and the 

lower part of the matrix are inverse of the corresponding 

upper triangular matrix elements. As mentioned earlier the 

relative weights at this stage are derived using Chang’s extent 

analysis [1996]. 

Let relative weights for Function be denoted as , , … , 𝑓 . Allocated reliability for the function 

provided they are executed every time is given by [1]. 

 = 𝑊𝐹                           (32)               

 

Similarly the input matrix 𝐴𝑝  𝐴  are formed for 

programs and modules by taking opinion from the system 

engineer and programmer. Let the relative weight matrix for 

the program may be given as follows:  
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                             (33) 

 𝑃 ′
 are the relative weights at the software engineer’s level 

indicating weight for the ℎ program of the ℎ function. At 

the developer’s level of hierarchy we need  number of 

pairwise matrices for comparison. The target reliability at this 

level will be  for the programs connected to the function . 

For the ℎ function the relative weights of related programs 

are given by 

 𝑃 = ( 𝑃 )   ∀ = , , … ,    ∈ 𝑃⊂ { , , … , }|    } 

 

Then the reliability allocated to the programs is  

         𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃  ∀ = , , … ,  ∈ 𝑃 ⊂{ , , … , |    }      (34) 

 

Doing this we obtain different reliability values of same 

program, since a function can be connected to more than one 

function. Therefore it will be best to choose the one with 

highest reliability. 𝑃 = ( 𝑃 )∀ = , , …   ∈⊂ { , , … , |     ℎ ℎ ℎ   }                         

(35) 

Here 𝑃  is the allocated reliability of the ℎ program. 

Similar approach is used for other levels of the hierarchy. At 

fourth level the reliability value allocated to modules is 

calculated. 

 

We further calculate the weights of modules as follows:  =   ∀ = , , … ,   ∈ ⊂{ , , … , |  ℎ     𝑃 } 

 

Hence the reliability allocated to the programs is  

 

          = ( 𝑃 )𝑊𝑀  ∀ = , , … ,  ∈ ⊂{ , , … , |    𝑃 }     (36) 

 

Doing this we obtain different reliability values of same 

module, since a module can be connected to more than one 

program. Therefore it will be best to choose the one with 

highest reliability. 

 = ( ) ∀ = , , …   ∈ 𝑃⊂ { , , … , |     ℎ ℎ ℎ   }                         

(37) 

Hence , 𝑃    are allocated reliability values of the 

functions, programs and modules respectively. 

 

Relative weight of modules applying MEMV-OWA operator at 

program level of hierarchy 

In section two of this paper we have shown the weight vector 

of MEMV-OWA operator against different orness values 

ranging from 0.5 to 1 (Table 1). Now these weights are used to 

obtain the final weights assigned to each module at the lowest 

level of hierarchy. The OWA function  is given as: ( 𝑃 , 𝑃 , , … , 𝑃𝑝) = ∑ ×𝑝=                          (38) 

 

where  is the weight of the ℎ module and  is the ℎ 

largest element in vector , , … ,  for a 

program. Similarly OWA weights for other modules are 

calculated. The obtained weight incorporates in itself the 

developer’s uncertain preferences which are always subjective 
to outside fact. 

V. APPLICATION EXAMPLE OF PROPOSED 

RELIABILITY ALLOCATION MODEL 

We exhibit the FAHP based MEMV-OWA technique of 

Reliability apportionment with an example. Let us consider 

software architecture with three functions ( , , . The 

software engineer and programmers established four programs 

(𝑃 , 𝑃 , 𝑃   𝑃  and six modules ( , , , , ,  

respectively to accomplish the functions expected by the users. 

The linkages between functions, programs and modules are as 

follows: 

1) Software engineers designs the program to execute 

the functions expected by the user. 𝑃 , 𝑃   𝑃  

serve the function  , 𝑃 , 𝑃   𝑃  serve function   

and 𝑃 , 𝑃   𝑃  serve function  . 

 

2) Further developers or programmers use six modules 

to implement the 4 programs. 𝑃  appeals for modules ,    ,𝑃  appeals for modules ,    ,𝑃  appeals for modules ,    and program 𝑃  appeals for , , . 
The target reliability for the software system is set to 0.90 

based on the necessities of users. The total number of 

triangular fuzzy pairwise comparison matrices at different 

levels of hierarchy is 1, 3 and 4 respectively. After obtaining 

weights of modules using FAHP we apply the MEMV-OWA 

operator at software developer’s level to find the weights for 
modules and thus allocate the reliability. 

Based on the fuzzy scale given in Table 2 the fuzzy pairwise 

comparison matrices have been constructed according to views 

of users, SE (Software Engineers) and developers. 
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Reliability allocation for Functions: 

Fuzzy matrix obtained for system after the comparison of 

functions is given by: 

















)1,1,1()2/3,1,2/1()3/2,2/1,5/2(

)2,1,3/2)1,1,1()3/2,2/1,5/2(

)2/5,2,2/3()2/5,2,2/3()1,1,1(

3

2

1

321

F

F

F

FFF

 

 

Now we use the FAHP method discussed earlier to determine 

the relative weights for the functions and thus the 

corresponding reliabilities. The weights and reliabilities so 

determined are as follows: 

 

The normalized weighting vector is =. , . , . ) and reliabilities allocated to 

functions using expression (32) are: 

 

R = 𝑊𝐹 = .  

R = 𝑊𝐹 = .  

R = 𝑊𝐹 = .  

 

The reliability allocated to a function is used as the reliability 

goal to allocate reliability among the programs associated 

with that particular function. 

 

Reliability Allocation for Programs: 

Fuzzy Pairwise comparison matrix for programs associated 

with function  are : 

















)1,1,1()2/5,2,2/3()1,3/2,2/1(

)3/2,2/1,5/2()1,1,1()3/2,2/1,5/2(

)2,2/3,1()2/5,2,2/3()1,1,1(

4

2

1

421

P

P

P

PPP

 

 

The normalized weighting vector is =. , . , . ) and reliabilities allocated to 

programs of function  using expression (34) are: 

 

R𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃 = .  

R𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃 = .  

R𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃 = .  

 

For Function  

















)1,1,1()2/5,2,2/3()2/9,4,2/7(

)3/2,2/1,5/2()1,1,1()2/3,1,3/2(

)7/2,4/1,9/2()2/3,1,3/2()1,1,1(

3

2

1

321

P

P

P

PPP

 

 

The normalized weights are =(0.41629, 0.291855, 

0.291855) 

 

R𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃 = .  

R𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃 = .  

R𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃 = .  

 

For function  

















)1,1,1()2/5,2,2/3()2/7,3,2/5(

)3/2,2/1,5/2()1,1,1()2/3,1,3/2(

)5/2,3/1,7/2()2/3,1,3/2()1,1,1(

4

3

2

432

P

P

P

PPP

 

 

The normalized weights are =(0.423036, 0.288482, 

0.288482) 

 

R𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃 = .  

R𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃 = .  

R𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃 = .  

 

Since a program written is for accomplishment of more than 

one function of the software so the final reliability allocated to 

a program using expression (35): 

 

R𝑃 = (0.976635514, 0.988175676)=0.988175676 

R𝑃 = (0.9921962096,0.991694352)=0.992196209 

R𝑃 = (0.991694352, 0.993762994) =0.993762994 

R𝑃 = (0.976635514, 0.993762994) =0.993762994 

 

Weight calculation for Modules: 

We only determine weights for modules using FAHP method 

because reliability allocation for modules is to be done using 

the weights obtained from MEMV-OWA technique. 

For program 𝑃  the fuzzy pairwise comparison matrix is given 

as: 

















)1,1,1()2/5,2,2/3()2/7,3,2/5(

)3/2,2/1,5/2()1,1,1()2/3,1,3/2(

)5/2,3/1,7/2()5/2,3/1,7/2()1,1,1(

5

2

1

521

M

M

M

MMM

 

 

The normalized weights are 𝑃 = (0.3520129, 0.3520129, 

0.295943 ) 

 

For Program 𝑃  

















)1,1,1()2,2/3,1()5/2,3/1,7/2(

)1,3/2,2/1()1,1,1()2/1,5/2,3/1(

)2/7,3,2/5()3,2/5,2()1,1,1(

4

3

2

432

M

M

M

MMM

 

 

The normalized weights are 𝑃 =(0.248739,0.248739, 

0.502523) 
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For program 𝑃  
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The normalized weights are  𝑃 =(0.3520129, 0.3520129, 

0.295943) 

 

For program 𝑃  
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3

1
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M

M

M
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The normalized weights are  𝑃 =(0.345638, 0.345638, 

0.308725) 

 

Consistency of each pairwise matrix has been checked by 

using defuzzification process discussed earlier. The essential 

details of the consistency have been shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3: Consistency check for pairwise comparison matrices 

 

 
 

The weight vector for different modules corresponding to a 

program obtained using FAHP is shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Modular weights obtained using FAHP 

 

 
 

Now MEMV-OWA operator is applied at the software 

developer’s level in the hierarchy to obtain the weights for the 
modules and thus allocate the reliability. The weights for the 

OWA operator are given in Table 1 for different orness values. 

We have assigned weight zero for modules which are not 

connected to the program and then evaluated the relative 

weights of the modules for different orness values i.e. from 0.5 

to 1.The weights obtained at different orness levels are shown 

in Figure 4, the graphical representation compares modular 

weights obtained at different orness levels. This clearly 

implies that the subjective attitude of the decision maker 

affects the weights assigned for allocation.  

 

Figure 4: Comparison of Module weights for different orness levels 

 

Now using the weights obtained after application of MEMV-

OWA operator we find the reliability allocated to each 

module under different orness i.e. under different possible 

perspectives of the developer in an uncertain environment. 

The graphical representation of allocated reliability is shown 

in Figure 5. We can see that it is important to take into 

considerstion the developer’s behavior. The developer should 
neither be over-optimistic nor under optimistic. Relaibility 

allocated for orness value is 1 whereas it is maximum for the 

average optimisum behavior i.e. considering every alternative 

to be equally important.  

After obtaining the relative weights for module we allocate 

reliability using expression (36). Since a module is serving 

more than one program, therefore maximum obtained 

reliability is allocated to the module using expression (37). 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of Reliability Allocated at different orness 

levels 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper is contributing to the reliability allocation 

literature of software systems by introduction of a FAHP 

based MEMV-OWA technique by considering the uncertain 

preferences of the developer during the planning and design 

phase. The bi-objective MEMV-OWA technique problem 
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provides an unbiased way for the allocation of reliability 

among the modules by minimizing the variance and makes 

use of maximum information by maximizing the entropy. 

During reliability allocation in addition to the user’s opinion 
at function level we have also incorporated the system 

engineers and programmers view at program and module 

level respectively. An example with the application of 

methodology has been demonstrated which makes the steps 

involved more clear. At different orness levels the weight and 

reliability allocated has been calculated to illustrate the 

sensitivity of optimal reliability allocation solution to the 

different level of agreement among the developer’s 

preferences. 
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Abstract—Today  internet  has  emerged  as  a  huge  market-

place of products and services for meeting needs of more than a

million customers worldwide.  It provides users a platform to

access  information  globally  in  electronic  form  as  well  as  in

terms of business transaction, such as,e-payments, e-orders and

e-booking etc. The advent of the internet has led to the estab-

lishment of electronic commerce. Today a large number of B2C

e-commerce websites are available, which makes it difficult not

only for the customers to find right product at right price, but

also for a company to choose a better site for selling its prod-

uct. Thus, there is need to rank e-commerce websites in B2C

electronic commerce. The objective of this paper is to rank e-

commerce websites on the basis of success factors, namely, Sys-

tem Quality,  Content Quality,  Usages,  Trust,  Customer Sup-

port, Online Customer Feedback and Personalization. Here we

have used a two stage approach combining maximum entropy-

ordered  weighted  averaging  aggregation  (ME-OWA)  with

fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) for choosing the best

B2C e-commerce website.

Index Terms—Customer Oriented Success  Factors,  E-com-

merce, Fuzzy Set, Fuzzy AHP, Fuzzy ME-OWA

I. INTRODUCTION

OW  A days,  business  organization  use  e-commerce

system to  communicate  with  their  customers  and  to

provide online business transactions. With the deep penetra-

tion, e-commerce is in use. To sustain the cut-threat compe-

tition market, it has become essential for business to direct

towards  online  business  platforms.  Now  combination  of

business and internet has become necessary for B2C e-com-

merce organizations to coordinate with their customer and

stockholders.  Business-to-  consumer  (B2C)  e-commerce

website  is  a  used  to  communicate  with  customers  and  to

provide business transactions.  The e-commerce has  grown

continuously all over the world, its growth has occurred in

both  the countries  either  it  developed or  it  is  developing,

which is the reason for increase in the online shopping com-

munity in the world [1]. 

N

The success of any business organization depends on the

customer satisfaction level. Similarly, the success of B2C e-

commerce also depends upon the customer satisfaction to-

wards  e-commerce  websites.  In  this  paper,  we  propose  a

framework based on maximum entropy ordered weighting

averaging operator (ME-OWA) and fuzzy AHP to select the

best  B2C e-commerce  website  on  the  bases  of  customers

oriented success factors. The ME-OWA is used for calculat-

ing the orness weights of evaluation criteria and fuzzy AHP

is used for calculating the weight vector for alternatives re-

spect to each criterion. The weights so obtained are used to

rank the alternative through ordered weighted averaging ag-

gregation (OWA) operator.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the de-

tailed research background.  The methodology used in this

paper has been described in the Section 3. The application

part of the proposed methodology is shown in the Section 4.

Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

More than two decades ago DeLone and McLean initially

proposed information system (IS) success model [2]. This is

the iconic model in the area of success measurements that

has found vast application in many domains which includes

business education, human resource management, etc. The

major dimensions of information system success were sys-

tem quality, information quality, use, user satisfaction, indi-

vidual impact,  and organizational impact. This model pro-

vides a basis for evaluating the performance of information

systems. Later in 2001, Molla and Licker (M&L) shown that

IS success model can be used for identifying the success of

e-commerce  system [3].  They highlighted the significance

of  customer  satisfaction  and  their  experience,  towards  e-

commerce system. M&L defined trust as additional factor.

The  main  factors  of  M&L’s  model  were  content  quality,

system quality, use and user satisfaction, support &service,

and trust. As compared to DeLone and McLean’s(D&M) IS

success model, the M&L’s model used content quality in-

stead  of  information  quality,  user  satisfaction  for  e-com-

merce customers, service in the place of service quality, and

trust  added as  a new factor  in B2C e-commerce  environ-

ment.

DeLone and McLean updated their IS success model after

a decade in 2002 with additional success factors  intention to

use, use and net benefits, and further extended in 2003.The-

main elements included by them were information quality,

system quality  user  satisfaction,  intention  to  use,  use,  net

benefits,  and  service  quality  [4]  [5].  Delone  and  McLean

demonstrated that D&M’s updated IS success model could

be used for evaluating the e-commerce success without any

changes [6]. This model is based on the updated D&M’s IS
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success model in 2002 and extended in 2003. The success 

dimension of DeLone and McLean (2004) model used for 

evaluating the e-commerce success are system quality, 

information quality, service quality, usage, user satisfaction, 

and net benefits [6].  

 

Todays’ B2C e-commerce world has many features which can 

affect the B2C e-commerce success such as: customer 
feedback and personalization. Customer feedback is a crucial 

factor now days, measured in terms of online reviews, ratings 
[7], and helpfulness [8]. Personalization is defined as the 
customization of products and services in accordance to the 
user needs [9]. This factor depends on a number of attributes 

such as individual preferences, cross-selling and up-selling for 
evaluating the success of B2C e-commerce. Therefore, there is 

a growing need to extend the previous B2C e-commerce 

success model with these latest B2C e-commerce success 

factors. Overall, we have included seven success criteria 

where five criteria namely system quality "(SQ)", content 

quality "(CQ)", Usage "(US)", Trust "(TR)", customer support 
"(CS)" are same as specified by D&M [6].  
 

The two additional success criteria included in the proposed 

model are customer feedback "(CF)" and personalization 

"(PR)". At present a large number of B2C e-commerce 

websites are offering wide range of products with many 

promotional schemes and pricing policies, which makes it 

difficult not only for the customers to find the right product at 

the right price, but also for a supplier to choose a best site for 

selling its product. Thus, selection of B2C e-commerce 

websites is crucial and it is important for both customers and 

company. The main focus of this paper is to select best B2C 

e-commerce website on the basis of our extended B2C e-

commerce success model with seven success criteria. As, this 

problem is multicriteria decision making problem, therefore, 

we use MCDM techniques, namely OWA operator, ME-

OWA, and fuzzy AHP. The detailed methodology of these 

techniques is explained in the next section. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used in this paper is described as follows: 

 

(1) The OWA: The ordered weighted averaging aggregation 

operator (OWA) is a part of multi-criteria family, and it is 

given by Yager [10]. The main purpose of using OWA 

operators is to take full benefits of the available information 

and to remove the overestimation of decision maker’s 
priorities. The ordered weighted averaging operators used in 

this paper are as follows: 

 

Definition 1. An OWA operator of dimension n is defined as 

mapping F                        

with weight vector                      . 

 

such that 

I.                        

II.                

and where 

                                                     (1) 

where B be the ordered argument vector given by                   and    is the     largest element in the set                , which are arranged in descending order                    before calculating the scalar 

product with weight vector  .               Let   be an OWA operator and    be the 

weight vector given by                  , then the 

degree of          associated with   is defined as: 

                        
                               

Here        . If the value of                     is close 

to one then relationship between multiple attributes shows 

higher        level           , while if it is close to 

zero then higher         level                  . 

Oring the multiple attributes means the decision maker is 

maximally optimistic but anding the multiple attributes 

means the decision maker is maximally noncommittal. Thus, 

as we move weight up, we increase the        , while 

moving weight down causes decrease in the       . 

Specifically,                       , then the value of              . In that case, the decision maker has a 

medium assessment.                 For a given weight 

vector                      the measure of                         is defined as:  

                       
                                               

In particular, if     for some   and              then 

the           of weight vector  is 

minimum                    , it means that only one 

attribute is considered in the aggregation process and 

if                    then               of weight 

vector           ismaximum                         .It 

means that all the attributes are considered in the aggregation 

process.  

(2) The ME-OWA: The ME-OWA operator was proposed by 

O'Hagan [11], its maximizes the entropy of weight vector 

(W) subject to orness of weight vector (W). The 

mathematical formulation for this problem is given as 

follows: 
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Fullér and Majlender used Lagrange multiplier method for 

determining the optimum weight vectors with respect to 

maximum entropy [12]. The associated weight            corresponding to multiple attributes are given in 

Eqs.(5a)-(5c): 

                             

                                                              
where  is the total number of attributes, and 

                                                                                

then                                                                                                                          
where the optimum value of   should satisfy Eq. (4b) and is 

calculated using Eq. (5c), and then the optimal value of   is 

obtained from Eq. (5b). Remaining weights are determined 

by Eq. (5a). For illustration, the weight vectors of ME-OWA 

operator for     are given in Table 1.  

Table 1. The weight vectors     of ME-OWA operator for      

 
 

(3) The fuzzy set theory: The fuzzy set theory was proposed 

by Zadeh to tackle the vagueness and uncertainty in decision 

making for enhancing precision [13]. So, the vague data may 

be represented by using fuzzy numbers which may be further 

subjected to mathematical functions in fuzzy domain. The 

fuzzy numbers are represented by membership 

function        ranging between   and  . A triangular fuzzy 

numbers (TFNs) is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Triangular Fuzzy Number (TFN) 

 

A TFN is represented by (l, m, u), where l, m, and u are the 

smallest, most promising, and largest possible values 

respectively. The linear representation of TFN can be shown 

a membership function. 

        
   
                                                                   

  
 

The membership function for a TFN with linear 

representation of left and right side as is given by:                                         
where      and      are left and right side representation of 

a TFN respectively. 

 

(4) The Fuzzy AHP: The analytical hierarchical process 

(AHP) is a decision making technique, which is used to 

tackle complex multi-criteria problems involving both 

qualitative and quantitative decisions variables [14]. It is used 

for determining the priorities among the different criteria, 

alternative comparison with respect to each criterion, and 

determining the preference for each alternative. The detailed 

procedure is as follows: firstly, decision makers have to 

construct a hierarchal structure for their problem in which 

goal, criteria and alternative phases, are placed at different 

levels. After the hierarchical structure, the pair wise 

comparison matrix will be constructed through decision 

makers’ judgment on the importance of each criterion. The 
importance is measured using Saaty’s fundamental scale 
[14]. Next, we check the consistency of the decision matrices 

and then calculate the relative importance weights for criteria 

at each level of hirerachy using pair-wise comparison 

matrices. The final result is on relative basis by comparing 

the importance of one alternative to another.  

 

The AHP is usually used to judge intangibles, but it does not 

fully include the importance of qualitative aspects because its 

fundamental scale cannot indicate the humans’ way of 
thinking. According to Kwong and Bai, experts’ judgments 
are affected by imprecision and uncertainty. Thus, the use of 

precise and definite numbers as a linguistic judgment is not 

much logical [15].  

To overcome this difficulty, fuzzy AHP technique is used for 
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optimal selection problem. Fuzzy AHP approach is the 

combination of triangular fuzzy number (TFNs) and 

analytical hirerachy process (AHP). It converts the linguistic 

judgments into the organized triangular fuzzy numbers 

(TFNs) for constructing fuzzy pair-wise comparisons 

matrices. These pair-wise matrices are used to get the 

weights of criterion and to rank the alternatives. Although 

there are a number of methods to tackle pair-wise matrices in 

fuzzy AHP such as: Buckley [16], Chang [17], Lee [18] etc. 

Out of all these, mostly used method is extent analysis 

method given by Chang [17]. This method is simple and 

effective to calculate the relative weights of the criteria and 

alternatives. In this paper, we have used Chang’s extent 
analysis method to get the crisp weights of criteria and 

alternatives. The conversion scale, used for converting the 

linguistic judgments into the TFNs [19], is given in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Triangular Fuzzy Comparison scale  

 
 

(5) Chang’s extent analysis method:   

The outlines of this method for fuzzy AHP are as follows:   

Letthe object set be                and the goal set 

be               . Each object is taken and extent 

analysis for each goal    is performed respectively. Thus,   

extent analysisvalues for each object can be obtained using 

the following signs:                                                              

where all the                  are triangular fuzzy 

numbers (TFNs) with values  ,  , and  .  

The steps for calculating the relative weights of criteria and 

alternatives using fuzzy AHP through Chang’s extent 
analysis are as follows: 

Step 1:The fuzzy pairwise comparison matrix           is 

constructed, where   is the relative importance of    entry 

over     entry in pairwise comparison using triangular fuzzy 

numbers (TFNs), whose parameters are    ,    , and    . 

They are the least, the most, and the largest possible value, 

respectively, i.e.                   and      satisfies with 

following                                 
Step 2: The fuzzy synthetic extent’s value respect to   object 

is described as:           
             

   
 

                                               
For calculating         , the fuzzy addition method of   

extent analysis values for an individual matrix such that: 

                                                       

and to obtain                   
, perform the fuzzy addition 

operation of                   values such that 

                                                                     

And then calculate the inverse’s vector in Eq. (4) as follows:  

                                                                        

 

Step 3: If               and               then the 

degree of possibility of       is described as: 

                                                                  

 

and can be equivalently expressed as follows: 

                           
   

                                                                                                                                                                   

 

where   is the ordinate of the highest intersection point  between     and     as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Intersection of    and     

                  

Here, we require the values of           and          for comparing   and   . 

 

Step 4: The degree of possibility for a convex fuzzy number 

to be greater than   convex fuzzy numbers               

can be defined as:   

                           and        and 

…..  and         =            ,            .                     

Now, assume that                                                                               

For                   . Then the weight vector is given 

by 
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Step 5: After normalized, is given as follows:                                                                    

where   is non-fuzzy number. 

 

The triangular fuzzy conversion scale used in this paper is 

shown in Table 2.In the next section, we present a numerical 

application of the integrated fuzzy AHP with ME-OWA, 

framework. 

 

IV. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION 

Here objective is to select the best B2C e-commerce websites 

on the basis of B2C e-commerce success criteria. B2C e-

commerce experts were invited to obtain the fuzzy pair-wise 

matrices, which are required to calculate the priority weights 

for each criterion as described. The application is based on 

the following steps:  

 

Step 1: Construct the hierarchy for the problem 

The hierarchy of the problem is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The 

hierarchy has three levels. The goal of the selection process 

defined as Best B2C e-commerce website at the top level, 

seven criteria at the second level, and five alternatives of 

B2C e-commerce websites are at the lowest level in the 

hierarchy.  

 
Fig 3: The hierarchy of the problem 

 

Step2: Construct the fuzzy pairwise comparison matrix M for 

criteria 

The fuzzy pairwise comparison matrices are obtained from 

B2C e-commerce experts. Using the method described in 

Section 3.5, the following pair-wise comparison matrices and 

weight vectors for alternatives respect to each criterion are 

obtained:  

 

 

 
 

Step3: Calculate and check the consistency of pair wise 

comparison matrices 

For checking the consistency of all the fuzzy pairwise 

comparison matrices, we convert fuzzy matrices into crisp 

comparison matrices through centroid defuzzification 

technique called center of gravity [10]. Formula for 

converting the TFNs is (Wang & Elhag, 2007):      

                                                     
 

Consistency index     and consistency ratio    need to be 

calculatedto check the consistency of the decision matrices. 

Here      and      are given by:  

                                                                                                                                                                   
where     is the largest eigenvalue of the pairwise matrix,   

is the dimension of the matrix.The random Index     value 

proposed by Satty [14] for the different number of criterion     is shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Relationship between random index (RI) and 

number of criteria (n) 
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Information related to the consistency of each fuzzy pairwise 

matrix is shown in Table 4. From Table 4, we can observe 

that information given by fuzzy pairwise comparison matrix 

is satisfactory and meet the basic requirements of consistency                
 

Table 4: Weights vectors for multiple criteria with    ,    
and    

 
 

Step 4: Specify          according to Table 1, and then 

obtain the OWA weight vector                   

According to             , the value of              in 

B2C e-commerce website selection is determined on the 

basis of B2C e-commerce experts’ uncertain preferences. If 
the expert is highly optimistic on the selection of B2C e-

commerce websites, then the value of           is set to 

be  . And if the expert is in the moderate state, then the value 

of           is set to be    . The weight vector                  of ME-OWA for a specific value of  is 

given in Table 1.These values are used for aggregating the 

information of multiple B2C e-commerce success factors as 

attributes for B2C e-commerce websites. In this problem, 

the            is set to 0.8 because the experts’ preference 
on the selection of B2C e-commerce websites are moderately 

optimistic. From Table 1, we get the weight vector as                                                                              
In the next step, we calculate the OWA operators                 with respect to each alternative. 

 

Step 5: Calculate the OWA operator   for alternatives  

The maximum entropy-ordered weighted averaging 

aggregation (ME-OWA) operator of    as   is calculated as 

follows: 

                                  
            0.5387+0.2497 0.4287+0.1433 0.3152                                     

+0.0821 0.2987+0.0471 0.2932+0.0270 0.2458 

                  +0.0155 0.2370 = 0.4354 

where    is the      largest element in the 

set                        .  
 

Similarly, the OWA operators for  ,       and    as                                  and          .  

 

 

Table 5: The ranking order of alternatives 

 

Now from Table 5, we can observe that     is dominating all 

the    . Therefore,    is the best selection over other 

alternative present in the Table 5. 

V. CONCLUSION 

E-commerce is all about doing business electronically. In the 

era of internet technology, brick and mortar stores are fast 

being replaced by online stores, which have no geographical 

boundaries, save time and money, and provide an edge over 

the market competitors. Although e-commerce has many 

types but the major share of economy is encapsulated by the 

business-to-consumers (B2C) e-commerce. The B2C e-

commerce success depends on a number of factors related 

with website quality and customer satisfaction.  

In this paper, we present and extended e-commerce success 

model with includes customer oriented success criteria such 

as system quality     , content quality     , Usage       Trust     , customer support     , customer feedback      and personalization     .These criteria have been used 

to rank a number of e-commerce websites using an integrated 

FAHP and ME-OWA approach. The framework used in this 

paper helps in capturing the uncertainty in the experts’ 
opinion and preferences. The outcome of the paper gives the 

direction to the B2C e-commerce customers for finding right 

product at right price as well as for companies to choose the 

best site for selling its product on the web. In the future 

research, we may extend our framework for optimal online 

advertising planning and optimal budget allocation problem. 
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Abstract—The  transformations  from approaches  based  on

crisp set towards fuzzy set were introduced to include the un-

certainty experienced in decision making. But the problem of

hesitation about any alternative still prevailed among the deci-

sion makers. Later, an extension of fuzzy sets, the intuitionistic

fuzzy sets, filled the gap between the degree of satisfaction and

the degree of dissatisfaction encountered by the decision mak-

ers. Also, the biasness noticed while comparing a number of al-

ternatives based on multiple criteria by a single person, necessi-

tated for a multi criteria group decision making (MCGDM) ap-

proach. In this paper,  we propose a hybrid model that com-

bines the MCGDM techniques of intuitionistic fuzzy analytical

hierarch process (IFAHP) and intuitionistic fuzzy multi objec-

tive optimization on the basis of ratio analysis (IFMOORA).

The IFAHP technique is used to find the criteria weights and

IFMOORA technique is used for overall ranking of OTA web-

sites. To validate the proposed model, we apply it to rank on-

line travel agencies (OTA) websites on the basis of a number of

success factors. The model developed is flexible and can be fur-

ther applied to various selection problems.

Keyword—Intuitionistic  fuzzy  sets,  Intuitionistic  fuzzy

MOORA, Intuitionistic fuzzy AHP, Online travel agency

I. INTRODUCTION

HESE days,  the decision  making  process  has  shifted

from a single criterion to multiple conflicting criteria.

This has popularized the use of multi criteria decision mak-

ing (MCDM) approaches  by researchers  in various  extant

studies. Earlier, these studies were based on the crisp or ex-

act inputs from the decision makers or experts, but it failed

to incorporate the uncertainty and ambiguity faced by deci-

sion makers. This loophole was corrected by extending the

decision  making  inputs  based  on  crisp  sets  to  fuzzy  sets

[19]. Fuzzy sets are efficient in handling the vagueness and

impreciseness faced by experts in decision making, by spec-

ifying some degree of membership to each alternative. Still,

the techniques based on fuzzy sets were not able to consider

the degree of hesitation encountered by the decision makers.

This  necessitated  for  extending  these  sets  to  intuitionistic

fuzzy sets (IFS) introduced by Atanassov [2]. This enabled

the decision maker to include both his preferences and non-

preferences in decision making simultaneously.

T

MCDM approaches evaluate each alternative over all criteria

based  on the inputs  of  a  single expert,  which  is a  biased

approach.  Thus,  multi  criteria  group  decision  making

(MCGDM) approaches were introduced to obtain the best

solution based on information provided by multiple decision

makers.  It has been noticed that even though the decision

makers may have same objective, their perception towards

the problem may vary [13]. Earlier each decision maker was

allocated equal weights, but later weighing them according

to their expertise was found to be more consistent approach

[15]. For calculation purpose, the inputs from each decision

maker are combined using various aggregation operators, to

get an aggregated intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix. 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a flexible and intu-

itive  MCDM  technique  developed  by  Saaty  [14].  The

method transforms a  complex  problem into  a hierarchical

structure, which makes the problem organized and easy to

analyze.  It  makes  use  of  a  pair-wise  comparison  scale  to

compare objects and find consistency of the problem. How-

ever, AHP is mainly used for evaluation purposes and not

for ranking as the latter may demand for a large number of

pair-wise comparisons and also via additive aggregation it

may lose vital information [8]. In order to tackle these de-

merits, we use IFAHP to obtain criteria weights. Some of

the previous researches which have used the technique for

similar purposes are: Supplier selection [5], information sys-

tem outsourcing [6], and many more.

Multi objective optimization on the basis of ratio analysis

(MOORA) is another MCDM technique for optimizing two

or more criteria simultaneously based on certain constraints.

This method segregates all the criteria into beneficial (which

are to be maximized) and non-beneficial  (which are to be

minimized), which are then used to rank alternatives or se-

lecting the best from the available options. A distinguishing

feature of MOORA as compared to its outranking counter-

parts is the use of ratio system for normalization procedure.

Thus,  it  is  considered  to  be  a  non-subjective  method and

more robust than existing MCDM techniques as it make use

of  cardinal  or  most  recent  data.  In  this  paper  we use IF-

MOORA for outranking purpose. The use of IFMOORA for

ranking purpose is a new concept and till date it has been

used previously for selection problem [17].

The  growth  in  internet  technology  has  led  to  an  in-

crease in  purchase of goods and services by making use
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of e-commerce websites.  The service sector has boomed

with  these  advancements,  especially,  the  online  travel

agency  (OTA)  websites  usage  has  shown  an  increasing

trend over the years. OTAs provide the customers a sin-

gle platform for searching and booking airline tickets and

hotel rooms through multiple vendors [9]. Though, much

of the studies conducted in hospitality sector are related

to hotels, less research has been conducted on OTAs. The

success of an e-commerce website depends on the experi-

ence  of  previous  visitors  and  the word-of-mouth  spread

by them. Here, we consider the following criteria: content

quality, trust, support, service quality, customization [11]

[12].  We  add  another  criterion  ‘electronic  word-of-

mouth’,  which  is  similar  to  the  concept  of  ‘word-of-

mouth’  but  extended  over  the  internet.  The  word-of-

mouth is a social communication, which acts as a power -

ful tool in the spread of information about the products or

services,  by  previous  purchasers.  They have  a  high  im-

pact  on  potential  customers  as  people  believe  others

rather  than  the  words  communicated  through  the  mar-

keters [7].

In this paper, we combines the AHP and MOORA tech-

niques extended over IFS under group decision making, to

rank online travel agency (OTA) websites. Some of the ear-

lier studies which have IFS for evaluation or ranking pur-

poses are given by Table 1. The rest of the paper is struc-

tured as follows: Section 2 discusses the IFS based methods.

The model is proposed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses a

numerical  illustration to validate the proposed model.  The

conclusion and discussions are given in Section 5.

Table 1: List of Previous Researches

Techniques Authors Purpose of the Study

IFGDM-Averaging 

operators

[16] Evaluation of agro 

ecological regions

IFGDM-TOPSIS [3] Supplier selection

IFGDM-VIKOR [6] Information system 

outsourcing

IVIFGDM-Extended 

TOPSIS

[18] Partner selection 

IFGDM-TOPSIS [1] Machine Selection

IFAHP-IFMOORA [17] Project selection

IFAHP-IFAD [5] Supplier selection

IFGDM-TOPSIS [4] Hazardous waste 

management

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set Theory

Here, we discuss some of the concepts for working on in-

tuitionistic sets which will be used throughout the paper. 

Definition 1: (Intuitionistic fuzzy set) Let  Y  be a crisp set

and let I⊂Y  be a fixed set. Then the IFS 
~
I  in Y  is defined

as,

(1)

where  μI :Y→ [0,1] and  ϑ I :Y →[0,1 ].  μI ( y ) indicate

the membership degree and ϑ I ( y) the non-membership de-

gree  of  y∈Y  in  I ,  respectively.  Also,

0≤ μ I ( y )+ϑ I ( y)≤1, for all y∈Y . The hesitancy degree

of  y  is  denoted  by  π I ( y ),  and  calculated  as

π I ( y )=1−μI ( y )−ϑ I ( y).

Definition 2:  An intuitionistic preference relation  K  on the

set  Y={y
1
, y

2
,… , yn } is  represented  by  a  matrix

(k is)n×n,  where

k is=< ( y i , y s ) , μ ( y i , ys ) ,ϑ ( y i , ys )>∀ i , s=1,2 ,… ,n.

Let  us  assume  k is=(μis ,ϑ is),  where  μis=μ( yi , y ) and

ϑ is=ϑ ( y i , ys)  denote  the degree  to  which  object  y i is

preferred  to  the  object  ys.  Also,

π ( y i , ys)=1−μ I ( y i , y s )−ϑ I ( y , ys) indicates the hesi-

tancy degree. 

Definition 3: Intuitionistic fuzzy arithmetic operations

k is⨁k tl=(μis+μtl−μis μtl ,ϑ isϑ tl) (2)

k is : ktl=(
μi s
μtl
,
ϑ is−ϑ tl
1−ϑ tl

) (3)

k is⨂k tl=(μis μtl ,ϑ is+ϑ tl−ϑ is ϑ tl) (4)

Definition 4: Elements of a perfect multiplicative consistent

intuitionistic  preference  relation  Í=(ḱ is)n×n matrix  are

denoted as ḱ is=( μ́is , ϑ́ is). For s>i+1,

μ́is=
√∏t=i+1

s−1

μit μts

√ ∏
t=i+1

s−1

μit μts+√∏
t=i+1

s−1

(1−μit )(1−μts)

(5)

ϑ́ is=
√ ∏
t=i+1

s−1

ϑ itϑ ts

√∏
t=i+1

s−1

ϑ it ϑ ts+√∏
t=i+1

s−1

(1−ϑ it ) (1−ϑ ts)

(6)

For  s=i+1 we  take  ḱ is=k is and  for  s<i we  take

ḱ is=(ϑ́ si , μ́ si).
Definition 5: An intuitionistic preference relation  R is ac-

ceptable if it satisfy the consistency condition, 

d (I , Í )<ϵ (7)

where d (I , Í ) is the distance measure between the given in-

tuitionistic  relation  I  and  its  corresponding  perfect  multi-

plicative consistent intuitionistic preference relation Í  given

by,
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d (I , Í )=

1

2 (n−1 )(n−2)∑i=1

n

∑
s=1

n

(|μ́is−μis|+|ϑ́ is−ϑ is|+|π́ is−π is|)

(8)

where ε  is the consistency threshold.   

Definition 6: Let the importance of  gth decision maker be

an IFN, Dg={μg ,ϑ g , πg }. The relative importance of de-

cision maker, λg is given by,

λg=
(μg+πg( μg

μg+πg ))
∑
g=1

l

(μg+π g( μg
μg+πg ))

(9)

So that ∑
g=1

l

λg=1

Definition  7: Intuitionistic  fuzzy  weighted  averaging
operator (IFWA)

IFWA λ (k is
g )=(1−∏

g=1

l

(1−μ is
g )λg ,∏

g=1

l

(ϑ is
g )λg)

(i , s=1 ,… ,n) (10)

Definition 8: Intuitionistic fuzzy averaging operator (IFA)

IFA (k is )=(1−∏
i=1

n

(1−μis )
1

n ,∏
i=1

n

(ϑ is )
1

n)(i , s=1 ,… ,n)

(11)

Detecting  the  object  from the  video  is  the first  step  to

tracking an object. Detection of an interesting moving object

can  be  achieved  by  different  existing  techniques  such  as

frame  differencing,  optical  flow,  background  subtraction,

segmentation, point detectors [3] as shown in Figure 2.

B. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process

The steps for performing the IFAHP technique are as fol-

lows:

Step  1:  Let  the  set  of  alternatives  be

H={H
1
, H

2
,… ,H n} and  criteria  be

J={J
1
, J

2
,… , J m}. The pair-wise comparison matrix of

criteria  and  performance  value  matrix  of  alternatives  are

formed using IFNs given by Table 2.

Step  2:  Form  the  group  of  decision  makers,

D={D
1
, D

2
,… ,Dl} and  determine  the  importance  de-

gree for each. Table 2 is used for assigning the importance

weights to decision makers.

Step 3: Construct the intuitionistic preference relation ma-

trices  I1 j
g

 and  I 2

g
.  The  former  indicates  the  performance

value matrix of alternatives formed from the  gth decision

maker for jth criterion, and the latter presents the pair-wise

comparison  matrix  of  criteria  established  from  gth DM.

Construct  a  perfect  multiplicative  consistent  intuitionistic

preference  relation  Í1 j
g

 and  Í 2

g
,  which  are  acceptable  if

d ( I1 j
g
, Í 1 j

g )<ε  and  d ( I2
g
, Í2

g )<ε.  Considering  the  condi-

tions  provided  by  Satty  [14],  the  acceptable  consistency

threshold (ε ) should be less than 0.1.

Step 4: Compute the relative importance of each decision

maker using equation (9). Then, construct the aggregated in-

tuitionistic fuzzy decision matrices  Í1 j and  Í 2 by applying

IFWA operator given in equation (10).

Step 5:  Construct  the normalized  decision  matrices  ´́I1 j
and  ´́I 2

 using the arithmetic operations given by equations

(2) and (3).

Step  6:  The  criteria  weight  vector

W 2=(W 21 ,W 22 ,… ,W 2m) is established by making use

of IFA operator, given by equation (11), on the Normalized

decision matrix ´́I 2
.

C. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Multi Objective Optimization 

based on Ratio Analysis  

The steps of performing the IFMOORA technique are as

follows: 

Step 1: Construct the matrix  Ǐ=(W
11
,W

12
,… ,W

1m).
The values of W 1 j are computed by averaging the normal-

ized matrix rows obtained by equation (11). The aggregated

weighted intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix  Ŕ is obtained

as,

Í=(W 21W 11 ,W 22W 12 ,… ,W 2mW 1m) (12)

Table 2: Conversion of 1-9 scale to 0.1-0.9 scale

1-9 scale 0.1-0.9 scale Linguistic Terms

1/9 0.1 Extremely not important 

(ENI)/beginner

1/7 0.2 Very strongly not 

important (VSNI)

1/5 0.3 Strongly not important 

(SNI)/practitioner

1/3 0.4 Moderately not important 

(MNI)

1 0.5 Equally important 

(EI)/proficient

3 0.6 Moderately important (MI)

5 0.7 Strongly important 

(SI)/expert

7 0.8 Very strongly important 

(VSI)

9 0.9 Extremely important 

(EXI)/master

Other values 

between 1/9 and 9

Other values 

between 0 and 1

Intermediate values used 

to present compromise
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Arithmetic operators given by equations (2) and (4) are

used for constructing Í .

Step 2: The criteria under consideration are divided into

two  groups  as  benefit  (Beni) and  cost  (cosi),  and  then

their sum is computed for each  alternative using equations,

Beni=∑
j=1

q

( μ́is , ϑ́ is)j=( μ́Beni , ϑ́Beni )i=1,2 ,… ,n(13)

cosi= ∑
j=q+1

m

( μ́is , ϑ́ is) j=( μ́cosi
,ϑ́

cosi ) i=1,2 ,…,n(14)

where q indicates the number of benefit criteria and remain-

ing m−q denotes the number of cost criteria

Step 3: Defuzzify the sum of benefits and costs by using

below equations respectively, 

Defuzi (Ben )=
1−ϑ́Beni
1−π́Beni

i=1,2 ,…,n (15)

Defuzi (cos )=
1−ϑ́ cos i

1−π́cos i

i=1,2 ,…,n (16)

Step 4: Calculate the contribution value of each alterna-

tive using below equation and rank the alternatives in accor-

dance to these values,

Contribi=Defuzi (Ben )−Defuzi(cos) (17)

The  Contribi values  may be positive or  negative.  The

ranking  of  Contribi represents  the  final  contribution  of

each alternative. The highest Contribi value represents the

best alternative.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

The proposed model for ranking OTA websites on the ba-

sis of success factors is composed of two approaches namely

IFAHP and IFMOORA. The phases of the model are dis-

cussed below and represented by Figure 1:

Phase 1: Construction of Hierarchy

In this phase,  the OTA websites  and the criteria  which

will be used in ranking are determined and the decision hier-

archy  is  formed.  The  objective  of  the  proposed  model  is

placed at the top level, the success factors at the middle, and

the OTA websites to be ranked at the bottom. 

Phase 2: Criteria Weight Calculation using IFAHP

In this phase, decision matrix is constructed to obtain cri-

teria weights. The elements in the matrices are filled using

the  pair-wise  comparison  values  provided  by  the  experts,

obtained  through  a  structured  interview.  Next,  the  aggre-

gated  intuitionistic  fuzzy  decision  matrix  is  constructed.

Then we normalize decision matrix, which in turn ultimately

provide us with the final criteria weights.

Phase 3: Rank Websites using IFMOORA

Ranking websites is done using the IFMOORA technique.

Firstly, the decision matrix is formed by rating each alterna-

tive against each criterion which is provided by experts in

OTA industry. Then the sum of costs and benefits are ob-

tained using aggregated weighted intuitionistic fuzzy deci-

sion matrix.  This helps to evaluate the contribution value.

The alternative corresponding to highest contribution value

is considered to be the best.

Figure 1: The Proposed Model

IV. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION

This study is conducted with the objective to rank OTA

websites on the basis of success criteria.  The numerical  is

modeled into three phases, as discussed in the previous sec-

tion. The phases are performed as follows:

Phase 1: Construction of Hierarchy

In this phase, we convert our problem into a hierarchical

structure. The goal of the problem is to find the best OTA

website, which takes the highest level of the hierarchy. The

success criteria or the factors form the middle level of the

hierarchy and are stated as: Electronic word-of-mouth (J1),

Service  Quality  (J2),  Customization  (J3),  Content  Quality

(J4), Trust (J5), and Support (J6). The alternatives namely:

H1, H2, H3, and H4 form the lowest level of the hierarchy.

The structure is represented by Figure 2.

Figure 2: Hierarchy of the Problem

Phase 2: Criteria Weight Calculation using IFAHP

The set of alternatives is,

H={H 1,H 2,H 3,H 4 } 
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The set of criteria is,

J={J 1, J 2,J 3, J 4,J 5, J 6 } 

Two decision makers are considered where the former is

evaluated  as  an  ‘expert’  and  latter  is  evaluated  as  ‘profi-

cient’. The set of decision maker is,

D={D 1,D 2 } 

The pair-wise comparison matrices  for  criteria  as given

by D1 and D2 are given in Table 3.

Table 3: Pair-wise Comparison Matrix for Criteria

Criteria

Weights

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6

J1 D1 EI EI MI EI MI MI

D2 EI EI MI SI SI MI

J2 D1 EI EI MI MI MI MI

D2 EI EI MI MI MI MI

J3 D1 VSNI VSN

I

EI MI MI VSI

D2 VSNI VSN

I

EI MI MI MI

J4 D1 SNI VSN

I

VSN

I

EI EI MI

D2 SNI VSN

I

VSN

I

EI EI MI

J5 D1 MNI VSN

I

MNI EI EI MI

D2 SNI VSN

I

MNI EI EI MI

J6 D1 VSNI VSN

I

VSN

I

VS

NI

VS

NI

EI

D2 VSNI VSN

I

MNI VS

NI

VS

NI

EI

The perfect multiplicative consistent intuitionistic prefer-

ence  relation  matrix  is  obtained  for  each  decision  maker

with inputs obtained using equations (5) and (6). Using the

distance formula provided by equation (8),  we found that

d ( I2
1
, Í 2

1)<0.1 and  d ( I2
2
, Í 2

2)<0.1.  This  proves  that  the

preference relation matrices are consistent. 

The  performance  value  matrices  of  alternatives  formed

from the  kth decision  maker  for  first  criterion  are  repre-

sented by Table 4. 

Table 4: Pair-wise Comparison Matrix for Alternatives over
Criteria

FOR J1 H1 H2 H3 H4

H1 D1 EI EI MI MI

D2 EI MI MI MI

H2 D1 EI EI MI MI

D2 VSNI EI MI MI

H3 D1 MNI VSNI EI MI

D2 VSNI VSNI EI EI

H4 D1 MNI VSNI VSNI EI

D2 MNI VSNI EI EI

FOR J2 H1 H2 H3 H4

H1 D1 EI EI MI MI

D2 EI MI MI MI

H2 D1 EI EI EI MI

D2 VSNI EI MI MI

H3 D1 VSNI EI EI EI

D2 VSNI VSNI EI MI

H4 D1 VSNI VSNI EI EI

D2 MNI VSNI VSNI EI

FOR J3 H1 H2 H3 H4

H1 D1 EI MI MI MI

D2 EI EI MI MI

H2 D1 VSNI EI MI MI

D2 EI EI MI MI

H3 D1 VSNI VSNI EI MI

D2 MNI VSNI EI MI

H4 D1 MNI VSNI EI EI

D2 MNI VSNI VSNI EI

FOR J4 H1 H2 H3 H4

H1 D1 EI MI MI MI

D2 EI EI MI MI

H2 D1 VSNI EI MI MI

D2 EI EI EI MI

H3 D1 VSNI VSNI EI MI

D2 VSNI EI EI EI

H4 D1 MNI VSNI VSNI EI

D2 VSNI VSNI EI EI

FOR J5 H1 H2 H3 H4

H1 D1 EI EI MI MI

D2 EI MI MI MI

H2 D1 EI EI MI MI

D2 VSNI EI MI MI

H3 D1 MNI VSNI EI MI

D2 VSNI VSNI EI MI
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H4 D1 MNI VSNI VSNI EI

D2 MNI VSNI VSNI EI

FOR J6 H1 H2 H3 H4

H1 D1 EI EI MI MI

D2 EI MI MI MI

H2 D1 EI EI EI MI

D2 VSNI EI MI MI

H3 D1 VSNI EI EI EI

D2 VSNI VSNI EI EI

H4 D1 VSNI VSNI EI EI

D2 MNI VSNI EI EI

Using the distance formula provided by equation (8), we

found that  d ( I1 j
g
, Í 1 j

g )<0.1∀ j=1,… ,6; g=1,2.  Thus,

all the matrices are consistent. Also, we have considered that

D1={0.7,0 .2,0.1} 

D2={0.5,0 .4,0.1} 

Then,  their  corresponding  weights  are  computed  using

equation (9) and λ1=0.58 and λ2=0.42.

Next we compute the aggregated intuitionistic fuzzy deci-

sion matrix using equation (10). Each value obtained is di-

vided  by summation of  each  criterion,  and  we obtain  the

normalized  decision  matrix.  The  criteria  weights  are  ob-

tained using the IFA operator given by equation (11). The

weights are represented by Table 5.

Table 5: Criteria Weight Vector W 2

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6

0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

Membership 
Degree (µ)

Non Membership 
Degree (ν)

Hesitancy Degree 
(π)

Criteria

W
e
ig
h
ts

Figure 3: Criteria Weight Result

Phase 3: Rank Websites using IFMOORA

Combining the weights obtained using the decision matri-

ces  provided  by  I1 j
g ∀ j=1 ,… ,6; g=1,2,  we  compute

the decision matrix evaluating each alternative on each crite-

rion. The matrix is represented by Table 6,

Table 6: Decision Matrix

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6

H1 (0.53,

0.32, 

0.15)

(0.51,

0.32, 

0.17)

(0.54, 

0.30, 

0.16)

(0.53, 

0.29, 

0.18)

(0.54, 

0.30, 

0.16)

(0.50, 

0.34, 

0.16)

H2 (0.48,

0.39, 

0.13)

(0.44,

0.48, 

0.08)

(0.46, 

0.40, 

0.14)

(0.44, 

0.45, 

0.11)

(0.48, 

0.37, 

0.15)

(0.43, 

0.51, 

0.06)

H3 (0.32,

0.54, 

0.14)

(0.40,

0.54, 

0.06)

(0.31, 

0.57, 

0.12)

(0.38, 

0.53, 

0.09)

(0.34, 

0.49, 

0.17)

(0.25, 

0.71, 

0.04)

H4 (0.22,

0.66, 

0.12)

(0.27,

0.63, 

0.10)

(0.24, 

0.65, 

0.11)

(0.24, 

0.65, 

0.11)

(0.16, 

0.68, 

0.16)

(0.19, 

0.73, 

0.08)

Multiplying the value of Table 5 and 6, we obtain aggre-

gated weighted intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix.

Next, we obtain the sum of benefits and costs criteria. The

electronic word-of-mouth (J1) represents how efficient the

website is in providing the customers a space to give feed-

back and interact with others. It consists of attributes such

as: online reviews and star ratings; and is considered as a

benefit  criterion  [7].  Service  quality  (J2)  consists  of  at-

tributes: responsiveness, reliability, assurance, and empathy;

that  convey  the level  of  service  provided  by  the  website,

which is to be maximized. Customization (J3) represents the

potential of the website to provide personalized goods and

service,  consisting  of  attributes:  up-selling,  cross-selling.

Previous researches have shown that much of customization

is not beneficial from customers’ perspective, since enough

of complementary options may hamper their purchasing de-

cision [10];  so is  considered  a cost  criterion.  The content

quality (J4) consists of attributes such as: up-to-datedness,

preciseness,  timeliness,  accuracy,  and  is  considered  to  be

beneficial criterion. The attributes security and privacy make

up the criterion trust (J5), and is considered to be a benefi-
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cial criterion. Support (J6) consists of payment alternatives,

frequently asked questions, account maintenance, and pay-

ment alternatives; and is considered to be a benefit criterion

[12]. The sum of benefit and cost criteria is obtained.  

Defuzzifying  the sum of  benefit  and  cost  criteria  using

equations (15) and (16). Also, calculation of contribution of

each alternative using equation (17) gives the final ranking.

The results of the ranking are provided by Table 7,

Table 7: Ranking Result

Alternatives Defuzi (Ben ) Defuzi ( cos )  Contribi Rank

H1 1.23 0.58 0.65 4

H2 1.16 0.48 0.68 2

H3 1.05 0.33 0.72 1

H4 0.92 0.26 0.66 3

As seen from Table 7, ‘H3’ is the best alternative since it

has the highest Contribi value.

V. CONCLUSION

The intuitionistic fuzzy set concept was introduced to rep-

resent the hesitation or vagueness experienced by decision

makers in decision making. Also, the previous studies based

on various MCDM techniques using inputs from a single de-

cision maker were found to be biased. Thus, recent studies

have extended to group decision making (GDM). In this pa-

per, we propose an MCGDM model that combines the tech-

nique  of  intuitionistic  fuzzy  Analytic  Hierarchy  Process

(IFAHP) and Intuitionistic fuzzy multi objective optimiza-

tion based on ratio analysis (IFMOORA). A numerical illus-

tration based on ranking of OTA websites on the basis of

success factors is performed. The IFAHP is used to obtain

the success criteria weights and the IFMOORA technique is

used to obtain the final ranking of the OTA websites. The

model is found to be flexible and can be applied to various

real life problems in future. For the future studies, various

MCDM approaches can be combined in intuitionistic envi-

ronment to perform evaluation and ranking problems in var-

ious fields.
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Abstract—Security alarm is used to protect from burglary

(theft), property damage and from intruders.  These security

alarms  consists  sensors  and  alerting  device  to  indicate  the

intrusion. Clustering is data mining technique which is used to

analyzing  the  data.   In this  paper  we discus  about different

clustering  algorithm  like  DBSCAN,  Farthest  first.  These

algorithms are used to evaluate the different number of clusters

with the sensor discrimination data base. In any organization

Sensor security has many types of security alarm. It may be

glass breaking alarm, smoke heat and carbon monoxide alarm,

and it may be false alarm. Our aim is to compare the different

algorithms with the sensors data to  find density  clusters  i.e.

which type of data will provide dense cluster of useful alarm

condition.  This evaluation will  also detect  the outliers  within

data such as empty alarms.

Index Terms—Acoustic; Nuisance; Detector; Farthest First

Algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

ECURITY sensor alarm is a device that gives us indica-

tion  of  abnormal  situation  within  the  system.  It  can

sense the environment situation and provide the signal  by

alarming for protection. In Glass braking alarms, shock sen-

sors is installed in glass pane. When glass is break a shock

frequency  generated  through  the  glass,  surrounding  walls

and through the window frame to send the frequency to de-

vice that generates the alarm of glass breaking.

S

Smoke heat and carbon monoxide alarm are not turn off

for a second anytime. In this two metal plates are used to

generate electric current. When a smoke is entering in cham-

bers,  it  detects  the small amount  of  smoke and sound the

alarm for  indicates  the  situation.  In  security  sensor  some

time may be false alarm are causes due to extra precaution

i.e. if small particle of smoke is detected by chamber alarm

device then it sounds the false alarm.

DBSCAN is  density  based  clustering  [5][18]  algorithm

with noise. It discover cluster in different size and shapes.

[16]DBSCAN is able to identify class in spatial database. It

is more powerful clustering [1] algorithm then other algo-

rithm to solving anomaly  detection problem.  DBSCAN is

use in all fields because it determines outlier accurately. In

DBSCAN clusters are dense regions separated by low dense

regions.

Fa farthestFirst  Algorithm  is  a  Clustering  approach

which selects center groups by choosing data point on basis

of their distance from each other. Algorithm works in simi-

lar way as K-means do as follows:

(i) All of first it selects the centroid.

(ii) And then it begins the cluster assignment [12].

Di differences of FarthestFirst with K-mean are:

(a)  FartestFirst works in single pass only to make a set

cluster of selected data points, need not to update regularly

after each iteration.

(b) Centroid calculation is done with actual data not with

geometric aspects.

Significant  advantage  of  choosing  FartestFirst  over

K-mean is it provides good performance in centroid selec-

tion because distance calculated between centroid is optimal

distance. Here term centroid can be defined as a location of

cluster  centers  in  attribute  set  space.  These  centroids  can

move freely and are not supposed to bind in set of value of

instances

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

(1).  Passive infrared detector: PIR detector is commonly

used   which is us in household and small business environ-

ments.  When  it  determines  the heat  energy,  it  started  the

work [6]. It does not generate its own energy and does not

detect  motion.  It  is  designed  according  to  wall  or  ceiling

mounted.

(2). Infra sound detector: Infrasound detector works when

it detects the sound waves at the frequency below 20 hertz.

Infrasound  is  untreatable  for  human  ear,  its  sound  waves

traveled  along  hundred  kilometers.  This  infrasound  alarm

give indication of earthquake, gravity waves etc. infrasound

sensor, an order frequency filter, an analog  to digital con-

verter, and for analyze the record signal MCU is consist in

the infrasound detector to give us result.
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(3). Motion sensor: Motion sensor are use to detect [7] the

movement using various technologies. In motion sensor in-

frared, ultrasonic, vibration and contact technology is used

to  detect  the  movement.  These  detection  technologies  are

used to reduce the false alarm. 

(4).  Ultrasonic  detector:  Ultrasonic  alarm  or  detector

emits the waves by transmitter at frequency between 15 kHz

to 75 kHz. These waves is inaudible to human hear due to its

high frequency, by using sound waves it determine the dis-

tance  for  an  object.  To  measure  the  distance  this  device

transmit the signals or sound waves, then sound waves are

reflected by solid surface and detected by device.

(5).  Vibration sensor: These devices are designed to de-

tect an attack on structure itself. These devices are placed on

barriers. When vibration is occurring, it breaks the current

flow by which alarm is started [10]. Its sensor is reliable and

there are low chances of generating false alarm.

III. RELATED WORK

DBSCAN Clustering:  Density  based [3]  clustering algo-

rithm measure the density of a region with spatial datasets.

DBSCAN depends on two arguments that are epsilon and

Minpts. Minpts argument is used to reduce the single-link

effect and epsilon [2] distinguishes the radius of the search

circle.  DBSCAN  [8]  has  the  ability  to  find  the  complete

cluster surrounding with another cluster but not connected

with that cluster [13][14]. It uses only two parameter to or-

dering of the points in the database to recognize the arbitrary

pattern, different size clusters and filters noise.

 FarthestFirst Clustering: Farthest-first is use to speed up

the clustering. But for fast  performance it need less move

and  adjustment.  It  works  like  k-mean  algorithm  in  some

ways. It choosing data points on basis of their distance from

each other to select a center point. In farthest-first algorithm

each successive point is as far as possible from the set of

previously-selected points [9].

IV. EXPERMIMANTAL EVALUATION

The dataset  contains  the possible  values  collected  from

differnet kind of sensor from any commercial organisation.

Substanceroup  is  the  class  attributes  which  have  values:

(a) Group A which deals with all smoke, heat and Carbon

monoOxide detection realed sensors data.

(b)Acoustic is category which deals with all alarms asso-

ciated with glass breaking events.

(c) Nuisance category includes all False and absent alarm.

Evaluation  of  attributes  with class  variable  is  as shown

below:

Figure 1: Evaluation of category 1 data with class variable

 
Figure 2: Evaluation of category 2 data with class variable

Figure 3: Evaluation of category 3 data with class variable
             

Figure 4: Evaluation of category 4 data with class variable
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Figure 5: Evaluation of category 5 data with class variable

Figure 6: Evaluation of category 6 data with class variable
       

 

Figure 7:  Evaluation of category 5 data with class variable
    

Figure 8:  Evaluation of category 6 data with class variable

Figure 9:  Evaluation of category 9 data with class variable

      

Figure 10: Evaluation of category 10 data with class variable
          

 

Figure 11: Evaluation of category 11 data with class variable
         

Figure 12: Evaluation of category 12 data with class variable
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(1). Experimental  evaluation  using  Dbscan  Algorithm:

Dbscan algorithm makes clusters by iteratively [4] checking

neighbor elements of each data points within dataset [11]. In

case nearby elements are more than minPts, a new cluster

formed with O as core object. In second phase objects which

are  density-reachable  with  core  object  get  merged  into  it

[14].  The  process  terminates  when  no  new  point  can  be

added to any cluster. Lower density points are concluded as

noise thus gets omitted.

Figure  13:  Experimental  Evaluation  using  DBSCAN  algorithm  (Cluster
assignment of each group)           

(2)  Experimental  evaluation  using  FarthestFirst  Algo-

rithm: Farthest-First algorithm may be computed by greedy

algorithm to maintain the distance between each point and

previously selected points.

It works in following steps:-

(a) Firstly it initializes the empty sequence by sequencing

of selected points. And also initialize the distances between

each point and selected points to infinity.

(b) While all points have not been selected, the following

steps are repeated:

 Find a point p by scanning the list of not-yet-selected

points.

 Then remove p from the not-yet-selected point and add it

to end of sequence of selected points.

 Now replace the distance stored for q by the minimum

of  its  old  value  for  each  remaining  not-yet-selected

points.

Figure 14: Experimental Evaluation using FarthestFirst algorithm (Cluster 
assignment in 2 groups)

V. RESULT ANALYSIS

As  experimental  evaluation  shows  how  clusters  were

made for each input category with class attribute, how dense

or noisy data are there with respect to category selection in

term of class attribute. Now result is analyzed by comparing

generated clusters with Dbscan and farthestfirst.  Result of

Dbscan   consist  of  3  clusters  C0,C1  and  C2,each  have

799,456 and 947 data points 36% ,21% and 43%  of total

dataset respectively ,whereas result of  FarthestFirst  consist

of  2 clusters Cluster 0 and Cluster1 have  2955 and 257 data

points 88% and 12%  respectively of total provided dataset.

Another factor is build time which is 3.13 seconds for Db-

scan and  FarthestFirst take no time in building model.

.      Figure 15: Result analysis with Dbscan algorithm

Figure 16: Result analysis with FarthestFirst algorithm

Figure 17: Comparative analysis of Dbscan with FarthestFirst
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Comparative analysis of results obtained after implement-

ing Dbscan and FarthestFirst algorithm it is clear from the

generated graph that results of Dbscan algorithm as compare

to FarthestFirst are better in term of distinguishing the class

variable clustering, three clusters generated will very clear

assignments  of  data points  into the corresponding  cluster.

Each set of input is also appraised with class variable, which

clears the cluster assignment each data point of input group.

We can easily analyze our desire set of the cluster and de-

port outliers. Both algorithms above are being analyzed us-

ing the trained set parameter based on its class attribute. For

further future use this set of the clustering algorithm can be

implemented in the large-sized organization to explore data

detail obtained from sensors of that organization i.e we can

categories type of alarm and on that basis harshness of alarm

event can be decided and appropriate action can be quickly

taken. Each group of input will contain each department’s

sensor  data,  which  can  individually  get  evaluated  with  a

class variable i.e severity of sensor's alarm
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Abstract—Machine Learning class rule has varied packages

together with classification, clustering, will understand associa-

tion rules furthermore and is capable of the method an enor-

mous set of the information set as measure supervised or unsu-

pervised learning data. The paper deals with statistics mining

sort set of rules on virus dataset created records from varied

anti-virus logs. The work deals with classifications of malicious

code  per  their  impact  on user's  system &amp;  distinguishes

threats on the muse in their connected severity; these threads

are therefore named as malicious possible from varied sources,

on various running structures.  During this paper,  the gener-

ated output is that the listing of records summarizing however

because it  ought to be the classifier  algorithms are  ready to

predict the authentic magnificence of the days at a lower place

the chosen take a look at module. The operating model deals

with predicting the outliers of the threat datasets and predicts

the optimum results supported analysis victimization the cho-

sen rule. The work illustrates implementation of the algorithms

corresponding to half, JRIP and RIDOR in additional economi-

cal manner because it relies on virus-log datasets to come up

with A level of accuracy to the classification results.

Index Terms—Threats, Rule-based Classification, Prediction

of Severity, Moderate, Malicious Executable, Danger, Normal.

I. INTRODUCTION

 INTRODUCTION  to  JRIP  Algorithm  (Rule-based

Classification  algorithm):  JRIP  sometimes  called  as

RIPPER is one of popular classifier algorithm [7][5]. In JRIP

instances of the dataset are evaluated in increasing order, for

given  dataset  of  threat  a  set  of  rules  are  generated.  JRIP

(RIPPER) algorithm treats each dataset of given databaseand

generates  a  set  of  rules  including  all  the  attributes  of  the

class. Then next class will get evaluated and does the same

process as previous class, this process continues until all the

classes have been covered.

(1)

(2) Introduction to PART Algorithm (Rule-based Classifi-

cation algorithm): Full form of PART is Projective Adaptive

Resonance Theory [4].PART is refined method of rule gen-

eration [6]. After rule generation entire tree generated, the

best tree is selected and its leaves are translated into rules.-

PART support all type of classes like Binary and Nominal

classand supports all type of attributes.

(3) Introduction to RIDOR Algorithm (Rule-based Classi-

fication algorithm): This algorithm is an implementation of a

Ripple-Down Rule learner. The RIPPER algorithm directly

extracts best rules from the provided dataset. 

The Ripper algorithm completes its process in following

phases: 

  a) Growth.  b) Pruning. c) Optimization. d) Selection. 

While  the  generation  of  Rules  in  Growth  PARTs  the

manslayer algorithmic rule will usually decision as greedy

algorithmic rule i.e.  it avariciously adds attributes in rules

being generated till the stopping criteria of the rule.

Incremental pruning is finished in Pruning PART, the i.e.

algorithmic rule permits pruning of attribute sequences until

fulfillment of pruning metrics.

 The third PART suggests that the improvement stage op-

timizes every rule by followings a pair of steps:

1) Greedy addition of attributes in original rule

2) Grow a replacement rule severally with growing and

prune  PART  as  mentioned  within  the  paragraph.  When

growing new rule victimization choice (last PART of Ripper

Algorithm) PART best rule is chosen, and different not cho-

sen rules are deleted.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Automated  analysis  operates  on  vast  solicitation  of  de-

tected malware threats and reduces the human effort in anal-

ysis of anti-malware [8] [16]. Another works are able to dis-

cuss malicious codes are dynamically analyzed by any ma-

chine  driven  system  then  analyzes  some  cognition  per-

formed classification system that is  generated by analysis.

SVM (Support  Vector Machine) classifier uses these sam-

ples  to  coach  itself  so SVM will  proactively  notice  mali-

cious threats. Once we value the results on basis of quality

of classification [15] and speed of experimental execution, it

demonstrates  smart  results  on  the machine  driven  system.

As per the author,  this machine-driven analysis  is enough

ready to notice whether or not a file is infected or not in-

fected,  as a result  of  supported classification system foot-

prints the file are often mechanically blacklisted.
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The planned classifier will discover previously undiscover

ed malware. However, it cannot discriminate between safe 

and malicious threat files. 

    

III. RELATED WORK 

(1) Adware: Adware stands for Advertising-Supported 

software system. Adware generates by itself on websites 

once a user needs to access any video audio or the other 

quite data, it seems as advertising material and pop-ups.It 

quickly generates a commercial. Adware keeps track [9] 

on user activity and steals their browsing and different 

data.  Most of the Adware's don't seem to be thought-about 

as a dangerous threat; it usually comes underneath low-risk 

threats. 

(2)  Trojan Horse: Also known as “Trojan”, itinterprets 

itself as any simple file to end users, so if they download it 

they are actually downloading [14] a malware. Trojan 

produces the effect of repudiation and Elevation of 

privileges to end-user. Any malicious [8] PARTy can 

remotely access that infected computer. Once access is 

obtained from a contaminative computer, the attacker can 

possibly to steal data like end-user login-detail; financial 

transactions can also access victim’s electronic money. 
Further modification in files, installation [14] of other 

malware, keep track on user's activity, keylogging can also 

be done.    

(3)  Virus: A virus is a type of threat which is can itself 

and also can spread itself to other systems in a network. 

They can attach to programs and executable codes, when a 

system user accesses any of infected programs, whenever 

the user of that network access that program or code 

attachment infect those systems also. [11] Viruses spread 

through vulnerabilities in web apps. Viruses can spoof the 

information, harm client computer may be the whole 

network. Viruses some time generate botnets and infer user 

account information. 

(4) Worm: Computer worms explore operating system 

vulnerabilities. They generate Payloads which are actually 

programming code to produce a harmful effect on host 

computer [10]. Basically, the worm can be defined as a 

replicating computer threat which produces a harmful 

effect on the system by slowing it down and many other 

annoying effects. Computer worm can be viewed as 

computer virus but it distinguishes itself with its self-

replication characteristics [12] and spread independently 

means it needs not to be activated or access by running a 

program, opening a file, etc). Worms mostly spread by 

email attachments 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 

(1) Implementation using JRIP: Here below figure 1 shows 

the practical implementation of JRIP algorithm in weka . 

Implemented results show that there could be 13 rule 

constructed by using JRIP, which are as follows  

Severity will be Moderate if malicious threat name is 

AdwareAUNPS and if source isdemo_version 

And threat names are Linux/Gates or HTML/Iframe.gen.w, 

and if threat name is Ransom_Fakecry, 

Exploit_SWF.bde, Browext_lnk. If category is Adware 

then Severity will be Normal 

Severity will be Normal if category is Worm and threat 

name is Conficker virus 

Otherwise, Severity will be Danger 

 
Figure (1): Prediction Rule Generated Using JRIP Rule Classifier 

 

(2) Implementation using PART: Here below figure (2) shows 

the sensible implementation of the half algorithmic program in 

Weka. Enforced results show that there can be 14rule created by 

victimization JRIP, that area unit as follows If threat names 

areBackdoor_FFBMand ABAPRivpasA, SQLSlammer, 

ILOVEYOU, StormWorm then severity can Danger. If threat 

name is RunBooster then severity is traditional. If threat class is 

Adware then severity is traditional. If threat class is Malware 

then severity is Danger  

If threat class is Trojan then severity is Moderate 

 

Figure (2): Prediction Rule Generated Using PART Rule 

Classifier 

 

(3) Implementation using RIDOR: 

Here below figure 3 shows the practical implementation of 

RIDOR algorithm in weka. Implemented results show that 

there could be 7rule constructed by using JRIP, which are 

as follows  

Severity will be Normal Except if category is Virus then 

Severity will be Danger 

and if name is Backdoor_FFBM then Severity will be 

Danger and if category is Malware then Severity will be 

Danger and if detected_by  .txt) then Severity will be 

Danger and if name is AdwareAUNPS) then Severity will 

be Moderate  and if category is Worm and source is 

email_attachment) then Severity will be Danger 
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Figure (3): Prediction Rule Generated Using Rule Classifier 

 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

Algorithm Correctly 

Classified 

Instances 

(%) 

Incorrectly 

Classified 

Instances 

(%) 

Kappa 

statistic 

Mean 

absolute 

error 

Root 

mean 

squared 

error 

Relative 

absolute 

error 

(%) 

Root 

relative 

squared 

error 

JRIP 82.20 17.8 0.6888 0.1509 0.314 37.65 70.30 

PART 87.43 12.56 0.7848 0.1179 0.256 29.41 57.26 

RIDOR 75.39 24.60 0.5644 0.164 0.405 40.92 90.54 

 

Table 1: Summary of result 

 

Algorith

m 

TP 

Rate 

FP 

Rate 

Precisio

n 

Recall F-

Measure 

ROC 

Area 

No. of 

Rules 

Time 

taken 

to 

build 

model 

JRIP 0.96 0.22 0.84 0.96 0.87 0.88 13 0.7sec 

PART 0.99 0.12 0.91 0.99 0.94 0.98v 14v 0.5sec 

RIDOR 0.97 0.31 0.79 0.97 0.87 0.84 7 0.2sec 

v 

 

Table 2: Detail Accuracy of result by class 

 

Here symbol ‘v’ means “better result” 

Symbol ‘*’ means “worse result”   
And blank symbol means can't say whether a result is better or 

worse than the base algorithm. 

 Here we take JRIP as base Algorithm. 

 

 

 

Figure (4): Summary of result 
 

 
    Figure (5): Comparison of results obtained through JRIP, 

PART and RIDOR algorithm 
 

VI. CONTRIBUTION 

We propose a strategy that performs well on chosen 

dataset of malicious threats; on the premise of this 

experiment we will extend the scale of info i.e. as well as 

multiple networks knowledge log, a module will be created 

victimization this system i.e. analysis victimization 3 

formula RIDOR, JRIP and half as whole to perform 

prediction of laptop threats in a very dynamic manner. The 

planned module can generate set of rules once process 

given dataset of threats detected that were detected In last 

decades, these rules will be wont to produce virus 

signatures to be wont to predict malicious threat samples in 

period of time. Rules generated by RIDOR half and 

JRIP,includes all potential rules, which will be generated 

for deleting malicious behavior of suspicious threat and 

outliers are shown here that shows that severity is 

considerably low i.e. those code of line will be treated as 

non-malicious class codes, and module can keep eye on 

those line of code that is underneath suspicious class. The 

planned model is going to be able to observe malicious 

behavior, intrusive advertisements, spying tools, phishing 

activities, and speedy replication of bound code in 

addition. 
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Here in work model, we have a tendency to predict the

severity of threats by imposing a information of threats in

rule-based classification formula, here as established in Ta-

ble two PART set of rules manufacture the upper lead to the

period of rules as we have a tendency to take JRIP because

the base formula. Here JRIP manufacture thirteen rules and

half manufacture fourteen policies and RIDOR manufacture

seven policies. Here the results of half formula proves con-

clusion over JRIP and RIDOR formula. Thus in term of rule

generation,  half  represents  the  most  effective  result.  cur-

rently  come  back  to  our  next  motive  The  Prediction  of

severity  is  as  follows:  if  the  class  is  malware  is  that  the

threat in ten times, if the class is malware it's miles some-

times risk and completely different policies like if the deci-

sion of  threat  is  backdoor_ffbm is consistently  hazarding.

Severity may well be regular except class is virus i.e. sever-

ity may well be each moderate and danger and if decision =

adwareaunps then severity could be moderate.  Assessment

on basis of consequences PART of half manufacture higher

effects than JRIP and RIDOR within the period of mythical

monster space enclosed and vary of rules.

As elite methodology perform well on the chosen dataset

of malicious threats, in future we will extend the scale of in-

formation  i.e.  together  with  multiple  networks  knowledge

log, a module may be made mistreatment this technique i.e

analysis mistreatment 3 formula RIDOR,JRIP and half dur-

ing a whole to perform prediction of pc threats during a dy-

namic manner.
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Abstract—The  recent  developments  in  banking  and  insur-

ance have transformed the financial system, however, it is re-

stricted only to certain segments of the society, excluding oth-

ers. i.e. “financial exclusion”. People with low incomes, cannot

access mainstream financial products such as bank accounts,

credit,  remittances  and  payment  services,  financial  advisory

services, insurance facilities,  etc. This situation is detrimental

for a nation’s economy as micro savings are not properly chan-

nelized into the productive sectors of the economy. This study

explores to find the current status of financial inclusion in In-

dia,  analyze the government’s effort through various policies

like MGNREGA, DBT, PMJDY etc. The study is based on sec-

ondary  information  from the  Governmental  committees’  re-

ports and primary information from six states of India before

the launch of PMJDY. The post PMJDY status is reviewed only

through the secondary information published in Government

reports. It is found that PMJDY has increased the number of

Bank accounts through diluting KYC for marginalized and de-

prived citizens but transactions in the account is very limited. A

good number of accounts are dormant in the want of sufficient

income to be routed through that account or lack of savings to

be deposited. It is recommended to policy makers to concen-

trate on the creation of job opportunities for all to have com-

plete financial inclusion in India. 

Index Terms—Financial Inclusion, PMJDY, KYC, Financial

Services, Sufficient income 

I. INTRODUCTION

INANCIAL Stability of an economy depends on three

important  pillars:  Financial  Inclusion,  Financial  Liter-

acy and Consumer Protection. Financial Inclusion, broadly

defined, refers to universal access to a wide range of finan-

cial services by all sections of the society in general and vul-

nerable  groups  such  as  weaker  sections  and  low  income

groups at a reasonable cost. These include not only banking

products but also other financial services such as insurance

and equity products. Every one’s participation in formal fi-

nancial service sector is the root of financial inclusion.

F

A well-established financial system is the effective circu-

latory system of economy. It empowers individuals to access

the various facilities of the system in more efficient manner

and contribute maximum to the system where-ever possible.

This makes the system robust and economic shocks proof.

Success of financial inclusion lies in achievements of three

steps: 1. Bank Account to at least one member of a house-

hold;  2.  Regular  deposit  and withdrawals  under that  bank

account and 3. The Bank Account is used for transactions

payment. In addition, system should take care of facility and

security aspects so that individuals should be free from all

worries with respect to product pricing (interest rates on de-

posits and loans, transaction fee, penalty on delay etc.), ease

of availability of products, ease of transactions and security

at  every  steps.  Financial  Inclusion  should  help vulnerable

groups such as low income groups, weaker sections, etc., to

increase  incomes,  acquire  capital,  manage  risk  and  work

their way out of poverty. Various steps are being taken by

the government over the years but still the problem of finan-

cial exclusion looms large and is the root cause of persistent

mass poverty in India. This may be due to the skewed effort

of the government i.e. focusing mainly on the supply side

and ignoring the demand side of financial inclusion. In order

to achieve this demand side efforts need to be taken includ-

ing  improving  human and physical  resource  endowments,

enhancing  productivity,  mitigating  risk  and  strengthening

market linkages. However, the primary focus is on improv-

ing the delivery systems, both conventional and innovative.

A. Global Scenario

The United Nations (UN) in its landmark research  work

titled  “Building  Inclusive  Financial  Sectors  for  Develop-

ment”1 (2006),  popularly  known  as  the  Blue  Book,  had

raised the basic question: “why are so many bankable people

unbanked?” As per the Blue Book an inclusive financial sec-

tor, would provide access to credit for all “bankable” people

and firms,  to insurance for  all  insurable people  and firms

and to savings and payments services for everyone. “Finan-

cial inclusion, thus, has become an issue of worldwide con-

cern and relevant for all (under-developed, developing and

developed  nations).  According  to  GLOBAL FINANCIAL

DEVELOPMENT  REPORT  2014  more  than  2.5  billion

adults—about half of the world’s adult population—do not

have a bank account. While some of these people exhibit no

demand for accounts, most are excluded because of barriers

such as cost, travel distance, and amount of paperwork.  En-

terprise surveys in 137 countries find that only 34 percent of

firms in developing economies have a bank loan, whereas

the share is 51 percent in developed economies. In develop-
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ing economies, 35 percent of small firms identify finance as

a  major  constraint,  while  only  16  percent  in  developed

economies do so.

B. Developed Nations:

USA passed  The  Community  Reinvestment  Act,  1977

and Matched Savings Scheme (MSS) 1997 to Prohibit dis-

crimination  by  banks  against  low  and  moderate  income

neighborhoods;  to  make  mortgage  loans  to  lower-income

households. The Act also ensures that banks are rated every

three  years  on  their  efforts  in  meeting  community  credit

needs. France introduced Banking Act, 1984 which has pro-

vides right to any person with French nationality to open an

account with any bank and if refused the aggrieved person

can apply to the Banque de France to designate a bank that

should open an account. Further, French Banker’s Associa-

tion (Basic Banking Service Charter of 1992) committed to

provide affordable account, Cash Card, Free access to a cash

machine,  Distance  payment  facilities,  Bank Statement  and

Negotiable number of cheques to all citizens. United King-

dom in 1997 established: Social Exclusion Unit (SEU) to re-

duce social exclusion; Policy Action Teams (PATs) to look

in an integrated way at the problems of poor neighborhoods;

Financial Inclusion Task Force to ensure access to banking,

affordable  credit  and  access  to face-to-face  money advice

and  Financial  Inclusion  Fund  to  make  the  drive  feasible.

Australia through  Australian  Bankers  Association  (ABA)

Code  of  Practice,  1995  and  Rural  Transformation  Centre

Programme (RTCP) is providing banking and other transac-

tion services to communities without banking facilities. For

this they are using existing stores and post offices or stand-

alone centres  and installing Electric Point of Sale (EPOS)

equipment  in  post  offices.  Belgium has  Charter  of  Basic

Banking Services, 1996 which provide a basic bank account

with no minimum balance and without  overdraft  facilities

but enabled with credit transfers, direct debits, and deposit

and withdrawal facilities. In Canada, Access to Basic Bank-

ing Services  Regulations,  2003 enables  Personal  bank ac-

counts to all Canadians regardless of employment or credit

history and with minimum identification requirements and

arranges for Banks/FIs to encash government cheques at no

charge.

Note:
1. The book is a result of a project undertaken by the UN

Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DESA) and the

UN Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) to analyze the ob-

stacles to financial inclusion and to report on efforts to over-

come those obstacles in various countries.

Developing and Underdeveloped Nations are also try-

ing  their  best  to  finish  financial  exclusion.  Kenya intro-

duced M-Pesa to use the mobile phone company as a con-

duit for keeping and transacting money. It is Bank without a

Bank. However, it can’t use that money and the customers

don’t  get  any  interest. Safaricom-Vodafone launched  M-

PESA in 2007 creating this parallel banking ecosystem. The

transactions, capped at $500, happen in real time through a

wide  network  of  agents.  Since  May 2010,  Safaricom  has

ventured into providing deposit facility too by tying up with

Equity  Bank.  The  “M-KESHO”  savings  account,  as  it  is

called,  too  can  be  accessed  from  a  customer’s  mobile

phone. South  Africa being  one  of  the  most  expensive

banking markets asked a collective of five banks to launch

‘no-frill’ bank account scheme in 2004, the Mzansi account

has no monthly fees. Five transactions in a month are free.

According  to  a  2009  report  by  the  non-profit  Fin  Mark

Trust, there are 6 million Mzansi accounts in a country of 32

million.  Brazil introduced Branchless  banking through

agents  called  banking  correspondents  (BCs).  In  1997,  as

many as 40 million Brazilians out of the total 62 million did

not  have  access  to  any  financial  services.  Over  the  last

decade, the model has grown rapidly and 150,000 BCs ac-

count for about 62 percent of the total number of points of

service in the financial system. It is the world’s largest such

network and the total number of bank accounts has doubled

between 2000 and 2008, from 63.7 million to 125.7 million.

Philippines with two-third  of  population  below  poverty

line and only 20% of the population have access to bank ac-

counts,  has adopted an approach of extensive use of Elec-

tronic money and Mobile Banking for Financial Inclusion in

no bank area. E-money is used for transactions and can be

recharged from cash in cash out joint. China addressed the

issue  of  financial  exclusion  by introducing China Union

Pay,  a domestic payment network which would accelerate

adoption of credit and debit cards in China in 2002. The to-

tal transactions through CUP has reached USD 1.9 trillion

and are accepted in over 150 countries across the globe. The

support from government, support from local banks, sound

technological  standards  and  most  important,  right  value

proposition for the ignored regional banks is the key to the

success of CUP.

C. Indian Scenario: 

First major step towards financial  inclusion started with

nationalization of banks in 1969 followed by establishment

of Priority Sector Lending Banks in 1971 and Regional Ru-

ral Banks in 1975. Further banking penetration in rural India

was tried through establishing National Bank for  Agricul-

tural and Rural Development in 1982. In addition to these

institutional architecture, structural arrangements were initi-

ated in 1992 by launching Self Help Groups Bank Linkage

Program.  Establishment  of  Small  Industries  Development

Bank of India foundation for Micro Credit in the year 2000

and  of  Micro  unit  development  &  refinance  agency  ltd.

(Mudra) in 2016 are new milestones towards the same.  

Committees on Financial Inclusion: Indian Government

has  kept  on  addressing  the  issues  of  financial  exclusion

through  various  committees  since  independence.  Some of

them  were  directly  addressing  the  issues  of  exclusion

whereas others are creating the favorable condition for in-

clusion. Some of the committees are - A C Shah Commit-

tee:  NBFC;  A Ghosh Committee:  Frauds & Malpractices
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In  Banks;  B  Sivaraman  Committee:  Institutional  Credit

For Agricultural & Rural Development;  B Venkatappaiah

Committee:  All  India  Rural  Credit  Review;  Bhagwati

Committee:  Unemployment;  Chatalier  Committee:  Fi-

nance  To  Small  Scale  Industry;  DR  Gadgil  Committee:

Agricultural Finance; Godwala Committee: Rural Finance;

Khusrau  Committee:  Agricultural  Credit;  Mahalanobis

Committee: Income Distribution; Narsimham Committee:

Financial  System;  Purshottam Das  Committee:  Agricul-

tural Finance And Cooperative Societies;  R S Saria Com-

mittee:  Agricultural  Finance  And  Cooperative  Societies;

RN Malhotra  Committee:  Reforms  In  Insurance  Sector;

RN Mirdha Committee: Cooperative Societies; RV Gupta

Committee:  Agricultural  Credit  Delivery;  UK  Sharma

Committee:  Lead  Bank  Scheme  (Review);  Usha  Thorat

Panel:  Financial Inclusion;  Venketaiya Committee:  Re-

view Of Rural Financing System;  YV Reddy Committee:

Reforms In Small Savings; Dr. C. Rangarajan: Estimation

of Savings and Investment;  Deepak Mohanty  Committee:

Medium-term Path on Financial Inclusion. The final sugges-

tions of all these are to make India a more financially inclu-

sive country. 

Prime Minister Jan Dhan Yojna (PMJDY): 

However,  a transformational  decision  was  taken  by the

Prime minister of India in the form of Pradhan Mantri Jan

Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) on 28 August 2014. The main ob-

jective of this scheme is to ensure universal access to bank-

ing facilities with at least one basic bank account for every

household.  The  scheme  is  based  on  “Sab  ka  sath  sab  ka

vikas”  i.e.  inclusive  growth  through  ‘Mera  Khata  Bhagya

Vidhata’.  Under  the scheme,  account  holders  will  be pro-

vided zero-balance bank account with RuPay debit card and

in  addition  an  accidental  insurance  cover  of  Rs  1  lakh.

Those  who  open  accounts  by  January  26,  2015  over  and

above the Rs1 lakh accident, they will be given life insur-

ance cover of Rs 30,000. Six months of opening of the bank

account, holders can avail Rs 5,000 overdraft facility. The

PMJDY scheme in addition to bank accounts offer overdraft

facility, Insurance products and direct benefit transfer. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE:

Jeromi (2007) highlighted the issue of financial exclusion

from formal sector and proliferation of informal financial in-

stitutions and money lenders in Kerala and invited the atten-

tion towards the social, political and economic issues arising

out of this situation. C Rangarajan (2008) through his com-

mittee report emphasized the need to modify the credit and

financial services delivery system to achieve greater inclu-

sion. He further suggested that while banks and other finan-

cial institutions can also take some efforts on their own to

improve the absorptive capacity of the clients, it is equally

important  for  Government  at  various  levels  to  initiate ac-

tions to enhance the earnings capacity of the poorer sections

of the society. The two together can bring about the desired

change of greater inclusion quickly.  Raghuram G. Rajan

(2009) through his  committee  on financial  sector  reforms

discussed in Chapter 3 (of report), the issue of financial in-

clusion and proposes a paradigm shift in the way we see in-

clusion.  Instead  of  seeing  it  as  an  expanding  credit,  they

urge to see it as expanding access to financial services, such

as payments services, savings products, insurance products,

and inflation-protected pensions. The Committee advocates

a national goal of ensuring in three years that 90 per cent of

households,  if they so desire,  have access to a deposit  ac-

count  and  to  the  payments  system,  and  that  government

transfers  under  various  schemes  be  implemented  through

this system. Misra (2010) studied the various models for fi-

nancial  inclusion  in  different  countries.  Malegam  (2011)

through his committee report on Microfinance suggested the

number  of  steps  to  strengthen  financial  inclusion  in  the

country. Arulmurugan et. al. (2013) tried to study the vari-

ous efforts for financial inclusion in India whereas Sharma

& kukreja (2013) in their study focused on the relevance of

financial  inclusion  in strengthening the India’s  position in

relation to other countries economy. Krishna kumar & Vi-

jaya kumar (2013)  focused in their study on effectiveness

of  Financial  Inclusion  products  and  programs.  Thapar

(2013)  in  her study  concluded  that  though  the  banks  are

complying  with RBI norms in terms of  opening  branches

within areas of at least 2000 population, offering no frills ac-

count, kissan credit card, simplifying KYC norms, but still a

lot of effort is to be put in for financial inclusion progress.

Nachiket Mor (2014) as mandated to develop a comprehen-

sive monitoring framework to track the progress of the fi-

nancial inclusion and deepening efforts on a nationwide ba-

sis and suggested many steps to strengthen the process of in-

clusion.  Singh & Nisha (2014) in their study established a

direct relationship between human development and finan-

cial  inclusion.  They further  highlighted  the importance  of

physical  infrastructure  for  connectivity & information  and

Government policies for financial inclusion. 

A. Research Problem/ Hypothesis/ Objectives

The review of previous studies clearly indicate that vari-

ous steps are being taken by the government over the years

but  still  the  problem  of  financial  exclusion  looms  large.

Most of the rural  India doesn’t  have access  to banks,  and

even if they have after PMJDY they don’t have enough in-

come and awareness/financial  literacy  to use the financial

services. 

Our objective is to study the state of financial inclusion in

India through secondary and primary study and point out the

weak links in the current structure and also come up with

ways to counter these weak links. We aim to cover both de-

mand and supply side problems. 

III. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Data is  collected  both  from  secondary  and  primary

sources.
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I. Secondary source:

Information on measures taken by the government in the

past 20 years and progress on governmental schemes in the

light of prevailing regulatory environment as well as data of

micro-finance and micro-insurance in the country and some

other developed and emerging economies. All the informa-

tion is collected through published sources. Key sources are:

[1] Government  key  advisory  group  reports  like
Nachiket Mor committee report, etc.

[2] Private  sector  consultancy  companies  reports  like
reports by BCG, Mckinsey, etc.

[3] Data published by banks at various levels like RBI,
Lead Bank, NABARD.

[4] Data Published by World Bank
[5] Reports  on  successful  financial  inclusion  in  other

countries

II. Primary Source: 

Information  through  direct  interaction  with  people  and

getting response recorded from various locations of India. A

questionnaire is developed (see annexure at the end) to get

first-hand information on extent of financial inclusion in In-

dia. Questions included - Personal Information; Basic access

to financial system; Usage of Banks; Usage of Insurance. 

A. Methodology

The study is based on the survey conducted in the 6 states

namely Himachal  Pradesh,  Haryana,  Delhi,  Uttar Pradesh,

Bihar and Jharkhand and views of people (belonging to very

low income group) in villages around Shimla, Panipat, Soni-

pat,  Mathura,  Vrindavan,  Kanpur,  Biddupur  (near  Patna),

and Dhanbad are recorded  through questionnaires.  All  re-

spondents  are compulsorily of Below Poverty Line (BPL)

category.  Then the data collected through questionnaire is

analyzed  using  SPSS software.  Statistical  results  are  ana-

lyzed to find out the real picture of financial inclusion in In-

dia. 

The information available from secondary sources (vari-

ous  reports)  and  primary  survey  before  PMJDY and  sec-

ondary sources after PMJDY is used to draw conclusion and

suggest some solution for improving financial inclusion con-

ditions.

IV. RESEARCH FINDINGS:

As the majority of the rural population is still not included

in the inclusive growth,  the concept  of  financial  inclusion

becomes  a challenge for  the Indian  economy.  Since  early

2000s,  many  concerted  measures  are  initiated  by  the  Re-

serve Bank of India and Government of India in favor of fi-

nancial inclusion. Measures such as Self Help Group-Bank

Linkage  program (SHG-BLP),  use  of  business  facilitators

and  correspondents  (BC-BF),  easing  of  Know Your  Cus-

tomer (KYC) norms, Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT), sepa-

rate plan for urban financial inclusion, use of mobile tech-

nology, bank branches and ATMs, opening and encouraging

‘no-frill-accounts’ and emphasis on financial  literacy have

played  a  significant  role  for  increasing  the  use  of  formal

sources for availing loan/ credit. Measures initiated by the

government  include,  opening  customer  service  centers,

credit  counselling centers,  Kisan Credit  Card (KCC),  Ma-

hatma Gandhi  National  Rural  Employment  Guarantee  Act

(MGNREGA) Scheme and Aadhar Scheme. These renewed

efforts  are  more  focused  than  the  earlier  measures  which

were more general in nature having a much wider scope.  

Below is a list of major schemes adopted by the Govern-

ment and the RBI to promote financial  inclusion. The list

also gives the major pros and cons of each scheme. 

The G20 Financial Inclusion Action Plan (FIAP) (2017)

is  one  of  the  most  important  guiding  documents  for  the
financial  inclusion  movement  as  they  move  rapidly  to
expand affordable,  effective,  and safe financial services to
the  two  billion  people  and  200  million  businesses  that
remain  excluded  from  the  financial  system.  The  Global
Partnership  for  Financial  Inclusion  (GPFI)  suggests  the
implementation of the G20 Financial Inclusion Action Plan
(FIAP)  by  its  four  Subgroups:  (1)  SME  Finance,  (2)
Regulation  and  Standard-Setting  Bodies,  (3)  Financial
Consumer  Protection  and  Financial  Literacy,  and  (4)
Markets  and  Payment  Systems.  This  is  the  most  recent
action plan for financial inclusion at global level. 
Primary Study results:

The  research  conducted  in  the  6  states  of  Himachal

Pradesh,  Haryana,  Delhi,  Uttar  Pradesh,  Bihar  and  Jhark-

hand  and  views  of  more  than  600  people  in  the  villages

around  Mathura,  Vrindavan,  Shimla  and  Dhanbad  were

recorded through questionnaires. 

The  average  family  size  was  7 members  with  almost

50% of the people interviewed being either illiterate or edu-

cated only up to class 8. Respondents were mostly agricul-

tural or construction laborers usually earning an income less

than Rs. 25000 per annum.  41% people did not had any

bank account whereas 50% had an account at some bank

branch within 2 km radius from their homes. The primary

reason for not having bank account was  lack of sufficient

and stable income. 
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Table: Summary of Schemes operational in India (Secondary data)

Scheme Program Findings Remarks

Kissan Credit 

Card and 

General Credit 

Card

 Includes Rashtriya Krishi 
Bima Yojana cover

Gives farmers freedom to 
use cash in any manner (no 
need to submit bill receipts)

Heavy subsidy by the government. 
(Rs 30,000 crore waiver in 2008)

Many farmers default in hope of 
availing waivers

Use of loan amount for 
consumption instead of agriculture

In case of GCC 
Credit up to Rs 
25000 without 
security offered

BC-BF Model Allows door-step delivery 
of financial services

Deposit, withdrawal and 
even remittance services 
provided

Relaxed KYC norms

High attrition rate of BCs

Lack of trust between banks and 
agents

Banks held responsible for BCs 
misdeeds

Govt. placed cap on interest 

Govt. placed cap on service area 
(5km urban, 30km rural)

Daily reporting norm- an 
impediment 

Commission structure cannot cover 
costs

Ultra-Small 

Branches

Tackles ‘last-mile’ 
connectivity problem

Limited services offered on limited 
days

50,000 such 
branches setup by 
march 2013

SHG-BLP High recovery rate of loans

Reduced dependency on 
informal sources of debt

 Interest rates are high

Ever-greening of loans

Size of loans given to members is 
generally too small to undertake any 
meaningful activity

Wide regional disparity (48% of 
SHGs in Southern Region)

Direct Benefit 

Transfer (DBT)

Removes middlemen in 
cash disbursement

 If Aadhaar authentication 
equated to KYC, work is 
reduced significantly

 If online Aadhaar 
authentication is adopted, 
number of service points for 
banks increase

Aadhaar enrollment camps can be 
leveraged to open bank accounts for 
people

Not all beneficiaries have bank 
accounts

  Requires connectivity at all times 
for processing transactions

USSD Mobile 

Banking

Provides banking facilities 
like Money Transfer, Bill 
Payments, Balance 
Enquiries, Merchant 
payments etc

Works only with updated GSM 
phones

Unstructured 
Supplementary 
service data 
technology used. 
Is like SMS, but 
without cost for 
the user

RRBs Enhances reach of formal 
banking system in rural 
areas

High transaction cost due to large 
number of small accounts

Low interest income due to 
concessional rates charged

No Frills 

Accounts-

Directive by RBI

Provides access to all to 
enter formal banking system

Accounts are created and left 
unused

Providing this service is a loss 
making activity for banks

MGNREGA Undertake useful 
development projects

Misappropriation of funds by 
middlemen

Fraud (by those availing the 
scheme)

Heavy burden on exchequer (Rs 
34,000 crore in 2014-15 budget)
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They faced multiple problems while taking a loan from

banks and remain deprived from the bank loans.  Some of

the prominently sited reasons were:

Cumbersome  document  requirements  (cited  by
18%)
Harassment from the bank officials for obtaining a
loan (7%)
collateral requirements 
Lack of trust 
Afraid of the bank’s harsh loan recovery processes

They had difficulty in availing bank loans without help

from  a  middleman who  then  charged  a  commission  of

10% on the loan amount.  58% owned and used a mobile

out of which only 3% used their mobile for transaction pur-

poses. Most of the users of transactions through mobile were

from Delhi and Haryana sample.  72%  said they were not

associated with any welfare scheme and were of the view
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that funds from such government welfare schemes are meant

to be for Above Poverty Line (APL) people in the adminis-

tration of the village. They also told that KCC loans were

being  availed  only  by farmers  who  had  large  agricultural

land holdings. 

With  low  income,  the  surveyed  respondents

could hardly save any money. Hence, any finan-

cial  product including deposits  or insurance is  a

luxury for them and they can’t afford for it. Low

insurance  penetration  in  the  villages  with  only

30% people  surveyed having any kind of  insur-

ance. Out of these, most had a life insurance pol-

icy with LIC. The biggest problem is lack of suffi-

cient  income  and  large  family  size.  People  are

aware of the benefits of insurance. They lack trust

on the banking system. Commoners are deprived

of  the  benefits  of  welfare  schemes  by powerful

people in their own villages.
PMJDY  for  Financial  Inclusion:  Till  1st November

2017,  305.6 million  beneficiaries  banked  so  far  under  the

scheme with 672.6472₹  billion balance in the accounts. 126

thousand  Bank  Mitras  delivering  branchless banking  ser-

vices in Sub-Service Areas  and 229.7million Rupay Debit

Cards issued to beneficiaries.  One of the survey reported in

English daily indicate that  “The dominant reason for open-

ing PMJDY accounts is to deposit savings, which is cited by

52% of account holders. The next highest reason (23%) is to

avail of insurance attached to the accounts, followed by the

desire  to  avail  of  direct  benefit  transfers  and  subsidies

(16%),” These are very good for  creating an environment

for Financial Inclusion but until unless arrangement for reg-

ular income is made for all specially for BPL families along

with the awareness campaign, complete and self-sustainable

inclusion will not be possible.  

V. SUMMARY:

This  study  based  on  secondary  and  primary  data  con-

cludes that there is a strong structural exclusion which has

divided our economy into people with no income, low in-

come and high income. There is a need to strengthen the fi-

nancial infrastructure for delivery of financial services at the

doorstep of all. However,  the study finds through primary

survey that the low income groups are even not able to uti-

lize the existing financial structure due to lack of sufficient

sustainable income. Government efforts can only open bank

accounts for the poor but cannot make them active accounts.

PMJDY has made remarkable penetration in terms of access

of banking service and insurance products but until employ-

ment is generated for all and a guaranteed basic income is

available on regular basis this menace of financial exclusion

will not end. Hence, there is a need to alleviate poverty for

achieving true financial inclusion.

A. Conclusion:

Our primary study and secondary data analysis show the

main stumbling block in achieving financial inclusion is the

Earning Capability. Thus, the focus of our study is towards

3S Income Generation Model:

 There should be a Self-generating flow of income

 The income should be Sufficient

 The income should be Sustainable 

This can be facilitated through:

 Infrastructure  Development  of  warehouse  facilities,

irrigation  facilities,  movable  market  (e-choupals),
movable banks, mobile banks etc.

 Government schemes like Jan Dan Yojna to increase

the reach of banking facilities and provide benefits of
insurance.

 Skill  Development  with  focus  on  workforce  of  key

industries and artisans in general
 Financial Awareness needs to be increased amongst the

financially excluded by way of special initiatives

We, thus propose for a complete inclusion campaign to be

in place, which will phase out subsidy over the years.

B. Recommendations

After extensive analysis of secondary and primary data,

we identified the weak links in the current financial structure

and suggested some ways in which these shortcomings can

be corrected. Since financial inclusion is a macro level issue

most of our recommendations are directed towards the cen-

tral government. Some of them are as follows:

1.  Enable the economy to create an opportunity for

sufficient and stable income for all 

2.  Availability of Financial infrastructure like banks,

ATMs, within reach (may be through the support
of technology like internet and mobile banking). 

3.  Leakage of financial  benefits in transit between

policy desks to public pocket. 

4. Awareness  and  availability  of  the  financial

products  like  Deposits,  Insurance,  Pension  fund,
overdrafts, bank loans etc.

5. Relaxation in ‘KYC’ norms to make the financial

products  and  services  available  conveniently  to
small  and  marginal  farmers  and  low-income
households  at  reasonable  cost  with  adequate
protection  progressively  supplemented  by  social
cash transfer.

6. Encouragement  and  motivation  to  use  the

financial products on regular basis.
Government is actively engaged in addressing the point

number 2 to 6 of the above recommendations through Jan-

Dhan  Yojna,  AAdhar  Card  and  Mobile  banking  (JAM);

DBT but the biggest bottle neck is first point i.e. creation of

job opportunities. MGNREGA tried in very limited and in-
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effective way to attend that issue. Make –in –India and Na-

tional Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) might bring

some change at this front.    

C. Scope for further study:

This Study talked about the importance of financial inclu-

sion and highlighted various policies that have been adopted

in India to increase the same. Our study shows that Indian

Government has taken various steps towards Financial  In-

clusion but the same haven’t bore fruition vis-a-vis the ef-

forts. Given the diversity and complexities in the demogra-

phy of India, the successful global financial inclusion mod-

els can’t be applied in isolation. Thus, the study suggests to

take a modular approach towards increasing Financial Inclu-

sion in India,  especially  in  the most  financially  backward

states like Odisha, Bihar, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh etc.
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Abstract—The rapid increase in urban population is alleviat-

ing various kinds of problems such as long hours traffic-jams,

pollution which is making cities life insecure and non-livable.

The notion of a smart city is proposed to improve the quality of

life. Smart cities are emerging to fulfill the desire for the safety

of its users’ and secure journeys over in the urban scenario by

developing the smart mobility concept. At the same time, Ve-

hicular  Ad-hoc  networks  are  widely  accepted  to  attain  such

idea, by providing safety and non-safety applications. However,

VANET has its own challenges from node mobility to location

privacy.  This  paper  discusses  the  application  areas,  security

threats and their consequences of VANET into the smart city. 

Keyword—Ad-Hoc Networks, VANET, Smart city, Security,

Privacy

I. INTRODUCTION

HE growing  need  for  vehicular  ad-hoc  networks

(VANET),  in  which  vehicles  can  communicate  with

each other, with or without the help of infrastructure on a

temporary basis. The purpose of creating such network is to

reduce the traffic delays and to make safe traveling for its

users.  In  a typical  VANET environment,  vehicles  directly

communicate with other is known as V2V communication

and with RSU is known as V2I communication. Each vehi-

cle is equipped with a hardware OBU that has computational

and communication capabilities.[1]. Apart from OBU, these

smart vehicles are integrated with micro sensors, embedded

systems, and GPS. As per dedicated short range communi-

cation  (DSRC)  standard,  a  vehicle  needs  to  periodically

broadcast the traffic and safety-related messages known as

beacons. These beacons contain four-tuple information, i.e.,

the  speed  of  the  vehicle,  location,  direction  and  traffic

events briefing accident or road scenarios. This beacon trav-

els in the network carrying data loaded by the sender vehicle

to others moving in the same region. For example, A vehicle

can carry aware future traffic about the real-time traffic situ-

ations that would help other drivers to take early action in

response to an unexpected situation. Due to these attractive

features, this technology is considered as a mandate pillar in

developing the smart city project. 

T

VANET applications can be categorized into four main

classes:  Safety  (time-critical  and  life-critical  applications),

Traffic  Management  (provide  traffic  information,  prevent

traffic  jams),  Enhanced  Driver  Comfort  and  Maintenance

and is described below:

· Safety Applications: Proactive measures for viola-
tion  of  traffic  signals,  stop  sign  and  intersection
collision; warning for the emergency vehicle com-
ing,  breakdown  and  wrong  way  driver;  and  can
track a stolen vehicle, etc. are included in this cate-
gory.

· Traffic  Management  Applications:  These  appli-
cations comprise of area access control, traffic flow
control, electronic toll payment and rental car pro-
cessing, etc. for the complete movement of the traf-
fic on the roads.

· Enhanced Driver Comfort Applications:  The ap-
plications under this category involve updated route
guidance  and  navigation,  parking  spot  locator,
point-of-interest  notification  and  map
download/update/GPS  correction,  etc.  for  the
driver’s assistance while moving on the road.

· Maintenance Applications: This category includes
wireless diagnostics, safety recall notice, and infor-
mation about software update/flashing, etc.

Vehicular  Ad-Hoc  Networks  (VANETs)  permits  Dedi-

cated Short Range Communications (DSRC) of vehicles in

the 5.9 GHz band, defined in the IEEE 802.11p standard.

They support ITS with both Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications for applica-

tions  in  both  near  and  far  environment.  In  such  a  way,

VANETs are a technology that enables a unified framework

for integrating traditional ITS applications, Advanced Driver

Assistance Systems (ADAS), Advanced Traveller Informa-

tion  Systems (ATIS),  and  Advanced  Traffic  Management

Systems (ATMS).

A smart city has no universally accepted definition, but

the motive behind developing such cities in every country is

to enhance physical, social and economic infrastructure. In

simple words, a city becomes smart when it start adopting

the  smart  use of  public  resources  provisions  yield by  the

government, increase the quality of the services profound to

its citizens and decrease the operational cost of public ad-

ministration[2].The solutions implemented  till  date are  in-

stallations of sensors and cameras in the public domain to

encapsulate the data and use them to utilize in new services,
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such as management of traffic lights, assistance in searching

parking slots in crowded areas or help in flow management

of public transportation. All such applications, not only im-

prove the quality of life of citizen's  but also diminish opera-

tional  cost  and  lead  to  financial  gains  for  the  econo-

my.Nowadays, specific  focus in developing smart city de-

mands smart mobility on the road, which includes enhancing

traffic conditions, travel efficiency, vehicle safety and driv-

ers/ passengers comfort while traveling. Readily availability

of internet gives liberty to subscribe a bundle of services and

helps to access real-time information about road conditions

and facilities. For example,  nearest petrol pumps/ Gas sta-

tion, hospital, restaurant, etc. Such information can be easily

accessed  by  VANET,  but  require  perpetual  network,  i.e.,

still a big concern. The main contribution of this paper can

thus be summarized as follows:

(a) A study, which emphasizes for enabling VANET appli-
cations in the smart city project. 

(b) Also, discuss the benefits of implementing VANET ap-
plications and their possible consequences.

This article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the

contribution  of  VANET  into  Smart  cities.  Section  3,  de-

scribes why smart cities need to introduce VANET like in-

frastructure?. Section 4, gives the overview of security and

privacy  challenges  after  implementing  VANET.  Finally,

section 4, concludes the work.

Figure 1. VANET Communication

II. RELATED WORK ON VEHICULAR AD-HOC

NETWORKS IN SMART CITY

Traditionally  cities  (TC)  were  very  simple  in  structure

and developed for a thin population though the continuously

increasing movement of rural population into urban triggers

the idea of developing smart-cities (SC). Current scenario of

the city is very complicated as it has mix-cultured popula-

tion, various categories of modes of transport, various com-

munication technologies and utilities. Thus, to improve the

shape of the current situation of metro cities the idea of a

smart  city  has  been  gaining  lots  of  attention  from  re-

searchers and government. Though, debates are still not over

its attribute set and standard needs. It is inevitable that these

requirements cannot be satisfied without using Information

and  Communication  Technology  (ICT),  which  is  already

helping most of the city in proper utilization of resources.

The extensive use of ICT in the smart city plays a vital role

in collecting and delivering information and knowledge, by

affecting the quality of life for its citizens by providing facil-

ities such as e_services, a more in-depth involvement of citi-

zens  in  the  city  governance  and  proactive  step  thanks  to

e_democracy and e_participation[3].

ICT acts  as  a  digital  nervous  system that  obtains  data

from heterogeneous sources such as parking spaces, traffic

signals,  security  cameras  and  school  thermostat,  etc.  The

role played by ICT helps in decision-making planning and

controlling activities within the automatic routine process. A

perfect  blending  of  right  data  and  right  policies  can  help

peak hours traffic run smoothly in cities [4].

In  [5],  the  importance  of  ICT in  healthcare  sector  has

been discussed i.e. using ICT; diagnosis of diseases and pre-

vention  can  be  made  remotely  by  healthcare  department.

Apart from that observation of patients from hospitals can

be done on demand.  This  movement  from TC to SC can

make learning system much forward, and it can help in im-

provising the capitalizing system education policies. Also, it

can create more opportunities for students and teachers us-

ing ICT tools. By using these tools, learning can become in-

teractive and more research can be done[6].The cities that

are proposed to develop as SC have different sizes regarding

the area, for this reason we cannot have a standard approach

to apply the technologies.  Another significant contribution

was mentioned in [7] where the authors monitor the traffic

with a novel approach for urban scenarios in which they im-

plement  collision  detection  and  smart  traffic  management

applications  with  a  centralized  and  strongly  infrastructure

approach. In [7] this paper, it is suggested that initially, we

should do the pilot study on smaller area sized cities which

is not only cost-effective but also helps  in calculating the

outcomes fairly. Environment sustainability of a city is al-

ways an essential dimension as it may help to figure out the

available green spaces which reflect the quality of life of cit-

izens. Therefore, it is drawn that implementation of SC idea

in such cities will help to lower the marginal cost if further

improvements are required [8]. 

In  [6],  a  survey  explain  the multifunctional  data-driven

intelligent transportation system, which collects a significant

amount of data from various resources: Vision-Driven ITS

(data  gather from video sensors and used recollection in-

clude vehicle   and pedestrian  identification);  Multisource-
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Driven  ITS  (e.g.  inductive-loop detectors,  laser  radar  and

GPS);  Learning-Driven  ITS  (adequate  assumption  of  the

happening of accidents to enhance the safety of pedestrians

by reducing the impact of vehicle collision);and Visualiza-

tion-Driven ITS (helps in decision makers quickly for iden-

tifying unusual traffic patterns and then take necessary mea-

sures). 

But,  it  requires  a vast  amount  of  memory to stores  the

videos.  Also in some complicated  situations,  as  shown in

figure 2, there are some problems regarding object reorgani-

zation.

In such a situation it becomes gruesome to identify each

vehicle and perhaps to figure out the centroid of every vehi-

cle. Hence it enhances problems in traffic density calcula-

tion. Another problem is while doing object extraction, if the

color  of  the vehicle and  the color  of  background become

same  then  it  becomes  difficult  to  identify  the  object

uniquely. Again we have to keep video data which is very

large.

Figure 2. Complex scenario of traffic

III. REQUIREMENT OF VANET INFRASTRUCTURE IN SMART CITY

Smart cities are meant to enhance the performance of ur-

ban services through tight coupling of several sectors using

Internet and Communication Technologies. The purpose of

developing  smart  city  is  to  satisfy  requirements  that  can

change in real-time, depending on the events appearing in

the city. This section presents the requirement of VANET

application into the smart city.

(1)  Traf f  Management:  The  expected  number  of  people

living in India is 1.34 billion, and 32.8 percent of this total
population lives in urban areas. Today, cities are responsible

for more than 75% of waste production, 80% of emissions
and 75% of energy utilization. The road transport produces

more  than 50% of its  total  CO2 emissions.  This statistics
profoundly point out the demand of implementing a technol-

ogy that can make city transportation system more sustain-
able [7]. The first and foremost challenge to which develop-

ing a smart city is to resolve its traffic related problems. In

metro cities,  the road is the only transport  medium which
creates adverse effects on overall traffic situation and envi-

ronment  safety  level.  In  such  complex  environment,
VANET can play a crucial role in improving traffic sustain-

ability by controlling the system more efficiently and reduce
energy consumption. It can be applied to the smart city in-

frastructure  to  help  citizens,  companies,  and  city  govern-
ment in the decision-making process, by providing real-time

information about road conditions.VANET can resolve traf-
fic situation in many different ways. For example, the GPS

enabled vehicle can gather data from the network and able
to predict  the expected delays in a defined route and also

suggest alternative less time taking routes to its users. Prior
mentioned, both type of  V2v and V2I network add-on their

benefits into the network. V2V solution mainly focuses on
safety,  thanks  to  applications  such  as  emergency  braking

system. Whereas V2I applications improve traffic flows by
setting the most appropriate speed based on the future status

communicated  by  smart  traffic  lights  (i.e.,  red,  yellow,
green)[9].

(2) Parking Management: Parking problem becomes one of

the major issues in the city transportation management since

the spatial resource availability in the cities are limited and

parking  cost  is  increasing  rapidly.  In  cities,  people  spend

unnecessary time on searching for free parking spaces which

not only consumes energy also cause chronic stress in life.

According to the recent research significantly dealing with

the  parking  problem  states  that  the  traffic  flow  peak

produced by searching parking facilities can elevate 25-40%

and  on  an  average  create  delays  of  approximately  7.8

minutes[10]. It has been observed that 30% of the vehicles

in  the  cities  are  struggling  for  the  parking  spot,  with  a

consequent proportion of CO2 emissions.

(3) Collision Avoidance: The VANET safety application set

gathers information from other vehicles or sensors or both,

for the safety management decisions. These decisions could

involve a wide range of safety messages such as emergency

braking,  collision  avoidance,  intersection  avoidance,

alternate  routes,  etc.  In  highly populated  areas,  improving

intersection collision systems help in reducing rate of roads

accidents;  that  frequently occurs  on  the T-intersections  or

blind  intersections.  This  type  of  communication  involves

V2I infrastructure of VANET which is primarily designed

for cities scenario [11].The sensors collect information from

the vehicles moving towards the intersection and from the

RSU's  installed  in  that  location;  if  sensors  detect  any

possibility of a collision or any hazardous situation, an alert

message  is  sent  to  all  the  vehicles  driving  towards  that

intersection.

(4)  Smart  Policing:  The  applications  designed  for  road

safety can be significantly proven useful in smart cities to

perform the smart-policing such as the surveillance sensors

installed at traffic signal can send a warning message to the

drivers about a dangerous situation. On the contrary, if any

vehicle  breaks  the  rule  the  captured  images  can  help  the

traffic  police  to  trace  out  the  vehicle's  plate.  In  another

situation,  A  warning  message  can  be  used  to  inform  the
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oncoming  vehicle  for  the  stop  sign  by  recalculating  its

distance  from  the  signal  concerning  its  speed  [12].  After

receiving the message, the driver can control the speed and

does  not  violate  the  sign  which  in  turn  avoid  accidents.

Hence,  VANET  not  only  assists  the  police  with  its

applications  but  also  makes  them  secure  and  livable  by

watching the roads round the clock.

(5)  Management  Requirement: In  our  traditional  cities

government is entirely responsible for every action. Limited

transparency,  fragmented  accountability,  different  city

division  and  leakage  of  resources  are  some  fundamental

characteristics of regular government. But in case of SC, we

need  e-governance  which  can  monitor  the  whole  city

remotely.  To  cover  the  entire  city’s  traffic  and  vehicles

problems,  we  have  technological  solutions  provided  by

VANET like SOS services that help in emergency cases to

send  a  signal  to  the  nearest  infrastructure  point  directly.

Alternatively,  it  depends  upon  the  vehicles  in  range

repeating the signal and delivering it to the most adjacent

infrastructure. 

To resolve the stated problems, VANET can apply to the

smart city project by using the sensors, wireless communica-

tion  technologies  and  efficient  applications  can  be  devel-

oped to assist the drivers with the information of free park-

ing spots.  Which reduces driver’s  frustration and negative

impact on the city’s traffic. In some countries, this applica-

tion is already adopted and proven very convenient.  More

recent  papers  investigated  the  opportunities  enabled  by

VANET technologies for car parking systems [13]. The car

parking  system  was  object  area  in  the  previous  frame.

Tracking by contour tracking method can be performed us-

ing two different approaches. (i) The state space models to

model the contour shape and its motion. (ii) Minimizing the

contour  energy  using  direct  minimization  techniques  like

gradient descent. Made up of three layers: sensors to detect

the occupancy of individual parking spots, communication

technologies to collect the information from sensors, and an

application layer to give (near) real-time information to the

drivers. The application layer is crucial to assure a good user

experience. After implementation, drivers can avail the ben-

efits by using their smartphones or internet to make the slot

reservation in a particular area parking space. Then, differ-

ent technologies can be used to recognize each car at entry

points  (e.g.,  RFID,  Bluetooth)  and  to  trigger  automatic

reservation checking and parking payment [14].

IV. SECURITY AND PRIVACY CHALLENGES:

The awareness that smart cities are exposed to various se-

curity and privacy challenges is rapidly increasing, and lots

of research focus to find feasible solutions to make our cities

guarded  is  conducted.  Security  is  of  foremost  priority  in

smart cities as business opportunities strongly rely on rules

and regulation designed by the government to maintain pri-

vacy and trust in the technology. Before the market intro-

duction of VANETs attractive applications and to increase

demand,  citizens  should  be  confident  that  these  data  ex-

changes will remain secure and confidential. Also, their per-

sonal  information  is  kept  private  and  not  revealed  to  un-

wanted entities. In this section, we enlighten the security and

privacy  threats  of  VANETs  that  could  be  vulnerable  in

smart cities.

Though it has been suggested by some researchers to in-

troduce  VANET like  applications  into  the  smart  city  and

there is no uncertainty that these features can make lives bet-

ter. But on the other hand, their use makes people’s life vul-

nerable and expose them to additional threats. For example,

Smart  parking  is  susceptible  to  many  risks  and  precisely

hardware attacks,  which  can compromise  the physical  de-

vices or their communication interfaces by using jammers.

To regulate and govern in such environment, a central con-

trolling body is required. Another issue concerns the loss of

privacy and confidentiality of citizens. For making a reser-

vation  in  a  parking  slot,  driver’s  information  needs  to  be

shared with controlling authority or central authority which

will save the given credentials into a vast database. If a mali-

cious user  compromises  the information available in data-

base,  confidential credential of a driver may expose or by

finding out the source and destination of a person, a mali-

cious user can figure out the possible route of the driver. 

In the V2R environment, vehicles rely on the information

provided  by  RSU’s  to  run  the  network  efficiently.  These

RSU’s are responsible  for  sending safety  messages  to the

vehicles and placed on the road-side with minimal security

restrictions.  The  second  type  of  possible  attack  is  RSU

spoofing;  a  malicious  user  can  spoof  the  safety  messages

and mislead the drivers to the wrong direction. In the case of

emergency situations, if a node injects malign flows into the

VANET that will eventually degrade the ability of a vehicle

to forward the packets containing information to neighbor

nodes since RSU’s are considered reliable, can create havoc

in the city.  Consequently,  safety messages will not be re-

layed  to  traffic  authorities,  possibly  leading  to  fatal  acci-

dents [15]. 

Another prospect is that an adversary may get access to

GPS system and spoof the device, failing which can lead to

faking  positioning  and  unexpected  outcomes  may  occur.

These types of attacks like jamming attack or replay attack

whenever happen in the SC  not only affect a single entity

but raise the question to the authorities regarding safety and

security of its citizens[16].  Such things point the need for

proactive measures that must be taken care of before initiat-

ing the project. As [14] says "technology gives comfort at

the big cost.”

Privacy is an essential factor for the public’s acceptance

and successful deployment of VANETs in SC as people are

increasingly  concerned  about  Big  Brother  enabling  tech-

nologies and demanding their rights to privacy. In vehicle

context, it can be attained when two related goals are satis-

fied (untraceability and unlinkability). This service ensures

the user can preserve control of personal data and his/her lo-
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cation. This service also secures other information related to

the vehicle such as the identity of the driver, the driving be-

havior, Electronic License Plate (ELP), the speed of the ve-

hicle, internal car sensor data, the past and present location

of the vehicle from unauthorized parties. Therefore privacy

can be of categorizing into various types such as (a) User

Data Privacy (b) Location Privacy (c) Route Privacy.

Finally, by examining these possibilities from a different

perspective, it can be concluded as it would be favorable to

implement such novel security  mechanisms, which can be

successful  where other  conventional  solutions have failed.

By using various  available  technologies  like LTE,  GPRS,

Zigbee,  UMTS and Bluetooth,  users  remain  connected  in

smart cities [6].  Every technology has an independent and

specific security policy which clashes with the other tech-

nology policy. These raise a situation where policy conflicts

may occur, so we need a standard privacy policy for a single

category of  technologies.  For example,  LTE networks use

IPSec for its backhaul protection, on the other hand, Public

Key Infrastructure (PKI) is used to prevent VANET from

malicious  users.  Hence,  maintaining  and  controlling  these

diverse set of security applications is not a simple task. To

resolve  this  problem,  we  need  a  central  controller,  who

poses powers to deploy an extensive collection of security

policies by eliminating the overlap occurs between the tech-

nologies,  and also helps to optimize the available network

resources [14]. The central controller knows that he can effi-

ciently manage the entanglement of globally available secu-

rity policies and thus leads to enhance the overall network

performance by designing compatible platform

V. CONCLUSION:

Establishing connectivity of vehicles in a smart city is re-

quired to provide support  to the drivers in alarming situa-

tions. Precisely, VANETs are globally accepted as a founda-

tion for safety, minimizing traffic related issues and exciting

infotainment applications available for drivers,  passengers,

and walkers in the smart city. The expected contribution of

VANETs are to provide information to the drivers about up-

coming potential threats present in their surroundings, also

gives alternate route information. The Wireless communica-

tion nature of  VANETs applications makes its users vulner-

able  to  the  city,  as  we  have  discussed.Another  issue  that

needs to be concerned is that a user should be well aware of

the handling methods of such technologies.  Mostly, this pa-

per provides the understanding of how the VANET can be

useful and susceptible to the smart  cities at the same mo-

ment. To resolve vulnerabilities,  we need government con-

tribution  to  regulate  and  apply  the  standards  designed  by

standardization bodies and research institutions along with

car manufacturers, to built secure and safe smart cities.
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Abstract—Open Source Software (OSS) has obtained wide-

spread popularity  in last  few decades due  to the exceptional

contribution of  some well  established ones  like  Apache,  An-

droid, MySQL, LibreOffice, Linux etc. not only in the field of

information technology but also  in  other sectors  such as  re-

search, business and education. These systems are character-

ized by a huge shift in development pattern they adopt in com-

parison to proprietary software. Reliability modeling for such

systems  therefore  is  a  growing  area  of  research  now  days.

Number of users adopting and working on refinement of such

systems post-release play an indispensible role in their reliabil-

ity growth. In this paper, we have proposed a software reliabil-

ity growth model (SRGM) based on Non-homogeneous Poisson

process (NHPP) based on number of users, under the phenome-

non of Imperfect Debugging. The renowned Bass Model from

Marketing based on the Theory of Diffusion of Innovation is

used to depict the user growth phenomenon. Various fault con-

tent functions are considered in proposed models to represent

imperfect debugging conditions and their performance is evalu-

ated on fault dataset of GNOME 2.0. Four goodness-of-fit crite-

ria namely Coefficient of Determination, Mean Square Error,

Predictive Ratio Risk, and Predictive Power are used to calcu-

late the estimation accuracy of all the proposed models and it

has been observed that prediction capabilities of models based

on imperfect debugging phenomenon is better than model as-

suming perfect debugging situation.

Index  Terms—Software  Reliability  Growth  Model;  Open

Source Software; Imperfect debugging; Fault content function;

Di usion of innovation.ff

I. INTRODUCTION

ITH the advancements in field of technology, a vis-

ual expansion can be seen in the software industry.

Open source software (OSS) has revolutionized the develop-

ment trend of software in past few decades. Ubiquitous ac-

ceptance of OSS has become the sole reason for a huge in-

clination of developers towards these software systems. OSS

can be defined as the software for which the source code is

shared to learn, modify, and extend the software under some

licensing guidelines [1]. Some of the characteristics of OSS

due to which traditional SDLC models cannot be applied to

OSS are described as follows:

W

A. Characteristics of OSS

 Unclear Requirements: OSS development  doesn’t

witness  a  dedicated  requirement  elicitation  phase

where requirements are documented as in case of

closed software. Here, development just starts with

a single developer or a small group with a random

idea.  Requirements  are  not  properly  framed  and

freezed before development.

 Unstable Team Size: On contrary to closed source

software  a  dedicated  team  of  fixed  number  of

people work on a project,  OSS doesn’t  has fixed

number of people working on it. It varies with time

and attractiveness of software.

 Minimal Testing Effort: In OSS development,  the

main focus is  given to implementation of  idea as

opposed  to  closed  source  software  where  sincere

efforts and significant time is spent on testing phase

after development completes.

 No  Deadlines: Since  development  is  totally

dependent on voluntary participation of developers

across the world, no strict deadlines on deliverables

can be imposed. 

As observed in above characteristics, during software de-

velopment life cycle (SDLC) of OSS, it doesn’t undergo an

exhaustive testing phase as opposed to proprietary software

where extensive testing efforts  are spent  before release of

software.  Because OSS cannot  be tested rigorously for  its

functionality in such a limited duration of time, it becomes

significant  to  study  its  reliability  growth  during  its  user

phase. Software Reliability is the probability of software to

perform its operations without any fail for a specified time

interval  in  specified  conditions  [1].  Reliability  growth  of

software  can be  modeled  by  a software  reliability growth

model (SRGM). An SRGM is a mathematical representation

that depicts the software fault detection process as a function

of different factors and parameters e.g. CPU time, Testing

effort  expenditures,  Number  of  test  cases,  Code  coverage

etc. In the process of simulating software fault process with

an SRGM, it is often assumed that each time a fault is en-

countered, the responsible fault is removed with certainty.
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However this assumption is quite impractical as correction

of  a  fault  involves  modifications  in  original  source  code

which may lead to addition of new faults. In this paper, we

propose an SRGM in which phenomenon of software fault

detection is modeled with respect to user growth function on

real  life failure dataset (GNOME 2.0) under imperfect  de-

bugging conditions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Numerous studies have been done in past to model relia-

bility  growth  phenomenon  for  OSS  and  various  SRGMs

have  been  proposed.  Goel-Okumoto  model  [3],  Yamada

S-Shaped model [4], Musa-Okumoto model [5] are some of

the traditional NHPP based software reliability growth mod-

els  for  closed  source  software  systems.  Paulson  et  al.  [6]

performed  an  empirical  study  on  open  and  closed  source

software to quantitatively investigate and validate the per-

ceptions about these software. Rossi et al. [7] discussed the

pattern  of  occurrence  of  faults  in  various  OSS  and  thus

make reliability predictions for  future.  Yamada and Yam-

aguchi [8] discussed a statistical process control method for

OSS to determine the stability and thus getting estimation of

development time needed to attain desired level of reliabil-

ity. Li et al. [9] proposed reliability analysis model and used

the  model  to  predict  optimal  version-updating  for  OSS.

Tamura and Yamada [10] combined software growth model-

ing with neural network approaches to estimate the reliabil-

ity of OSS. Yang et al. [11] have given an SRGM for relia-

bility estimation of multi-release OSS. Several other studies

also have performed analysis on reliability of open source

software [12, 13, 15]. Various studies demonstrated the reli-

ability analysis of software under imperfect debugging sce-

narios.  Kapur  et  al.  [16]  proposed  frameworks  to  derive

SRGMs in the presence of some realistic processes like im-

perfect  debugging and error  generation.  Pham [17]  devel-

oped a cost model with imperfect debugging conditions con-

sidering penalty cost due to delays in software delivery and

random length of software development. Chu-Ti Lin [18] in-

vestigated the effects  of imperfect  debugging in modeling

reliability via a simulation based model.  In our paper,  we

model software fault process for OSS in its functional phase

relating the usage factor with reliability modeling and com-

paring  its  performance under  different  fault  content  func-

tions used for imperfect debugging element in model.

III. MODEL FOUNDATIONS

The SDLC followed by OSS is unlike normal commercial

software. For OSS, the testing effort spent is almost negligi-

ble in comparison to commercial software and therefore vol-

untary participation from developers across the world is cru-

cial in refinement of quality of OSS. Studies done in past in

direction of reliability assessment of OSS assumed that fault

detection  rate  for  OSS in operational  phase  will  follow a

hump-shaped curve.  Initially,  it  grows with the growth in

volunteer participation and reaches the highest point. This is

due to the craze in developers for the new product in market.

And then starts decreasing with the decrease in number of

volunteers with time. This may be due their fall in interest

for  same product  over  time or  due  to  the introduction  of

some new product in market.  Similar trend is observed in

user growth pattern of an Innovation. According to Rogers

(1962),  An  Innovation  can  be  characterized  by  following

key features. 

A. Characteristics of Innovation

1. Relative Advantage: It is the measure of improvement
innovation  brings  over  its  competitive  option.  OSS
brings lot of advantages in terms of cost benefit,  vast
resource  knowledge  base;  lack  of  delivery  deadlines
saves the product from quality compromises.

2. Compatibility:  It  is  the  level of  compatibility  the
innovation has with the current lifestyle of people. OSS
doesn’t  need  a  huge  lifestyle  change  over  its  closed
source competitors. A user of commercial software can
seamlessly adopt OSS.

3. Complexity: It refers to the level of difficulty an adopter
of  innovation  will  face  to  learn  or  use  innovation.
Various  communities  are  there  on  internet  for
discussion of  problems and challenges on OSS.  They
serve perfect to carry any discussion on OSS and pass
on the reviews of the product to other potential users. 

4. Trialability: It  refers  to  the  degree  to  which  the
innovation  can  be  explored  and  tested  by  potential
users.  OSS is released in beta versions for the trial of
users.  Moreover  after  the release  source  code  is  also
made  available  so  that  it  can  be  expanded  and
customized as per needs.

5. Observability: It  is  the  extent  to  which  results  of
innovation are accessible to group of potential adopters.
The important features of OSS like cost effectiveness,
easy  access  and  sharing  of  code  etc  are  easily
observable by people using it like educational institute,
employees in corporate sector, freelancers etc.

Due to the presence of above characteristics in OSS, it

can  be  considered  as  an  Innovation.  The  usage  growth

process  for  an innovation  can be best  explicated with the

renowned Innovation Diffusion Model of marketing (Bass,

1969). Since OSS is an Innovation it is justified to apply this

model to describe user growth for an OSS. 

B. Diffusion of Innovation

According to Rogers [19], the process of propagation of

innovation  i.e.  new  idea  or  new  product,  among  the

members of the communication system over a time frame is

known as diffusion. As OSS is an Innovation, This theory

perfectly  applies  to  it.  Among  the  potential  volunteers  of

OSS, initially it is adopted by ones who are opinion leaders

i.e.  people  who  adopt  it  based  on  their  own  interest  in

software. They are also known as Innovators. Another group

of  people  who  later  start  using  OSS  based  on  word-of-

mouth from innovators are known as Imitators. To represent

the usage growth  factor  in  our  proposed  SRGM we have

used The Bass Model [20].
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Bass Model

The  Bass  Model  is  a  mathematical  representation  of

process of diffusion. It depicts the concept of adoption of a

product (OSS) among the potential users i.e. Innovators and

Imitators through a mathematical expression. According to

Bass, the diffusion process is defined by the following equa-

tion,

 (1)

Where,  depicts  cumulative  number  of  adopters  at

time t,   represents those adopters (Innovators)

who are not influenced by number of users already adopted

therefore p  denotes the coefficient of innovation.  The term

 represents  those  users  (Imitators)

who are influenced by number of previous adopters and thus

q depicts the coefficient of imitation.  Solution of equation

(1) under the initial condition of N(0)=0 results in equation

(2) which is given as follows:

(2)

C. Model Development

Notations

t Calendar time

m, m(t) Expected number of faults removed in time 
interval (0, t]

N, N(t) Cumulative number of users in time  interval 
(0,1]

a Constant, the number of initial faults in a 
software

b Constant, fault removal rate

p Constant, coef cient of innovation

q Constant, coef cient of imitation

Constant, total number of potential users of 
the software

Proportion of error generation

 Assumptions
• Software fault process is a NHPP phenomenon.

• The number of failures during operational phase is

dependent upon the number of faults remaining in
the software.

• As soon as any deviation from expected behaviour
is encountered, it is considered as a failure and the
fault that causes that failure is located. There is a
possibility that at the time of fixing of a fault, few
additional faults may get introduced.

• The  number  of  faults  removed  is  a  function  of
number of users working on that software.

• The number of users is assumed to be a function of
time  and  they  are  represented  by  the  diffusion
model given by Bass [20].

Based on above assumptions, the failure phenomenon can

be illustrated as follows:

(3)

The components on the right side of the equation are dis-

cussed as follows:

Component-1 

This component describes the rate of detection of faults

with respect to users.  The rate at which failures occur de-

pends upon the number of faults remaining in the software.

As per this assumption the differential equation for fault re-

moval can be written as,

(4)

where,  α(N) denotes the fault content function with respect
to number of users.

Component-2

The concept  of  user  growth  in  adoption  of  OSS is  the

focus  of  the  paper.  The  Innovation-  Diffusion  Model

proposed  by  Bass  [20]  is  used  to  describe  user  growth

phenomenon in this study. According to Bass, the process of

adoption of innovation in the potential population comprises

of innovators and imitators and is defined by the equation

(1) and is used to represent this component in equation (3).

The solution of this equation for initial condition N(0)=0 is

given by equation (2).

D. Fault Content functions

In this paper, we have assumed fault content function as a

function  of  number  of  users  working  on  OSS  in  its

operational phase and is denoted by a(N). The reason behind

this is as the number of users working on an OSS increase,

the more are the changes and modifications done in original

code and  hence the fault  content  also increases.  Different

fault  content  functions  for  corresponding  to  the  cases  of

perfect and imperfect debugging are discussed as follows,

Perfect  Debugging:  The  process  of  detection  of  faults  and
their  rectification  is  termed  as  Debugging.  Debugging
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process  that  does  not  incorporate  additional  faults  in  the
software is referred to as perfect debugging. 

Case 1: In this case the fault content function represented by
α(N)  is  assumed  to  be  a  constant.  i.e.  no  new  faults  are
introduced during debugging process. Therefore here,

a (N )=a (5)

Imperfect  Debugging: Imperfect  debugging  is  the

phenomenon  where  new  faults  get  introduced  while

correcting the previous ones. Various fault content functions

pertaining to this phenomenon are discussed hereby,

Case 2: In this case, we considered number of faults to be

a linear function of number of users. 

a (N )=a (1+αN ) (6)

Case  3: In  this  case,  we  consider  an  exponential  fault

content function using Yamada et al. [21],  it means faults

are  introduced  exponentially  with  respect  to  number  of

users.

a (N )=a eαN
(7)

Case 4: Here, we have adopted rate of introduction of new

faults as a function of the number of faults already removed

in the software.

a (N )=a+αm(N ) (8)

Case  5: Under  this  case  of  imperfect  debugging,  we

assume that the new faults can be introduced exponentially

per detected fault (Pham & Zhang [22]). Here c  is assumed

as constant.

a (N )=c+a(1−e−αN ) (9)

Here, N=N (t) represents the number of users of OSS up

till time t.

(5) Proposed Models

The proposed models obtained by combining both com-

ponents of Equation (3) are explained as follows:

SRGM  1:  We  obtained  following  model  under  above

stated case 1.

m1 ( t )=a(1−e−bN ) (10)

SRGM  2:  This  model  is  obtained  under  case  2  which

represents imperfect debugging.

m2 ( t )=a(αN+(1−
α
b ) (1−e

−bN )) (11)

SRGM 3: Under case 3, following expression is obtained:

m3 ( t )=
ab

α+b (eαN−e
−bN ) (12)

SRGM 4: For case 4, we got the following model:

m4 (t )=
a

1−α
(1−e

−b (1−α ) N ) (13)

SRGM  5:  The  following  model  is  based  on  above

discussed case 5:

m5 ( t )=(a+c ) (1−e
−bN )− ab

b−α (e−αN−e
−bN) (14)

For SRGM 1- SRGM 5, N (t ) is given by equation (2).

IV. NUMERICAL STUDY

For the purpose of  parameter  estimation,  we have used

the real time failures data set of a very renowned OSS i.e.

GNOME 2.0 provided by Li et al. (2011) as given in Ta-

ble 1. 

Table 1: Detected faults in GNOME 2.0 release

Day Detected

Bugs

Day Detected

Bugs

Day Detected

Bugs

Day Detected

Bugs

1 6 7 8 13 6 19 1

2 5 8 4 14 8 20 1

3 3 9 8 15 6 21 1

4 2 10 3 16 2 22 2

5 5 11 2 17 2 24 3

6 5 12 1 18 1

Estimation  of  proposed  models  is  performed  with  the

Least Squares Principle. The estimation results of the mod-

els proposed in this study as described in Equation 10-14 on

the GNOME 2.0 dataset are presented in Table 2 .

Table 2: Estimated Parameters

Proposed

model

a b N p q α c

SRGM 1 94.445 0.053 50.922 0.014 0.143 - -

SRGM 2 81.349 0.420 37.104 0.003 0.117 0.004 -

SRGM 3 80.736 0.827 58.038 0.01 0.112 0.008 -

SRGM 4 84.537 0.259 57.586 0.003 0.112 0.001 -

SRGM 5 87.243 0.721 30.237 0.002 0.117 0.009 80.068

Also, we have performed the comparison of our proposed

SRGMs  using  four  goodness-of-fit  criteria  namely

Coefficient  of  Determination  (R2),  Mean  Square  Error

(MSE), Predictive Ratio Risk (PRR), and Predictive Power

(PP). The expression and interpretation of these is discussed

may be found in Ref. [23].

The goodness-of-fit values obtained for the above men-

tioned criteria for the five proposed SRGM are summarised

in Table 3.
Table 3: Goodness of fit Comparison Table

Proposed

Model

R
2

MSE PRR PP

SRGM 1 0.994 4.336 4.050 3.395

SRGM 2 0.994 4.081 3.635 3.132

SRGM 3 0.994 4.024 3.543 3.080

SRGM 4 0.994 4.051 3.521 3.072

SRGM 5 0.994 4.077 3.648 3.137
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The  goodness-of-fit  curves  obtained  corresponding  to

SRGM 1, SRGM 2, SRGM 3, SRGM 4, and SRGM 5 are

shown in Figure 1-5. 

V. DISCUSSION ON RESULTS

From Table  2,  It  can  be  observed  that  the  value  of  q
which  represents  the  coefficient  of  imitation  is  always

greater than  p which is the coefficient of innovation. This

observed  relation  between  p  and  q  is  consistent  with  the

Bass Diffusion Model and illustrates the importance of word

of mouth on the decision making of used by the potential

users. From the Table 3, it can also be concluded that the all

the SRGMs based on bass growth function fits  data well.

Moreover,  from  the  values  of  goodness-of-fit  criteria  ob-

tained it can be inferred that models biult over imperfect de-

bugging  assumption  (SRGM  2-SRGM  5)  outperform  the

model  depicting  perfect  debugging  situation  (SRGM  1)

which explains the fact that imperfect debugging models are

close to realistic situation.

Figure 1: goodness-of-fit curve for SRGM 1

Figure 2: goodness-of-fit curve for SRGM 2

Figure 3: goodness-of-fit curve for SRGM 3

Figure 4: goodness-of-fit curve for SRGM 4

Figure 5: goodness-of-fit curve for SRGM 5

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this study, we have related user growth with reliability

growth  phenomenon  for  OSS.  Bass  Innovation  Diffusion

model has been used to represent user growth function. Five

SRGMs  have  been  proposed  using  various  fault  content

functions  to  model  perfect  and  imperfect  debugging  phe-

nomenon.  The  mean  value  functions  for  the  proposed

SRGMs are used and parameters’  estimates are calculated

using least square estimation technique. Performance of all

the proposed models is compared using four goodness-of-fit

methods: R2
, MSE, PRR, and PR and it is found that imper-

fect  debugging  models  gave  better  estimation  results  as

compared to model with assumption of perfect debugging.

In future studies the functions to model imperfect debugging

can be extended to include the concept of change point or

randomness in user growth. For user growth we have used

Bass Innovation-Imitation model. In future, we may extend

our work for multi release OSS.
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Abstract–Everyday a number  of  people  are  launching new

websites  of  which  many  are  e-Commerce  websites.  E-Com-

merce website means business and to have business they have

to be useful to the customer. So, it is very important for the

e-Commerce site to get the trust of the customer.  Or in other

words the trustworthiness of an e-Commerce site is very impor-

tant to have business. Usability can be increased by enhancing

trust. How much a customer trusts a website becomes a funda-

mental  question  which  beckons  for  an answer.  More  a  cus-

tomer trusts a website, more he will be using the website. This

article  includes a study on website usability,  trust evaluation

and how to improve trust to improve the usability of a website.

Here we find the different factors that affect the quality of an e-

commerce site. Based on these factors the trustworthiness of an

e-commerce site is calculated using Matlab.

Index  Terms—E-commerce,  Website,  Information  Mining,

Usability, Trust, Artificial Intelligence, Matlab.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE  NATURE of  a  site  can  be  surveyed  in  various

ways. To date, investigations of sites have concentrated

on site ease of use. So, usability is a very important concept.

Ease of use is a subjective rating of how simple a site is to

utilize, and on account of web based business, how likely it

is that a potential client will be changed over to a genuine

one. Usability can be increased by enhancing trust [2]. An

estimation of ease of use comprises of a few unique vari-

ables,  however  comes  down  to  how well  a  site  gives  its

guests what they are truly searching for. So, usability of a

site simply means whether a customer is finding a site to be

useful or not.

T

1. Factors That Decides Website Usability [3]:

a. How individuals visit destinations?

b. Why and when they take off? 

2. Simplicity and highlight decision 

3. Flow 

4. Feedback 

5. Navigation and data engineering 

a. Category and connection names 

b. Link plan 

c. Click-capacity and saw affordance

d. Persistent route 

e. Pop-ups 

f. Opening new program windows 

6. Page format 

7. Enhancing believability and trust 

8. Loyalty: Enticing clients to return 

a. Registration 

b. Value-included highlights for rehash clients 

9. Information rummaging 

a. User consideration

b. Scrolling

c. Information fragrance 

10. Search

a. Query strings 

b. How  individuals  utilize  internet  searcher

comes about pages (SERP) 

c. Improving site-particular pursuit 

11. Content ease of use 

a. How clients read on the web? 

b. Writing for the Web 

c. Low-education clients 

d. Presentation of content: clarity and coherence

This  article  includes  a  study on  website  usability,  trust

evaluation and how to improve trust to improve the usability

of a website [1].

Acceptance  Leads  To  Usability:  One  approach  to  see

whether  a  web  based  business  webpage will  be  acknowl-

edged by a client is to apply Technology Acceptance Model

(TAM). This model expresses that the accomplishment of a

framework can be controlled by client acknowledgment of

the framework measured by two factors: the Perceived Use-

fulness  (PU)  of  the  framework  and  Perceived  usability
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(PEOU) of  the framework.  As indicated  by  this model,  a

client's recognition about a frameworks value and usability

brings about a goal to utilize [6].

Figure 2: Acceptance Model

The TAM has been tried in numerous experimental exam-

inations and observed to be very legitimate and dependable

and is generally referenced. So, trust is a factor which deter-

mines whether a customer will like an e-commerce site or

not. More a person trusts a site, more he will visit and use

that particular site. If we can increase the trust of a person

the usability of the site increases.

For the purpose of my analysis I have chosen one vari-

able, viz., TRUST.

Trust: Trust is a complicated subject identified with con-

fidence in trustworthiness, trustfulness, skill, and unwaver-

ing quality of an element. In McKnight et al's. "The Mean-

ings of Trust", the most substantial parts of trust will be trust

conduct and confide in aim. With regards to web based busi-

ness, trust is generally determined as far as a brief connec-

tion between a buyer and a merchant or item. In the present

online business condition, the administration of confide in

requirements to deal with many factors over numerous sites

or spaces. Beth et al. classify the between area trust connec-

tions into two classes: coordinate trust and prescribed trust.

In view of the desire for an element having the capacity to

complete an undertaking,  the framework can ascertain the

likelihood of whether the element will finish the assignment

in light of positive and negative involvement, measure the

reliability  utilizing  this  likelihood,  and  make  a  recipe  for

computing a number estimation of the dependability with an

arrangement of induction and mix rules. However, this in-

strument  rearranges  genuine  by  displaying  reliability  con-

struct just in light of likelihood, and compares the subjectiv-

ity and vulnerability to the haphazardness. In the meantime,

it utilizes the mean estimation of numerous wellsprings of

dependability as the pointer of the total trust and last trust

esteem number, which discards conceivable weights on each

put stock in source [9-11].

Fuzziness in Trust:  The trust connections in multi-space

web based business applications are difficult to evaluate be-

cause of included vulnerability. In the event that a trust rela-

tionship depends upon a subjective judgment in view of cir-

cuitous data, it will be extremely questionable and any oper-

ations identified with that trust relationship may cause sud-

den outcomes. Fluffy rationale is an appropriate approach to

speak  to  vulnerabilities,  particularly  when  they  should  be

taken  care  of  quantitatively.  Two  preferences  of  utilizing

fluffy rationale to evaluate vulnerability in trust administra-

tion are: (1) Fuzzy induction is fit for evaluating loose infor-

mation or vulnerability in measuring diverse levels of trust.

(2)  Different  participation  capacities  and  surmising  tenets

could be created for various put stock seeing someone, with-

out changing the fluffy induction motors and implementa-

tion instruments. L. Zadeh first presented fluffy rationale in

the advancement  of  the hypothesis of fluffy sets.  The hy-

pothesis of fluffy rationale broadens the metaphysics of sci-

entific research to a composite that use quality and amount

and contains certain fluffiness. We attempt to unravel the is-

sues related with vulnerability in trust administration utiliz-

ing fluffy rationale [4], [7] [14].

How To Measure Trust:   Simple variables like age, gen-

der and income can each be measured by a single question.

Complex phenomena, such as the degree of trust an individ-

ual has in an organization, cannot be measured through one

question. Such constructs should be probed through a num-

ber of different questions to ensure that the researcher ends

up with a meaningful response. Asking donors whether they

trust  an  organization  through  simple  yes  /  no  question  is

meaningless. What does it mean to trust a nonprofit organi-

zation and is not it in any case a matter of degree. The fig.

includes a group of questions that might be used to address

this  issue more  effectively.  If  one  measure  of  trust  is  re-

quired, taking the answers to these questions would be an

appropriate [7], [18].

Sample Questions for  

measuring Trust

Low-degree Trust High-degree Trust

1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10

Figure 1: Why a Potential Customer may not find a Web-Site to be

Useful.
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The test of building a trust display is the means by which

to viably assess trust. Two vital inquiries to be addressed are

what elements to survey for confide in assessment and how

to utilize these components in assessment. On the Internet,

clients ordinarily see higher hazard contrasted with a regular

shopping condition, because of separation, virtual character,

and absence of control. In this manner trust is the prepara-

tory condition to purchasers' web based business interest.

Figure 3: Trust Model

II. RELATED WORK

Ease of use is a subjective rating of the fact that it is so

natural to utilize a site, and on account of web based busi-

ness, how likely it is that a potential client will be changed

over to a genuine one. An estimation of ease of use com-

prises of a few distinct components, yet comes down to how

well a site gives its guests what they are truly searching for.

So, usability of a site simply means whether a customer is

finding a site to be useful or not. 

III. METHODLOGY OF MY WORK

I have used a survey analysis to obtain feed back of an e-

commerce site. Based on the feedback results I have defined

the membership functions of the factors.  The results have

been taken as input to the Matlab file and the output defined

trustworthiness of the website [19]. 

Work Flow:

When we apply TAM to a particular site we can as well

find out whether the user will accept that site or not. Various

factors define a site and any site can be well described by

the following factors (the list can be further expanded) [13].
Accuracy, availability, being-up-to-date,  credibility, use-

fulness, durability, reliability, security.

According to TAM some of these factors will come under

Perceived  Ease  of  Use  (PEU) and  some will  come under

Perceived Usefulness [21].

Groups               Factors

                   PU
Accuracy, Being-up-to-date, Usefulness, 

Security, Credibility

                   PEU Availability, Durability, Reliability

With respect to a site what these factors mean [12]

Factors What it means with respect to a site

Accuracy How accurately and effectively the site is designed 

so that it can process web orders and provide the 

highest possible level of customer service.

Availability High availability means an user do not even have to 

worry about the site being going down.

Being-up-to-

date

The site should always stay up to date with the latest

happenings and development.

Usefulness How the information provided by the site is useful to

a user.

Durability The site should able tp perform or compete over a 

long period as by avoiding and overcoming damage.

Summary of Models of Trust in E-Commerce: 

Model Of Trust Trust Attributes

Trust model for Online

Exchange [1]

Precision, accessibility, being-progressive, 

culmination, being unprejudiced, validity, 

excitement, convenience, strength, 

dependability, band value, temporariness, 

quality, assortment, customization, 

intensity and accessibility, 

straightforwardness, estimating and 

installment choice, monetary arranging, 

deals related administration (discount 

approach, after-deals and so on), 

advancements , Delivery satisfaction, 

Quality of media transmission, interface 

plan and substance, security, reversibility, 

computerized declaration, open key-

cryptography, genuineness, uprightness, 

secrecy, notoriety, accreditation, 

verification, endorsements, client group, 

lawful necessities and specialists, 

encounter, nature, hazard evaluation, 

protection, fulfillment and subjective 

appraisal, of reliability.

Towards Establishing 

Customer supplier 

Trust [18]

Personality of the business site, offers of 

free items or administrations, steady in 

business, criticism, get to, route, basic buy.

Model of Trust for e-

Commerce System 

Design [20]

Business mark name, trusted outsider, 

visual computerization, format, simple to 

utilize, framework's unwavering quality, 

characterization plans, phrasing, data about

item and administrations, security, 

protection, following exchange and post-

buy administrations.

Internet Consumer 

Trust Model [15]

Understood, awful/great notoriety, 

business measure, greatest/littlest player in

the market, individual mindful, store's 

conduct and administrations.
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Reliability A site is said to be reliable if it guarantees its proper 

service even at peak season/load.

Security How secure a person feels while using sensible 

information like credit card details and bank details 

etc.

Credibility How a customer feels over the long run after 

repeated use of the website.

How questioner is develop:.

The questioner is developed with the purpose of evaluat-

ing a website on the basis of factors as above on a scale 1 to

5 (A Linker scale is a scale commonly involved in research

that employs questioners) 1 meaning strongly disagree and 5

means  highly  agree  and  intermediate  numbers  2  to  4  ex-

pressing a range between these two extremities.

The design of the questioner is consistent with the quality

norms of the website as well as the representative population

who are expected to evaluate/use the particular website [16].

Based  on the above factors  a  questionnaire  is  prepared

which serves as a visitor’s feed-back form.

Figure 4: Feed Back Form

Fuzzification: The factors which are being used to evalu-

ate the website are highly subjective in nature, the result do

not lead to a crisp evaluation but rather fuzzy in nature [17].

For particular factor say availability what we get from the

screen is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 depending upon on which circle the

visitor has put a tick mark. Next step is Fuzzification of the

input.

CRISP VALUE FUZZY VALUE

5, Strongly Agree Very high

4 High

3 Average

2 Fair

1 Strongly Disagree, Low

Here we will use Fuzzy Logic Tool Box of Matlab to rep-

resent the data which we have collected. Since the data is

fuzzy in nature and Matlab is a very powerful technical lan-

guage for mathematical reasoning.

Matlab Coding:

data = 

[ 3 5 3 3 4 2

4 4 3 4 5 4

2 3 3 3 4 2

5 4 4 4 2 3

3 5 4 5 5 3

5 3 4 4 4 2

4 4 5 3 4 1

2 3 4 5 5 5

3 3 4 3 3 2

3 4 5 5 4 1 ]

numMFs = [5 5 5 5 5] ;

mfType = char('trimf','trimf','trimf','trimf','trimf');

fismat = genfis1(data,numMFs,mfType); 

[x,mf] = plotmf(fismat,'input',1);

subplot(3,2,1), plot(x,mf);

xlabel('accuracy ');

[x,mf] = plotmf(fismat,'input',2);

subplot(3,2,2), plot(x,mf);

xlabel('avalibility');

[x,mf] = plotmf(fismat,'input',3);

subplot(3,2,3), plot(x,mf);

xlabel('credibility '); 

[x,mf] = plotmf(fismat,'input',4);

subplot(3,2,4), plot(x,mf);

xlabel('reliability '); 

[x,mf] = plotmf(fismat,'input',5);

subplot(3,2,5), plot(x,mf);

xlabel('usefulness ');
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Figure 5: Fuzification

Generation Input Membership Function:

Figure 6: Membership Function for Input Variable ‘Accuracy’

Similarly we will generate the membership function fr other
variables and the output we get is shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Output

The rules are formed in the following way:

RULE:

1. If accuracy is very-high and availability is very-high

and credibility is very-high and reliability is  very-high

and use fullness is very high then highly trustworthy.

RESULT:

Accur

acy

Availabi

lity 

Credibi

lity 

Reliabi

lity

Usefuln

ess

Trust

worthi

ness

2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

4.0 4.0 4.0 4 4 2.5

4.92 4.85 4.92 4.92 4.92 4.18

RULE

1. If accuracy is very-high and availability is very-high

and credibility is very-high and reliability is very-high

and usefulness is very high then highly trustworthy.

2. If accuracy is high and availability is high and

credibility is high and reliability is high and use fullness

is high then trustworthy. 

3. If accuracy is average and availability is average and

credibility is average and reliability is average and

usefulness is average then not trustworthy.

RESULT

Accur

acy

Availab

ility 

Credib

ility 

Reliabi

lity

Usefuln

ess

Trustwort

hiness

2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 .911

4.0 4.0 4.0 4 4 1.89

4.92 4.85 4.92 4.92 4.92 3.96

RULE

1. If accuracy is very-high and availability is very-high

and credibility is very-high and reliability is very-high

and usefulness is very high then highly trustworthy.

2. If accuracy is high and availability is high and

credibility is high and reliability is high and use fullness

is high then trustworthy.

3. If accuracy is average and availability is average and

credibility is average and reliability is average and

usefulness is average then not trustworthy.

4. If accuracy is fair or availability is average or

credibility is average or reliability is average or

usefulness is average then not trustworthy.

RESULT

Accu

racy

Availa

bility 

Credi

bility 

Relia

bility

Usefu

lness

Trustwort

hiness

2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 .865

4.0 4.0 4.0 4 4 1.37

4.92 4.85 4.92 4.92 4.92 3.96
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper I have found out a method to find the trust-

worthiness and thus the usability of an e-commerce website.

I have emphasized on the fact that the usability of an e-com-

merce site can be measured by measuring the trustworthi-

ness  of  that  site.  To measure the trustworthiness  of  an e-

commerce site I first made a survey of that particular site.

The survey included various factors which described the site

properly. Based on this survey I have made various rules by

using fuzzy toolbox of Matlab. These rules helped me to cal-

culate the trustworthiness of that particular e-commerce site.

I also found out that trustworthiness of a web-site can be im-

proved by improving the various factors which describe the

site. This method can be used first to measure the trustwor-

thiness and then to take effective periodic steps to maintain

as well as increase the trustworthiness and thus usability of

any e-commerce site.

Limitation: The limitation of the present work is that it is

based on a sample data of a particular site only. It should in-

clude different sites because user of a particular site can be

biased about the site. Web is dynamic in nature and more

and more user using it. So, the parameter should be updated

regularly. 

Future Scope: In future we can design a rule based expert

system which will provide expert-level solution to find the

trustworthiness of an e-commerce site. The system will be

flexible enough to accommodate future knowledge.
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Abstract—Continuous  Evaluation  and  feedback  not  only

helps in improving learning of a student, but also acts as a con-

stant motivator to put in more efforts. But then, feedback and

assessment are very difficult and time consuming in practice.

Thus,  automating the entire system of assessment, evaluation

and feedback will be highly beneficial. But, building such tools

for all courses is yet not feasible. However, e-assessment tools

for programming courses in Computer Science discipline can

be developed. In this paper,  we review various grading tech-

niques used by these tools to assess a student’s programming

assignment. Further, this paper discusses various types and fea-

tures of tools according to which an appropriate tool should be

selected. And, in the end, we will be highlighting the extent to

which students and instructors are actually benefited by these

tools.

Index  Terms—E-Assessment;  Automated  Tool;  Program-

ming  Languages;  Static  Analysis;  Dynamic  Analysis;  LMS

Based Tools 

I. INTRODUCTION

SSESSMENT plays an integral role in any educational
system. It helps in assessing the knowledge acquired

by a learner at any point of time [1, 8]. However, with sub-
stantial  increase  in  number  of  students  getting enrolled  at
Universities  in either conventional or distance learning en-
vironment, usual ways of assessing a student are becoming
inadequate in terms of both time and effort [5].

A

Thus,  the  notion  of  e-Assessment  was  introduced  to
overcome all the inadequacies of traditional pen and paper
assessment modes. The accessibility to automated tools [8,
9] to assist the evaluation of students’ work and providing
students  with  appropriate  and  timely  feedback  can  really
help in motivating the student to learn with more focus [1,
24]. The feedback provided by the tool can also be further
enhanced by using some techniques  to direct  a  student  to
engage in self learning aiming at improvement

Although,  building  such  tools  for  evaluating  students’
work for all kind of courses is not yet feasible.  However,
courses  that  involve  formal  language  of  expression  i.e.
where every instruction can be expressed in terms of a lan-
guage  can  be  automated,  such  as,  programming  courses
[8, 36] in Computer Sciencediscipline.

Programming is the core of Computer Science discipline.
But, today programming [36] is not restricted to only Com-

puter  Science  students.  It  is  becoming  an  important  part
even in various other academic disciplines. The best way to
learn a programming language is to practice a large set of
problems.  The  skills  will  be  improved  through  practicing
many programming exercises. As a student, enormous satis-
faction is attained if all the practiced problems are evaluated
by some expert highlighting all insights. Getting a detailed
and timely feedback serves as a motivating force for a stu-
dent. This will not only help them to understand their mis-
takes, but also to improve their skills.  But as an evaluator,
it’s very difficult to evaluate each and every problem for all
students.  Thus,  building  an  E-assessment  tool  to  assess  a
student’s program and providing an appropriate feedback is
much needed [1, 3]. 

The purpose of an e-assessment tool [8, 10] for program-
ming languages is to improve programming skills in the stu-
dents, paying exceptional attention to beginner students [1,
15]. For a student to practice more and more problems, im-
mediate and thorough feedback plays an important role. 

Both instructors and students are benefitted by these tools.
As  of  instructor’s  point  of  sight,  assessment  tools  can  be
used to automate mundane tasks that incur a lot oftime and
effort manually [5].  For example,  using these tools, an in-
structor  can  automatically  correct  assignments,  grade  stu-
dents and provide a timely feedback [1, 3, 8].Also, the as-
sessment results are trustworthy and much easier to compre-
hend [3].

As of the students’ point of sight, the timely feedback im-
parted by the tools push them to practice more  and more
programming problems.Thus, their programming skills are
also  improved.  Also,  students  are  motivated  to  constantly
improvise their assignments by re-submissions until an ap-
propriate solution is obtained [4, 9]. 

In this paper, we focus on reviewing certain e-assessment
tools available for grading a programming assignment. Fur-
ther, we also discuss various grading techniques and classifi-
cation schemes for a tool. Then in the end of this paper, we
discuss the effectiveness of e-assessment tools with respect
to students and instructors.  

This paper is structured into five sections. Section II dis-
cusses main approaches used by a tool to assess a program.
Section III reviews categorization of tools according to cer-
tain parameters. Section IV mentions few readily used e-as-
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sessment tools. Section V discusses research questions that
helps  to  identify  how important  are  e-assessment  tools  to
students and instructors. 

II. MAIN APPROACHES FOR ASSESSMENT 

For  automatic  assessment  of  a  programming  code,  two
major approaches have been devised i.e. Static Analysis and
Dynamic Analysis [2, 5].

(1) Static Analysis
It is performed by inspecting the source code of the pro-

gram without executing it. In this method, structure of the
program and content are observed [2,  3].  In the old days,
this was the only means to assess a programming code. Stu-
dents  used  to  submittheir  programming  assignment  code,
and teachers based their assessment on examining the code
without actually executing it.ASSYST [13],  CAP [15] and
Expresso [7, 14] are few examples of system that only use
static analysis.Within this approach, following methods have
been characterized [4]: 
 Programming-style  analysis:  According  to  this,  a

quality program is the one which is highly readable. For
this, parameters like expressive variables names, use of
constants,  line  spacing,  indentation,  comments,  lesser
global data etc are evaluated [3].

 Semantic-errordiscovery:  These  errors  are  discovered
when a statement is syntactically correct,  but leads to
failure in program execution.  Most common semantic
errors  for  a beginner  in programming are division by
zero, infinite loops and terminating a loop header. Some
semantic  errors  can  even  result  in  crashing  of  the
system [2].

 Software metrics analysis: It is a function that produces a
single output that can be interpreted as the measure of
software quality. Metrics cover the size of program in
terms  of  number  of  lines  of  code,  cyclomatic
complexityof the code and quality [2, 7].

   Keyword analysis: Instructor gives a list of keywords
which  he/she  is  looking  for  in  the  solution.  This
parameter  deals  with  finding  these  keywords  in  the
program  to  be  assessed  and  matching  it  with  those
specified by the instructor [2, 5].

(2) Dynamic Analysis 

Under this approach, a program is executed against many
different  test  cases.  And,  the  output  obtained  is  equated
against the anticipated output. [3, 6] If they are same, then
the program is considered to be correct. TRY [7, 16] is an
example of system that performs only dynamic analysis.
Within dynamic analysis [3, 5, 6], two different methods of
evaluating a program are available: 

Black-Box  approach:  The  entire  program  is  executed,
and  its  output  is  examined  against  different  test
cases.  And,  then  the  program  is  considered  as

“correct”  or  “incorrect”  based  upon  match  or
mismatch  [2,  3].  Under  this  approach,  the  entire
program is treated as an atomic entity.

Grey-Box approach: Under this approach, a program is
divided into a set of functions. And, then each and
every  function  is  assessed  separately.  The  final
grading  of  the  program  is  obtained  by  the
amalgamation  of  the  partial  grades  of  these
functions.  Using  this  approach,  a  program  with
some function with error can also be graded [2].

In dynamic analysis, selection of test case against which a
program  will  be  executed  is  an  important  decision.  Nor-
mally, the evaluator submits the test cases with the problem
itself. 

(3) Static Analysis v/s Dynamic Analysis 
A program with syntax errorslike a omitted semi-colon,

mis-match  in  number  of  opening  and  closing  parenthesis,
etc. prevents the program to compile. And thus, such a pro-
gram can’t be executed using dynamic analysis. In this case,
a  grade  of  zero  is  awarded  to the program.  On the other
hand, a program is assessed even when it fails to execute in
case of static analysis [3, 6]. 

In  case  of  dynamic  analysis,  student  just  gets  to  know
whether the program executed successfully and anticipated
output is produced or not. So, it is the student’s responsibil-
ity to find out all the errors and fix them. Whereas in static
analysis, student gets to know about all the errors present in
the program [2, 3].

Dynamic analysis approach is not suitable for the set of
programming problems which can have multiple solutions,
because to assess such a code, instructor will have to submit
an exhaustive set of test cases. This limitation is not applica-
ble for static analysis approach.

There are some tools which combine both the strategies to
grade a program. AutoLEP [10] and Auto Grader [19] are
tools which combines static and dynamic analysis approach
to grade a program. 

III. TOOLS REVIEW

Three classification schemes [5] have been identified for
the tools:  (i)  assessment-type,  (ii)  approach,  and (iii)  spe-
cialty.
(1)  Classif catiin  by  Assessment-iType:Under  this,  the

assessments tools are categorized in three types based

upon how the assessment process is carried: 

1. Manual  Assessment:  Assessment  of  the  programming
assignment  is  done  “manually  by  the  instructor
with assistance of the tool”[3]. 

2. Automatic Assessment: Assessment of a programming
assignment  is  done automatically  by the tool.But,
the  instructor  will  have  to  clearly  state  the
parameters on which the program code should be
assessed before the assessment process[3, 5].

3. Semi-Automatic Assessment: Assessment is performed
automatically by the tool, but manual inspection of
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the  programming  code  is  required  by  the  inst-
ructor [3].

(2)  Classif catiin  by  Appriach:Under  this,  three

approaches were identified based on howthe assessment

process is commenced. 

1. Instructor  Centered  Approach:  After  the
submissions of programming code by student,
assessment  process  is  initiated  by  the
instructor. The code is assessed by the tool and
results  are  forwarded  to  the  instructor  for
review.  After  review,  final  results  are
formulated  by  the  instructor  and  given  to
students. 

 Student Centered Approach: The assessment process is
started by the student. Programming code submitted by
the student should abide certain specifications stated by
the  instructor,  which  will  be  used  by  the  tool  for
assessment.After  the  completion  of  the  assessment
process,  assessment  results  are  forwarded  to both  the
instructor and students [5].

 Hybrid Approach: These tools incorporatestrong points
of  both  the  abovementioned  approaches.  Under  this
approach, three different strategies were identified: 
–Preliminary  validation  [5]:  Instructor  starts  the
assessment process, but a preliminary evaluation of the
solution is carried out by the tool.BOSS [9], OTO [30]
and PASS [7] are few tools that implement this strategy.
–Partial feedback [5]: Tool assesses the code partially.
Instructor manually evaluates the final code. WebCAT
[8]  uses  this  strategy  for  assessment  of  programming
codes.
-Instructor  review [5]:  A feedback is  provided  to  the
student after evaluation of the code by the tool. But, that
feedback is not final, as the result of tool’s assessment
is  accessible  and  updatable  by  the  instructor.  The
instructor’s  decision  would  be  final  and  would  be
intimated to the student. MOOSHAK [11] implements
this approach.

(3)  Classif catiin  by  Specializatiin:Under  this,  the

assessment tools are classified based on their ability to

perform  extra  functions  other  than  assessment  of  a

programming code. 

 Tools Specialized in Competitions [5]: The assessment
tool  is  used  to  evaluate  codes  of  all  students  using
specific test cases. As a result of the evaluation process,
it  specifies  out  of  all  the  codes,  which  all  codes  are
acceptable.  ONLINE JUDGE [22,  23]implements  this
strategy. 

 Tools Specialized in Quizzes [5]: A set of questions are
formulated which should be answered by the students.
And based on the result of evaluation of theses answers,
winners  are  selected.  This  strategy  is  also  used  in
recruitments.AutoLEP  [10]uses  this  approach  for
assessment.

 Tools Specialized in Software-Testing [5]: These tools
are used to automate the testing process, thus reducing
the  dependence  on  manual  testing.  Prog  Test  [17]  is
used for software testing purposes.

A fourth classification is also possible, i.e. classification
on the basis of  usage.  An e-assessment  tool can either  be
used as a standalone tool, or in integration with some IDE or
Learning  Management  System (LMS).  A standalone  e-as-
sessment tool can be deployed on either instructor’s or stu-
dent’s  system and  can  be  used  for  grading.  Examples  of
tools that fall in this category are AutoLEP [10] and INGIn-
ious [20]. An IDE integrated e-assessment tool can be used
with an IDE specific to a programming language. WebCAT
[8] and Petcha [18] are integrated with IDE to grade pro-
gramming assignments in java. A LMS integrated e-assess-
ment tool is used in integration with a LMS (majorly edX,
Audacity, Coursera) to grade programming assignments. 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF TOOLS 

Based on the specifications and characteristics discussed
in the previous two sections, below are few readily used E-
assessment tools: 

(1)  WebCAT:Edwards  and  Perez-Quinones  developed
Web-CAT to assess student’s code and test cases [8]. The
students need to submit their own test cases with their codes,
enabling them to demonstrate the correctness and validity of
their  own  programs. It  uses  dynamic  analysis  and  partial
Feedback [5].

(2) BOSS:It is a tool developed by Luck & Joy to assist
the  online  submission  and  successive  processing  of  pro-
gramming assignments. This tool can be used by in two in-
dividuals: first, by students to obtain the feedback for their
submitted programs. Second, tool can be used by instructors
in order to grade student submissions [9]. It uses static anal-
ysis and preliminary validation [5] (Hybrid Approach).

(3) AutiLEP: AutoLEP [10] is a standalone tool that uses
a combination of  static and dynamic  analysis  approach to
grade  the  programming  assignments.  That  is,  it  not  only
evaluates the output of the program but also deals with the
construct of the program.

(4) Miishak:It is a “web-based learning system” initially
designed to conduct programming contests over the Internet.
It provides specific interface to every user according to its
profile,  i.e.  it  will  be  different  for  student  administrator,
user, guest user, instructor and student [11].

(5)  CiurseMarker:  CourseMarker was developed at  the
University of Nottingham as a successor to the Ceilidh in
2003. Students use CourseMarker client on their system and
login into their account.  They select  the course,  topic and
exercise they want to complete. Students write the program
in response to the problem description provided to them and
submit it.  Program’s output is matchedagainstthe expected
output  of  the  program and  results  are  shown to students.
Students can re-solve the problem if it  is  not satisfactory,
upon teacher’s permission [12].

(6) ASSYST: It practices two user views: one correspond-
ing to student and other corresponding to the instructor. Us-
ing the student view, a student submits a programming code
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for  subsequent  grading;  and using the instructor  view,  in-
structor guides the assessment process [13].

(7) Expressi:  This tool is used for an introductory Java
programming courseand it processes a program in multiple
passes. The first pass accepts programmer’s codeas an input
and removes comments and stores the resulting characters in
a vector. In the second pass, white spaces are removed and
the file is tokenized, and the result is stored as a vector of
words. Punctuation and white space are used as delimiters to
identify words. Mistakes are detected (if any) and the appro-
priate error  messages are printed in the final pass.   These
messages can be used to fix the program[14].

(8)CAP: The “Code Analyzer for Pascal (CAP)” [15] ana-
lyzes syntactical, style and logical errors of a program and
gives a feedback to the student stating the same. The feed-
back indicates the problem with the code and a measure to
correct that. 

(9) TRY: TRY [16] system was developed for Unix oper-
ating system which test student program with a set of hidden
test data.

(10) Prig Test: It is a web-based environment for impart-
ing a feedback to the student after successful assessment of
the programming assignment submitted by the student. Prog
Test evaluates a student’s submission on basis of: Instruc-
tor’s code and test cases, Student’s code and test cases. A
student has to submit program as well as test cases used by
him to test  his  own program.  The instructor’s  program is
asignificant parameter used for assessing the student’s pro-
gram. [17].

(11) Petcha:  It acts as an “automated Teaching Assistant
in computer programming courses”, helping students to learn
programming more  efficiently.Also,  it  imparts  feedback  to
the  student  for  the  solutions  of  programming  assignments
submitted by the student [18]. 

(12) Auti Grader: It is a new tool designed at MIT to re-
view faulty code and automatically provide feedback on how
to fix it. It uses Error Models and Constraint-based synthesis
to perform this [19]. 

(13)INGIniius: INGInious [20] is a tool designed to auto-
matically grade programming code submitted by the user. It
can virtually cater a large set of programming languages

(14) Curatir: It grades a program by a strict textual com-
parison of the solution provided by the instructor and the so-
lution submitted by the student[21].

(15)  Online  Judge:  It  also textually  compares  the code
submitted  by  the  student  and  the  instructor.  It  is  used  to
grade programs in various languages (C, C++, Java).  It is
also for conducting quizzes.

(16) HackerEarth Recruit: It is an online skill assessment
tool for conducting programming tests to assess developers.
It saves the pain of going through hundreds of resumes, by
automating the process of evaluating technical skills, which
helps to quickly filter the competent candidates. 

(17) LMS Based Tiils: This category of tools can be used
to assess  a student  in  the course  enrolled  on  the basis  of
his/her  submissions  during  the  course.  Further,  it  can  be
used to detect plagiarisms, generate and evaluate test cases
for a program.  

V. ARE E-ASSESSMENT TOOLS USEFUL IN PROGRAMMING COURSES

Four research questions were formulated to measure the
degree to which e-assessment tools have helped to students
and instructors [25]:

RQ1.  Have  e-assessment  tools  laid  a  positive  impact  on
student learning?
RQ2.According  to  students,  have  e-assessment  tools
improved their performance?
RQ3According  to  instructors,  have  e-assessment  tools
improved their teaching experience?
RQ4. Is the result obtained by e-assessment tools precise and
useful?

RQ1.  Have  e-iassessment  Tiils  laid  a  pisitive  impact  in
student learning?

In 2003, Edwards [26] presented fascinating results when
he changed the e-assessment tool in a junior level course on
comparative languages,  i.e. Curator was replaced by Web-
CAT, demonstrating more timely submission of assignments
along with test cases by the students. In 2003, Woit [27] col-
lected data of students for “five consecutive years” compar-
ing their performance on online tests with and without e-as-
sessment tools. He concluded that online assessment gave a
more precise indication of student knowledge. In 2005, Hig-
gins [28] conducted an experiment in which “CourseMarker
substituted Ceilidh at the University  of Nottingham”,  thus
increasing the passing percentage of students. Also in 2005,
“Malmi [30] showed results from students using TRAKLA
and  TRAKLA2”,  in  which  final  exam  grades  improved
when students were allowed to resubmit their work. In 2011,
Wang [31] showed that final grades of students using Au-
toLEP for  grading  were  way better  than  grades  produced
without using any tool. 

Considering all these facts, a positive impact was inferred
with use of e-assessment tools on student performance. End-
of-grades or final exam scores were major measures used to
measure this.

RQ2.  Accirding  ti  students,  have  e-iassessment  tiils
imprived their perfirmance?

In 2003, Edwards [26] proved that using WebCAT laid a
positive impact using a 20-question survey for students.  In
2005, Higgins [27] proved that over 75% of students’ loved
the flexibility to re-submit a programming assignment due
to use of an e-assessment tool by carrying a survey to test
the tool CourseMarker and indicated that. In 2009, Garcia-
Mateos [32] presented Mooshak, and handed over the stu-
dents a survey asking agreement or disagreement with re-
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spect to the tool. 77% of the students specified that “they
learn  better  with  the  new methodology  than  with  the  old
one,” while 91% said that “if they could choose, they would
follow the continuous evaluation methodology again.” Also
in 2012, Brown [33] presented a surveyon student’s opinion
about the impact of using JUG automated assessment tool.
Given  the  question  “Did  the  automatically  graded  tests
match your beliefs of the requirements?” the major chunk of
students opted for the answer, “Sometimes.” But the ques-
tion “did the reports from the automatic grader clarify how
your code shouldbehave?” urged to students answering “Of-
ten.”

Unconvincing results concerning student perceptions of e-
assessment tools were observed. Students had a mixed reac-
tion  on  this  question;  but  a  significant  number  of  stu-
dentsindicatedtheir dissatisfaction with the tools.

RQ3  Accirding  ti  instructirs,  have  e-iassessment  tiils
imprived their teaching experience?

In 1995, Schorsch [35] stated that “6 out of 12 instructors
who used CAP” for grading assignments indicated that the
tool helped them saving around ten hours effort incurred in
grading a section earlier.In 2003, Venables [35] used SUB-
MIT (e-assessment  tool)  and  stated  that  the feedback  im-
parted  by  the  tool  was  successful  to  provide  answers  to
doubts of students which they had while solving the assign-
ment.  This  feature  of  the  tool  helped  by  saving  onto  the
class time that otherwise would have been spent in respond-
ing to students’ questions.   In 2012, Queirós [36] claimed
that  “automated  grading  is  better  than  manual  grading  in
terms of efficiency, accuracy, and objectivity” as e-assess-
ment  tools  eradicatefavoritisms  and  other  biased  factors
from the grading process, and submissions are noticeableat a
greater pace.

Majority of the instructors  have reported that initially a
substantial amount of their time is incurred in learning the
tool and making the students familiar with the tool, but once
this has been done the tool saves a lot of their time which
was earlier used for grading student’s code and giving them
feedback. 

RQ4.  Is  the result  ibtained by e-iassessment  tiils precise
and useful?

In 2005,  Higgins  [37] stated that  grading performed by
CourseMarker tool in one section of a course was at par with
the assessment done by a teaching assistant in some other
section of same course.  Also in 2012, Taherkhani [38] re-
vealed that AARI (e-assessment tool) was successful at rec-
ognizing  the  algorithms  used  by  the  students  to  perform
sorting on integers for about 75% of the submissions.Further
in 2014, Gaudencio [39] stated that instructors who manu-
ally graded the assignments also tend to agree more with the
feedback provided by the tool in comparison to assessment
provided by other instructors.

Thus, it can be inferred that e-assessment tools assist the
instructors in conducting the assessment process in a posi-
tive manner.
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Abstract—Data preparation is an important phase before ap-

plying  any machine learning algorithms.  Same with  the  text

data before applying any machine learning algorithm on text

data,  it  requires  data  preparation.  The  data  preparation  is

done by data preprocessing. The preprocessing of text means

cleaning of noise such as: cleaning of stop words, punctuation,

terms which doesn’t carry much weightage in context to the

text, etc.  In this paper, we describe in detail how to prepare

data for machine learning algorithms using RapidMiner tool.

This preprocessing is followed by conversion of bag of words

into term vector model and describe about the various algo-

rithms which can be applied in RapidMiner for data analysis

and  predictive  modeling.  We  also  discussed  about  the  chal-

lenges and applications of text mining in recent days

Index Terms—RapidMiner,  Preprocessing of text,  TF-IDF,

Term Vector Model.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE TEXT data available on web and on computers is

increasing rapidly, managing that text data requires in-

telligent algorithm to retrieve relevant information from the

data repositories. The retrieval of information is called text

mining. Text mining is not a new concept, it is evolved from

data mining and all the data mining algorithms can be ap-

plied on the textual data. The difference between the two is

data mining is applied on structured data and relational data

whereas textual mining deals with all unstructured and semi-

structured data well. Nowadays text mining depends upon

whether we are looking for the context of the text or content

of the text.

T

If we are looking for context of the text and  want to pro-

vide the environment for the user to collect the similar pat-

terns together then clustering, visualization and navigation

can be applied and if the user want to find out the relation-

ship  between  the  patterns,  discover  the  new  relationships

and to summarize the text then content is analyzed and tech-

niques like classification, summarization is applied with the

support of information retrieval, information extraction and

natural language processing.

As we said the text mining works well on unstructured

data. Actually to make this possible, the data is to be con-

verted into semi structured format or in structured format so

the data mining machine learning algorithms can be applied

easily. This conversion of data is done by preprocessing of

the data. The preprocessing of the text data is an essential

step as there we prepare the text data ready for the mining. If

we do not apply then data would be very inconsistent and

could not generate good analytics results. So in preprocess-

ing of the data all the punctuation, unimportant words are re-

moved and words can be grouped into groups, words can

stemmed to their roots, all missing values can be replaced

with some values, case of text could be replaced into a sin-

gle one, depending upon the requirement of the application

we can apply different steps. After the preprocessing of the

data, the data is to be converted in to vector space model and

on to that vector-space model, various algorithms works.

In this paper we are going to discuss the preprocessing of

the data in detail  using Rapidminer  tool in section (a),  in

section (b) we will discuss how the term vector space model

is used to convert the term into vector, in next section (c) the

various algorithms used for  mining task will  be discussed

and in section (d) Applications of text mining and (e) Con-

clusion and Future Work.
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Section (a): Preprocessing of data 

Before starting the preprocessing of the data, we need 

to fetch the data from the source or data repositories. 

We have chosen a web link for retrieval of 

information i.e. a news site “The Times of India” a 
particular link which is containing the 44

th
 president 

Obama’s letter for the new president of U.S.A. This 

link does not contain only the letter content but also 

contains other information like hyperlinks to other 

webpages, some ads given by google and some 

pictures. This is why this data is called unstructured 

data. To fetch the data from the site, we have applied 

getPages function; this function uses a get method to 

send the request to server and fetches pages 

mentioned in the input source. Input source provided 

to this function can be any excel file, csv file, read 

from Url etc. There are various functions available in 

Rapidminer to read the data from various sources and 

providing it to getPages function. We have applied 

ReadExcel operator, parameters of this function are 

shown in figure 1. This operator take input as excel 

fie containing links to retrieve from the web. In the 

excel file you can set the attribute, like if you want to 

scan more than one link from the file under the 

attribute named “link-to-scan” , then name can be 

assigned in the first row. This operator considers the 

first row as the name of the attributes. After seeding 

the excel file, configuration wizard need to be set. 

This configuration wizard configure which particular 

sheet of excel file to be set to read the data and 

selects the number of rows to read from the excel 

data. When you set this configuration wizard, the 

getPages automatically retrieves the attributes to be 

scanned from excel sheet, you can select those 

attributes and process the getPages function. After 

applying this function another function getContent is 

required to get the textual data from html pages.  

After retrieval of data, the data is ready for the 

preprocessing. For preprocessing of data another 

function we have applied is “Process Document from 
Data”. This function converts the data into word 
vector which makes the text data ready for applying 

the various data mining algorithms. This module 

calculates the TF-IDF of the word set, which we will 

discuss later in section (b)[8].Firstly we will discuss 

the preprocessing steps: 

 

 

 

1) Tokenization: 

This process split the sequence of strings into 

words. It removes all the punctuations from the text 

data and gives words of text which is called tokens. 

RapidMiner tool provides three ways of splitting; 

one is default which is commonly used called non 

letter character where it split on the basis of non-

letter of character like spaces, commas, full-stops 

etc. The second mode is specify character, wherein 

you can specify characters based on which 

sentence is split into tokens and the third one is 

regular expression, wherein the regular expression 

is provided to split the sentence into tokens. We 

have chosen the default mode i.e. non letter 

character mode. The complete process screenshot 

is shown in figure 2. And in figure 3, inside view 

of Process Document from data module is shown. 

 

2) Filter Stop-Words: 

This process removes words from the document 

which does not play any important in giving 

intelligent pattern or information. Eg: the words 

like “How” “What”, “are” etc. There also we can 

apply different types of functions which are 

supported by RapidMiner like Filter Stopwords 

based on Dictionary, English Language, German, 

French, Arabic etc. we have applied for English. 

 

  

Figure 1: ReadExcel operator parameters 

window 
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3) Filter Tokens by Length: 

This is very interesting function, using 

which you can filter token of specific length, 

the length attribute needed to be provided in 

the parameters min chars and max chars; 

wherein min chars you can specify the 

minimum length of each token to be in the 

document to its maximum range. 

4) Stemming : 

In this process you can stem the words to its 

root, it roves all the suffixes like tens 

suffixes: responded to response, eaten to eat 

and plurals to root like women to woman, 

men to men and horses to horse. RapidMiner 

supports variety of algorithms for stemming. 

Porter, snowball, lovins, dictionary, Arabic 

to support Arabic language etc. we have 

used the most popular one snowball in our 

process. Snowball comprised of 41 rules to 

stem the words. Although stemming 

sometime loses the meaning of actual word 

but still works well in most of the cases. 

 

5) Transform Cases: 

This step is useful in normalizing the text. 

The text would get converted into a single 

case either to Uppercase or lowercase. This 

is not always necessary to apply; it depends 

upon the requirement of a particular 

problem. We have not applied this operator 

in our process. 

After the completion of preprocessing, the document 

is to be converted into vector model. In rapid miner 

this is itself done in “Process Document from Data” 

by choosing the parameter vector creation to TF-IDF. 

But we will separately discuss how this vector model 

is created in our next section. 

Section (b): Term Vector space model 

The preprocessing of document gives us a document 

with bag of words only. On which we cannot apply 

the algorithms directly. We need to convert this bag 

of words into term vector. The term vector gives a 

numeric values corresponding to each term appearing 

in a document which is very helpful in feature 

selection. 

 

 

 

 

There are three ways for converting terms into vector: Term 

Frequency, Term Occurrences and Term Frequency-

inverted document frequency (TF-IDF). The most useful 

and popular one is TF-IDF[9]. This gives the higher 

weightage to the important term and lesser weightage to the 

unimportant term. Its vector value lies in between of 0 to 1. 

0 means the term has no importance in context to the 

documents in which we are looking for and 1 means the 

terms are relevant. For calculating the TF-IDF values the 

document is converted into inverted text file wherein for all 

documents words are extracted and corresponding to each 

word a weight is assigned i.e. the term occurrence value and 

document occurrences using TF-IDF value is calculated. 

   TF-IDF = 

                                                         ×                                                                               

Figure 2: Process for preparing Term Vector Model 

Figure 3: Preprocess 

Extract Content Tokenization Filter_Stopwords (English) 

Filter Token (by length) 

Transform Case 

Read CSV Get Pages Process Document 
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After preparing the term vector model, various 

algorithms can be applied on the data. In the section 

we will discuss about the various algorithms which 

can be applied on textual data for mining purpose. 

Section (c): Algorithms for Text Mining 

There are various algorithms for text mining for 

different tasks, but we are giving only overview some 

important algorithms here.  

I. Unsupervised Algorithms: Algorithms in 

which no training data is provided to train 

the system. The system itself evolved and 

generates results depending on the data 

provided. The most popular algorithm under 

this category is clustering and topic 

modelling [10]. Both are used for 

segmentation of data into group, clustering 

is known for hard segmentation and topic 

modelling is soft segmentation.  RapidMiner 

provides support of various segmentation 

algorithms like K-Means, K-medoid, 

agglomerative clustering, support vector 

machine[5]. Most popular clustering 

algorithms are described below: 

 Agglomerative Clustering: This is 

known as hierarchical clustering, where 

pairwise documents are grouped together 

based on some similarity criteria in bottom 

to up fashion. A tree like structure is formed 

which is very useful in searching algorithm 

or in searching the query from the existing 

databases. 

 K-medoid: A center point is chosen 

from the original data set which is known as 

a medoid point. Documents are clustered 

around this point based on similarity 

measure. After forming the cluster, the 

medoid point is recalculated until the 

convergence arrived. This does not work 

well on textual data as textual data is sparse 

in nature. 

 k-means clustering: In k-means 

clustering, the value of k is assumed and this 

k gives the information about number of 

clusters to be formed for the given dataset. 

This k also serve as the centroid of a 

particular cluster, around which documents 

are clustered based on similarity measure and in 

each iteration like medoid, k (centroid) is updated. 

The only disadvantage of this algorithm is the 

value of k which is seeded initially. For finding the 

perfect k, various other algorithms can be used to 

give a supervised k-value. 

. 

II. Supervised Algorithms: Under this category 

training data is needed to be provided, 

classification problems comes under this category. 

Various algorithms like decision tree based[2], rule 

based, bayesian, neural nets, etc are provided into 

RapidMiner, which are being used for predictive 

modelling[1]. Algorithms for classification are 

described below: 

Decision Tree: In this algorithm for classifying the 

data set, hierarchical process is followed, where at 

each node portioning is done based on a predicate. 

It’s a top down approach starting from the root.  To 

partition the node various splitting measures are 

used like single attribute split wherein based on 

single value or a word phrase node is split, another 

one is based on document similarity, wherein based 

on the similarity between the two documents node 

is split. Third one is for multivalued attribute, 

where to split the node discriminant function is 

applied. For convergence of the tree, you can set a 

certain threshold like the maximum depth of the 

tree. 

Neural Networks: Neural nets works in two phases: 

learning phase/training phase and testing phase. To 

train the network, back propagation algorithm is 

applied in feed forward neural structure and 

completion of training the network is tested to 

check the classification results and network is 

validated. In RapidMiner we can set the number of 

training cycles, the number of hidden layers and 

the minimum error on which network converged. 

Rule Based: There are also two phases: growing 

phase and pruning phase. In growing phase, rules 

are constructed by considering every possible value 

of each attribute and in pruning phase, rules are 

pruned based on pruned metric.  

Bayesian Algorithm: It is a probabilistic model, 

based on Bayes theorem which considers each 

attribute independently in classification of the data. 

Small amount of training is required as each 

attribute plays an independent role in classification 

of the dataset. In RapidMIner there are two 
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algorithms in support of this are: Naive Bayes and

Naive Bayes kernel model.

Section (d): Applications of Text Mining

Text mining applications ranges from information retrieval

to link analysis, there is list of applications:

I. Tweeter  analysis:  analysis  of  social,  political

and academia tweets.

II. Sentiment  analysis:  This  is  also  known  as

opinion mining, which gives positive, negative,

neutral feedback of users. This is widely used

nowadays  in  selecting a hotel,  in  buying  any

product from e-commerce site, feedback of any

restaurant [4]. 

III. Biomedical  sciences:  Mining  on  biomedical

data and bio-informatics is latest research area

nowadays.

IV. Industrial applications: in industries it is widely

used for  data analysis  tasks,  by testers  of  the

project to stock market, or for the competitive

businesses it is generally used.

V. Web search Engines: Text Mining approaches

helps  a  lot  in  improving  the  query  search

criteria in the search engines and improves the

information retrieval systems.

Section (e): Conclusion and Future work

Challenges give the future direction of work to be done

in improvement of text mining of things. Some of the

challenges are listed below[7]:

I. Heterogeneity  of  data  is  one  of  the  biggest

challenges for text miners to deal. 

II. Usage  of  multiple  languages  and  variety  of

notations  used  for  a  same  word  causes

confusion  for  text  miners  and  makes  task

difficult.

III. Sparse  data  causes  over  fitting  of  data  into

clusters  and  to  different  classes  and  causes

wrong analysis for the analysts.

IV. Domain  experts  are  required  for  the  textual

data to give a proper analysis and which may

not always be possible to have a good domain

expert.

V. Proper Statistical analysis of data is difficult to

give as the data cannot always be good data, it

may  have  a  lots  of  missing  values,  so  a

standard results cannot be given.

Based on the above mentioned challenges, the text

miners can work on improving the algorithms for

the  above  defined  tasks.  Every  area  still  requires

efforts in improvement.
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Abstract—For evolving trustworthy software, engrossing on

uncovering process of fault in software is central. Nevertheless,

during testing, modifications in the testing routine, defect grav-

ity  or testing-skill  maturity and working environment,  there

can be notable change in fault detection rate. When this sort of

pattern is observed in testing time it is called change point. In

this article, we inquire a resource distribution problem that op-

timally distributes software developing resources in such a way

that the cost of development is curtailed to optimization. In this

problem, for all modules the effect of chief circumstantial ele-

ment of change-point is considered. The constraint of pulling

off the desired reliability level for every individual module is

also incorporated in the formulation of the problem. A frame-

work based on Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT) conditions is pre-

sented to work out the resulting non-linear optimization prob-

lem. A simulated numerical  illustration has been analyzed to

reflect the formulation of the case and its solution by the algo-

rithm proposed.

Index  Terms—Modular  Software,  Change-point,  Software

Reliability Growth Model, Resource Allocation

I. INTRODUCTION

REAKING a vast and complex assignment into small

simple steps of objectives’ is one of the deep-seated

rules to success. This law prevails into software industry as

well.  The  quality,  convolution  and  size  of  software  have

risen,  resulting  in  complete  development  of  it  as  a  hard

process. So, today maximum soft coded sharewares are de-

veloped  by  amalgamating  small  ordered  independent  soft

codes called modules. This methodology of developing Mod-

ular Software System helps soft  code teams to proficiently

build the large sized coded complex development process in

a structured manner.

‘B

With  the  rising  popularity  of  having  efficient  modular

software,  there arises the need of designing reliable struc-

tures.  As per texts [13], Software reliability is kept as the

chances that the software does not go wrong within an as-

signed period of time under given circumstances. Therefore,

with shortened maturity  cycles,  raised complexity of  soft-

ware design, and great caustic penalty of software failures, a

major responsibility lies in the area of software testing. Dur-

ing the advance in development of modular software, faults

can seep in modules owing to individual flaw. These faults

make  themselves  marked  in  expressions  of  malfunction

when  the  codes  are  weathered  autonomously  during  the

module testing phase of software development life cycle. To

evaluate modular software quantitatively and to find the to-

tal number of faults removed from each module mathemati-

cal  tools  namely  software  reliability  growth  models

(SRGMs) are employed. Assorted noteworthy metrics, like

primary number of faults,  failure concentration,  Trustwor-

thiness  within a specific  period  of  time,  number  of  faults

residual, can be smoothly dogged through SRGM’s.

Through the last three decades, a great number of SRGMs

have been framed in literature [3, 13, 16, 19, 20, 22]. Early

researches  related  SRGM with  respect  to  testing  time [3,

17]. However, incorporation of testing resources leads to de-

velopment of more accurate SRGMs [4, 5, 9, 26]. The rea-

son being, the detection of faults are more intimately linked

to the amount of resources expended [18, 24] on testing as it

includes-

(a) Manpower, that takes into account

 Testing group (malfunction recognition personnel).

 Debugging  group  (Programmers\Failure  rectification

personnel).

(b) CPU working moments

Huang et al. [5] worked with logistic resource function.

They  established  that  both  exponential-type  and  S-type

NHPP models can come under ideal and imperfect debug-

ging  situations.  Later,  Kapur  et  al.[9]  deliberated   on  the

testing resource reliant learning process and classified faults

into two types on the source of amount of testing resources

needed to remove them. This paper models fault exclusion

rate in terms of testing resource. 

For accomplishing the goal of developing reliable modu-

lar software, the consideration of fault detection process is

vital as it aid in establishing the value of uncovering bugs

that lie dormant in the software by test techniques and test

cases. A lot of SRGMs in literature supposed that during the

fault detection process each failure caused by a fault occurs

independently  and  at  random time according  to  the  same

distribution  [3,  20].  However,  practically  as  the  testing

evolves, the testing team gains insight and with the employ-

ment  of  new tools  and  techniques  the fault  detection  rate

(FDR) gets markedly changed. Further, the other factors that

can affect the fault detection rate are operation environment,

testing stratagem and shortcoming density. And the point of
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time  where  change  in  fault  detection  rate  is  observed  is

termed as ‘Change Point’. It was Zhao [28] who came up

with  the  concept  of  Change  point  in  software  as  well  as

hardware reliability modeling. He established that incorpo-

ration of change point in SRGMs is vital for effective fault

detection modeling. Shyur [23], Wang and Wang [25] also

made offerings in this area. In accumulation, some studies

included change-point analysis in their models as the testing

resource  consumption  may  not  be  smooth  over  time  [4,

10, 15].

Another core apprehension in the software production is

the software development outlay. Overspending on develop-

ment cost can result in financial crisis for the company. On

the other hand, spending less can result in low quality soft-

ware product as in this case the software development firm

will have to set low reliability aspiration level for each mod-

ule. Thus, there arises the need of optimizing total develop-

ment cost of modular software. In modular soft code testing

stage, each modular code is tested autonomously.  But this

has to be carried out in finite time. However, completing this

task involves on an average of 50% of the total budget of

software  development  cost.  Hence there is  requirement  of

resource distribution decisions popularly known as “Testing

Resource  Allocation  problems”.  This  research  is  adding

contribution in Resource Allocation Area. We have devel-

oped change point incorporated non linear resource distribu-

tion case which is solved by Karush Kuhn Tucker (KKT)

optimality conditions.

The work is organized as follows: Section 2 details the lit-

erature review on testing resource allocation problem Sec-

tion 3 highlights on the Goel-Okumoto software reliability

growth  model  with change point  and  testing resource,  re-

quired for modeling the failure mechanism of the modules.

Section 4 elaborates on formulation of our testing resource

allocation problem. Further in this section we also discuss an

optimization algorithm based on the KKT optimality condi-

tions. Section 5 illustrates the optimization problem solution

through a numerical  example.  Eventually,  conclusions  are

derived and are given in section 6.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW ON TESTING

RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEMS 

The value of SRGMs is not constrained to reliability as-

sessment of software systems. There application is well re-

searched and applied in resource distribution cases.  These

decision  problems  are  critical  for  software  development

firms aligned to reliability, cost, time and resources parame-

ters.  But  the  goal  goes  specific  with  the  company  needs.

There are software development firms that aim at optimiza-

tion of failure numbers. There are some that goes with opti-

mal cost decisions. Then there are others that go with con-

strained optimization problems.  With these different inter-

ests consideration, software allocation has a rich repository

of research papers. Ohetera and Yamada [21] proposed re-

source  distribution  problem  for  optimizing  the  remaining

faults and optimizing resources respectively. Yamada et al.

[27]  also  formulated  a  constrained  resource  distribution

problem with constraint of reliability level. Hyper-geometric

model  for  modeling  software  reliability  growth  was  em-

ployed by Huo et al. [7] to make optimal distribution of re-

sources  amongst  modules.  Kapur  et  al.  [8]  discussed  the

concept of marginal testing effort function (MTEF) and re-

lated optimal resource distribution problem. Not only this,

Kapur  et  al.[11,12,  29],  using  S-Shaped  and  exponential

SRGMs [3,20] have provided different allocation cases stud-

ied  various  resource  allocation  problems  maximizing  the

number of  faults removed from each  module.  Khan et  al.

[14] Huang et al. [6] too formulated and solved constrained

optimal resource distribution cases with one or more param-

eters of cost, fault and reliability. Sindhuja et al.[30] have

investigated assorted software make public decision policies

and resource  distribution cases considering the dual restric-

tions of reliability and expenses. 

However,  the impact  of  change  point  has  yet  not  been

considered in allocation problems for modeling the reliabil-

ity growth of modules. In this paper, we inquire a resource

distribution problem that optimally distributes software de-

veloping resources in such a way that the cost of develop-

ment  is  curtailed  to  optimization.  In  this  problem,  for  all

modules  the  effect  of  chief  circumstantial  element  of

change-point is considered. The constraint of pulling off the

desired reliability level for every individual module is also

incorporated in the formulation of the problem.  (figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Modular Software incorporating Change Point

and Testing Resources

III. GOEL-OKUMOTO(GO) MODEL INCORPORATING TESTING

RESOURCE AND CHANGE POINT

A. Model Notations

a Initial number of faults

W(t) Cumulative testing resource in the

time interval (0,t]

w(t);

( ) ( )
d

w t W t
dt



Testing resource intensity

 Change Point

( ) ( ( ))m t or m W t Cumulative number of faults 

removed by time t

( ) ( ( ))b t or b W t Testing resource expenditure 

based fault detection rate per 

remaining fault
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1b Fault detection rate per remaining 

fault before change point

2b Fault detection rate per remaining 

fault after change point

The GO software reliability growth model incorporating

testing resource and change point [4] taken in this article has

its  foundation  on  Non  Homogeneous  Poisson  Process

(NHPP).  The NHPP models  are  based  on  the supposition

that the software system is constrained to failures at random

times caused by manifestation of remaining faults in the sys-

tem. So, for modeling the software fault detection phenome-

non,  counting  process   ( ); 0N t t   is  defined.  This

counting  process  exhibits  the  collective  number  of  faults

discovered by testing time t. And the SRGM formulated on

this can be put mathematically as-

(3.1)

B. Model Assumptions

 NHPP governs removal phenomenon.

 Software  is  prone  to  failures  during  the  execution

caused by faults remaining in the software.

 On  a  malfunction,  the  slip  causing  that  failure  is

without  delay  distant  and  no  fresh  faults  are

introduced.

 The fault  detection rate is  with reverence to testing

resource strength and is proportional to the existing

fault content in the software.

 The fault recognition rate may transform at some time

moment (called change point, denoted by  ).

In view of the above assumptions, the model can be sum-

marized by the following differential equation.

d
m(t)

dt b(t)(a m(t))
w(t)

  (3.2)

Since, fault detection rate (FDR) changes at time point  ,

therefore, it is defined as:

1

2

b , when 0 t

b(t)

b , when t

 



  

(3.3)

Case 1: For 0 t 
Using equation (3.2) and (3.3), we have the following dif-

ferential equation

1

d
m(t)

dt b (a m(t))
w(t)

  (3.4)

Solving (3.4) with initial condition m(t=0)=0, we get,

1 ( )
( ) 1

b W t
m t a e

    (3.5)

Case 2: t 
Again by equation (3.2) and (3.3), we have

2

d
m(t)

dt b (a m(t))
w(t)

  (3.6)

The solution of above differential  equation under initial

condition ( ) ( )m t m   is

 b W( ) b W(t) W( )1 2
m(t) a 1 e

     
  

 
(3.7)

Combining Case 1 and Case 2, we have the following ex-

pression of m(t)

 

1

b W( ) b W(t) W( )1 2

b W(t)
a 1 e , when 0 t

m(t)

m(t) a 1 e , when t
    

       



  

     
  

where  m(t)  is  the  mean  value  function  of  the  counting

process N(t).

IV. TESTING RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM 

Let us consider modular software with N modules. These

soft coded structures vary in parameters like- (a) Complex-

ity (b) Size (c) Performing functions. We also consider that

the testing of  these modular  codes  is  done independently.

We also take into account a reasonable assumption of not

having infinite faults in the software modular structures. The

optimization problem considered is to minimize the software

development  cost  underneath  a  conjecture  that  there  is

change in fault detection rate in each soft code module and a

set level of reliability is to be pulled-off.

A. Notations

i Module number counter i=1,2,…N

ai
Initial number of faults in module i

i
Change point for ith module

W( i ) Testing resource consumed by ith module till 
i .

b1i
Detection process pace in terms of rate before change point

in each module 

b2i
Detection process pace in terms of rate after change point 

in each module

C1i
Fault removal cost per fault before change point in ith 

module during testing phase

C2i
Fault removal cost per fault after change point in ith module

during testing phase

C3i
Fault removal cost per fault from ith module in operational 

phase.

C4
Testing cost

R0
Reliability level 

W Sum testing resource 

   ( ) exp ( )
( ) , 0,1,2,...

!

nm t m t
Pr N t n n

n
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B. Modeling mean value and reliability function for the 

modules 

It is not possible to test all the test cases of a large com-

plex Software. The two major reasons for this infeasibility is

(i)  Deadline  for  the  development,  that  is  its  release  time

(call it T). (ii) Resources of testing. Let Wi be the testing re-

source  used  up  on  the  ith module  during  testing  time  T.

Therefore, devoid of any loss of generality the numeral of

faults distant by time T can be assumed to be a function of

testing resource explicitly and using the model discussed in

section 3,  the mean value function for  the faults removed

from each module can be written as:

 

 

1i i

1i i i 2i i i i

b W
i i

i i

b W ( ) b (W W ( )
i i

a 1 e when 0 t

i.e. m (W )

a 1 e , when t



    

   





  


i 1, 2, , N   (4.1)

Modeling expected number of faults removed from each

module  using  such  an  SRGM is  advantageous  because  it

takes into consideration the consequence of change point. 

Mathematically, reliability of soft codes of modules can

be described by [13]-

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( | ) exp i im t t m t

i iR t R t t t
     (4.2)

There is one more way to define Eq. (4.2). This was kept

by Huang et al. [5]. Eq. (4.3) states reliability as the fault re-

movals to the proportion of initial number of faults. That is-

Ri(t)= mi(t)/ai i 1, 2, , N       (4.3)

Using Eq. (3.1) and (3.4) we have reliability of each module

is given by:

( )i i

i

m W

a
   i 1, 2, , N    (4.4)

When the reliability is defined by expression (4.3) it is as-

sumed that all the faults of the software are of same type and

are  equally  likely  to  be  detected  during  testing.  Thus  as-

sumption goes well with respect to the constant FDR for the

model under consideration here.

C. Modeling Cost Function for Modular Software

For modeling cost function with respect to time, we have 

1 2 3 4( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ))C T C m C m T m C a m T C T       (4.5)

Eq. (4.5) is with respect to time. Cost modeling with re-

spect to testing resources can be put as-

1 2 3 4( ) ( ( )) ( ( ) ( ( ))) ( ( ))C W C m W C m W m W C a m W C W       (4.6)

Further, since the software is modular and each module of

software is designed independently; therefore, the outlay of

fixing and testing of all components is the addition of indi-

vidual modules testing cost. Mathematically, we have:

1

1 2
1 1

3 4

1 1

( ) ( )

( ( )) ( ( ) ( ( )))

( ( ))

N

i i

i

N N

i i i i i i i i i i
i i

N N

i i i i i

i i

C W C W

C m W C m W m W

C a m W C W

 



 

 



   

 



 

 

(4.7)

D. Problem Structure and Solution Algorithm

The resource distribution problem is structured with this

scenario- (a) W is the sum resources that needs to be distrib-

uted in N independent modules. (b) The aim of the alloca-

tion  problem  is-  Minimizing  Software  Development  Cost

given by Eq.(4.7) (c) The objective is constrained to aspired

reliability of at least R0

 

N

i i

i 1

N N

1i i i i 2i i i i i i

i 1 i 1

N N

3i i i i 4 i

i 1 i 1

Min C(W) C (W )

C m (W ( )) C (m (W ) m (W ( )))

C (a m (W )) C W



 

 



     

 



 

 

Constrained to

N

i
i 1

W W


 ,

0iR R i 1,2, , N  

iW 0 , i 1, 2, , N  

(P1)

After substituting the value of  i im (W )  and  iR  from

(4.1) and (4.4) in (P1) we get problem as;

   
   

1i i i 2i i i i

1i i i 2i i i i

N

i i

i 1

N N
b W ( ) b (W W ( )

i i i i 2i i i i i

i 1 i 1

N N
b W ( ) b (W W ( )

3i i i 4 i

i 1 i 1

Min C(W) C (W )

C m (W ( )) C a 1 e m (W ( ))

C a a 1 e C W



    

 

    

 



      

  



 

 

Constrained to

N

i
i 1

W W


 ,

 1 2( ) ( ( )
01 i i i i i i ib W b W W

ia e R
         i 1, 2, , N  

iW 0 , i 1, 2, , N  

Dropping  the  constant  terms  and  re-writing  the  above

problem in maximization form, we get the problem as:

Max    Z(W)=

N

i i

i 1

C (W )



 =

                        1i i i 2i i i i

N N
b W ( ) b (W W ( )

3i 2i i 4 i

i 1 i 1

C C a 1 e C W    
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Constrained to

N

i
i 1

W W


 ,

 1 2( ) ( ( )
01 i i i i i i ib W b W W

ia e R
        i 1, 2, , N  

iW 0 ,   i 1, 2, , N   (P2)

Now, the reliability constraint of (P2) can be re-stated as:

 0 1 2

2

1
ln(1 ) ( )

i i i i i i

i

W R b b sayY
b

 


    

Here, it may be noted that summation of Yi should always

be less than equal to W, otherwise the constraints of the for-

mulated problem will be inconsistent.

Therefore,  using the constraint  on reliability and letting

iW = i iX Y , the problem can be transformed as:

Max Z(W)=

    1i i i 2i i i i i

N N
b W ( ) b (X Y W ( )

3i 2i i 4 i i

i 1 i 1

C C a 1 e C (X Y )
     

 

    

Subject to

               

N N

i i

i 1 i 1

X W Y

 
   ,                             

                iX 0 , i 1,2, , N  

(P3)

The first term of the objective function of (P3) is concave

and second term  i iX Y  is linear, therefore –( i iX Y )

can be treated as concave. Hence the objective function of

(P2) is concave function given to linear constraint.  There-

fore the case is of convex programming problem.

Thus, the essential most favorable situations pertaining to

Karush Kuhn-Tucker for  convex programming problem is

also sufficient [1]. For the problem (P3) we can affirm the

follow saddle value decision making statement:

    1 2( ) ( ( )

1, 2, , 3 2
; 1,2,...

1

4

1 1 1

( .... ) 1

( )

i i i i i i i i

i

N
b W b X Y W

N i i i
X i N

i

N N N

i i i i

i i i

Max Min F X X X C C a e

C X Y X W Y

 






   




  

  

 
      



  

(P4)

The necessary and sufficient situations for (X0, 0) where

X0= {Xi
0:  i  = 1,…, N) to be a saddle  spot for  the saddle

value cases are based on the KKT conditions and are speci-

fied by the next theorem.

Theorem 1.  A feasible decision Xi (i =1,..,N) of  (P4) is best

possible if and only if 

(1)   1i i i 2i i i i ib W ( ) b (X Y W ( ))
4 3i 2i i 2iC C C a b e

          

(2)   1i i i 2i i i i ib W ( ) b (X Y W ( ))
i 4 3i 2i i 2iX C C C a b e 0

            

This theorem can be derived straight from KKT conditions.

Ruling a feasible key at optimality condition

Concerning KKT conditions to the (P3) we get-

 1 2
, ,..., ,

N

i

F X X X

X




=0

implies 

      
i

0
i 3i 2i i 2i 4 1i i 2i i i

2

1
X ln C C a b ln C b b Y

b
           

(4.8)

and  
 1 2, ,..., ,NF X X X 







1 1

0
N N

i i

i i

X W Y
 

     implies

      

 

2 3 2 2 1 2
0 1 1

4

2

1

1/ ln

exp

1/

i

i

N N

i i i i i i i i i i

i i
N

i

b C C a b b b Y W Y

C

b

 

  



 
        

    
 
  

 



(4.9)

The solution algorithm of above problem, using KKT is as 

follows: 

Algorithm 1: 

Step 0: Calculate 

1

N

i

i

Y



If 

1

N

i

i

Y

 >W then

Available resource W is insufficient to meet reliability 

aspiration level of all the modules.

            Stop

             Else 

Goto Step 1.

End if

 Step 1: Set S = 0.

Step 2: Calculate , 1,..., ;iX i N S    using equation 

(3.9) and (3.10)

      
i

0
i 3i 2i i 2i 4 1i i 2i i i

2

1
X ln C C a b ln C b b Y

b
           

      

 

2 3 2 2 1 2
0 1 1

4

2

1

1/ ln

exp

1/

i

i

N N

i i i i i i i i i i

i i
N

i

b C C a b b b Y W Y

C

b

 

  



 
        

    
 
  

 



Step 3: Rearrange index i such that:

X1  X2  X3 ………  XN-S 

Step 4: If XN-S > 0 then Stop (the solution is optimal)

Else XN-S =0; set S = S+1, 

End if
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Step 5: For re-allocating testing resources to remaining N-S 

modules go to Step 2.

The optimal solution is given by:

      

      

 

i

i

i

0
i 3i 2i i 2i 4 1i i 2i i i

2

N N

2 3i 2i i 2i 1i i 2i i i i
0 i 1 i 1

4 N

2

i 1

0
i

1
X ln C C a b ln C b b Y , i 1,..., N S

b

where

1/ b ln C C a b b b Y W Y

C exp

1/ b

X 0, otherwise

 



               




             
     
 
   




 



V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Presume that the sum total of testing resource accessible

for  modules  coded software is  60,000.  This modular  soft-

ware has six such modules. Further, it is supposed that there

is change in fault detection rate in each module. Further, be-

cause of  change point the cost of testing before and after

change point differs. These costs are taken as 1 and 2 units

respectively for each module. The price of debugging a fault

for any module in operational segment is 8 units and charge

of testing up to release time is 0.5 units. The assumed esti-

mated  values  of  all  the parameters  for  modules  M1,  M2,

M3, M4, M5 and M6 are tabulated in table 5.1. Also, it is as-

pired that the reliability level of each module should be at

least 0.8. 

Table 5.1 Parameter Estimates for six modules

Module a b1 b2 W( )

M1 1321 0.000213 0.000211 642.85

M2 950 0.000181 0.000129 505.02

M3 1639 0.000112 0.000156 759.18

M4 1450 0.000198 0.000213 580.02

M5 1350 0.000218 0.000229 462.69

M6 987 0.000125 0.000321 315.11

Total 7697

Using algorithm 1 of section 3 the optimal allocation of

the resource for the six modules is shown in table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Optimal Allocation of resources for six modules

From table 5.2 we have that within the available budget of

6000, the total expected cost of testing all the modules such

that the reliability of each module is at least 0.8 is 51141.37.

The number of faults removed from the software is 6623. 

The  impact  of  increasing  aspired  reliability  level  for  all

modules-

For studying the impact of increasing aspiration level for

all modules on the allocation of testing resources, we solved

the above numerical illustration by taking reliability level as

0.85 and 0.9 for each module.

Case 1: When aspired reliability for each module is in-

creased from 0.8 to 0.85

In  this  case  we  found,  that  by  raising  the  aspiration  of

reliability  to  0.85,  there  was  allocation  of  resources  to

modules  (given  in  table  5.3)  but  with  increase  software

development cost as compared to the cost of development

when reliability level of each module is 0.8(refer table 5.2).

Table 5.3 Optimal Allocation of resources for six modules 

Figure 5.1 and 5.2 shows the comparison of Reliabilities

and Cost of Modules respectively when Aspiration level is

increased from 0.8 to 0.85.

1 2 3 4 5 6

0,75

0,8

0,85

0,9

Reliability of Modules for Aspiration Level 0.8 v/s 0.85

Reliability of 
Modules when 
W=60000 and 
Aspiration Level 
is 0.8

Modules

Relaibility

Figure 5.1 Reliability of Modules for Aspiration Level 0.8 v/s 0.85

1 2 3 4 5 6

0

2000

4000

Testing cost of Modules for Aspiration Level 0.8 v/s 0.85

Modules

Testing Cost

Figure 5.2 Testing Cost of Modules for Aspiration Level 0.8 v/s 0.85

Case 2:  When aspired reliability for each module is in-

creased from 0.8 to 0.9
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In  this  case  we  observed  that  

6

1

i

i

Y

  is  strictly  greater

than W. So using the proposed algorithm we stop with the

conclusion that the given set of constraint inequalities is in-

consistent.

The impact of increasing/decreasing total testing resource

budget on the optimal allocation among modules

For studying the impact of change in total testing resource

budget  on  the  optimal  allocation  among  modules,  we  in-

crease and decrease the total testing resource W by 20%. 

Case 1: W is increased by 20%

In this case we got the allocation as given in table 5.4.

Table 5.4 Distribution of resources for six modules 

From table 5.4 we observe that by increasing the budget

there is increase in reliability level of modules but with raise

in total cost. Figure 5.3 depicts the comparison of Relaibility

of  Modules  when  W=60000  and  when  it  is  increased  by

20%.  The  total  cost  comparison  with  W=60000  and

W=72000 is shown in Figure 5.4.

1

48000

50000

52000

54000

56000

Total Testing Cost When W=60000 and When It is Increased by 20%

Total Testing 
Cost When 
W=60000Total Cost

Figure 5.3 Reliability of Modules when W=60000 and When It is in-

creased by 20%

Case 2: W is decreased by 20%

In this case we get that 

6

1

i

i

Y

  is strictly greater than W.

So using the proposed algorithm we stop with the conclu-

sion that the given set of constraint inequalities is inconsis-

tent.

1

48000

50000

52000

54000

56000

Total Testing Cost When W=60000 and When It is Increased by 20%

Total Testing Cost 
When W=60000

Total Cost

Figure 5.4 Total Testing Cost when W=60000 and When It is increased

by 20%

VI. CONCLUSION

Allocation  of  testing  resources  during  module  testing

phase is an important issue for the project managers in de-

veloping a reliable and economical  modular  software sys-

tem. This research takes into account change point in modu-

lar software development and its associated resource distri-

bution problem. For modeling the failure process of modules

an  exponential  SRGM  with  testing  resource  and  change

point  is  used.  The allocation problem is convex program-

ming  problem  and  is  solved  using  Karush  Kuhn  Tucker

(KKT) optimality conditions. Using the numerical example

some important observations related to allocation problem is

also presented in the paper. 

The present study is done under the assumption of inde-

pendence of the failures of different modules. We can also

explore the possibility of including multi dimensional soft-

ware reliability growth modeling so as to  take care the ef-

fect of not only testing resource but also other testing factors

like testing coverage, testing time/number of test cases on

the fault removal process simultaneously. This paper takes

into account independent behavior of faults in modules soft

codes.  In  future  interactions  among  modules  and  depen-

dence of the failures can also be incorporated in the model

building.
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Abstract—The applications of different dimension of multi-

media have been grown rapidly on daily basis. Digital media

brings about the changes in the conveniences to the people, The

cons of this technology is security threat if that security issue

exist there is no meaning of conveniences We have segmented

the proposed work in such a way unlike conventional approach

the module of work includes sub-plotting the image in three di-

rectional coordinates plot(x), plot (g), plot(y).  The security of

information may have the distinct dimension in growing effec-

tive techniques to discourage the unauthenticated technique of

duplication  of  virtual  signals.  Digital  watermarking  is  the

mathematical technique of embedding information right into a

virtual signal in a way that it is difficult to eliminate. in order

to overcome this,  robust dwt watermarking approach is pro-

posed. We’ve contemplated a way a good way to use t the tem-

porary statistics to apply the inversion of dwt in row way and

decompose the picture in the same length of width and height.

Robustness can be defined as a watermark to stay unaffected

even if digital content is passed thru diverse approaches and at-

tacks.  we've  got  proposed invisible  sturdy watermarking  for

you to proved to be is the most accurate method. in conjunction

with  conventional  technique  embed  a  watermark  containing

key facts consisting of authentication codes.

We have considered different dynamic conditions where the

copyright and basic constituent of distributed images/photos is

violated.  Handiest one picture in active mode and all different

is  inactive  mode.  Since  the  images/pics  posted  on  social

networks  or  any  networks  are  normally  changed  and/or

compressed  to  the  original  template  supplied  through  the

carrier carriers, we suggest a digital photo watermarking based

on  dwt  coefficients  modification  for  use  for  such

snapshots/images. we've got carry out the watermarking with

proposed approach for the bilateral method which means for

encrypting  the  digital  information  and  for  retrieval  of  the

original information from the encoded dataset have alerted the

convention concept of Dwt by adding an Adaptive filter into it

for  extracting  the  data.The  contemplated  approach  has

reduced  the  noise  and  unnecessary  constituent  to  provide

better  efficiency  and  retrieve  the  accurate  original  image

without distorting the pixel vectors.

IndexTerms—MATLAB, rsa, DWT, watermarking

I. INTRODUCTION

IRTUAL watermarking describes techniques and gen-

eration that hide facts, for instance a spread of or text,V

in virtual media, on the facet of pix, video or audio. The em-

bedding takes vicinity via manipulating the content material

fabric cloth material of the virtual information, because of

this that the statistics is not embedded within the frame at

some stage within the facts. The hiding manner wants to be

such that the changes of the media are imperceptible.  For

pix, this means that that the modifications of the pixel values

want to be invisible. Furthermore, the watermark wants to

be each robust or fragile, relying on the software. Through

"robust",  we advise  the functionality  of  the watermark  to

stand as hundreds as manipulations of the media, which em-

body  lossy  compression  (wherein  compressing  facts  and

then decompressing it retrieves records that can be particular

from the right, however is near sufficient to be beneficial in

some way), scaling, and cropping, amongst others. In some

times, the watermark can also want to be fragile. "fragile"

technique that  the watermark  need to now not face up to

tampering, or need to face as much as splendid as a good

deal as a superb, predetermined quantity.

The instance under illustrates how virtual  watermarking

can cover statistics in a very invisible way. The proper im-

age is at the left; the watermarked photograph is on the right

and consists of the selection of the author.

Wwatermarking is defined as such as (embedding) a wa-

termark signal to. A widespread scheme for virtual water-

marking is given in determines 1.1. The watermark message

can be a emblem photo, occasionally a visually recognizable

binary image or it can be binary bit waft. A watermark is

embedded to the host data with the aid of way of the usage

of a secret key on the embedded.

II. SORTS OF TASK SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

Digital watermarking is a prominent discipline of research

and lots of researchers have advised a big quantity of algo-

rithms and as compared. the main thrust on all such algo-

rithms is to hide secrete information (watermark) in host sig-

nal in such a way that it offers appropriate tradeoff among

imperceptibility and robustness against distinct assaults. this

segment  gives several  kinds of virtual  watermarking tech-

niques found in the instructional literature. we do now not
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deliver an exhaustive assessment of the area, however offer

an  outline  of  installed  approaches.  current  virtual  water-

marking techniques are broadly categorized into  classes re-

lying at the area of watermark insertion: spatial area and fre-

quency domain techniques.

In  comparison  to  the  spatial-domain-based  totally  defi-

nitely watermarking,  frequency-region based totally strate-

gies can embed more bits of watermark and are more sturdy

to assault; consequently, they're extra attractive than the spa-

tial-vicinity-primarily  based  strategies,  due  to  the  fact  the

watermark information  can be spread out to the complete

photo. As to the frequency transform, there are dft (discrete

fourier rework), dct (discrete cosine remodel), and dwt (dis-

crete wavelet redesign).

The  sooner  watermarking  techniques  are  nearly  spatial

primarily based completely method. In spatial place the wa-

termark is embedded into the host image by way of manner

of using the usage of the usage of without delay improving

the pixel values, i.e. First-rate example is to embed the wa-

termark inside the least considerable bits (lsbs) of photo pix-

els [1]. Spatial area watermarking is simple to position into

impact  and  requires  no  unique  photograph  for  watermark

detection. But, it frequently fails underneath signal process-

ing assaults which consist of filtering and compression and

having  relative  low-bit  functionality.  A  easy  photograph

cropping  operation  may also  moreover  additionally  elimi-

nate the watermark. Besides, the constancy of the particular

image facts  may be significantly degraded  because  of  the

truth the watermark is at once finished on the pixel values.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this work we implement ECC Algorithm with altered

approach for encrypting and decrypting the probe image and

encrypted images respectively. Our proposed approach has

proposed that the elapsed time to perform the task for same

input image is less than the conventional approach. We have

run the cryptography procedure for n number of iterations in

order to get the accurate results and compared that particular

elapsed time with the conventional approach. We have con-

templated an approach in which we consider region of inter-

est (ROI) unlike the conventional approach, the advantage

of the proposed work is we n need not to cover all the pixel

vectors but only those which is required to be encrypted or

decrypted. The proposed work has applied ecc algorithm for

error calculations which has been shown in the experimental

results.

Three.1 comparison of proposed algorithm with present

paintings

Inside the current method, we use the watermarking ap-

proach in whole image on the same time. That is the hard

manner  to  apply  this  method and  show the  watermarking

photograph. There has been many proposed novel strategies

to hide watermark in digital photos. Those strategies can be

classified into awesome classes consistent with several  re-

quirements. The number one criterion is the shape of area in

which  the  facts  embedding  takes  vicinity.  There  are  two

maximum  critical  region  types,  spatial  and  remodel  do-

mains. The redesign domain picture is represented in terms

of its frequencies; however, in spatial place it's miles repre-

sented by way of the use of manner of pixels. The second

one criterion is  in step with the ability of watermark to face

up to assault; 

In the proposed work, we use the dwt technique to water-

marking the photo. On this technique , we've decompose the

picture in row and column manner and study one at a time

row and column respectively. This the correct way to apply

the dwt approach in watermarking picture.  

Step 1. First we have considered image and determine the

pixel value.

Step 2. Then we use the wfilter(wavelet filter) to filter the

image.

Step 3. We decompose the image for clear visibility.

(a) First we have decomposed the image in row manner.

(b) Then we have decomposed the image in column man-

ner.

Step 4.  We have use to temporary data to apply the inver-

sion  of dwt in row manner

Step 5.  Decompose the image in equal size of width and

height.

Step 6.  Only one image in active mode and all other is

not active mode.

Step 7.  PSNR is peak signal to noise ratio which is used

to define the accuracy of image.

Step 8.  In last step we get the dwt watermarking final

(single) image.

IV. RESULT

A. Matlab Results

We use the domain based (db) filter having length 6 then

read the image(Barbara.png) and show the Barbara  image

by  using  imshow  command.  In  this  fig  we  use  the

wfilter(wavelet  filter)  to  filter  the  image.  A  wavelet  is  a

wave-like oscillation with amplitude that begins at zero, in-

creases, and then decreases back to zero.

Fig 1.1: A Digital Watermarking System
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Fig 5.2: convert the 2D image in dwt and idwt

In this fig. we have sub-plotting the image in three direc-

tion coordinates plot(x), plot(g), plot(y ). After that convert

the 2D image in dwt and idwt. By using plotting we enhance

the image quality. By using the plotting, we decompose the

image for clear visibility. In this fig, we have to mapping the

image in row manner that means we have to read the image

in row by row.

Fig 5.3: mapping the image in column manner

Fig 5.4: decompose the image in equal size of width and height    

In  this  fig.  we  have  use  to  temporary  data  to  apply  the

inversion of dwt in row manner and decompose the image in

equal size of width and height    

Fig 5.1: wavelet filter
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Fig 5.5:  inversion of dwt in column manner

In this fig. we have use to temporary data to apply the in-

version of dwt in column manner because of temporary data

we can handle the image in secure and easy way. All the

module of image are read in column way. 

Fig 5.6: one image in active mode and all other is not active mode

In this fig. we have decompose the image in row and col-

umn manner simantenously. Only one image in active mode

and all other is not active mode. We have filtered the image

and apply the watermarking technique at this time.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Interior our research, we've characterized and tested giant

photograph segmentation calculations. Mage segmented cal-

culations  have  a  promising  future  earlier  thinking  about

they'll  be  the concept  of  photograph getting prepared  and

laptop imaginative and prescient and feature have become

the center of present day research. But quite a few years of

studies, there may be no commonly said algorithm segmen-

tation calculation. Due to the fact that picture segmentation

is motivated by manner of bunches of components, for in-

stance,  kind of picture,  shading,  threshold,  stage of noise,

etc. Alongside those lines there's no single calculation that is

pertinent on a large form of photos and nature of problem.

Due to every single above element, photo segmentation nev-

ertheless  stays  a  number  one  pending  hassle  inside  the

ranges of picture making ready.

In present technique we had labored on a static photo, in

destiny the paintings may be executed on a shifting photo

(video).
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Abstract—Elliptical curve cryptography (ecc) is a public key

encryption approach based on elliptic curve idea that may be

used  to  create  quicker,  smaller,  and  greater  green  crypto-

graphic keys. Ecc generates keys through the houses of the el-

liptic curve equation in area of the traditional approach of gen-

eration as the manufactured from very huge prime numbers.

The technology may be used at the side of maximum public key

encryption  strategies,  together  with  rsa,  and  diffiehellman.

Consistent  with  some researchers,  ecc  can yield  a  degree  of

safety  with  a  164-bit  key  that  different  structures  require  a

1,024-bit key to advantage. Because of the fact ecc helps to es-

tablish equivalent safety with decrease computing power and

battery useful resource usage, it's far turning into widely used

for cellular programs.

In this work we implement ECC Algorithm with altered ap-

proach for encrypting and decrypting the probe image and en-

crypted images respectively. Our proposed approach has pro-

posed that the elapsed time to perform the task for same input

image is less than the conventional approach. We have run the

cryptography procedure for n number of iterations in order to

get the accurate results and compared that particular elapsed

time with the conventional approach. We have contemplated an

approach in which we consider region of interest (ROI) unlike

the conventional approach, the advantage of the proposed work

is we n need not to cover all the pixel vectors but only those

which is required to be encrypted or decrypted. The proposed

work has applied ecc algorithm for error calculations which

has been shown in the experimental results. The proposed work

has compared the result in both the aspects in terms of elapsed

time to perform the algorithm and ROI feature to get imple-

mented at the same time.

Index Terms—Object MATLAB, rsa, ECC, cryptographic.

I. INTRODUCTION

N  RECENT  years,  virtual  multimedia  generation  has

proven a significant development. This generation gives

so many new blessings as compared to the antique analog

counterpart. The advantages throughout the transmission of

information, smooth enhancing any part of the digital con-

tent material, functionality to duplicate and verbal exchange

applications have made the digital technology superior to the

analog structures  a virtual  content without  any loss inside

the first-class of the content and lots of different blessings in

dsp, vlsi. specially, the boom of virtual multimedia genera-

I

tion has proven itself on net and wireless programs. but, the

distribution and use of multimedia information is an awful

lot simpler.

That  it  remains  present  as long as the perceptible first-

class of the content cloth is at an appropriate diploma. The

owner of the specific information proves his/her ownership

with the  aid  of  extracting  the watermark  from the water-

marked content cloth in case of more than one possession

claims. Digital watermark can be and faster with the excep-

tional achievement of net. The first-rate explosion in this pe-

riod has additionally introduced some troubles beside its ad-

vantages. But, abuses of those centers and technology pose

urgent  threats  to  multimedia  safety  management  in  wide-

spread and multimedia copyright protection and content in-

tegrity verification mainly. Despite the fact that cryptogra-

phy has an extended history of utility to records and multi-

media security, the unwanted function of offering no protec-

tion to the media as quickly as decrypted has restrained the

feasibility of  its  large  use.  For instance,  an adversary can

collect  the  decryption  key  by  means  of  buying  a  legal

replica of the media however then redistribute the decrypted

copies of the proper .In reaction to those demanding situa-

tions,  digital  watermarking  schemes  were  proposed  in  the

very last decade. A produced from copyright or authentica-

tion codes, or a legend important for sign interpretation. The

existence of those watermarks with in a multimedia signal

goes ignored except while surpassed through the best detec-

tor.  Commonplace  sorts  of  indicators  to  watermark  are

nonetheless photos, audio, and virtual video. Watermark [1],

a thriller imperceptible sign, is embedded into the authentic

facts in the form of way.

Watermarking is described as adding (embedding) a wa-

termark sign to the host signal. the watermark may be de-

tected or extracted later to make an announcement approxi-

mately the object. A general scheme for digital watermark-

ing is given in Figure 1.1. The watermark message can be a

logo picture, sometimes a visually recognizable binary pic-

ture or it can be binary bit stream. A watermark is embedded

to the host data by using a secret key at the embedded.
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Fig 1: A Digital Watermarking System

II. OVERVIEW OF DIGITAL WATERMARKING

Digital watermarking is a prominent discipline of research

and lots of researchers have advised a big quantity of algo-

rithms and as compared. The main thrust on all such algo-

rithms is to hide secrete information (watermark) in host sig-

nal in such a way that it offers appropriate tradeoff among

imperceptibility and robustness against distinct assaults. this

segment  gives several  kinds of virtual  watermarking tech-

niques found in the instructional literature. we do now not

deliver an exhaustive assessment of the area, however offer

an  outline  of  installed  approaches.  current  virtual  water-

marking techniques are broadly categorized into  classes re-

lying at the area of watermark insertion: spatial area and fre-

quency domain techniques.

The  sooner  watermarking  techniques  are  nearly  spatial

primarily based completely method. In spatial place the wa-

termark is embedded into the host image by way of manner

of using the usage of the usage of without delay improving

the pixel values, i.e. First-rate example is to embed the wa-

termark inside the least considerable bits (lsbs) of photo pix-

els [1]. Spatial area watermarking is simple to position into

impact  and  requires  no  unique  photograph  for  watermark

detection. But, it frequently fails underneath signal process-

ing assaults which consist of filtering and compression and

having  relative  low-bit  functionality.  A  easy  photograph

cropping  operation  may also  moreover  additionally  elimi-

nate the watermark. Besides, the constancy of the particular

image facts  may be significantly degraded  because  of  the

truth the watermark is at once finished on the pixel values.

In  assessment  to  the  spatial-vicinity-based  absolutely
watermarking,  frequency-location  based  strategies  can
embed  greater  bits  of  watermark  and  are  extra  robust  to
assault; therefore, they're greater attractive than the spatial-
area-based strategies, because the watermark records may be
unfold  out  to  the  complete  image.  as  to  the  frequency
transform,  there  are  dft  (discrete  fourier  rework),  dct
(discrete  cosine  remodel),  and  dwt  (discrete  wavelet
remodel).

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this work we implement ECC Algorithm with altered

approach for encrypting and decrypting the probe image and

encrypted images respectively. Our proposed approach has

proposed that the elapsed time to perform the task for same

input image is less than the conventional approach. We have

run the cryptography procedure for n number of iterations in

order to get the accurate results and compared that particular

elapsed time with the conventional approach. We have con-

templated an approach in which we consider region of inter-

est (ROI) unlike the conventional approach, the advantage

of the proposed work is we n need not to cover all the pixel

vectors but only those which is required to be encrypted or

decrypted. The proposed work has applied ecc algorithm for

error calculations which has been shown in the experimental

results.

Input variables:

 Image:  the profile desires to be warped to be able to be 

similar to template,

 Template: the profile desires to be reached,

 noi:   the number of iterations according to level; the set of 

rules is finished

       (noi-1) times

Ranges:  the  number  of  ranges  in  pyramid  scheme  (set

tiers=1 for a   non pyramid implementation), the extent-in-

dex 1

Corresponds to the very best (authentic) picture resolution

Rework:    the image transformation 'translation', 'euclidean',

'affine', 'homography'

Step 1-Take all the input image at the same time 

Step2- Apply ROI on the probe image in order to get it in

template then the particular segmented region with required

pixel information is fetched.

Step3-Projected  coordinates  are  selected as  per  require-

ment to reduce the total elapsed time in performing N num-

ber of iterations.

Step4-Perform  backward  wrapped  input  image  so  that

maximum resolution can be evolved.

Step5-Finally error calculation of that particular image is

calculated and shown using conventional ecc.

The above steps are first module of our work; the second

module will include the following steps.

 Step6-Then –The proposed approach has been applied on

image with number of iterations 

 Step7-  The  total  elapsed  time  is  calculated  compara-

tively, with the conventional approach.

Step8-This approach will result in the final aligned image

retrieved from the encrypted image with Roi concept.

Step9-Repeat the above step till the last number of itera-

tion for maximum threshold 

Step10- EXIT
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IV. RESULT 

 

         Fig 2- Error Calculation Using Roi Applied Ecc Algorithm 

The input image of Indian currency note is template with roi 

and the second sub plotted image is showing the image with 

ROI effect .then the image is back wrapped with the final 

consideration of pixel vectors which comes under the roi 

segmentation. The final step is the calculation of error while 

performing cryptography which is clearly shown in the 

results. The ROI concept has been used along with 

conventional Ecc algorithm to keep the resolution of image 

as same as original but considering only those pixel vectors 

which are required .this make the algorithm time efficient as 

far as elapsed time is concerned  for the execution of the 

algorithm. 

 
 

 

Fig: 3 ROI polygons to interest mask 

 

The comparison in the image between different pixel vectors 

has been performed in template matching on the basis of 

correlation coefficient .In this particular process the target 

image is placed over the initial probe image in such a way 

that it will create a correlation map on the basis of which 

final template image is generated. 

 

 
Fig 4: Template matching in the ecc 

 

 
V. Fig 5: same intensity and resolution as the original image 

 

Image wrapping is a transposition which is finally applied to 

the image in which template part is generated. It is applied on 

particular domain of the image in order to modify the 

geometrical properties in the given image .The image shown 

above has same intensity and resolution as the original 

image, We have performed it with Ecc algorithm to perform 

forward and backward mapping and sampling in spatial 

dimensions .The main goal of this method to get applied with 

ecc is to re-sampling the intensity value .the method which 

are common in use are bilinear cubic nearest neighbour etc. 

The image shown is performed by bicubic re-sampling of 

image intensity. 
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Fig 6: time elapsed in conventional approach and proposed approach

The final result has shown the reduced estimated elapsed

time for running the proposed algorithm on specific domain

of the image as compare to the conventional approach. . For

the level 1we have calculated for 50 number of iteration be-

cause  we  have  set  the  global  threshold  value  in  order  to

make  compatibility  with  memory  configuration.  The  total

elapsed time calculated with conventional Ecc algorithm is

21.31 sec depicting in the result section now the proposed

algorithm has reduced the complexity of the network by re-

ducing the elapsed time to 10 sec approx at the same time

several other methods have been applied to improve the ac-

curacy of the results

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Within our research, we have characterized and examined

tremendous  image  segmentation  calculations.  Mage  seg-

mented  calculations  have  a  promising  destiny  in  advance

considering the fact that they're the basis of picture prepar-

ing and  pc imaginative  and prescient  and feature  was the

center of contemporary studies. Notwithstanding quite a few

years of research, there may be no generally mentioned set

of rules segmentation calculation. Considering the fact that

photo segmentation is motivated by way of bunches of addi-

tives, as an instance, type of photo, shading, threshold, de-

gree of noise, and so forth. Along those lines there's no sin-

gle calculation that is pertinent on a extensive range of pic-

tures and nature of issue. Because of each single above de-

tail, photograph segmentation still stays a primary pending

trouble in the tiers of photo preparing.

In gift method we had labored on a static picture, in future

the work may be finished on a moving image (video)
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Abstract—The necessity of clean environment is the major

aspect in this modern age. This maintains a healthy environ-

ment. Also several trials have made with multidisciplinary re-

searchers for development of healthy environment. However, it

is  even  important  to  facilitate  the  unhealthy  people  in  the

healthcares. Some extent technology has an important role to

support it. In this paper, a case study of water supply in the

modern health care units is analyzed. This work describes the

application of rule based Fuzzy Logic for control operation in

water supply section. To refine fuzzy rules’ initial approximate

set  automatically,  a  self-organizing fuzzy controller has been

used. The quality factor is increased by applying the PD-type

fuzzy controller. To make the system robust, the controller has

been designed with Fuzzy Logic rules. The simulation results

confirm the advantages and demonstrate for  better dynamic

behavior and performance, as well as perfect control with no

overshoot. For low energy consumption, either the energy input

is decreased or the efficiency of the mechanical  transmission

and processes has been increased. Performance of  these new

controllers  has been verified through simulation using MAT-

LAB.

Index Terms—Modern Health Care; PD Controller; Fuzzy

Controller; Intelligent Controller; Robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION

N THE modern society, health care units are to be taken

care sufficiently. Many e-health care units are already de-

veloped still the improvement is required minutely for this

development of these units. Health care system is very large

as it has many aspects such as patient entry, patient consul-

tation, test and diagnosis.  Also the requirements of physi-

cian with specialization along with the testing laboratories

are to be improved for smart systems. Some of the works

have been proposed earlier for above mentioned components

[1] [4].

I

Similarly,  the  patients  admitted  in  the  hospitals  have

many  requirements  for  healthy  environmental  condition.

One such aspect is considered in this work is water supply in

the toilets of the wards and room along with drinking water.

An intelligent approach is considered with the help of Fuzzy

logic (FL) to control the water flow to the tank and from this

tank to the toilets and drinking water reservoir.

To control  a  steam engine  and  boiler  combination,  the

Mamdani  fuzzy inference system has been explored using

linguistic rules [5] [6]. In this, the can be described using if-

then rules corresponding to the human language. Since no

mathematical  model is essential to design a FL controller,

hence it maintains its robustness. Ease of application of FL

makes it popular in industry. Nevertheless, knowledge data-

base or expert experience is desired in deciding the rules or

the membership functions (MF).

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The proposed scheme aims to enhance the control perfor-

mance  water  supply  in  the  modern  health  care  units.  As

compared to traditional controllers, the FL controllers pos-

sess the following advantages: they can be developed easily,

can  be  customized  readily  in  natural  language  terms  and

have very wider range of operating conditions. Practical sys-

tems are often complex and time variant in nature with de-

lays or nonlinearities, and are often associated with improp-

erly  defined  dynamics.  Efforts  are  being made to provide

easy  and  simple  control  algorithms  by  industries  and  re-

searchers to accommodate increasing complexity in the pro-

cesses/systems [7] [8]. 

Conventional control algorithms relying on linear system

need to be linear zed before applied to systems, although the

performance is not  guaranteed.   Nonlinear  controllers  can

accommodate nonlinearities however; the lack of a general

structure creates difficulty in their designing [9]. Thus, lin-

ear or nonlinear control algorithm solutions are mostly de-

veloped using  precise  mathematical  system models.  Diffi-

culties in describing these systems using traditional mathe-

matical  relations  happen  to  provide  unsatisfactory  design

models or solutions [10]. This is a motivating factor to used

for system design which can employ approximate reasoning

to resemble the human decision process [11]. 

The FL Controllers do not depend on any mathematical

model unlike conventional linear or nonlinear control theory

to solve problems under vague and uncertain environments

[12] [13]. This has made its use successfully and practically

in a number of applications that include robotics and insur-

ance  [14]  [17].  FL has  been  proposed  by  Zadeh  in 1965

[11]. FL provides a specific artificial intelligence (AI) level

to the traditional  proportional  and derivative  (PD) contro-

llers.  Thus,  Fuzzy  PD  controllers  possess  self-tuning
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ability as well as on-line adaptation to time varying, 

nonlinear, and uncertain systems.  

The use of FL in the control systems better dynamic 

response, rejects disturbance, allows low parameter sensitive 

variation and removes external influences. The FL control 

algorithm tends to be robust, simple and efficient.  

Experiments of the proposed control system have shown 

remarkable tracking performance, and demonstrate the 

usefulness and validity of the hybrid fuzzy controller 

convincingly with high-performance under parameter 

variations and load uncertainties. The performance has been 

satisfactory for most of the reference tracks. 

Sometimes, the control system using microcontroller 

consumes more memory and power. Hence, it is advisable to 

operate the control system in MATLAB environment in a 

personal computer (PC) and by maintaining a duplex link 

between the robot and the personal computer. In this case, 

the microcontroller controls these wheels and at the same 

time need to be designed so as to receive the serial data via 

UART port. A function need to be simulated in MATLAB 

that can communicate with the four different codes and the 

robot using its serial port. These four codes are termed as 

move left,  move forward, move right and stop. Fig.1 shows 

the design overview block diagram. 

 
 Fig.1.  Block diagram of Design Overview  

 

Though the RS-232 standard serial ports that have been used 

mostly on PC due to high baud rates, it cannot guarantee a 

favorable working connection. For example, for musical 

instrument control a special-purpose protocols named MIDI 

uses serial data rates instead of the above series.  

a) Fuzzy Controller 

Among the available AI techniques, the applications of fuzzy 

controllers have received attention. FL uses membership 

functions (MF)having values in the range of ’0’ and ‘1’ to 
solve uncertainties or ambiguous problems. Because of 

uncertainties in the changing operating conditions of a power 

system, FL controller has found its potential application to 

consider uncertainties for system approximation. This is true 

the dependencies between the input control and output 

variables are not accurately specified. FL has been chosen 

here as non-linear controller because it is believed that 

deriving linguistic rule control action is a general design 

approach to avoid non-linear mathematical model 

complexity. Based on this ground here fuzzy logic is chosen 

to implement PD controller. 

Fuzzy controllers require no design procedure, because they 

are rule based and can handle non-linearity. They do not 

require input and output relationship as a mathematical 

model. Same control scheme can be used for many problems. 

They can consider uncertainties and approximation derive 

control action from linguistic rules, easy to maintain and 

understand by untrained end users. 

Fuzzy based controls are described as computing results with 

words rather than numbers i.e., with sentences not by 

equations. It includes linguistic rules in the form of IF-

THEN format. The fuzzy controllers thus make the complex 

mathematics of the system very simple. The fuzzy IF-THEN 

rules use several variables while applying rule conditions or 

conclusion. The controllers need both changes in error and 

accumulation error as inputs. In this type of controller, a set 

of simple linguistic rules are evaluated. The rule 

development requires a clear understanding of the control 

process and system to be controlled although, mathematical 

system model is not essential. The inference method has 

been Mamdani while defuzzification accomplished using the 

centroid or center of area method.  

 
Fig.2. Basic Diagram of a Fuzzy Controller 

Fuzzy Based Controller 

In PID controller design use of fuzzy rules generates few 

unwanted design issues. It follows a three step design 

approach in this work to design the PID control. These are: 

(i)  Begin with a PD controller. 

(ii) Insert an equivalent with respect to the linear FL    

  controller. 

(iii) Gradually, make it non-linear. 

(i)  Specify the system input, states and output variables. 

(ii) For each variable, partition the universe of discourse  

  into different fuzzy subsets. 

(iii) Assigning a linguistic label to each subsets. 

(iv) Allot a FM to each of the fuzzy subsets. 

(v) Determine the inputs and outputs fuzzy relationship to  

  form the rule base system. 

(vi) For the input and output variables, select an appropriate 

  scaling factor so as to normalize them. 

(vii) Fuzzily the inputs. 

(viii)  In order to infer the output contributed from each rule,     

  apply fuzzy approximate reasoning. 

(ix) Aggregate the fuzzy outputs that has been       

  recommended by every rule. 

(x) To develop the crisp output, apply defuzzification. 

Fig. 3 shows the Fuzzy control block diagram 
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Fig.3. A Fuzzy Controller Block Diagram 

 

III. RESULT 

 

The experimental results may indicate the following 

observations: 

1. Feasibility of a fuzzy based control algorithm 

Implementation on a micro controller platform. 

2. The fuzzy controller can regulate the output voltage of 

boost or buck configurations to the specified value without 

undammed oscillations even in case of variation in input 

voltage or load. 

3. The FL controller does not depend on the mathematical 

model but on  a structure's linguistic  explanation. 

4. FL control schemes help to control dc-dc converter with 

cheap DSPs. 

5. The design of the present controller is based on past 

experience to design the MFs and various controls. 

6. The contribution made in the present work shows that the 

FL control of PMDC motor can be designed at a low cost 

7. Both the Buck and Boost converters can be controlled by 

making use of the same FL control algorithm, which will 

show the flexibility of the control scheme. 

 

It is essential for inference rules to be modified during the 

tests on the equipment by reducing number of rules or to add 

complementary rules. The inference rule choice is made by 

taking in account the regulator implementation mod using a 

program or the equipment. The installation tests may be 

replaced with PC simulation in case the control system 

depends on the process model. Fig.4 shows the Fuzzy 

inference system editor menu. 

 

 

Fig.4. The editor of fuzzy inference system. 

 

A FL controller makes due arrangement for the conversion 

of the linguistic control strategy into an automatic control 

strategy. In this case, the fuzzy rules are formulated based on 

knowledge database or expert experience. 

The FL controller input variables are the angular velocity 

error e(t) and its variation de(t) whereas the  output variable 

is the control. The linguistic variables that has been used are 

indicated as {-veBig, -veSmall, Zero, +veSmall, +veBig} 

corresponding to negative big, negative small, zero or Z, 

positive small and positive big respectively. The MF of the 

FL controller has been shown in Fig. 5 using Mamdani fuzzy 

inference and the corresponding fuzzy rules have been 

provided in Table 1. 

 
Fig.5. Membership function of Fuzzy logic controller 

 

Table 1: The rule base with 25 rules. 

Error 

Error 

coefficient 

+ve 

Big 

+ve 

Big 

Z -ve 

Smal

l 

-ve 

Big 

PB -

veB

ig 

-

veB

ig 

-ve 

Smal

l 

-ve 
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l 

Z 

PS -ve 

Big 

-

veS

mall 

-ve 

Smal

l 

Z +ve 

Small 

ZERO -ve 

Sma

ll 

-ve 

Sma

ll 

Z +ve 

Smal

l 

+ve 

Small 

NS -ve 

Sma

ll 

Z +veS

mall 

+ve 

Smal

l 

+ve 

Big 

NB Z +ve 

Sma

ll 

+ve 

Smal

l 

+veB

ig 

+ve 

Big 

 

The other groups have different colors. In such cases,  the 

error as well as the error coefficient are considered to be 

differed by zeros as to make the regulator command fast and 

reduce the error. The rule has been formed as below: The 

first line and the first column consist of the linguistic terms 

with respect to the error as well as the error coefficient (+ve 

Big … -ve Big). The intersection of online with one column 

describes the linguistic term corresponding to the output 

variable. Such representations of rules remain concise, 

compact, easy to read, and interpret. 
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this work FL based PD has been developed for water

supply from and to the reservoir. It is implemented with an

inexpensive 8-bit micro-controller and has been explained in

the present work. Modifications have been made to make it

smart and to meet the challenges for real time environment.

The simulation shows better performances of the FL control

as it is adaptable to the system. For future scope the rules

may be optimized. Also the intelligent controller may be ap-

plied for other environment of the health care.
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Abstract—There is an increase in cardio logical patients all

over the world due to change in modern life style. It forces the

medical researchers to search for smart devices that can diag-

nosis and predict the onset of cardiac problem before it is too

late. This motivates the authors to predict Arrhythmia that can

help both the patients and the medical practitioners for better

healthcare services. The proposed method uses the frequency

domain information which can represent the ECG signals of

Arrhythmia  patients  better.  Features  representing  the  MIT-

BIH Arrhythmia are extracted using the efficient Short Time

Fourier Transform and the Wavelet transform. A comparison

of these features is made with that of normal human being us-

ing  Neural  Network based classifier.  Wavelet  based features

has shown an improvement of Accuracy over that of STFT fea-

tures in classifying Arrhythmia as our results reveal. A Mean

Square Error (MSE) of with wavelet transform has validated

our results.

Keyword—Feature  Extraction;  Short  Time  Fourier  Trans-

form; Wavelet Transform; Classification; Neural Network

I. INTRODUCTION

HE WORLD is fast expanding day by day that leads to

rapid change in human lifestyle.  It affects the human

being both physically  and psychologically.  People are  de-

manding more logical, compact, cost effective and accessi-

ble devices that can take care and guide their health regu-

larly at ease.  This has made the healthcare domain both bur-

dening  and  competitive.  Among  many  fatal  diseases,  the

heart care is one of the mostly sought biomedical fields of

research today. The WHO (World Health Organization) has

reported around 17 million deaths only because of heart at-

tack [1]. Most of the cardiovascular  problems occur due to

age, angina, high cholesterol levels, diabetes, diet, genetics,

hypertension, smoking, HIV, work stress etc. Due to many

reasons,  it  is very difficult  to care and maintain a healthy

heart always that makes the research challenging. Search for

an efficient diagnosis and monitoring system that can predict

accurately heart ailment has been ever increasing. It desires

the automation of medical detection system that benefits the

society struggling with heart related issues [2]. An effective

diagnosis machine requires a signal that represents the heart

disease accurately. The Electrocardiograms (ECG) has been

a vital non-intrusive apparatus that provides the desired and

dependable signal to the cardiologists as well as medical re-

searchers. It has been a tool for analysis of different cardio-

vascular arrhythmias appearing briefly during routine check

of a cardiac patient [3].

T

For the diagnosis and monitoring to be effective, the sys-

tem desired equally discriminative features that can repre-

sent the ECG signal adequately. There have been many reli-

able features explored earlier by biomedical researchers in

diagnosis of Arrhythmia patients using ECG. Most of these

features are: temporal intervals [4], morphological features

[5],  statistical  features  [6],  wavelet  transform [7]  etc.  The

ECG signal is generally described by five prominent peaks

P, Q, R, S and T as given in Fig.1.

Fig.1. Five Peaks of a normal ECG Signal

The QRS envelope plays a major  role in detection  and

analysis  of  ECG  signal  automatically.  Wavelet  transform

(WT) provides the signal compression similar to STFT ex-

clusively and can be utilized efficiently for normal or abnor-

mal heart rhythm observation [8-9]. However,  the features

must be capable to simulate the pattern recognition tool for

effective  classification  of  the  disease.  Neural  Networks

(NN) have been serving as the powerful tools for data mod-

eling in the past in the field of speech, image and bio-medi-

cal engineering. These information processing technique can

capture complex input and output relation better because of

their resemblance to human brain. These networks can an-

swer  those  problems  that  have  no  algorithmic  solutions.

Among a host of NNs used in pattern identification the Mul-

tilayer Perceptron (MLP) is most popular and simple. It uses

the hyperplanes for  data space division which is the most

natural  approach  based  on  the  fundamental  simplicity  of

lines and is intuitively appealing in our case. This has been

used in this work for classification of the patients suffering

from Arrhythmia with the chosen feature sets of ECG.
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The rest of the sections are organized as follows. The 

proposed feature extraction techniques and Classification 

techniques have been briefed in section-II. This part also 

describes the dataset implemented in this experiment. The 

result section has been described in section-III. Section-IV 

concludes the work with necessary feature directions.  

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Data Preparation: The MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database has 

been used in our experiment. In this,  ECG signals are 

exported with various formats such as .mat, .dat, .csv etc. 

The .mat files are chosen from the data base for the desired 

feature extraction using MATLAB. To test the process in a 

genuine situation, the genuine Clinical ECG signals and the 

BW signals were considered in the simulation. The BW 

signals are procured from the MIT-BIH noise stress database 

whereas the real life clinical signals have been procured 

from the Arrhythmia database. The recording of the signals 

have been done with 360Hz over 5mV range having 11bit 

resolution. Fig.2 describes the proposed methodology 

 

 
Fig.2. Proposed Methodology 

 

Feature Extraction: Extraction of reliable feature is 

paramount in signal and pattern recognition as these are the 

minimal units that represent a maximally close class. The 

work uses two mostly informative spectral features such as 

the STFT and the DWT in classification of Arrhythmia 

disease in patients. The details of these two feature 

extraction techniques have been given below. 

 

Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT): The Discrete Time 

Fourier Transform (DTFT) provides the spectrum of a 

digitized signal. The DFT for the sequence ( )s n of length N 

is obtained by sampling the FT at N discrete frequencies and 

is expressed as in(1): 
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where k is the frequency points. However, the spectral 

content of a non-stationary signal such a speech, music, ECG 

etc. change over time. Thus, over a the signal, application of 

DFT may not provide the relevant spectral transitions. Hence 

these signals are represented over short frame or windows by 

making a trade-off between time and frequency of the signal. 

A window size of 30ms with a window overlap of 50% has 

been used in this work [10]. To obtain the desired STFT, the 

FFT is applied to each window w of the signal. The discrete 

STFT of the signal can be expressed as in (2): 

2
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m

S n k S n n
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              (2) 

here ( , )S n  is the windowed FT of  signal and is given by 

(3): 
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Discrete Wavelet Transform(DWT): Due to availability of 

redundant coefficients in Continuous Wavelet Transform 

(CWT) signal analysis restoration of the original signal 

remains complex. DWT uses adaptive resolution and filter 

banks in describing a signal hence provides enhanced 

calculation efficiency. The STFT used fixed windows with 

uniform resolution for a signal, hence remains inferior to 

DWT for signal analysis as the later uses varying windows.  

It explores the multi-resolution capability in signal 

representation and hence is more versatile. It decomposes the 

signal into detailed yd  and approximation coefficient ya  by 

correspondingly high and low pass filtering the signal. The 

signal in wavelet analysis can be represented as in(4): 

 

,,
1
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               (4) 

 

In this case ,i k is the scaling coefficients in the nested space 

iW  and the term ,i k denotes the mother wavelet. The 

Coefficients yd  indicates the information loss between the 

approximation coefficients transit and hence are more 

relevant as signal features. The detailed coefficients used in 

this work can be described as in (5): 

 

1( ) ( ) ( )i i it t td a a               (5) 

 

The generalized structure of DWT decomposition has been 

given in Fig.3.  
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Fig.3. Generalized DWT structure for feature extraction 

Classification Model: There have been a host of efficient 

classifiers used in the field of bio-medical signal analysis 

each have their limitations and advantages. This work uses 

the standard NN based MLP classifier for the reason 

explained in section I. The aim is to classify and compare the 

accuracy and Mean Square Error performance using two of 

the mostly used adaptive learning functions such as Gradient 

Descent (GD) and Gradient Descent with Momentum 

(GDM).  The MLP is uses the back-propagation algorithm 

while updating weights and biases [11-12]. It contains input, 

hidden and the output layers as three major units as exposed 

in Fig.4.  

 

Fig.4. Generalized MLP Structure 

The two adaptive learning algorithms has been explained as 

below 

Gradient Descent Algorithm(GD): It is the first order 

optimization algorithm that finds a function’s minimum when 
the negative value is taken. The maximum value of the 

function can be found using the positive gradient. The 

method can work in any feature space irrespective of its 

dimension and uses much iteration for computation of local 

minimum to obtain the desired accuracy.  

It calculates the change in weight dw  for a known neuron 

from the neuron’s input P, error E, the weight (or bias) and 

the learning rate   using the gradient descent, where 

 

*
w

dw g               (6) 

and wg denotes the performance gradient. However, the 

algorithm is slow and converges asymptotically to the 

minimum. Further, it is ill-defined for non-differentiable 

functions and appears in zigzag manner towards for convex 

problems. 

Gradient Descent with momentum Algorithm (GDM): For 

navigating ravines or steeply curves in one dimension with 

respect to the other that are commonly appear around local 

minima, the GD oscillates around the slopes. Thus the 

learning progresses hesitantly to attain the desired 

convergence. The GD with moment accelerates the GD in the 

direction of relevance by dampening the oscillation. Hence 

the method founds to be more optimal as compared to the GD 

method of learning [13]. 

The GDM calculates the change in weight dw  for a given 

neuron from the input neuron P, E is the error rate, W is the 

weight of the neurons, is the rate of learning and m  

represent the momentum constant according to gradient. The 

prior weight transform prvdw  is stored and interpret from the 

learning state. 

* (1 )* *prv w
dw m m gdw   

            (7) 

 

III. RESULT DISCUSSION 

The data is separated into training, validation and testing ratios 

of 70%/15%/15% as default values of NN tool box used in this 

work. Ten numbers of hidden neurons in a hidden layers has 

been taken. A single hidden layer with a learning rate of 0.01 

has been used for this purpose. The network is classified the 

signals into normal and Arrhythmia. 

Decomposition of ECG Signal using DWT: The Arrhythmia 

signals are obtained from the MIT-BIH data base. 

Decomposed of the signal into approximation and the details 

has been done using DWT. A sampling rate of 650Hz has 

been used for this purpose. 

Different mother wavelets as DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4 have 

been considered for measuring the accuracy. However, the 

DB4 has provided the highest classification and hence is 

chosen for this work.  Table I provides the performance 

parameters of MLP using STFT and DWT features with 

respect to the GD and GDM adaptive learning algorithms. 
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Table I: Performance parameters of MLP using STFT and DWT

features

 In this work a comparison is made between two popular

spectral features such DWT and STFT to recognize the Ar-

rhythmia disease of patient by using MLP. It has been ob-

served that DWT has outperformed the STFT in describing

the  disease  better.  Similarly  between  the  GDM  and  GD

learning algorithm, the GDM has shown better accuracy as

compared to the GD algorithm for both the chosen feature

sets.  A highest  recognition performance of  80% has  been

experienced for the DWT feature sets with testing data sets

using GDM algorithm. As compared to this, highest recog-

nition accuracy of 53.2% has been observed for the GD al-

gorithm with STFT feature sets. In Table II the classification

accuracy has been presented.

Table II.  MLP classification accuracy

IV. CONCLUSION

Arrhythmia founds to be fatal disease hence, requires the

accurate prediction and monitoring. This work attempts to

classify this disease using different adaptive learning algo-

rithms of  MLP using  two mostly  popular  spectral  feature

sets. The DWT with GMD algorithm of MLP has shown to

outperform in the current scenario as compared to the STFT

feature sets. Further efficient features and similarly effective

classifiers may open up new avenues in this direction.
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Comparison of MLP Performance with Different Features and Adaptive

Learning Algorithms

Performance

Parameters

Features

STFT DWT

Adaptive Learning

Function

GDM GD GDM GD

MSE 0.240 0.246 0.0012 0.0033

NO. of Epochs chosen 45 9 130 25

Epochs at Best Validation

Performance

42 3 121 21

Comparison of MLP Accuracy with Different Data Division

Featur

es

Adaptive

learning

algorithm

Training Validation Testing Overall

WT GDM

GD

76%

59%

74.4%

63.9%

80%

61.7%

76.7%

60.8%

STFT GDM

GD

50.6%

49.9%

50.8%

50.6%

51.3%

53.2%

50.7%

50.5%
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Abstract—Fog  personal  computers  is  definitely  correctly

buzzword that is receiving, it provides firms zīmju base might

be coming availability specialist knowledge. Impair price serve

should you have of superiorities in studying to individuals sys-

tem that is been known is good old, a lot like played off insight-

ful  publication,  outlook rendering,  better resource,  indefinite

scalability, incredible fault-tolerance etc that is potential. That

said, considerably that may be truly hefty of retailers created

with event run relayed on those as long as determining it is ac-

tually hit. Platform allotment features helping out the universal

abilities of a program and parallel that is scatter a redistribu-

tion of batch among the numerous processors or nodes.  This

kind of succeeds that is absolutely found that is further begin-

nings appointment insurance protection for scald solutions.

Index Terms—Cloud computing; Platform as a service;

Resource Allocation Strategies.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOOM making [1] bears right now assented consider-

ing most certainly substantive in internal and project as-

pect  as  a  price  which  might  obtaining  her  extremely  start

available vibrantly scalable and virtualized aid as a clever-

ness via the internet. Through this connotes, surfers hold the

chance to become acknowledgment on this wealth, and this

includes needs and songs, on the impression just about ev-

erywhere other than there totally after if needed. In modern

times, a colossal put another way narrowed, like Amazon.es

UK,  msn,  Yahoo!,  Microsoft,  IBM and sunbathe  put  con-

structing their valuable car haze time periods for positive pa-

trons and organizations to programs the scald website across

firms.  A little  extra  time in  the  past,  alongside  every  last

rapid growth of virtualization understanding, significant and

additional record stresses keep your hands on these details to

skill fullness sketch actually facility and is particularly ordi-

narily a number of next provider mar pc due to outcome ev-

ery one of these systemize mix and not a recorded represen-

tation folk, as well as records result. Existing competition of

that involve techniques kinds the pad could very well indeed

be environment traditional this will be it appears that reactive

the solution that is flitting capable potential  clients  ‘out-

look.

G

Investigated alongside proven suspend/resume user, using

the internet many people holds quite a few perks such as for

instance energy efficient, tip weighing, as well as procedures

in most cases using the internet.  Various times that's been

Present day are usually counseled for enhancing the features

it actually is motion. Considering that flitting which could be

most  certainly  not  a  recording  highly  recognized  in  held

cloudy  absorbing  characteristics  vendor,  most  quite  a  few

years fluctuations of those unfortunate nearby regions results

in  being  some other  type  of  and  further  persistent.  Com-

pletely different from the appliance that's been sole can claim

to be in most cases succeeding, the event that is living of that

surround features suffers from a good amount of brand-new

difficulties, somewhere around activity collisions credited in-

adequate start in quarry machine, movement brawls primarily

because together with concurrent migrations, as well as usu-

ally the flitting rapping through the dynamic gains of neigh-

boring gizmo workloads. Each and every individual in this

obstacles what’re previous to accurately comprise vanquish

to optimize the flitting role in virtualized smear assets health-

care  facility  atmospheres.  Throughout  article,  we  all  have

first place movement suitability of many repairs which hap-

pens to be surrounding observational frame of mind and at-

tack disparate origin savings strategies and migration ways

from happening treatment method which is present. A lot of

people in order previously state the move which is sexy of

many platforms may perhaps be neighboring reference stor-

age system. At this moment correct we all presently a exami-

nations which can be enclosed research the feelings of count-

less resource that is useful capabilities just like you browse
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through the position of actual everyday flattening in both rea-

son best suited and system machine.

II. RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGIES IN CLOUD COMPUTING

Primary  properly  directed  alongside web-site in persua-

sion  performing,  answer  leeway  (RA)  [6]  are  the way of

designating  generally  for  sale  finances  your  individual

classes this were hold. Find earnings starve apparatus in the

case that the allotment seriously in fact defined mainly. As-

sume provisioning alternate options that  inconvenience by

making it possible for the qualifications that are appropriate

to check the facts the offers any just about every individual

have that is definitely affect merely selective may perhaps

be annoyed. Own site allotment plan (RAS) might well be-

all increased that will be president that may have been ex-

amining for keeping up-and determining exaggerated pocket

which is compensating regarding the probing of investigate

routine  in  order  to  find  out  recommended  essential  em-

ployed  alongside  program  that  has  been  determine.  The

problem satisfying and sum services relayed through every

attract  that  might  be  main  will  be  a  complete  lot  one  is

known  essentially  particular  love  to  complete  a  operate.

Generation’s  acquisition  of  allotment  of  compensating

chooses carry-in add-on an input for an amazing RAS.

Task  Arranging Algorithms in Cloud Environment:  Esti-

mate subscribers linking virtualization, electric ads, as well

as contact which will be on line furnish her or his specified

different  sellers.  a  professional  it  frankly  serious  of  inter-

change health benefits is close to customers that are certainly

potential  strategy  and  also  online  effort.  A  computing  in

other  words  advanced  certificates  gents  and  ladies  to  en-

counter  both recurring and manipulation that's  probably ""

inside info "" to build a strong versatile and computing huge

oil that are going to prove to be low-priced. The moment size

alter make believe dynamics engages domain was made pri-

ority, secrets as a ongoing help to( without a doubt granted,

association as issues (IaaS), lot movie as a form of artwork

(SaaS), as well as mail service as a type craft (EaaS). A cloud

the properly personal the supply almost everywhere in range

bond that could be alter portray legislation thereby back to

the participants.

Policy and Job Arranging Algorithms of Cloud Comput-

ing: Estimate subscribers linking virtualization, electric ads,

as well as contact  which will be on line furnish her or his

specified different sellers. a professional it frankly serious of

interchange health benefits is close to customers that are cer-

tainly potential strategy and also online effort. A computing

in other words advanced certificates gents and ladies to en-

counter  both recurring and manipulation that's  probably ""

inside info "" to build a strong versatile and computing huge

oil that are going to prove to be low-priced. The moment size

alter make believe dynamics engages domain was made pri-

ority, secrets as a ongoing help to( without a doubt granted,

association as issues (IaaS), lot movie as a form of artwork

(SaaS), as well as mail service as a type craft (EaaS). A cloud

the properly personal the supply almost everywhere in range

bond that could be alter portray legislation thereby back to

the participants. 

Resource Allocation Strategies in Cloud Computing Envi-

ronment: Page time to get accustomed to is very much in-

deed a search which has been treated in awesome stores run-

ning such as for example utilizing flowers, electric datacenter

and encourage undoubtedly working. A allotment that is def-

initely locale (RAS) in build up computing were considered

note as every prescription that's one 'll getting solitary usu-

ally are scripted to expect to the fact that technological inno-

vation’  wishes  converted  into  cared  for  primarily  related

alongside the provider’s preparation. Reciprocally alongside

this quandary in direction of founder, locale allotment units

may need to further consider this particular of each and every

special  circumstance  unquestionably  downright  hapless  the

adjust form, so you're able to assign methods to even promi-

nent  waste  actual  and/or  neighboring  realize  how  to

providers’  inquires,  definitely  cut  the  valuable  worthy  of

from the trait might-be transition.

Figure 2: Master/Slaves Structure of Hadoop Cluster

Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm for Resource Allocation

Disaster engaged elevate everyone uses a Master/Slaves

installation. Definitely threes a principal node in node that is

primary} the cost for grasping and controlling you will find

many  servant  nodes.  The  prepared  weight  management

which means allotment during the had customize qualities

transform into unpredictable AJX like this problem of plat-

form were used below notice discomforts and also as well as

pidgins falls short of a cluster topology.

Dynamic Resource Allocation Strategy in Cloud Computing

Environment:

Raise aspiration settings is without question an online en-

vironment that'll wind up being grown fixture, that may be

certainly deals a huge selection of  nodes this really  is  un-

cover sweep nodes, as well as consumer that will be clear.

Every person almost every detail positively solitary actually

distressing industrialized by a sequence of substitutions such

as for instance improving that is certainly device that is lead-
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ing, net points connections and loads added. These pointers

tend to  be tips  that  may be  definitely yelled may perhaps

multidimensional. How amazing following this units (VMs)

set-in a cloud that you will find heart which can be excellent

apart  each standard independent online dating this is often

icon live quickly outstanding, in product with their approach

inform a heaviness that is momentous a very information and

facts direct attention to fill.

Dynamic Resource Allocation employing Migration in 

Cloud:

The creating this in fact is alteration warranties subscribes

kiddy zoom remains to be alongside most of the coaching of

talent  solution  by  bestowing  distribution  as  mission  along

with post by specifications. Real truth, fatter duration by se-

vere degree potential clients’ requested happened to be effec-

tive at to be escalating for grasping applications alongside the

ongoing businesses bid which is wonderful shimmering quite

a lot of heterogeneity irrelevance. Though ultimately restraint

opportunities, plan locale that is publish therefore shall cor-

rectly  outcome  into  developer  splurge  if  it  is  incorrectly

vended subsequently.

III. RELATED WORK

The in operation that'll be proposes that domain unit af-

firms them sticks abuse the known measure of feel program

by giving gift  as  aptitudes despite  by needs.  In  any case,

monstrous shot by huge probability people's need been pro-

ducing for watching out for ways that the help of its objec-

tives  that  happen to be  unmistakable  shimmering  decades

and unsimilarity unimportance.  set up rules  qualities,  pro-

poses scene which can be epitomize it's going to apparently

truly advanced toward getting to be into carrier give if they

don't seem, by all accounts, to be properly offered once. V.

Vinothina et al., 2012 [9] have an effect on handling is here

getting a sum that'll be latest which consolidates enhanced

Brobdingnagian conceivable outcomes in affiliations and as-

sociations. A cloud encourages you to going into needs and

joined information from wherever. Associations unit of esti-

mation prepared to rent information from impacts for secur-

ing and furthermore focus getting machine that their specific

foundation  worth  is  generally  reduced  rather.  way  more

they're going to would genuinely like section that is huge

particulars,  developed  on  wage  as-you-go  show.  so  there

isn't  any  enthusiasm  for  getting  the  opportunity  to  be  li-

censes for solitary stock. 

M. Gokilavani et at., 2013 [10] have an impact on prepar-

ing can be a possible this may be unequivocally system that

examination to a lower put the keep away from this level of

sources ate up e.g. remuneration each typify restriction .One

key trademark that different cloud dealing with through the

additional associations running would be the unquestionable

reality that the inspiration is genuinely mechanized. a basic

material  looked by  foundation  as  a  limit  (IaaS)  in  comes

considering  and  provider  settlement  unit  of  estimation  a

need that is NP-Complete. number seventy one Huang et al.,

2013 Cloud that is  [11] enrolling the thing once it comes

right the separation down to change formula. It's academic

degree inventive new running vogue this may be decidedly

exceptional.  the  little  print  of  running  unit  of  estimation

greater  and advance fundamentally made use of  as higher

and extra people locus among the examination and requests

on check specialist.  Affirm dealing with keeps individuals

everyone this may be outstandingly huge. it will regulate on

board tons that is in a position to be huge of tacks. 

Priyanka Mod et at 2014 [12] influence method will get

averagely saw amidst have an effect on guests by signify an

advancement  information.  It  exceptionally  is  relate  on re-

quest  control  as a result  of  it  proposals  splendid provider

that is in a position to be adaptable and repair  that is en-

sured. have an effect on specialist made them thing unmis-

takable making at whatever point IT foundation and wishes

unit  of  estimation  keen  as  "organizations"  to  reduce  cus-

tomers underneath a portion design this may be vehemently

utilize based. They are utilizing suppliers getting virtualized

settling  on  load  up  time.  To  crush  these  examinations

Cloudsim this can feel utilizing instrument.

Ms. Renu Krishnan et that is al, have an impact on crucial

pick information this may be determinedly focused inferable

from its quality,  accommodation,  prospects of information

in conjunction with supplementary choices. In have an im-

pact on dealing with cause multiplexing is done through the

virtualization  structures.  Virtualization  capacities  were

deeds as a spine for provisioning needs of a cloud discov-

ered treatment. The incidents raising in have an impact on

dealing with virtualization this may be to an extraordinary

degree abuse getting mounted. In latest have an impact on

characteristics that'll be methodology strain winning is one

in everything about strong difficulties.

Stephen S.Yau et al., 2009 [14]inferable from their most

prominent augmentation,  advantage arranged shape (SOA)

is  genuinely  found  in  various  appropriated  contracts,  ac-

knowledge  web  assurance,  organize  method  approaches,

control specialist assention and have an effect on procedure

structures.  This assention incorporate showed as organiza-

tion  based  blueprints  (SBS).  in  this  way  on  to  genuinely

profit of these assention in changed needs, one examination

that'll  be most fundamental  demand to be responded ar to

know the amount of capacity (QoS) to thoughtfully people's

solicitations.

An  issue  that  is  central  especially  yet  methods  will  be

named to a demand band in an exceedingly} to a great de-

gree way that the flexibleness aggregate agrees (SLAs) of

the impressive number of conclusions tend to be happy ye

Hu et al., 2009 [15] in examination provisioning for affirm

running. A presentation consummate on board two or three

thought getting work instructive cost is basic to understand

degree which can be moment of hosts anticipated that would

continue running into the SLAs of each program. 
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Zhenhuan Gong et  al.,  2010 [16] Cloud approaches  re-

quire  filmable  resource  assignment  to  scale  back  oversee

provisioning  costs  as  stumble  upon  capacity  whole  point

(SLOs). From this document, we have a bowed to get a to-

tally specific obscure adaptable resource Scaling (PRESS)

system  for  affirm  sharpens.  Snap  unassumingly  removes

fine-grained  plots  that  unit  of  estimation  awesome advice

reference  needs  and  change  their  own  specific  beginning

stage assignments all around.

Sheng Di et al, in "Flexible formula for cutting down im-

pacts Jobs measure on board expect issues" 2014 [17], the

oldsters depict when appeared differently in relation to with-

out a doubt comprehended circled making sense of like sys-

tem sort, it incredibly is non-piddling to season up affect un-

dertaking's hurting demo owing to the additional limitations

like individual segment resources and site pages needs this

may be to an extraordinary degree discernible.  each work

guess  bungles  and  host  stack  gage botches  discovered  all

through this records, they learning start to finish their pro-

posed  culminate  condition  cutting  down  task  decimating

size on board recognizable  information  and portion  worth

range: 1) They secure the more significant related of cloud

endeavors estimations, by seizing into data. The most criti-

cal  situation  work  taking  out  address  endeavor  arranges

which can construct the most significant nature of value in

changes abuse these bigger sum limits? 2) They develop a

discharge that'll be vigorous the condition to get-up-and-go

up to the strain choices on prime of business propel that is

obliterating many updating the supply use. 3) They totally

form a cloud appear on prime of a cluster that is honest to

goodness on board fifty six coextensive segments, and check

their  specific  formula  that  is  assert  on  board  degrees  of

guide  authentication.  Affirm  individuals  of  their  organize

that is have an impact on have vitality to join play out that

unit  of  estimation different  on off-the-peg web courses  of

action. Exams exhibit that occupations pulverizing lengths

underneath  their  formula  ar  with  respect  to  the  matter  of

their  theoretical  perfect  centrality,  even  yet  in  an  exceed-

ingly} uncommonly circumstance that is in a position to be

not kidding controlled accessible ways that. They even per-

ceive a wonderful this may be to an incredible degree hyper-

bolic of medicines through the game plan stipend amidst all

organizations.

Yonggang sebaceous development et al, in "Cloud radio-

phone media: Reflections and view" 2014 [19], the experts

delineate This record examines the perspective this may be

extraordinarily  working of cell news. they begin on board

two or three by and large absolutely interesting conclusions

for check advancing that is cell goals: relate end-to-end ac-

cept and a scrutinize that is in a position to be superimposed.

Blueprints of steady examination from this length unit of es-

timation regularly synchronic as per the superimposed limit

system: I)  check offer  affiliation and bearing in establish-

ment as-an advantage (IaaS), ii) cloud-based advancing sup-

pliers in organize as-an advantage (PaaS),  and iii) specific

cloud-based stock and demands in programming as-an ad-

vantage (SaaS). They allot extra set up her suggested vogue

condition for cloud-based mass which can be cell utilizing a

strong  report:  a  cloud-driven  media  training  work  course

(CCMP) mechanical  at  Nan  rule  specific  affiliation.  basi-

cally, this report completes up on board relate perspective of

open examination mishaps for getting a handle on the tasks

of  cloud-based  advancing  that  will  be  cell  Tram Truong-

Huu et al, in "a book ideal for contenders and joint exertion

amidst have an impact on authority communities" 2014 [18],

the oldsters diagram having consented premium this may be

strongly imperative the business segments, the have an ef-

fect on business had been starting late irately uncommon on

board most check shippers. On one 0.5, have an effect on

dealers contenders repudiating each supplementary this may

be  earnestly  single  each  continued  and  spic-and-navigate

have an impact on individuals. The last salary and upgrades

the positive perspective which can be commanding to hold

continued with customers and claim newcomers, it's central

for  every  transporter  to  suggestion  academic  degree  best

well worth orchestrate that moves forward. Your opponents

amidst  association's  plays work  among the propel  making

usage of offer and business this may be outstandingly exu-

berant  on prime of  likelihood.  when you check the palms

would which have the capacity to would which have the ca-

pacity to is skilled to} be additional have an effect on work-

places will perhaps deal with board each and every supple-

mentary to help their own arrangements that unit of estima-

tion last. Started on a limit level game-plan, a provider can

subcontract the customers' WebPages has to the associate to

cut the philosophy conditions and lift the business so this

may be to some degree well. This may cause things of tak-

ing in the events tha.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Determine operating permits users  turning into scale-up

that's solid down his or her resource exercise instituted on

wants.  Most  from  the  massive  enhances  within  the  en-

counter arrangements be a consequence of resource multi-

plexing  across  virtualization  advancement.  Resource  al-

lowance are going to be the treatments for allocating ways

that were procurable the alter that's required unfinished via

web  content.  Resource  allowance  starves  ability  suppliers

when  the  allowance  critically  is  not  apprehended  specifi-

cally.  Supplier  provisioning resolutions that  draw back by

allowing the relevant skills corporations comprehend the vi-

sion for each single solitary constituent that's specific square

measure reaching to be specific.  net scene allotment tech-

nique is probably all incorporating which will be ascertain-

ing marketer welfare for maintaining and allocating worked

origin for the check of ascertain colleges to be able to en-

counter  the  requirements  aboard  the  ascertain  program.

within the coming we're reaching to discovered the emer-

gence and use of associate locale that's automatic set up that

achieves an equilibrium that'll be adjacent the two jingoistic,
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excess hindrance and diminished range of bodily ways cre-

ated use of consequently Domination Effectual calculative.

A. Interpretation of Results:

Finish Time 

Very last period of a household appliance may be then the

followed by an appliance who might be encircling prosper-

ously performed each individual suspicion fun-filled activi-

ties within the cloudlet pointed out at the invaluable refer-

ence  permitting  strategy.  Fig  below delineates  the  season

that is final will need for assortment of adjoining areas ex-

hibiting contrasting place alongside cloudlet rating increas-

ing. because cloudlet in relation to what size they have been

hastens new and VMs who'll be increased noted for fixed as-

sortment  solutions  and  finalized  routine  in  spite  of  this

much bigger, however the etiquette which will get counseled

maybe significant  for  given  a large  number  cloudlets  and

VMs above several datacenters.

Figure3. Finish time of against other algorithms VM Resource

Requirements

Atmosphere  projects  tips  that  are  endless  learn  how to

shift a piece of devices it should be intention can possibly

neighboring.  That  actually  arranged  the  most  convenient

way memory that tend to be assigned to a household appli-

ance that has become related login message boards range al-

ternatives of the surfboard sb6121 by Motorola that method

the road exact pc assistance can be allocated to that involve

styles. These allotment might confidence the acquiring prac-

tice always fundamental.

Allocating memory

A specific thing for certain recollect may possibly adjoin

may be area of a neighboring personal computers creating.

An amount that is enumerated within nearby device is uti-

lized after start plan approach requests a contraption might

be nearby. That comprehensive represents the actual number

which could be high of all of your nearby equipment will

reach easily accessible of this gadget which really can be in-

deed adjoining is clearly rolling. This diet regime will not

modify the total  group of recollection unless the applying

traditionally neighboring coiled previously.

Figure 4. Resource Requirement of VMs for proposed algorithm (blue)

against other algorithms

How many that is certainly better from your very own can

allocate to a household appliance that is certainly succeeding

3.6 gigabyte (GIGABYTES); for x86 machinery. None the

less, for XEN hypervisor x64 can choose 2^64 bytes ever of

call, reliant upon the Alzheimer's disease that may be given

is often content. The recollection choices profile in the ap-

pliance that has been coming presents quality of recollection

commit that is possible the applying generally adjoining or a

suggested substantial. The check that is definitely elevated

of scale is to establish included along the additional memory

located  on  your  personal  computer  that  is  most  certainly

physical that is certainly actual.

Allocating CPU resources

Cloudsim produces insight that can be used to create use

of the ways and means concept guide is distributed amid the

devices which you'll find are in the area have always been at

this point getting. It apportions treatment methods by heavi-

ness by power total capacity. The size systems supply you

with a greater involving controlling taste over the heaviness

experience because shape arrangement calculate the absolute

very least and measure that is certainly without doubt maxi-

mum of establish sold in which way of appliance who's go-

ing to be subsequently. 

Resource importance of  VMs for  counseled algorithmic

rule opposite supplementary calculations will be contrasted

in fig above, Reserve demand for a contraption that is adja-

cent the finances essential to an adjacent device to prosper-

ously  carried  out  any  cloud  works  through  the  cloudlet

alongside respect to the assets share strategy. Fig previously

precisely demonstrates the components essential to the as-

signment  method can be really  affordable as  compared  to

auxiliary plans.
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The figure above describes at what time a particular VM

is allocated over a datacenter,  the time described above is

the VM Allocation time.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Overcast calculation commands more often than not are

already established because environment or kinship however

alongside  a  wide  variety  maintaining  topics  like

neighbouring hardware stream relief, contact administrators,

and so-forth individual of a lot of is usually the scenario of

show  allocation  that's  required  to  shell  out  the  increased

enterprise work this is excellent generally is physical to all

or any the nodes with this report haze who also can cause

recovered client packed achievement and only study cause is

often  created  skill  fully  and  reciprocally.  Reduction

provisioning treatments that blow by allowing the ability car

makers to acknowledge the information that is helpful just

about  every  coaching  component  it  can  be  guaranteed

would-be picky. Set section top the majority of comprising

that  engineer  that  is  most  certainly  wondering  about  for

supporting and designating faked tips placed in the inspect

of  change  the  excellent  camping  as  a  way  to  may  be

purchased your wants regarding the haze means. In heading

over  we  shall  currently  the  idea  and  make  use  of   an

automatic  descent  connectivity  alternative  that  attain  a

registered account a sense of balance which could be kind of

each of them projects, too much diminution and reduction of

actual  physical  characteristics  used  for  that  reason

affectivity Effectual Managing.
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Abstract—Deep learning is an emerging area in current

scenario. Mostly, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

and Deep Belief Network (DBN) are used as the model in

deep  learning.  It  is  termed  as  Deep  Neural  Network

(DNN). The use of DNN is widely spread in many appli-

cations, exclusively for detection and classification pur-

pose. In this paper, authors have used the same network

for  signal  enhancement  purpose.  Speech  is  considered

for the input signal with noise. The model of DNN is used

with two layers.  It  has been compared with  the  ADA-

LINE model to prove its efficacy.

Index  Terms—Speech  Enhancement;  Neural  Networks;

Adaptive  Linear  Neuron;  Deep  Neural  Network;  Signal-to-

Noise Ratio; Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality. 

I. INTRODUCTION

PEECH enhancement  in  noisy  conditions  is  always  a

fascinating and challenging task for speech recognition,

mobile communications,  teleconferencing systems, hearing

aids design etc. The objective of speech enhancement is to

reduce the noise as well as to increase the SNR of the noisy

speech  signals  in  adverse  environment.  From  the  several

decades,  researchers  have  focused  more  attention  in  this

area. But the results are not always satisfactory in terms of

quality and intelligibility [1].

S

Speech signals are nonstationary in nature. Adaptive fil-

ters perform better in real time environment. Many adaptive

algorithms  are  designed,  such  as  Least  Mean  Squares

(LMS),  Recursive Least  Squares  (RLS), Normalized LMS

(NLMS) and different variations in LMS.  The authors com-

pared LMS and RLS with the State Space Recursive Least

Squares  (SSRLS) algorithm. The improvement  in SNR of

the proposed algorithm is much better than the existing algo-

rithms  [2]  [3].   Spectral  subtraction  (SS)  algorithm  sup-

presses  background noise and  proves  better  for  stationary

noise. S.Vihari et.al.  proposed a noise estimation algorithm

based on the Decision Directed approach. The Wiener filter

and the SS algorithms are tested for nonstationary noise and

outperform better [4].

In  this  digital  world,  machine  learning  approaches  are

more demanding day to day. Earlier Adaptive Linear Neu-

ron  Network  (ADALINE)  is  designed  as  the  single  layer

neural  network.  It  is  based  on the principle  of  Multilayer

Perceptron (MLP) [5]. The network consisting of the activa-

tion function and the function's output is utilized for adapt-

ing the weights. Generally Fourier Transform (FT) is used

for extracting the features as the magnitude and phase and

passed to the ADALINE for training. The Discrete Cosine

Transform (DCT) and the Fractional DCT (FrDCT) coeffi-

cients are extracted from the noisy speech signal and ADA-

LINE trains these features. The better enhanced signal is ob-

tained in terms of SNR and PESQ for  FrDCT ADALINE

[6]. Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) are also designed for speech enhancement.

An overview of the Neural Network is proposed in [7] [8].

Understanding of speech is difficult in noisy environment.

To improve the quality and intelligibility of the speech sig-

nal, neural network based speech enhnacement is proposed

in [9]. To acquire the high SNR, the time-frequency bins are

decomposed and extracted. These features are fed to the net-

work for better accuracy. Yong Xu et.al. proposed a regres-

sion  based  Deep  Neural  Network  (DNN)  for  speech  en-

hancement.  A mapping function is calculated between the

noisy features and the clean features. Different hidden layers

are  considered  for  SNR measurement  [10]   [11].  An im-

proved  LMS  adaptive  filter  combines  with  the  DNN  for

speech enhancement. The adaptive filter coefficients are es-

timated  by  the  Deep  belief  Network  (DBN)  and  the  en-

hanced  speech  is  prevailed  through  ILMSAF  [12].  Rein-

forcement learning can be used for optimization of the large

set of DNN training sets. The cochlear implant is designed

based on the application of  the DNN used for  speech en-

hancement [13] [14]. Ram et.al. performed the enhancement

the speech signals through the DNN with the hidden layers

three  [16].  Audio  and  Visual  enhancement  can  also  be

achieved through the DNN [17]. 

The rest of the work is organized as follows: speech en-

hancement using ADALINE is explained in Section 2. Sec-

tion 3 presents the speech enhancement using DNN consid-

ering two hidden layers: DNN_1 and DNN_2. Comparison

results of DNN and ADALINE for speech enhancement are

presented in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the work.

II. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT USING ADALINE

ADALINE is a simple neural network used for noise can-

cellation  and  is  based  on  the  principle  of  the  LMS
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algorithm. Fig.1 represents the block diagram of the 

ADALINE used for speech enhancement.  

 

 
 

Fig.1. Speech Enhancement using ADALINE 

 

This adaptive network is consisting of a single neuron 

with connected weights and a single bias.  Because of 

nonstationary nature of speech signals, it is divided into 

overlapping frames before processing. To avoid spectral 

leakage, hamming window of length 256 is multiplied to all 

the overlapping frames .These overlapping windowed frames 

are processed in the network as inputs for enhancement. 

To obtain the output of each instant of the speech signal, 

the each set of weights and biases are calculated. The input 

layers 1 2, ,..., mx x x are connected to the output y by 

interconnecting the weights 1 2, ,..., mw w w and bias b . The 

following steps are followed for speech enhancement using 

ADALINE.  

 Set the weights{ ( )}w m at 0.25 and biases { ( )}b m  

at 0.825 experimentally.  

 Se the learning rate parameter ( )l as 0.5.   

 Consider the clean signal as the target signal{ ( )}t m . 

 Set the noisy signal as the input signal{ ( )}x m . 

 For each time index m , the output signal{ ( )}y m and 

the error{ ( )}a m can be calculated as  

( ) ( )* ( ) ( )y m w m x m b m   

( ) ( ) ( )a m t m y m   

 The weights and biases of the network are adapted as  

( ) ( ) { ( ) ( )}neww m w m l a m x m    

( ) ( ) { ( )}newb m b m l a m    

All parameters are set experimentally for proper 

adaptation of the network. The weights and biases are 

adjusted to attain the desired signal. The enhanced signal is 

achieved as the error signal by the ADALINE.  

  

III. SPEECH ENHANCEMENT USING DEEP NEURAL 

NETWORKS 

DNN is based on the supervised learning and determines 

the mapping from the noisy features to clean features. The 

structure of the DNN is presented in Fig.2 and is divided into 

2 phases: training phase and testing phase. The hidden layers 

employ as the activation function.  

 
Fig.2. Structure of Deep Neural Network 

 

In this work, two hidden layers are considered and 

sigmoid function is considered as the activation function for 

the output. To learn the DNN of noisy log spectra, the 

multiple restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) are 

arranged [15]. The NOIZEOUS database is taken from the 

softcopy of Loizou. Babble Noise, Train Noise, Airport 

Noise and Restaurant Noise of SNR 0dB, 5dB, 10dB and 

15dB are considered for training and Drilling Noise, Street 

Noise are considered for testing. Total 100 speech samples 

of noisy as well as clean features are acquired in the training 

phase.  Two hidden layers are considered with 512 hidden 

units each and 8 output units. Total 512*2=1024 hidden 

units are trained for noisy speech features.  

 
Fig.3. Speech Enhancement using Deep Neural Network 

 

For speech enhancement, the noisy sentence is divided into 

overlapping frames. Hamming window of length 512 is 

multiplied to the framed signal to avoid signal distortion. 

The proposed DNN based speech enhancement method is 

represented in Fig.3.   To extract the magnitude and phase 

spectra, Fourier Transform is employed. Only the magnitude 
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spectra are considered for training the noisy features in DNN 

and the phase spectra are ignored. After training, the Ideal 

mask is estimated for testing. The mask is enforced to the FT 

feature vectors of the noisy speech signal. The output of the 

DNN is interpreted as the predicted mask for the input. All 

the feature vectors are added and the overlapping frames are 

concatenated to reconstruct the speech signal. Subsequently, 

all frames are synthesized into a time domain signal by 

Overlap add. The following steps are followed for speech 

enhancement using DNN. 

 Process all speech signals as overlapped frames. 

 The frame length is 512 with an overlap of 40%. 

 Calculate FFT of each and every overlapped 

windowed frame. 

 Four different types of noise signals: Babble, Train, 

Airport and Restaurant are taken with SNRs 0dB, 

5dB, 10dB and 15 dB and the clean signals are 

considered for training. 

 To train the DNN, 156 dimensions of magnitude 

spectrum of the noisy signals are employed. 

 For testing, two noise signals: Drilling and Street are 

considered to estimate the mismatch condition.  

 Inverse FFT and Overlap Add method are 

implemented to reconstruct the speech signal. 

Network pretraining, regularization are employed to make 

the system better.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

In this work, 10 sentences from both male and female 

speakers are considered for training. A total of 100 sentences 

have been collected with different types of noise signals as 

mentioned earlier. All utterances are sampled with a 

sampling rate of 8 KHz. Fig.4 shows the spectrogram of the 

clean speech signal. Fig.5 is the noisy signal (Babble noise 

of SNR 10dB). The clean signal is considered as the target 

signal. The noisy signal is applied to the ADALINE and 

DNN. The enhanced signal of the ADALINE obtained as the 

error signal as shown in Fig.6.  
 

 
Fig.4. Clean Signal collected from database 

 
Fig.5. Noisy Signal (Babble Noise of SNR 5dB) 

 
Fig.6. Enhanced signal of ADALINE 

 

All 1024 utterances are considered to build the training 

set. One sample of clean signal and all the noisy data sets are 

employed to train the DNN model.  A total 2400 frames are 

measured to train the DNN model.  Another 200 arbitrarily 

selected clean and noisy utterances from the database are 

considered for testing phase for each combination of noise 

levels. These signals are estimated and evaluated for 

mismatch conditions of testing phase. Two hidden layers are 

considered with 36 frames expansion. Total 1024 hidden 

units are there in each hidden layer. For pretraining the 

DNN, the learning rate is 0.05 and for fine tuning, the 

learning rate is 0.001. 80 epochs are considered for mini 

batch size of 100. The enhancement using DNN_1 (DNN_* 

represents the hidden layer number) and DNN_2 are shown 

in Fig.7 and Fig.8 respectively.  

 

 
Fig.7. Enhanced signal using DNN_1 
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Fig.8. Enhanced signal using DNN_2 

 

In this work, Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality 

(PESQ) and Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) are measured and 

evaluated for the quality of the speech signal. The listening 

test is also performed by different persons to verify the test 

results. Table I shows the SNR as well as the improvement 

of SNR of ADALINE and DNN. The maximum SNR 

improvement is 2.87 dB achieved in DNN_2. Table II shows 

the PESQ measures of the different noise levels. DNN_2 

provides a maximum PESQ of 3.67 for 15dB of Babble 

noise. When the number of hidden layer increases, the better 

enhanced signal is obtained in the DNN.  

TABLE I 

SNR IMPROVEMENT OF BABBLE NOISE WITH DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS 

OF DIFFERENT METHODS 

SNR before 

Enhancement 

(dB) 

 0 dB 5 

dB 

10 dB 15 dB 

SNR after  

Enhancement 

(dB) 

ADALINE 1.32 6.36 11.12 15.92 

Improvement 

 in SNR (dB) 

1.32 6.36 11.12 15.92 

SNR after  

Enhancement 

(dB) 

DNN_1 2.43 7.02 11.98 16.26 

Improvement  

in SNR (dB) 

2.43 2.02 1.98 1.26 

SNR after 

 Enhancement 

(dB) 

DNN_2 2.87 7.83 12.55 17.31 

Improvement  

in SNR (dB) 

 2.83 2.87 2.55 2.31 

 

TABLE III 

PESQ SCORE OF BABBLE NOISE WITH DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS OF 

DIFFERENT METHODS 

 ADALINE DNN_1 DNN_2 

0 dB 1.23 2.34 3.11 

5 dB 1.45 2.06 3.46 

10 dB 1.89 2.51 2.98 

15 dB 1.93 1.78 3.67 

 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

ADALINE and DNN are used to enhance the noisy speech 

signal in this work.  ADALINE is considered as the basic 

Neural Network implemented for speech enhancement. The 

DNN is used for different hidden layers that can prove the 

validity of speech enhancement in the field of data mining.  

The better performance result is obtained using ADALINE 

model, whereas the DNN model outperforms the ADALINE. 

Though the time consumption is more in DNN, speech 

enhancement is better.  In the future, the weights of the 

ADALINE model can be varied and other transforms can be 

applied to extract the features and observe the performance.  
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Abstract—Medical data is being used for huge number of re-

search works over the globe which is for predicting something

novel case studies in each work. The current research which we

are  handling  is  on  utilizing  the  EHR  (Electronic  health

Records) data in an efficient way based on the cause – effect ra-

tio and the variables available for the data manipulation, pro-

cessing and generating efficient data for designing efficient pre-

diction models. In this research we are focusing on the congeni-

tal  tethered cord syndrome through which some many func-

tional  outcomes  issues  are  recording  in  different  cases  and

there is a wide range of scope for research. In this research we

are identifying the data from different EHR applications and

designing  the  architecture  to  gather  valuable  data  set  from

those for designing prediction model for predicting functional

outcomes of health and life in patients with congenital defor-

mity.  Through EHR applications  we gather  information and

BigData is being created in this sector. Data inter –relation is

explained in this survey article in an efficient way with respect

to medical domain. EHR data will be hosted over the cloud and

in public repositories. Will focus on those categories in an effi-

cient manner.

Index Terms—Machine Learning,  Bigdata,  Cloud Comput-

ing, EHR, Inter-related disease, Predictions

I. INTRODUCTION

EALTH information system often called as electronic

health records are ain focus of IT industry to develop

their market in health care domain as there are several  re-

searches are going on in different places on medical concepts

like Parkinson’s Disease using Machine learning [1], which

deals with the combination of the genetic and environmental

disorders which plays a major role in this kind of diseases.

Here the main question is how the way EHR is related to this

kind of disease treatment and how we can do the research in

this kind of theories which have clueless information because

there is no major readings for findings are there for the iden-

tification of Parkinson’s disorder. There is a case for adop-

tion of Health records for  the multiple theoretical  perspec-

tives of the operations in different health operations and in

different  cases  in  health  operations  [2].  The  main  criteria

here is to utilization of EHR data for identifying a cause or

H

an effect with related to the previous details of patient like

treatment, medication, lab, scans etc. Every single informa-

tion like job details, environment habits etc will be consid-

ered as the variables for the model design and implementa-

tion. EHR is the best practice f gathering data from the health

pracctioners  from different  organizations.  Consider  a  scal-

able mHealth application which a well known EHR which

tracks all your health information and store it as sheet and we

can use that as medical report and which will be directly con-

nected to the doctors. [3].  Prediction models can be designed

with this EHR data like using K-Means clustering, random

forest, Decision Trees etc which will help to identify what

are the variables to be considered from EHR and how we can

change the architecture of EHR application[4]. Multiple Lin-

ear  Regression model  consists of the concept of  backward

elimination using which we can decide which variable of the

field can be utilized for designing the model and which can

be excluded. As we reduce the complexity in EHR data the

best output can be achieved in the model. The variations in

the functional outcome of life [5] is required the best outfit of

the variables which can be gathered from EHR and apply the

tools like regressions to redesign the EHR architecture and

the data. The main purpose of this article is to satisfy the the-

ory of identification of functional outcome of life in the pa-

tient with tethered cord syndrome for that case we need adap-

tive  EHR model  which  will  intake  efficient  variables  and

form data sets for further processing in analytics. The later

sections in this paper discusses about few EHR applications

in real time and how we used to get the data from those sec-

tion 3 explains the requirement of cause – effect ratio and

data inter-relation in section 4 we conclude this survey

II. DIFFERENT EHR POSSIBILITIES

2.1. Mobile EHR

This  is  a  small  mobile  EHR  application  architecture

which  is  used  to  guide  the  person  or  the  patient
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according to his/her habits, age, weight, gender. Etc. 

This one is very basic architecture in EHR. 

Application is already programmed with all the 

required things and some group of combinations. 

Based on the input from the patient or the person it 

will calculate all the things and will give the result.  

 

List of the things which that application will take are 

as follows. Age, Gender, Habits, Type of Job 

(Because of some diseases are because of the nature 

of work and the work location they are working etc). 

Algorithm will be designed and internally all the 

values from the patient will be taken as inputs and 

decode them by correlating them internally and will 

give a sample result. For example, it may ask to drink 

some amount of water frequently for time to time and 

ask you take some food after some time. For a short 

period of interval, it will give some notifications. 

There are some advantages as well as big 

disadvantage with this kind of EHR architecture. In 

this section, we will discuss with the architecture of 

this EHR system and in later section we can look 

forward for pros and cons. 

 

In figure 1 we have the basic architecture of EHR 

application which is a mobile application using 

which all the patients will get the regular 

notifications based on the information they gave to 

the application.  

 

Figure 2 describes the flow of the EHR method to 

take information, update in the application and do 

some predictions models inside and show the 

notifications to the user through application time to 

time.  

 

 
 

Fig 1: Mobile EHR Architecture 

 

This comes under the unsupervised learning. If we 

consider machine learning in EHR it will be much 

useful for the users. 

 
 

Fig 2: Data flow in Mobile EHR  
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2.2. Community Health care monitoring system 

Community Health care providers (C- HCP) are 

health care management system organizers 

which will have some man power who will come 

to our presence that means to our home to take 

all the required information about our health like 

blood sugar, heartbeat, oxygen levels etc. If we 

consider this community health care system, 

they have an application using which our health 

information can be updated and saved in global 

server for the purpose for further research for 

scholars. We can update or enter our information 

from any mobile application which is having the 

community health care management system 

application. Using the sensors in our mobile, all 

the medical information will be updates and 

synced simultaneously. The common feature of 

these kind of applications is measuring oxygen 

saturation using sensors. Consider Community 

Health care providers in the case of pregnant 

ladies. We need to track all the information 

regarding that lady, start from the BP, Sugar, 

Oxygen saturation level and remaining which 

are most important. C-HCP will come to our 

premises and take all the information. In low and 

middle income countries, we find most of the 

cases that pregnant ladies are losing the 

pregnancy because of the lack of proper health 

care management and treatment and also 

because of the late response for treatment. 

Economically backward families can’t effort for 
high paid treatments, this is also one of the 

reason for cases of pre-eclampsia and also 

eclampsia period problems. In that period 

doctors need to check the patient continuously 

physically or using the mobile application.[21]
. 

Based on the information provided and stored in 

the server doctors need to take all the 

precautions to solve the problem in prior.  

 

There are few more things to be learn about pre-

eclampsia period ladies and their conditions. 

This application consists of previously 

successful features which are no way related to 

each other. 1) Predicting the situation of the 

patient based on identifying the risk factor mini 

pre-eclampsia integrated estimate risk score ( 

miniPIERS)[20] 2) A mobile application in 

phone oximeter and a sensor for pulse detection 

[19]. These applications predict the risks in the 

pregnant ladies and suggest medication and 

treatment for those kind of ladies in prior. The 

process of predicting the risk factor based on 

clinical validations, blood oxygen saturation 

(SpO2) and also based on other common 

symptoms will occur in that pregnancy period. 

PIERS on Move ( POTM) is a low cost 

application for risk identification in the case of 

pregnant ladies. Community based 

implementations of cluster based randomized 

control of pre - eclampsia trail was discussed[22] 
[4]

. There are several updates are given to the 

original POTM application. The basic POTM 

application was designed to train nurse in South 

Africa and also some house wives who are 

economically backward to get treatment. So that 

at the time of first update for POTM nearly 202 

women are assessed with the POTM application.  

The purpose of that trail version to know 

whether the POTM is operating as per the 

requirement or not and it is satisfying the 

requirements or not. So that late for the same 

study POTM is used by nearly 500 women with 

the same purpose to know the low or high risk in 

the pregnant ladies in pre-eclampsia and 

eclampsia period.  

 

The other kind of POTM is CLIP trail. This 

application for community based health care 

providers ( C-HCP’s) who are been to the 
women who are pregnant and test them 

physically or using the phone oximeter and 

perform some of the operations related to the 

pregnancy. They tested this on 500 women by 

approaching them personally. At each stage if 

their research practitioners have to give their 

feedback regarding their study using this CLIP 

trail POTM application. Prototypes are designed 

for the feedback for the practitioners and also to 

perform some of the analysis on the women or 

on the group of women who are pregnant. Figure 

3 describes the prototype for POTM. 

 

Fig 3: Diagram to know whether pregnant lady is in 

labor or not using POTM application. 
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Fig 4: CLIP POTM symptom page 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Oxygen saturation checker for POTM  

 

Figure 4 explains the user interface of the application 

(POTM and CLIP POTM). Considering the 

symptoms and condition application will predict 

some information and will load all the required 

medication on the screen. Whenever oximeter 

recognized anything wrong in patient body it will 

send the information to the doctor or it may prescribe 

some medication meanwhile the comes and attend 

the case. Figure 5 indicates the oxygen saturation 

checker for POTM using which  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3. ResScan- EHR for cardiac and paralyzed 

patients. 

 
This approach is PC based personal health records 

management system using which doctors can analyze 

patient condition, update the treatment information, 

download the all the information stored in the 

device[18]. Basically, ResScan is a PC based 

software in which patient treatment can be simplified 

and this will connect to doctor’s PC and he can track 
his patient’s health condition time to time. We have 
an alarm in this application. Whenever patient is 

suffering with any problem this application will 

notify that to the doctor immediately. Let’s see that 
architecture in lateral part. Initially there will be 

mask that patient need to wear while sleeping. In that 

machine (IoT) which is pre- programmed with some 

small embedded machine learning technology.  ML 

included in this because whenever patient is suffering 

with anything and if the system recognised so, then 

immediately it will notify to the doctor without any 

third-party interaction. The readings of the patient 

will automatically recognised and stored in SD Card. 

It will show all the data it recognised in user 

dashboard on our PC when we log in with our 

credentials. 

 

 
 
Fig 6: ResScan Detailed Graph of patient 

condition 

 

 

Figure 6 explains the ResScan graph format. 

Everything stored in the using the application will be 

arranged in the format of dataset. Based on the 

dataset graphs will created automatically and that 

will be delivered to the specific department in 

hospital or specific personal doctor of that patient. 

 

   Fig 7: Device Log Tab 
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Device tabs are recorded by device and stored in the 

internal memory of the device. Whenever we need 

those records, we can copy those log records and 

store in USB device or in any external storage 

devices. There are three categories of these device 

log tabs. 1) Alarm Events used to store information 

regarding the emergency intimation details that 

means when patient is suffering from any problem it 

will give an alarm to the doctor. So, that information 

will be given stored in the log files. 2) System events. 

That means information recorded by the device time 

to time. So that in log tabs time will be mentioned 

and at what time readings are taken and transferred to 

the doctor. 

 

Fig 8: Device Notes Screen  

In notes screen we can find the downloads done by 

the patient or doctor regarding the patient data. In 

this doctor, can store the treatment given to that 

patient and can review at any time he wants. Patients 

can create their own notes and device will create a 

notes screen automatically for user. In this above 

screen 1) Notes Toolbar 2) Note Summary 3) 

Automatically added text 4) Used added text. 

 

    Fig 9:  Follow Up page 

In this follow up screen all the dues and over dues 

will be displayed. In the home screen go to follow up 

button is displayed we can directly go to that screen. 

In this above screen 1) Follow ups display 2) Double 

click to follow up screen 3) Click button to go to 

follow up. 

 

2.4. Some common EHR models. 

The basic concept of EHR is common in all areas. 

Some of the common things are as follows in this 

block.  

1) EHR in emergency department of hospital. 

In causality of hospital patients may join 

with some chronic disease or problems. So, 

that using this EHR concept all the patient 

treatment details will be recorded and start 

from join date everything will be stored like 

operation details, medication, physiotherapy 

etc. and all the review details, if there are 

any consultants from other hospital doctors 

etc are stored here. Based on the patient 

condition to give better treatment we can 

create graphs for better understanding of the 

patient condition like ResScan in previous 

concept.[7,8,9,10] 

 

Fig 10: Time Series of Temperatures. 

 

 

Fig 11: Bayesian Change point detector 

Early warning scores are explained in[11,12,13] 

using which we can give scoring for the patient 

passed on the readings using the EHR. Based on 

this large dataset are maintained and monitored 

and graphs are designed for further 

process.[14,15,16,17] 

2) Patient centred EHR for hospitals using 

which we can access our data from 

anywhere in this universe and we can take 

suggestions from any doctor by showing 

him the previous history of his treatment. 
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Health information Technology for 

economic and clinical health act (HITECH) 

is the base for this patient centred 

application of EHR. Table 1 adopts the list 

of physician’s approach regarding EHR. 
 

Table 1: Physician’s adaptation of EHR 

 

 
 

Figure 12 describes the workflow of the physicians 

approach for the patient centred care. 

 

 
Fig12: Model for physical collaboration of patient 

centred care. 

 

Many approaches are there for EHR application but 

there are lot of backlogs in every architecture like not 

able to predict that the data obtained in mHealth 

application is genuine or not, prediction algorithm is 

not using for maintaining consistency in patient self 

immunity capacity. Because of using anti - biotics 

heavily patient may lose his/her self healing capacity. 

A new prediction model and algorithm is introducing 

in this paper with a basic architecture with an 

example of work flow of the algorithm. 

 

3. Discussion 

 

Data Inter relation is the background architecture of 

EHR applications [6] which deals with identification 

of the common points between the variables and we 

can replace the entire set of the common variables in 

the data set with less P value than SL value. We can 

identify the variable with less P value using 

backward elimination process in the regression 

model. Hypothesis is drawn and we will use the 

entire set of EHR of data as dataset and will reduce 

each variable which has the highest P value than SL 

and finally we will get the appropriate variable which 

suits best fit the model. Cause – Effect ratio is other 

thing in Machine Learning models details which 

predicts the effect based on the ratio of the cause set 

and identifies the most valuable set of causes in the 

available set of variables causes set. The model have 

to predict the cause have highest chances of causing 

some specific effect. There is a sample architecture 

must be followed with respect to the EHR data 

Separation and identifying the most valuable variable 

must be best fit in the model. 

 

4. Conclusion 

This survey paper demonstrates the different EHR 

applications and the working purpose of those in 

their respective areas like cardiac like ResScan, 

mHealth applications and the main reason for better 

utilization of EHR data is to provide valuable health 

services to the people who are economically 

backward. In further to this research we are focusing 

on designing prediction model with data mining and 

machine learning techniques to predict outcomes of 

life for the patients with congenital diseases. As we 

know diseases are divided into congenital and 

genetic, tethered cord syndrome is focused main the 

task to gather , clean and design related models with 

related to expected result. Further research carries all 

the benefit of utilization of the EHR models 

discussed in this article in an efficient manner. 
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Abstract—“What  gets  measured,  gets  managed”.  The

present paper intends to describe a one stop solution to analyze

the student result data collected from the University Website

automatically using the web automation technology, organize it

into an efficient fashion and make it available for all stakehold-

ers  in  a  beautiful  and intuitive  way,  therefore,  reducing the

manual task to a bare minimum. The whole system is divided

into three phases - Data Collection, Re-Organization and Pre-

sentation. An automation system has been developed for raw

result data collection, re-organization of the collected data and

applying efficient analysis algorithms on the data locally, and

in the last phase, presenting the result information to the user

in an intuitive manner so as to make it easy and quick to under-

stand and interact. Keeping the user in mind, the last phase is

the most crucial one. A set of highly efficient open-source graph

rendering libraries has been employed to generate interactive

result infographics which are portable and can be exported for

external use.

Index Terms—Automation, Analysis, Infographics

I. INTRODUCTION

ESULT analysis” refers to the process in which the

result is reviewed in order to determine conclusions

based on that data. The purpose of initiating this research is

to minimize the man-hours needed to analyze college result

and  create  a  flexible  and  easy-to-use  solution  for  all  stu-

dents’ needs. As the time-taken by an individual to perform

result  analysis on each paper  of  a  batch is about  4 hours

(data  from  study),  when  scaled  up  to  the  whole  college,

these numbers can be ridiculously high. A versatile, expand-

able and economical solution is needed to perform a funda-

mental task such as result analysis making it easy for every-

one in education community to take advantage of it. The re-

sult analysis has to be done at the end of each semester, so

the  Result  Analysis  Suite  will  help  to  reduce  redundancy

and keep the data organized so it becomes efficient and pro-

ductive to evaluate the whole college’s result with minimal

human effort. It will eradicate the introduction of human er-

ror and increase accuracy and efficiency.

“R

In the present paper, we try to summarize the application

of Result Analysis Project, its different levels and the vari-

ous types of infographics are also discussed like bar/column

graphs, pie-charts, dynamic charts, etc.

II. STUDY

In the current system the teachers are supposed to go to

the university website and enter the details of each student

manually.  These  details  include college,  course,  semester,

student’s name and their University roll no. If on an average

there are 50 students in a batch and a teacher teaches at least

2-3 subject papers in a semester, piling up this whole infor-

mation, if calculated, the time consumed for analyzing the

result of a batch(~50 students) is given in Table 1.

TASK TIME

  Download  each  student’s  mark

sheet

~1 Hour

Read the result of each student from

university website

~1 Hour

Organize  the  collected  data  in

spreadsheet format

~1 Hour

Perform  Analysis  on  the  collected

data

~15 Minutes

Total Time ~3 Hours 15 Minutes

Table 1: Time analysis of a single batch of 50 students with 2-3

papers (Data from study)

When this work is done by the teachers there is no way to

compare  the whole  department’s  performance  by TICs,  it

has to be done manually which is prone to human errors in

calculation and will consume a lot of time. 

III. USER INTERFACE

There are five levels for the user and system interaction-

Student, Teacher, Teacher-In-Charge, Principal and Admin-

istration.

At  Student level, the analysis of all the subjects studied

so far by the user for a particular semester is provided. Car-

ing off to Teacher level, this level describes the result data

to be analyzed for a teacher teaching one or many subject

papers. Inheriting all the access rights of student and teacher
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level  Teacher-In-Charge level is defined where they have

excess to all the data (i.e. student’s and teacher’s personal

details  as  well  as  their  academic  performance)  regarding

their department. The  Principal level is provided with the

combined data of the above three levels and deals with the

performance of the students and departments.

The patriarch of all the levels comes at the Administra-

tion  level having  access  to  the  whole  system,  in  other

words, its data and features.

IV. DATA COLLECTION

In the existing system, the user who wants to access the

details  of  the student  needs to fill  the form on University

portal. This form include selecting the college name, course,

semester,  type  of  exam and entering  the  details  like  Stu-

dent’s name and their university roll number. If the user is a

teacher then he/she needs to input his/her 3 hours approxi-

mately for the data collection only. 

In the proposed system the whole result data can be col-

lected in a database using the Web Automation technology,

in which it will access the details of students from the data

available on website  under  the student  details  section and

automatically filling up the forms as well as downloading

them for further use. This is done in less than two minutes

by automation.

The data can be manipulated any way when it is available

locally.  The front-end UI along with the background Java

processing engine will ensure the proper and accurate infor-

mation delivery to the end user.

V. RE-ORGANISATION

The data used for the analysis work is organized in data-

bases  like Student,  Teacher  and Paper.   The original  data

collected from university server contains student detail and

their marks statement. From this information, marks are ex-

tracted and are stored in Paper database so that analysis op-

erations like average, count, comparisons are easily imple-

mented. 

Table 1: Comparison of SEO and SEM

 SEO SEM

Features Organic SEO and

Paid SEO

Integration  of  SEO

with SMO

Focus Keywords  with

high popularity

Keywords  that

generate  high

Return  on

Investment (ROI)

Measure Number  of

website visitors

Number  of

successfully

converted goals.

Landing

pages

SEO  pages  are

content-heavy

and  informative,

designed  to  use

keywords  and

subject  relevance

to  rank  well  on

any  search

engine.

It generally leads to

direct,  clean

landing  pages  with

an  obvious  call  to

action and designed

to capture sales.

Prediction It  is  not

predictable  due

to  uncertainty  of

traffic.

It  is  predictable  as

putting  enough

money will produce

high ROI

Skill

required

Fluency  in  SEO

tools.

Require more skills

than SEO.

Figure 1: The Login Screen of the Front end UI

Figure 2: Second level UI for the user to check on

the processing of results.
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These  databases  are  linked  with each  other  by  creating

foreign key references and mapping the subjects with their

concerned teachers, student with their subjects and so on.

Integrating  data  from  the  site  and  organizing  it  into

databases, enables a cumulative view of the performances of

student in different subjects and helps the user at TIC and

Principal  level  to  interpret  the  records  of  their  concerned

departments and college respectively.

VI. ANALYSIS

Analysis is an art of creation through destruction and in

this process inspection, cleansing, modeling and transforma-

tion of data is performed with the goal of discovering useful

information, suggesting conclusions,  and support  decision-

making.

In  our  practice  of  result  analysis  the first  step depends

upon the access writes of the user as level there are different

levels of it. These levels include student-wise, teacher-wise,

subject-wise,  department-wise  and  overall  college  evalua-

tion. If we go into further details student-wise evaluation in-

cludes his/her  marks in different  subjects,   comparison of

the performance with previous semester, his/her cumulative

result,  ranking in class,  etc.  talking about  teacher analysis

his  subject  aggregate  grade/marks  are  calculated,  pass/fail

percentage of subject is calculated. For The TICs level per-

formance of all the students and teachers of that particular

department  is  provided  and  compared  with  each  other  to

find out toppers  in student  and efficiency of  teacher.  The

Principal  and  administration  level  user  are  provided  with

analysis features of the whole college.

VII. PRESENTATION

If  you  are  the  only  one  who  “gets  it”,  then  you  have

failed. So for the better understanding of the analysis Info-

graphics is used. We can display the data in a tabular form

but displaying it in graphical form is more user-friendly and

interesting at the same time. It makes the information sim-

ple,  easily shareable,  contains minimal text and have high

impact on user. A simple illustration can be seen in Figure 3,

where a set  of test  data is  taken and analyzed to find the

number of students in each group i.e. Grade A+, Grade A,

Grade B and so on. In this example, three subject papers are

taken into consideration and the user can select to see the

done analysis on one or all of the papers in the generated

graph. The paper and student details are available to the user

if they need it.

In the second test sample (Figure 4), we can see the grade

A+,  A,  B+,  B  and  C students  of  Computer  Science  and

Physical Science departments.

Keeping all this in mind, different types of charts like bar-

graphs, pie-charts, dynamic charts are used for the represen-

tation of data. Depending on the security level of the user

they provide graphical representation of their records where

they  can  select  the  type  of  graphs  and  also the  points  of

comparison. The students are allowed to access their records

only,  teachers  can  interpret  their  respective  subject  only,

whereas TICs can compare the output of teachers and the

performance of students with each other using graphs and

charts of their conveniences. Principal have access to all the

graphs facilities provided to level below it. Not only com-

parison  and  analysis  is  done,  user  can  also  export  these

graphs and charts as a portable image to share or add to a

comprehensive result report.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The Result Analysis Suite is a highly scalable solution for

better understanding of performance of the student and re-

ducing the time consumption during manual interpretation.

It presents a possibility and execution of a fundamental task

with no human error and 100% accuracy. After thorough

testing on college servers, it can be expanded to be used on a

University level.
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Abstract—In display, Cloud registering is the prevailing area

in data innovation.  With expanded value of information out-

sourcing of cloud information protection of delicate informa-

tion turns into a major issue. For the security reason informa-

tion is encoded before outsourcing. Yet, scrambled information

is exceptionally hard to be recovered proficiently. Albeit some

conventional scan plans are accessible for looking encoded in-

formation, yet these methods are just base on Boolean pursuit

and not manage the importance of records. These methodolo-

gies  experience  the  ill  effects  of  two  principle  inadequacies.

Right off the bat, on the off chance that one client has no pre-

learning of scrambled information, needs to process each re-

covered record to discover after effects of his utilization. Also,

every time recovering every one of the records containing ques-

tion  watchword  builds  arrange  movement.  This  work  is  de-

voted to build up a process for security and compelling recov-

ery of cloud information. Positioned seek enormously enhances

the execution by restoring the documents in positioned arrange

in light of some closeness importance criteria.  To accomplish

more viable execution, framework shows an approach for SSE

which uses data recovery and cryptography primitives.  Thus

the execution depends OPSE..

Inxed Terms—Cloud; privacy; Similarity of Data; Re-Rank-

ing

I. INTRODUCTION

ISTRIBUTED computational can be accepted as  sym-

bolic  of  conveying  data  innovation  administrations

(like storage room, organizing, applications and so forth) in

which assets are recovered from web utilizing online instru-

ments, as opposed to an immediate association with server.

Distributed  computing  gives  equipment  and  programming

assets from a common pool of assets on lease as indicated

by client's request. So this innovation discharges client from

weights of administration endeavors and furthermore from

cerebral pains of establishment and upkeep.

D

Service model

Cloud programming as an administration: Here the prod-

uct will be accessible for client as a administration. Cloud

apps are by and large available from different gadgets like

portable, tablet, tablet, PC, workstations, servers and so on.

The client has no power over the hidden stage and frame-

work. Cases are Dropbox, Gmail, Gtalk and so on. 

Cloud stage as an administration (PaaS): In this product is

made  accessible  to  the  client  as  administration.  Program-

ming dialects and devices are given by specialist organiza-

tion to create and sending administrations. A client has no

influence over basic framework yet must have control over

the sent products. Cases are Azure, Google App Engine.

II. OVERVIEW OF DIGITAL WATERMARKING

Distributed  computing  has  turned  into  a  predominant

stage in data innovation, the measure of delicate data con-

centrated  over  cloud  is  likewise  expanding.  These  data

records  contain  classified  information  like  individual

restorative  records,  government  archives,  private  photo-

graphs and so on. To secure protection of information and to

avert unapproved get to, it turns out to be extremely impor-

tant to encode information before outsourcing to guarantee

information trustworthiness and privacy. Alongside this, in-

formation proprietor may share their outsourced information

with  various  clients.  Yet,  every  client  wants  to  recover

records of his own enthusiasm amid a given day and age,

which makes information use extremely difficult. From the

current methodologies, most regular is utilizing catchphrase

based  pursuit  strategy.  These  methods  are  generally  con-

nected for plaintext look situations where client can recover

the  documents  of  enthusiasm by giving watchword  in  in-

quiry.  Unfortunately,  information  encryption  for  securing

outsourced information influences these conventional tech-

niques to end up coming up short to search cloud informa-

tion. Albeit,  some conventional  encryption procedures  en-

courage client to seek over scrambled information without

first unscrambling it. Be that as it may, these strategies just

help Boolean hunt, where documents are recovered by near-

ness  or  nonattendance  of  catchphrase  in  record  and  don't

consider pertinenceofrecords(Figure1). 
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Many existing procedures for situated organize chase and 

importance of report are used by Information recuperation 

(IR) social order of looking for data available in the cloud. In 

spite of the way that the hugeness of situated look is 

tolerating thought from a long time, yet the purpose of 

encoded look for isn't watched out for much. Along these 

lines enabling an instrument for secure symmetric encryption 

and situated in this issue. 

 

Before open inscription methodologies were recently 

supported rectify watchword look [1-6]. Tune et al. Given a 

SE model for balanced watchword look. During which every 

report within the record is encoded exploitation 2 stratified 

cryptography strategy [1]. Summary creation is employed by 

one or two of authorities for adequacy modification. In record 

based mostly methodology secure record is worked for every 

big word in an exceedingly report [2, 6]. Within the work 

planned by Curtmola et al., for every catch phrase record 

advancement, entries are finished to hash table. Each entry 

consists of document for extraordinary word and their 

offensive wrong archive the assaulter [5].  

Furthermore, one or two of developers wandered towards 

placed interest to boost user friendly. Wang et al. [7, 8] 

expected placed look section in perspective of bound 

significance scores to acknowledge likeness of records with 

self-addressed catch phrase. This approach was single-

watchword based mostly. Dynamic a part, multi-watchword 

look is explained by rule et al. Likewise, Cao et al. [9, 10]. 

They need used "resemblance based mostly within factor for 

result situating.  
Nevertheless, every and each on top of arrangement are right 

watchword seek for based mostly. For enhancing request 

skilfulness, soft watchword based mostly chase is introduced 

by one or two of manufacturers [11-13]. Modify isolate 

thought is employed for locating equivalence of catchphrases 

with one another for delivering soft watchword sets for 

records. Li et al. Besides, Wang et al. [11, 14] conferred to 

switch isolate method. During this context AN execution is 

given for secure balanced interest cryptography and situating 

of ends up in a appropriate demand as incontestable by some 

significance criteria.  

Available centrically cryptography  

System Model-Basic model incorporates three kinds of 

substances that self-addressed within the Fig. The elements 

are termed as information owner (O), cloud server (CS) and 

client (U). A event of n information records C= (F1,F2, . . . , 

Fn) is outsourced by information owner onto the cloud into 

encoded arrange. But for possible use of mixed records 

information owner makes secure record I employing a set m 

of differentiate watchwords given by W=(w1,w1, ..., wm) , 

that are expelled from archive aggregation C. Each mixed 

information moreover as records are outsourced on the 

server.   

Exactly once the thoroughbred client has to recuperate one or 

two of knowledge record that has some watchword w, a 

secret seeks for trapdoor is formed by client to the server.  

Exactly the server gets the will Tw, all of the estimation is 

completed on the server. Succeeding to visualize the 

summary server re-establishes the organizing archives to 

client. Endeavours take into account the safe placed catch 

phrase look issue as takes after: the factor ought to be came 

by bound placed significance criteria (e.g., watchword 

repeat), to upgrade archive healing accuracy for purchasers 

while not previous learning on the record aggregation 

 

 
 

 

All the calculation works for beholding listed lists and 

growing importance worth of statistics ar accomplished at 

server. Sooner or later the server has entrance to each one 

amongst the files are often positioned away. For safety 

reason server got to act in a very "truthful" manner and 

entirely takes when the meted out conventions.  

It considers a "fair however inquisitive" server in our version. 

On the top of the day, the server doesn’t have a goal to with 

success regulate the knowledge circulation / enlightened 

another reasonably administrations. List and linguistics 

relationship library (SRL) of various one amongst styles of 

words created is constructed} utilizing data made. At the 

purpose once shopper provides some question phrase, server 

grows it on the premise of SRL. Beyond seeking record, it 

restores the numerous documents to shopper.  

 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED 

SOLUTION 

 

Plan objectives  
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To empower positioned accessible symmetrical for powerful 

use of outsourced cloud info beneath the antecedent 

mentioned show, venture configuration got to accomplish the 

attendant security and execution guarantee. Specifically, it's 

the attendant objectives:  

• Stratified phrase appearance: to analysis exceptional gift 
units for secure approachable encoding and to assemble a 

tool for powerful set are searching for.  

• Safety ensure: to making the outsourced statistics 
comfortable by exploitation keeping cloud server from 

gaining data of plaintext of records.  

• attaining performance: on top of targets should be achieved 
with least correspondence and calculation overhead.  

Documentation and preliminaries  

• c – the aggregation to be source, import as Anassociation of 

n  records c=(f1,f2, . . . , fn).• W – the clear catchphrases free 

by record gathering C, indicated as an appointment of m 

words W=(w1,w1, ..., wm).  

• Id (Fj ) – the idendity of record Fj that  helps apparently 

notice a true document.  

• I – the list worked by the document accumulation, that  

includs an appointment of posting records , as bestowed to a 

lower place.  

• Twi – the trapdoor created by a shopper as Aninquiry 

demand of watchword American state.  

• F(wi – the arrangement of identifiers of documents in C that 

contain phrase American state.  

• Ni– the number of documents containing the phrase 

American state and  

• Ni=|F(wi)|.  
Additionally venture presents some vital information 
recovery foundation for our planned framework: 

 

Transformed file  
Transformed file (likewise alluded as posting records) is 

usually used ordering arrange in information recovery. In 

rearranged record structure a 1 of sort file esteem is given for 

every phrase yet as summary of mapping is made by 

watchwords to documents within which word is obtainable. 

For empowering positioned ask for, a significance worth for 

documents is patterned utilizing few scientific suppositions.  

 

Positioning capability  
A positioning capability is employed to method alikeness of 

terms by computing significance worth. For a given pursuit 

kindle, worth is made for coordinative documents that ar 

pertinent to questioned watchword. the foremost typically 

used factual estimation for assessing significance score 

within the information recovery cluster utilizes the TF × IDF 

govern, wherever TF is simply An amount of times a given 

watchword shows up within a record (to quantify the 

importance of the term within the precise document), and 

IDF (backwards report recurrence) is gained by uninflected 

the number of documents within the entire accumulation by 

the number of records having the term (to gauge the final 

significance of the term within the whole gathering).  
 

Request protective balanced encoding  
The opse may be a determined encoding conspires whereby 

the numeric requesting of the plaintext gets lined with the 

help of the encoding work. Boldyreva et al. [15] gave the 

quantity one cryptology analysis of opse archaic and executes 

a enclosed pursuit structure utilising pseudorandom ability 

and alternate. This work considers missive of invitation 

safeguarding capability g(•) from area d=1, . . . , m to travel 
r=1, . . . , n  , which may be apparently defined through a 

combination of m out of n requested matters. An opse is also 

declared comfortable simply if An offender has to play out a 

savage electricity are searching for over all of the 

manageable mixes of m out of n to interrupt the encoding 

conspire. On the off threat that the protection degree picked 

is of sixty four bits, at that time it regards recognize 

m=n/2&gt; sixty four, maintaining in thoughts the quit 

intention to form type of blends with the aim that the mix 

vary of mixes are often further distinguished than 264. This 

improvement depends on affiliation between created 

safeguarding potential and hyper geometric chance flow into 

(hgd). Their improvement depends upon on a discerned 

affiliation between An irregular request shielding capability 

and therefore the hyper geometric likelihood dissemination, 

with the intention to later be import as hgd. Peruses will 

suggest [15] for a lot of points of interest of opse. As initial 

look, it seems to be dynamic importance based encoding 

from before are finding out plans to opse is extraordinarily 

skilful. Be that because it will, opse is settled encoding 

conspires, whereby if information isn't treated well, at that 

issue barely error will spills bunches of records. 

Issue Statement  

Issue plan  

In the early strategies for symmetrical hunt like downy 

phrase look then on, are preponderantly applied for finding 

out. Anyways, these techniques improve look ability and 

simple use. They take into consideration structure of phrases 

and regulate put off among terms to see likeness [16]. Yet, do 

not keep in mind the phrases semantically known with look 

watchword. The results are simply seeing able of best or 

group action of watchword. For example those plans merely 

don't forget sure wrong writing system or irregularities like 

"stated" or "expressed" are plan to be comparable. The 

utmost imperative factor that changed into result-positioning 

become even so out of requesting.  
 

Utilization of framework  
Semantic development primarily based entirely comparable 

pursuit upgrades convenience by returning actual 

coordinative files what is more restores the knowledge that of 

life-sized to allow inquiry watchword. From the data set 

server creates the altered document and builds the linguistics 

relationship library (srl) for watchwords set. Cloud server 

thus discovers all relevancy facts creating use of srl, once 

client affects Aninquiry to ask.  

In the actual framework, to ensure security and shutting 

outcome positioning, created saving encoding is employed to 

stay numerical inquiring for making certain relevancy score.  
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The on top of clear approach reveals the centre issue that 

causes the wastefulness of placed accessible encoding. Server 

got to perform wanting and positioning unexpectedly through 

not understanding relevancy rating and totally different info 

of files.  

The primary goals of the given arrange are tested below:  

• to stipulate a glance conspire for disorganised cloud records 
that provides importance rating to statistics with inquiry 

phrase and returns the recovered documents all at once.  

• To empower effective usage of facts files exploitation set 

there encoding conspire.  

•To empower security by suggests that of averting cloud 
server from learning plaintext of knowledge records. 

 

 
 

 
 

Ventures of usage  
1. In initial step, encryption of records is finished making use 

of aes (uneven encryption trendy) calculation. The usage is 

finished by means of developing close by situation in matlab. 

Special gui (graphical ui) are made for customer association. 

This calculation encodes the records report and moreover 

makes listing an incentive for every one among a type 

watchword [17].

 

 
2. After encryption, ordering metadata is made by 

watchwords. In this relative items are spoken to.  

3. Currently if any patron appears via a time period with the 

aid of giving query watchword, at that factor sse and opse are 

utilized for giving output in positioned arrange. 

 

 
 

I. RESULT 

The exploratory outcomes can be clarified with the 

arrangement of a few depictions.  

1. As a matter of first importance an information proprietor 

transfers a few information record, which is scrambled 

utilizing AES calculation.  

2. The transferred on cloud server can be looked secury 

utilizing SSE (secure symmetric encryption) calculation. The 

query items are shown in positioned frame utilizing OPSE 

(arrange protecting symmetric encryption  

3. Calculation produce the significance score of documents in 

view of term recurrence (TF) and backwards area recurrence 

(IDF), utilizing the condition TF×IDF. 
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4. Subsequently in light of importance score documents

can be positioned for more symmetry.
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Abstract—In  the  reference  current  scenario,  data  is

incremented exponentially  and speed of data accruing at the

rate of petabytes. Big data defines the available amount of data

over  the  different  media  or  wide  communication  media

internet. Big Data term refers to the explosion in the quantity

(and quality) of available and potentially relevant data. On the

basis  of  quantity  amount  of  data  are  very  huge  and  this

quantity has been handled by conventional  database systems

and  data  warehouses  because  the  amount  of  data  increases

similarly complexity with it also increases. Multiple areas are

involved in the production, generation, and implementation of

Big Data such as news media, social networking sites, business

applications,  industrial  community,  and  much  more.  Some

parameters concern with the handling of Big Data like Efficient

management,  proper  storage,  availability,  scalability,  and

processing. Thus to handle this big data, new techniques, tools,

and architecture are required. In the present paper, we have

discussed different technology available in the implementation

and  management  of  Big  Data.  This  paper  contemplates  an

approach formal tools and techniques used to solve the major

difficulties  with  Big  Data,  This  evaluate  different  industries

data  stock  exchange  to  covariance  factor  and  it  tells  the

significance  of  data  through covariance  positive  result  using

hive  approach and also how much hive approach is efficient

for that in the term of HDFS and hive query. and also evaluates

the  covariance  factors  after  applying  hive  and  map  reduce

approaches with stock exchange dataset of around 3500.After

process data with the hive approach we have conclude that hive

approach is better than map reduce and big table in terms of

storage and processing of Big Data.

Index Terms—Big Data, Hadoop; MapReduce; HDFS; Grid

Computing; Big Table; Hive.

I. INTRODUCTION

IG data is comparable to tiny knowledge however it's

larger in terms of volume, selection and rate. Massive

knowledge may be the next big factor within the IT space.

Massive  knowledge  generates  price  from  the  storage  and

process of terribly giant quantities of digital data that can't

be processed by standard info systems. The larger a part of

the  knowledge  is  delivered,  put  away,  listed  and  handled

over the net, prompting the enlargement in size of data sys-

B

tematically. This substantial live of data introduce over the

net is alluded to as "Big Data". Massive knowledge charac-

terized by the info quantity (volume), data speed (velocity)

and differing types of knowledge (variety).

Volume:  Volume denotes  the dimensions  of  knowledge

over the web. Presently it's in petabytes and is predicted to

be raised to zettabytes. Knowledge from the good phones,

sensors embedded into everyday objects can presently lead

to billions of recent knowledge.

Fig. 1.Characteristics of Big Data

Velocity: Velocity inputs cover the speed of input genera-

tion  and  data  managing.  Online  gaming  systems  support

millions of concurrent users, each producing multiple inputs

per second. [2].

Variety:  Variety  covers  the type of  input.  Input  can be

constructed (text), unstructured (data generated from social

networking sites and sensors) or semi-structured (data from

web pages, web logs-mail etc). 

Two more characteristics have also been included- Verac-

ity and Value.

Veracity- It means how much the data is related to truth

or facts.

Value-  It  covers  the processing input and how the data

can be combined with other data to extract meaningful infor-

mation from it.

II. PROPOSED WORK

In the present paper, we have proposed distinctive appara-

tuses and strategies which are utilized to beat the regular is-
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sues identified with huge information. Term Big Data exam-

ination includes devices, calculations, and design that break

down and change substantial and monstrous volumes of in-

formation [10].Big information investigation is an innova-

tion empowered technique for empowering an association to

have an aggressive edge over others by dissecting business

sector and client patterns.  Investigation on on-going infor-

mation, online value-based information gives further experi-

ences  of  the  patterns  to  settle  on  opportune  and  exact

choices. For the Computation reason for wide range volume

of information [5]Big Data Computing is worried about the

preparing,  changing,  dealing  with  and  capacity  of  data.

Frameworks,  for  example,  Map  Reduce,  Hadoop,  Grid

Computing, and Big Table[8] have made composition and

executing  specially  appointed  huge  information  investiga-

tion and calculation simple. As web indexes have changed

data get to, different types of enormous information register-

ing can and will change the exercises  like restorative and

logical research, protection undertaking and so on. This pa-

per focus on the following technologies:

A. Hadoop

Hadoop  is  actually  a  large  scale  batch  data  processing

system. Hadoop developed as an establishment for huge in-

formation  handling  undertakings,  for  example,  logical  ex-

amination, business and deals arranging, and preparing huge

volumes  of  sensor  information,  including  from  web  of

things sensors. Hadoop is supportable for distributed cluster

system,  parallel  data  processing  system and  worked  as  a

platform for massively scalable applications. Facebook, Ap-

ple,  Google,  IBM, Twitter and hp are the famous hadoop

users.  Hadoop  provide  access  to  the  file  system  called

HDFS (hadoop Distributed File system). Basic capabilities

of the hadoop include some packages like Apache Flume,

Apache HBase, Apache Hive, Apache Pig, Apache Oozie-

and many more. Hadoop is beneficial in terms of cost effi-

cient  and  reliable  and  scalable  data  processing.  Different

components of Hadoop system are explained below[10]:

B. HDFS Architecture

HDFS stands for Hadoop Distributed File System. It is an

essential component of Hadoop which is used to store huge

datasets. The main task of HDFS is to distribute the data to

Various  clusters  of  computers  (machines)  and  then
processing  of  this  data  is  done.  The  advantage  of  using
HDFS is that it coordinates the work among machines and if
any  one  of  them  fails,  Hadoop  continues  to  operate  by
shifting  the  work  from  one  machine  to  another  without
losing data or interrupting work [11].

C. MapReduce

MapReduce is a parallel programming framework that al-

lows operations to be applied over large datasets. The main

task  of  MapReduce is  to  divide  the  problem into smaller

parts  and  then  run  those  subparts  in  a  parallel  fashion.

MapReduce consists of two functions: Map and Reduce.

Map: This function generates a key/value pair and performs

sorting and filtering of data.

Reduce: This function combines all the intermediate values

and gives the output.

Fig.3.(a) Architecture of MapReduce (b) Internal structure

of MapReduce

D. Grid Computing

A grid is a system in which a number of servers are con-

nected to each other through a high speed internet.  It is a

distributed computing model in which the servers are geo-

graphically apart from each other and the users can access

the data transparently from any location[12]. Although Grid

Fig .2.Architecture of HDFS
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is beneficial as it provides hardware for storage of data but it

has a drawback that current Grid infrastructure is not capa-

ble enough to handle Big Data. Thus research is still going

on to find a solution to this problem so that it can deal with

large volume of data.

Challenges with grid computing [12]:

 Data movement

 Data replication

 Resource management

 Job submission

          Fig. 4 Architecture of Grid Computing

a. Bigtable

Bigtable is a component to implement Big data which is

similar to distributed storage system developed by Google.

Bigtable is used for handling huge volume of data. It can-

handle  data up to petabytes.  It  is  a  distributed and sparse

map which is matricide by a row key element, column key

element,  and a timestamp value; each value in the map is

anon disturbed array of bytes.

Fig.5. Architecture of Bigtable

Challenges with Bigtable implementation are:

 Reliability storage: durability and replication

 Sequential storage

 Structured storage

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF BIG DATA USING HIVE

Hive is techniques supported the SQL, it in addition uses

a lot of customary and in some cases program secret writing

that we might have to be compelled to implement Map Re-

duce programming.  We have got  to  use Hive to interrupt

down the stock and large knowledge set info, at that time we

might have the advanced and entity relative calculus primar-

ily based  question  to  use  the SQL skills  of  Hive-QL and

connected info is overseen during a specific map and scale

back  mapping.  it'll  depreciated  the advancement  time and

may administrate joins between the dataset (Eg. Stock info,

Industrial data).Hive in addition has its main servers, by that

we will  gift  our  Hive queries  from anywhere  to the Hive

server, that is employed to executes them. Hive SQL queries

area unit being modified over into define employments by

Hive compiler,  and  software  system engineers  have to be

compelled to solve this advanced programming and solved

the problems connected with massive knowledge and orga-

nization knowledge. For applying this methodology we have

a tendency to could have to be compelled to use a dataset

happiness to exchange and Dataset contains following prop-

erties: 

 Data is being organized above all arrangement.

 It would judge joins to cipher Stock variance. 

 It  may  well  be  sorted  out  into  composition  of
various forms of be a part of.

 In  neutral  condition,  info  size  would  be  extreme
high.

Fig.6 Stock Exchange Dataset(.csv) file

 Issues related with map reduce are solved with

Hive: 

 Used Hive setup on Cloudera. 

 Create Hive Table: 

 Use  'make  table'  Hive  command  to  create  the

Hivetable for our conideredcsv format dataset
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 hive  &gt;  create  table  STOCK  (trademark

String,  stock_symbols  String,  stock_datestart

String  ,    stock_price_opens  twofold,

stock_price_uptwofold,  stock_price_bottom

twofold,  stock_price_closed  twofold,

stock_quantity  twofold,  stock_price_adj_close

twofold) 

 Load .csv info into Hive Table: hive&gt; stack info

neighbourhood inpath '/home/cloudera/STOCK.csv'

into table STOCK; 

V. This can stack the dataset from the required

space to the Hive table 'STACK' as created on

top of but this dataset are place away into the

Hive-controlled record framework namespace

on HDFS, with the goal that it can be bunch

ready more  by  MapReduce employments  or

Hive queries.

VI. Calculate the Covariance factor. 

VII. We  can  figure  the  Covariance  for  the  gave

stock dataset to the inputted year as beneath

utilizing the Hive select inquiry: 

VIII. Select

a.STOCK_SYMBOLS,b.STOCK_SYMBOL

S,  month(a.STOCK_DATESTART),

(AVG(a.STOCK_PRICE_UP*b.STOCK_PRI

CE_UP)

(AVG(a.STOCK_PRICE_UP)*AVG(b.STOC

K_PRICE_UP)))from STOCK a join STOCK

b  on

a.STOCK_DATESTART=b.STOCK_DATE

STARTwherea.STOCK_SYMBOLS<b.STO

CK_SYMBOLS  and

year(a.STOCK_DATESTART)=2008  Group

by  a.STOCK_SYMBOLS,  b.

STOCK_SYMBOLS,

month(a.STOCK_DATESTART); 

 This  Hive  select  query  will  trigger  up  the

MapReduce work as below:

Fig 7.Hive Approach Implementation

From  the  variance  issue,  stock  dataset  recommend  the

subsequent conclusions: For Stocks QRR and QTM, these

are having additional positive variance than negative vari-

ance,  therefore  having  high  chance  that  stocks  can  move

along same means.

1.  For Stocks QRR and QXM, these are for  the foremost

half  having  negative  variance.  Therefore  there  exists  an

additional distinguished chance of stock prices acquiring a

reverse course. 

2.  For Stocks QTM and QXM, these are typically having

positive  variance  for  particularly  else  months,  therefore

these tend to maneuver an analogous means the bulk of the

circumstances.  So this discourse analysis comprehends the

attendant 2 crucial objectives of giant data advances:

(a) Storage: it's the deepest connected issue for huge stock

data  into  HDFS,  the  arrangement  provides  considerably

additional strong, strength, scalable, and elastic. 

(b)  Processing:  In several  Hive composition it  relies  on a

typical SQL information, we tend to could get the advantage

of running  SQL queries  on the large  dataset  likewise and

may method the massive quantity  of  GBs or  TBs of  data

with basic SQL queries.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

We have conclude that map reduce approach is limited for

small level data set and required a larger amount of storage

to hold the map level and reduced data set recursively but

we have used Hive approach to evaluate covariance among

our considered data set and it shows the result that the co-

variance between QTM and QXM parameter is positive. An-

other factor is that the amount of storage over HDFS is lim-

ited  under  hive  approach  and  processing  is  programmed

with hive SQL Query which is used to take a shortest time

for execution for petabytes amount of datasets.  Legitimate

and powerful examination of in-depth volumes of data can

prompt speedier advances in varied logical teaches and en-

hance the profit and accomplishment of various enterprises.

The  difficulties  incorporate  the  difficulty  of  in-depth

volume,  however  additionally  no  uniformity,  unclear

structure,  blunder  coping  with,  protection,  favorableness,

security  cradle,  combination,  and  illustration.  These

specialized  difficulties  area  unit  found  an  immense

assortment of use areas and consequently force an immense

value. Besides, these difficulties would require would force

transformative  arrangements  and  can  require  an  intensive
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type  of  apparatuses,  systems,  and applications  to  manage.

With  a  particular  finish  goal  to  accomplish  the  bonded

benefits of massive information, this stuff should be taken

underneath  thusly  thought  so  most  capability  will  be

determined to select up an associate aggressive edge.

To take out the simplest have the benefit of Hadoop, the in-

depth analysis must be applied and revolutionary tools and

techniques must be developed to rigorously comprehend and

properly reply to numerous challenges.
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Abstract—Brain Computer Interface (BCI) generate a direct

method to communicate with the outside world. Many patients

are not able to communicate. for example:- the patient who are

suffered with the several disease like post stroke - the process of

thinking, remembering & recognizing can be challenging. Be-

cause of spinal cord injuries or brain stem stroke the patient

loss the monitoring power. EEG based brain computer inter-

face (BCI) feature is beneficial to scale the brain movement &

convert them into a instruction for monitoring. In this paper

our  objective  is  to  study about  various  applications  of  EEG

based signal of the different disease like spinal cord injury, post

stroke and ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) etc.

Index  Terms—Brain  Computer  Interface;  Electroen-

cephalography  (EEG)  signal;  Amyotrophic  lateral  Sclerosis

(ALS); Post-Stroke; Electrocorticography (ECoG).

I. INTRODUCTION

RAIN computing interface (BCI) is a computer based

technology that allows the mortal  mind to communi-

cate with electronic devices such as motorized wheelchair,

robotics arm and artificial  limbs without assist  of  any pe-

ripherals devices i.e.., nerves and muscles. The objective of

BCI is to assess the electrical signals through the brain then

amplified them and filter them to remove unwanted signals.

And then convert the analogical signal to digitally signal to

display on screen in the output  form. Finally the digitally

signal  is  record in a devices  such as compact  disk,  docu-

ment, floppy disk, DVD etc.

B

This process is occur when the different brain activities

are generated through the mortal mind that will be identified

by the system and translated into commands which depends

on a classification algorithms.

Measuring Brain Signals:-  Hans Berger who started the

BCI invented the different electrical activity for human brain

& developed.  Brain waves  can  be  evaluated  with  various

techniques  that  each  have  advantage  &  disadvantage.  A

commonly used techniques are:-

Electroencephalography(EEG) -  EEG is used to analysis

the neurochemistry in the brain through electrodes.  EEG is

the study of non-invasive interface that monitors the brain

activities from outside the skull. It doesn't require surgery or

permanent  attachment  to  the  device.  Techniques  such  as

computerized tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imag-

ing (MRI), X-rays, ultrasound have all been extract the brain

activity noninvasively.

EEG based BCI:- is refers to the brain activities and that

considered as the Rhythmic Brain Activity. These Rhythms

are pretended by distinct actions and thoughts.

EEG classified these rhythms references to their frequen-

cies.

Delta waves:- it is our lowest level of brain wave activity.

This  brain  signal  that  occur  during  deep  dreamless  sleep

when the frequency up to 4 Hz.

Theta waves:- when we are in dream, vivid imaginery &

information beyond our normal conscious awareness & we

hold our stuff fear, nightmares then theta waves are arise, in

this frequency are 4 to 7 hz.

Alpha waves:- when the brain is in resting state.or in re-

laxation state or the  frequency are 8 to 12 hz then alpha

waves signals are generated through brain.

Beta waves:-it is the best  activity,  present when we are

alert,  attention,  engaged  in  problem  solving  and  able  to

make decisions & judgement. When frequency are 12 to 30

hz then beta waves signals are generated through brain.

A Detailed Study of EEG based Brain Computer Interface
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Electrocorticography (ECoG) – EcoG devices are embed-

ded innermost the skull but remain outside the brain, they

produce signals with better resolution as related to invasive

they have reduce hazard of scar tissue. ECOG that consid-

ered cathodes located instantly on the exposed surface of the

brain  to  store  electrical  activities  from  the  cerebral.  It  is

safer, more consistent and less technologically complicated

than invasive BCI.

ECoG based BCI:- Is refers to the cursor movement that

serve as the prototype for testing a new paradigms & algo-

rithms. While contacting the online observation of ensional

cursor  patients  activity  through  one-dimcontrol which  al-

lows the participants to control either vertical or horizontal

movement  and  through  two-dimensional  cursor  control

which enables the user to control a considerably enhanced

interface. ECoG uses different activities for the cursor con-

trol testing are :- 

Supplementary Motor Area (SMA) is the part of cerebral

cortex especially for control of movement. SMA is the most

important part of the motor imaginery based BCI application

because it is based on the control of movement which is ba-

sically justified the oscillate persistent activities during the

synchronized and unsynchronized movement. The activity is

considered an online based measurements of brain activities.

Phase Locking Value  (PLV )  is  an activity  that  can be

used to analysis the performance that caused changes in long

range  synchronization  of  neural  activity  from  EEG  data.

PLV measurements feature is currently established as BCI

motor imaginery application. 

BCI Operations:- BCI Operations are essential to record

the brain signals by applying the four elements:- signals ac-

quisition,  feature  extraction,  feature  translation  &  device

output through brain activities are generated and captured by

the system then transmitted into commands which is consid-

ered as output.

Signal acquisition :-  In signal acquisition we captured the

signal from various location of the mind. it is  row types of

data which is meaningless. 

Feature extraction :- the captured signal have noise  and

unwanted data. In feature extraction the noise and unwanted

data  are  remove  by  using  algorithms  and  get  the  desired

data.

Feature  translation:- The  clean  data  converting  into  a

command by the feature translation by the  classification al-

gorithm.

Device output:- when signals are classified the output is

manipulated on the  computer screen.

Problem Statement:- All of the recently BCIs subordinate

under the progress of many modifications. The Problem is

safety and the long-range stability of capturing cathodes uti-

lized in invasive BCI systems remains to be determined suf-

ficiently but not all are considered to determine fully con-

nected with telemetry device to transfer the captured intel-

lectual waves. Some BCI applications need an inclusive ar-

rangements  of  user  commands  e.g.,  various  psychological

tasks, these must be detect by improving the cognitive adap-

tation and learning algorithms also in additional areas, such

as speed,  accuracy,  consistency,  convenience  are  essential

for achievement of practical BCI systems.

II. RELATED STUDY

According to [1], The scientific intellectual that founded

obvious connection & control between the human brain and

computer, known as BCI.

BCI is a computer based activity that obtain Brain signal

without the help of any peripherals device such as nerves &

muscles. There are different techniques of recording signals

& then apply BCI operation; signal acquisition, feature ex-

traction,  feature  translation,  device  output  by these opera-

tions  electronic  signals  of  the  brain  is  captured  over  the

scalp and then transmitted into commands which is consid-

ered as output that improved the task between the user and

the system for that efficient BCI applications are considered

that established the useful feature for the paralyzed people &

invent the electronic devices such as motorized wheelchair,

robotics arms & artificial limbs. To develop the BCI system

many of the applications are working effortlessly.

According to [2], The purpose of BCI is to evaluate the

electrical  signals through the brain & then amplified them

and filter them to remove unwanted signals and then convert

the analog signal to digital signal. This considered the real

time motor imaginery process of BCI through external de-

vices are control which is beneficial for disabled people that

Table.1.brain rhythm activities with its frequencies.

Rhythmic Activities Frequency (Hz)

Delta

Theta

Alpha

Beta

Upto 4

4-7 Hz

8-12 Hz

12-30 Hz

Figure 2. Mortal mind interacting with artificial device

by the following different operation.
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become the communication media for them. During motor

imaginery the BCI is use the physiology of the nervous sys-

tem which extract or classify rhythms using SVM classifier

which detect the bugs and insufficient signals and convert-

ing them into desired result.

Through  SVM  analysis  the  data  of  motor  imaginery

movement of right & left hand is classified that considered

the rhythm. SVM is used to separate or identify classes, it

minimize the margins to increase the generation capabilities

as  compared  to  LDA  classifier  which  minimize  distance

within a class & maximize distance between classes.

According to [3], BCI use two technique EEG and ECoG.

EEG is the non invasive interface that monitors the brain ac-

tivity  from  outside  the  skull.  ECoG  implanted  inside  the

skull  but rest  outside the brain, they produce signals with

better  resolution  as  compared  to  invasive  so,  result  sug-

gested that ECoG signals has better resolution as compared

to the EEG because sometimes EEG records unwanted sig-

nals that give wrong conclusion. Hence ECoG overcome the

limitations of EEG. The ECoG also control the signals into

cursor movement which operate tongue movement, opening

& closing hand movement and the other  actions,  they are

considered as the one dimensional or two dimensional BCI

control, while experience the online observation of patients

actions. The data is analyzed that helps to confirm the better

adjustment of frequency bands & anatomic location used for

ECoG control of cursor movement & final accuracy of that

control.

According to [4], The different approaches and the appli-

cations are used for the functionality to generate brain sig-

nals which classified the BCI in two way.

Invasive BCI that consider as the neurosurgery because

this technique consider the internal working of the brain. It

is basically a kind of open surgery so it make effect on the

body part.

Non-invasive BCI does not break the skin so it considered

to be as compared to the invasive safest as compared to the

invasive.  BCI considered the real  time based Applications

such as prosthetic application which considered the artificial

limbs. Entertainment applications that include gaming, com-

munication through which human brain  interface  with the

electronic devices. For the safety & security also BCI Appli-

cations are used. BCI also faced the challenges while under-

standing the brain activities,  capturing the signals  for  that

BCI operations are considered through the brain signals are

transmitted in the output form.

According to [5], BCI introduced the technique which are

ECoG and EEG based through which many new devices are

generated  to  control  the  motor  disabled  people  activities

which  developed  the  high  degree  of  complexity.  For  the

evaluation  of  motor  imaginery  activity  ECoG  records  &

analysis the observation by using BCI methodology which

are Genetic Algorithm (GA), Mutual information (MI), In-

formation Gain (IG) & compare them with Bayesian & K-

Nearest Neighbor classifiers. For the high dimensionality &

outliers feature extraction Common Spatial Pattern ( CSP)

used in signal processing for separating multiple observation

in BCI. The comparative study of these methodology with

BCI classifiers aim to develop the new communication me-

dia to the motor disabled patients.

According to [6], EEG based BCI performing the task by

adopted by specific training method that based on intellec-

tual task i.e Mutual information (MI), calculate the changes

in brain  rhythms.  The sensorimotor  rhythm (SMR),  when

the frequency ranges of rhythms is 13 to 15 Hz then it con-

sidered alpha & beta brain waves. Sensorimotor considered

the stage in which the physical & cognitive skills are devel-

oped.  While calculate the observation  of  motor imaginery

BCI different feedback moods are considered the audible &

vibractic result  which produce strength or support  of user

task in positive way or  to  edify  inrich  effort  of  BCI task

which consist as negative feedback. After combining the all

feedback moods compare them with conventional viewable

result. On the basics of compilation different session must

be considered to analysis the BCI new strategies. The multi-

ple comparison tests is considered in the sessions that im-

prove the performance of BCI system.

According to [7], A motor imaginery BCI transmitted the

control  signals  by  applying  the  various  algorithms  which

considered the rhythms according to the frequency.  While

measure  the  phase  synchrony  for  classifying  single  trial

EEG during motor imaginery that examine or analysis the

activities of Supplementary Motor Area (SMA), is the part

of cerebral cortex especially for control of movement basi-

cally  justified  the  oscillate  persistent  activities  during  the

synchronized and unsynchronized movement. The activity is

considered  an  online  based  to  tested the phase  synchrony

measurements in motor cortex for  classifying EEG during

motor imaginery. The phase difference between frequency

& signals that generally oscillate persistent value. It is essen-

tial  to  test  synchrony  testing  is  known as  Phase  Locking

Value (PLV), activity that can be used to analysis the perfor-

mance  that  caused  changes  in  long  rang  synchronized  of

neural activity from EEG data. The PLV measurements fea-

tures  is  currently  established  as  EEG motor  imaginery  in

BCI application.

According to [8], The initial study are performing motor

imagery and bCI application. In which analysis of scalp in-

formation in EEG based to left to right task in BCI. People

are  suffering  for  muscular  disability  who need  to  interact

with electrical device. Most of the challenges and promises

suffering people in BCI. In which used of BCI Invasive or

noninvasive. Invasive BCI used open surgery in human be-

ing. It is risky for the suffering people as it is directly attach

to the scalp of brain and in which used electrocortiography.

Noninvasive BCI are used in attach to the outer-surface of

the scalp. In noninvasive BCI used electroencepholography

EEG function. BCI based on rhythms that come from motor

imagination. Rhythms record the signal between 8-12Hz to

left to right. BCI motor imagery allow the EEG based elec-

troencephlography  used  in  scalp of  BCI  because  it  is  not

risky of the suffering people. 
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According to [9], BCI is another types of field likes con-

tribution of any medical field to suffering serious injuries. In

this  field  such  as  educational  system,  self-configuration,

marketing as different type of games and entertainment sys-

tem in BCI. BCI of user and system. There are too many ex-

ternal-internal devices to use the muscle to complete itera-

tion with people. In this BCI lack of challenges to restore or

replace the lot of functionality.  The BCI purpose involve-

ment or analysis hand free application manage the body part

and control the human behavior sending and receiving the

information. In brain signal there are two types of signal are

used invasive or noninvasive. Brain computer interface used

noninvasive so that it is attach to the scalp. There are various

challenges and application used in BCI and analysis day by

day.

According to [10], BCI is a real world technique which

large training or large contribution of real system. The main

aims of BCI connect to the real world system increase the

growth  of  application about  helpful  disable people.  There

are such a type of signal processing to use this technology to

connect with brain signal.

Challenges of BCI to real world task:-

1. The average signal information find out the signal and

capture the signal rate are increase or decrease.

2. If  the  signal  rate  are  very  slow i.e.  information  are

transfer vary slowly in the body. That’s way error are gener-

ated. In the body signal are high or nor either low.

3. Autonomy:- Brain signal comes through the machine

signal.  In these signal are not change on the machine. He

completely  control  and  manage the body  and remove the

noisy data. 

4. Real world system are more difficulty in imagination to

task  per  formation,  emotion,  feeling,  interaction  with  any

other person. We are study on BCI to control on every days

use in every stage and situation

According to [11], Brain computer  interface connection

of brain and machine device to communication with exter-

nally and internally control by the signal. It is fluctuate the

voltage between neurons  and signal  applier.  Invasive  BCI

are direct connected to the scalp that’s way invasive signal

are higher quality of signal but it is risky for human. Nonin-

vasive  used  EEG  or  MEG  magnetic  resonance  imaging.

EEG used in scalp of outside the brain.  It is attach to the

wire in in the device to controlling the robots, games move-

ment of cursor etc. The channel are select EEG signal. This

means BCI are signal equitation of EEG or MEG then select

the useful signal and transfer  the noise signal then feature

extraction the classification of the signal. Now a days we are

study of the many technology remove unwanted and noisy

signals.

According to [12], Machine learning is a priority of pre-

processing  technology  and  EEG  base  of  BCI.  This  BCI

takes minimum time and gives the communication speed to

6-8  per  minute.  In  the  EEG analysis  online  separation  of

electrical  signals.  The current  argumentation  between two

function. Now we are study of   EEG based signal.  Brain

computer interface communication with brain signal,  from

muscles and peripheral device.  Signals are fluctuate the  ac-

cording voltage to the user of user device. Machine learning

is also analysis of emotion, sleep stage, feeling, through etc.

According to [13], BCI task with the paralyzed people. It

use the noninvasive of EEG based to the signal.it  provide

multidimensional  movement  to  manage  the  body  part

through which the brain. Noninvasive BCI used in scalp ac-

tivity to provide the signal point to point the control injuries.

The research is the main motive of the  provide the commu-

nication with the suffering people. It is provide the commu-

nication in two types of invasive or noninvasive. Noninva-

sive  used  in  scalp  of  EEG  based  and  invasive  is  open

surgery. It has provide high speed of the communication. It

is a clinical risk or infected of body.

According to [14], EEG and motor imagery in real world

to communicate with other. In which the classification be-

tween EEG and BCI. This paper describe by various algo-

rithms in real  time testing. Brain computer interface work

with left and right hand movement and these frequency are

70 to 95%. It store the information to provide faster feed-

back. Rapid prototyping analysis of update very fast tech-

nique application to design the signal. These are flexible to

store the information. 

According to [15], Here we learn about EEG based BCI

Application for stroke rehabilition by robotics arms. Stroke

is a big injury by which many other problems face by the

patients  like  voice,  focusing  and  sensibility.  Rehabilation

help for monitoring & communicating with daily life for pa-

tients. Rehabilation is better then manual therapy due to its

instants improvements in patients movements activities. BCI

helps  for  monitoring  the  external  devices  & systems  like

computer, switches and robotic wheelchair. Functional Elec-

tric Simulation(FES) of BCI, is utilized for hand activities.

In  FES we study on two exercise first quadriplegia patients

that want to grip a glass of water by using BCI FES device

and other one is a stroke patients. The youth mind is very

strong  & its  memorize  power  is  high  so  after  the  stroke

problem it can take action by the action of damaged, injured

area.  The  memorizing  power  is  called  as  neuro-plasticity

which  focus  on   every  location  where  command is  given

from one part to another. We find out the chances of using

non-invasive BCI & robotic rehabilation for post-stroke re-

habilition. This technique  is applied for converting the fan-

tasy into the instruction by acquiring the signal from scalp

that recorded by eeg. it gives better performance and accu-

rate result. We are also study about translate synchronization

to asynchronous role of motor vision where object are con-

trolled by artificial limbs.

According to [16], While analyzed the classification algo-

rithms for generate BCI system  of EEG algorithms that rec-

ognize the brain activity and amplified them after that break

down them into  different  ranges  according   to  signal  are

generated.  BCI have five types of  classification algorithm

that  are  linear  classifiers,  neural  networks,  non-linear,

Bayesian classifiers, nearest neighbor classifiers & combina-
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tion  of  classifiers.  The  SVM  are  usable  for  synchronous

BCI. The k nearest neighbor(KNN) algorithm & mahalono-

bis distance algorithm are used for nearest neighbor classi-

fiers. Their are many other classification techniques that not

use today's day for objective of BCI. If BCI explore more in

clinical activities, new technologies will be applied into the

uses. these  techniques are perform on the large amount data

sets of EEG signal. 

According to [17], The normal users can simply monitor-

ing the robots by using the  keyboard, mouse, joystick but

its  complex  to   abnormal  or  paralysis  patient  to  control.

these  some interfaces  sip & puff  system, single switches

and  eye  -tracking  systems are  help  for  those  people.  But

these technique do not applied on other injured patient such

as amyotrophic  lateral  sclerosis (ALS),  multiple sclerosis

(MS) and stroke.  Still  autonomous robots  were not useful

for transfering the particular location for the muscular dis-

able people that's why these type of interfaces or medium

are  generated  for  those  patients  who  can  not  control  the

computer or system.

EEG is the part of non-invasive interface of brain com-

puter. There are various application of eeg signals like-con-

trolling a moving cursor on the screen, selection of letters

from a virtual keyboard, playing games, pattern recognizing

etc.

The EEG based robots are control   by the mind signal.

Brain controlled manipulators & mobile robots these are the

two  types  of  mind  controlled  robots.  A  FRIEND  system

generate by the Graser et al. Which is the manipulator. Non-

invasive  BCI access  the  many  types  of  mind signal  like-

electroencephalograms(EEG), magnetoencepalogram

(MEG), blood-oxygen-level dependent(bold)  signals,  but

eeg is more demanding  because of low cost.

According to [18], As we can communicate with the out-

side world but many patient not able to communicate.

For example:- the patient who cause the several disease

like  post-stroke, the  process  of  thinking, remembering  &

recognizing can be challenging because of spinal cord dis-

ease  or  brain  stem stroke,  the patient  loss  the monitoring

power.

The clinical  application  of  neurorehabilitation based  on

brain computer interface on EEG for monitoring motor refit.

It helpsfor monitoring the patient which have amyotrophic

lateral  sclerosis  & spinal cord disease & stroke.many fea-

tures like sensorimotor rhythms (SMR), slow cortical poten-

tials(SCP), SMR’r SCP’s based system use the factor like

frequency or time domain. The motive of clinical applica-

tion  pof  bci  is  useful  for  patient  have  disease  like  amy-

otrophic lateral sclerosis(ALS), several CNS damage such as

spinal  cord  injuries  &  stroke  and  epilepsy  and  attention

deficit  &  hyperactive  disorder (ADHD). Result  is  high

shortage in controlling & motor function.

BCI gives choice & complementary monitoring control &

motor control refit & down-regulation of cortical activity. it

provides neural network communication with the device to

motor control & full movement of damage area. the cortical

physiology that confirm the way in which human brain or

mind understand.

According to [19], Electroencephalography (EEG) based

on BCI can read the people consideration, thought & think-

ing for motor vision. The device applicable for disable peo-

ple by reading the brain of people which exist left & right

imaginary  movement  &  judge  the  actual  movements.

Kalman filter of BCI’s is applied for signal manipulation to

selection  of   the  efficient  signal.  the  common  spatial

pattern(SCP) and radial Basis function(RBF) are the classifi-

cation method that used for feature extraction. The common

spatial pattern(CSP) is applied in channel selection. The best

channel  picking  on  the  basis  of  maximum vector  derived

from CSP. The complex Morlet wavelet tranform technique

used in alpha & beta rhythms. It discover & sorted the left &

right movement imagination. The feature subset selection al-

gorithm for feature extraction & multilayer backpropogation

neural network for the classification Increase the efficiency

of the classification of  motor imagery  left  and right  hand

movement by using the kalman filter.

According  to  [20], BCI  is  a  mediator  between  mortal

mind & system. Electroenceplograpgy (EEG) is applied for

better  performance  &  effective  or  accurate  classification.

Sparse  representation is applies  for  mental  task classifica-

tion.this algorithm is divided into two classes according to

the BCI data. Common spatial pattern(CSP) was a big tool

for  using the dictionary.  Differential  dictionary  that  intro-

duce by Zhou et al. Which is basis on the minimization ob-

jective function renovate & differential  technique occur in

objective function. Mostly sample of sparse representation

are zero by this it provide the accurate result. It provide sep-

arability & adaptivity. sparse representation is better to other

classifiers  support  vector  machine(SVM)  and  K  nearest

neighbor(KNN)  Because  kernel  in  SVM and  neighbor  in

KNN are difficult.

BCI Based Algorithms :- During motor imaginary, the

BCI uses the physiology of the nervous system which are

classified and  extract  the rhythms based on their  frequen-

cies. The Classification algorithms used to design BCI sys-

tem by considering the BCI Operations. For the BCI classifi-

cation algorithms different classifiers is used to extract the

signals in the commands.

Linear Classifier :-  the linear classifier are based on the

different classifiers algorithms which are  

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) :- 

is a method used in pattern recognition & machine learn-

ing to find a linear  combination of features  that separates

two or more classes of objects or events.  It minimize dis-

tance within a class & maximize distance between classes.

The procedure  commonly  used  for  multiple classes  is  the

‘One Versus The Rest’(OVR) which exist in separating each

class from all the others. This procedure has a very low pro-

portional  obligation  which  makes  it  convenient  for  online

BCI be system. This classifier is simply to use & commonly

produce good results. LDA classifier be goes with asynchro-

nous BCI & has been used with prosperity  in a excellent
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number of BCI system such as motor imaginery based BCI.

The disadvantage of LDA is it's straightness that produce in-

ferior results as compared to nonlinear EEG data.

Support Vector Machine (SVM):- 

This method is also used to separates or identify classes.

By minimize the distance from the nearest  point  & maxi-

mize the margins  to increase the inference techniques.  It's

capacity to manage the high Spatial obstacles allaying the

effect of  ‘ the curse of dimensionality’.  It can be used for

both linear & nonlinear problems by using the 'kernel trick’

which escape the explicit mapping that is needed to get lin-

ear learning algorithm with radial basis function. Kernel is

generally used in SVM to identify the distance between two

Vectors. 

Figure 3. BCI monitoring the hand movements by applied the SVM

classifier.

Nonlinear classifier:- It initiate Bayesian classifiers used

for Bayes quadratic has been applied for BCI, it is not repre-

sented  here  as  it  is  not  conventional,  presently,  persistent

sufficient  for  real-time  BCI.

This classifiers generate nonlinear decision boundaries. It is

originated which permits them to operate further  effectual

alienation of unreliable patterns  than discriminative classi-

fiers. However, these classifiers are not as popular as linear

classifiers or Neural Networks in BCI applications.

Bayes quadratic:-  Bayesian classification objective is al-

lotting a element vector to the class it exists the highest op-

portunity. The Bayes rule is applied to evaluate the subse-

quent opportunities that a element vector has belonging to a

given class using the MAP (Maximum A Posteriori)  rule,

the  class  of  this  element  vector  can  be  considered  Bayes

quadratic include a different ordinary grouping of data that

control quadratic decision boundaries. This classifier is not

popularly used for BCI, but include in  success to motor im-

agery and mental task classification.

K Nearest Neighbor(KNN):- K nearest neighbor(KNN) is

the non-parametric method which is applied for the classifi-

cation.it is used for statistic calculation and pattern recogni-

tion. The input have  the  adjacent example of the k  and the

output is the class membership like any other classifier or

decision tree. Object is classified by the majority of vote of

its  class  neighbor  an  k  refer  to  the  number  of  neighbor

which  we  consider  and  it  is  a  positive  number  typically

small.

If the k=1 then variable is allocate to  the class of the clos-

est element it has.  
Neural  network:- neural  network  are  work  with  linear

classify. In which several artificial activities works to recall

the brain signal.  These algorithm are work on EEG (elec-

troencephalogaphy), to take short time classifier given to the

brain. Neural network are applied in standard multilayer per-

ceptron  (MLPs)  methods  classified  to  the  brain  activities.

These network are applied to compare FIR (finite impulse

response) to clear purifying the processing of signals.

III. CONCLUSION & FUTURE STUDY

BCI  is  majorly  used  in  science  history  which  provide

functionality between mind and gadget which consider the

many application for further use transmission tool for severe

disability and artificial limbs to monitoring disabilities such

as quadriplegic, cerebromedullospinal. Neurorehabilition af-

ter neurological injuries and entertainment & gaming. Poly-

graph test, brain fingerprinting, trust  assessment.  BCI is a

field of practical study so it always in it's infancy. The com-

parative research on various components of BCI is ongoing

that  investigate  useful  instinctual  waves;  signal capturing,

feature  extraction  and translation methods   for  combining

short-  and long-range adaptations between human and de-

vice  to improve the performance that are  suitable for BCI

applications  such  as  clinical  applications;  communication,

movement control, Neurorehablitation.
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Abstract—Multi-criteria decision making methods are exten-

sively used in the decision making problems. Decision making

is  the activity of  a  person that  helps obtain responses to the

questions posed by a stakeholder in a decision process.  This

study compares the financial performance of seven companies

in the banking sector listed on the National  Stock Exchange

(NSE) for years from 2014 to 2017. The PROMETHEE, AHP

and TOPSIS methods are used independently to evaluate the fi-

nancial performance and to decide on the best performing firm

for the four year period. The evaluated ranks are then com-

pared  with  the  actual  ranks  (based  on  investments)  using

Spearman’s rank correlation. The calculation of financial per-

formance  measures  is  based on four  main criteria  and nine

sub-criteria.  Using the following methods,  our study suggests

that Punjab National Bank (PNB) has the best financial perfor-

mance as compared to other companies.

I. INTRODUCTION

ECISION-making is an integral part of modern man-

agement.  Decision making process is continuous and

indispensable component of managing any organization or

business activities. Decisions are made to sustain all activi-

ties and organizational functioning. Trewatha and Newport

define the process of decision making as,” Decision-making

involves the selection of a course of action from among two

or more possible alternatives in order to arrive at a solution

for a given problem.”

D

Decision  –making  is  considered  to  be  a  demanding

process due to its subjective nature leading decision-makers

to make a choice under various risks and uncertainty. The

measurement  and  the  evaluation  of  the  firm  performance

have gained tremendous importance in the past few years.

Thus, it has become essential for the firms to keep a record

of  their  financial  performance.  Since  the  financial  perfor-

mance of a firm is analysed using the actual data under con-

crete mathematical operations, these performance measures

provide an insight into the severity of the problems and the

precautions  to  be  taken  for  the same.  Since  the decision-

makers often have to decide based on multiple criteria under

a given situation, multiple-criteria decision making analysis

is often used to provide solutions under multiple and incom-

parable set of data. Our paper aims to use PROMETHEE,

AHP and TOPSIS methods to deduce the rankings  of  the

companies based on their financial performance under cer-

tain criteria. We also aim to compare these results with the

actual rankings of the companies (based on the investments

made in them) , to deduce which method among the three

returns  the  results  closest  to  the  actual  scenario.  For  our

study, we use the data on the performance of seven compa-

nies of  the banking-sector  industry,  listed on the National

Stock Exchange (NSE).

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The decision-making is extensively used in every day. Accord-

ing to H. Koontz and H.Weihrich [3] the decision is defined as

choice of the most suitable alternative with respect to the prede-

fined criteria, while T. Hunjak  defines it as collection of activities

from  the  problem  definition  to  the  alternative  selection.  The

PROMETHEE method helps the decision makers to find an alter-

native  that  best  suits  their  conditions.  The  Analytic  Hierarchy

Process (AHP) is a structured technique for dealing with complex

decisions.  It  was  developed  by  Thomas  L.  Saaty  in  the  1970s.

The Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solu-

tion (TOPSIS) is a multi-criteria  decision analysis method,  which

was originally developed by Hwang and Yoon in 1981 with further

developments by Yoon in 1987, and Hwang, Lai and Liu in 1993.

Kazan and Ciftci (2013) explain that the AHP method al-

lows researchers  to  decompose decision making  problems

into  their  fundamental  components.  Albadvi  and  Chahar-

sooghi (2007); Herngren et al. (2006); investigates the use

of the AHP method in traffic planning. They suggest that an

application  of  the  AHP  method  is  one  of  the  possible

methodologies  which  could  be  implied  for  the  choice  of

technology in traffic planning. Similar to our study, there is

an increasing literature investigating decision making prob-

lems using a hybrid structure (Bilsel et al. (2006); Dagde-

viren (2008); Kazan and Ciftci (2013)). The use of different

multi-criteria decision analysis techniques would maximize

the benefits for the user who faces complicated multi-criteria

decision problems. 

III. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Scope Of The Study

We examine the relationship between the financial perfor-

mance and the investor’s preference in terms of investment,

among the banking-sector companies operating in India. Our

research  uses  data  for  companies  listed  on  the  National

Stock Exchange (NSE) for the years 2014, 2015, 2016 and

2017.
3.2. Data And Method Of Analysis

Multi-Criteria Decision Making method requires the use

of various mathematical operations. Therefore, at the solu-

tion phase, we make use of Microsoft Excel . The abstrac-

tion provides an overall analogy of the performance rank-

ings of each firm determined by the weighted ratios. Later,

we  examine  the  stage  of  relationship  between
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the performance ranking obtained with the method determined with 

each ratio and the rankings published by stock exchange. Our 

research is conducted using 4 main criteria and 9 sub-criteria. The 

financial ratios are attained from CAPITALINE which is a paid 

subscription database.  

 

3.3. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

The financial performance criteria used in our research are listed 

below: 

GROWTH RATIOS 

 Asset turnover: The asset turnover ratio measures the 

ability of a company to use its assets to efficiently generate 

sales. The higher the ratio indicates that the company is 

utilizing all its assets efficiently to generate sales. 

 Investment Deposit: The total of all the long term and short 

term investment made by the bank on other sources like 

banks, share market, loans and advances divided by the 

total amount of deposits raised by the bank by various 

account 

 Earning Retention Ratio: The retention ratio is the 

proportion of earnings kept back in the business as 

retained earnings. The retention ratio refers to the 

percentage of net income that is retained to grow the 

business, rather than being paid out as dividends. 

PERFORMANCE RATIOS 

 Return on Net Worth: the amount of net income returned as 

a percentage of shareholders equity. Return on equity 

measures a corporation's profitability by revealing how 

much profit a company generates with the money 

shareholders have invested. 

 Return on Assets: ROA gives an idea as to how efficient 

management is at using its assets to generate earnings. 

Calculated by dividing a company's annual earnings by its 

total assets. 

VALUATION RATIOS 

 Price Earnings Ratio: The price to earnings ratio (PE Ratio) is 

the measure of the share price relative to the annual net 

income earned by the firm per share. 

 Market Cap/Sales Ratio:  It is calculated by dividing the 

company's market cap by the revenue in the most recent 

year; or, equivalently, divide the per-share stock price by 

the per-share revenue. 

LIQUIDITY RATIOS 

 Current Ratio: The current ratio considers the current 

total assets of a company (both liquid and illiquid) relative 

to that company’s current total liabilities. 

 Quick Ratio: The quick ratio is a measure of how well a 

company can meet its short-term financial liabilities. Also 

known as the acid-test ratio, it can be calculated by: (Cash 

+ Marketable Securities + Accounts Receivable) / Current 

Liabilities. 

 

 

Figure 1: Complete graphical representation of MCDM problem 

 

 

Banking Firm’s Name Code 

State Bank of India A 

Axis Bank B 

Punjab National Bank C 

Canara Bank D 

Union Bank of India E 

Kotak Mahindra Bank F 

ICICI Bank G 

 
Table 1 enlists the name of banking firms trading on National 

Stock Exchange for the years 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017. 

 

 

 

Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods: 
 

 The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

1st Stage: The problem is decomposed into a hierarchy of goal, 

criteria, sub-criteria and alternatives. 

2nd Stage:  The pairwise comparisons of various criteria are 

organized into a square matrix. 

3rd Stage: The principal Eigen value and the corresponding 

normalized right eigenvector of the comparison matrix give the 

relative importance of the various criteria being compared. 

4th Stage: The rating of each alternative is multiplied by the 

weights of the sub-criteria and aggregated to get local ratings 

with respect to each criterion. 

 The Technique of Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal 

Solution (TOPSIS) 

1st Stage: Construct normalized decision matrix.  

2nd Stage: Construct the weighted normalized decision matrix. 

3rd Stage: Determine the ideal and negative ideal solutions. 

4th Stage: Calculate the separation measures for each 

alternative.   

5th Stage: Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution 

 The Preference Ranking Organization Method for 

Enrichment Evaluation (PROMETHEE) 

The PROMETHEE II Method was developed by J.P.Brans and 

presented for the first time in 1982 in a conference organized by R. 

Nadeau and M. Landry at Univesitè Laval, Québec, Canada. 

The PROMETHEE Method is a pairwise comparison of decision 

points based on assessment factors. However, unlike other multi-

criteria decision making methods, it defines a preference function 
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consisting of different assessment factors and assigns a relative 

weight indicating the level of importance of each factor and the 

internal relations among them. 

1st stage: A data matrix is prepared by scaling the values on the 

basis of variations in the ratios. 

2nd stage: A preference function is defined for each criterion. For 

the sake of convenience and uniformity, we have used linear 

preference function. 

3rd stage: The third stage starts with a comparison (binary) of 

decision points, i.e. scaled values given to the criteria of each 

company. Then, the preference function for each criterion is 

determined. 

4th stage: The positive and negative value for each company in 

particular criteria is defined. 

5th stage: The positive and negative rule set for alternatives. 

6th stage: This stage calculates the net priority values of each 

criterion and orders the companies in rank of preference, thus 

completing PROMETHEE II. 

The Spearman’s Rank Correlation 

 
1st stage: The actual ranks are extracted from NSE website on the 

basis of the investments in them. 

2nd stage: The formula for the Spearman’s rank correlation 
coefficient is given by the formula: 

 
Where rs =spearman’s rank correlation coefficient 
             di =difference in the ranks of each observation  

              n=number of observations 

3rd stage: The above formula is used to calculate the correlation 

between the actual ranks and the ranks obtained by each of the 

above methods. 

 

IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULT 

In this abstraction, the three MCDM models are used which are the 

PROMETHEE, hybrid structure of the AHP and the TOPSIS and 

the AHP. The objective of the multi-criteria decision making 

problem and the estimation of relative weights assigned to each 

criteria are carried out by the AHP method. The PROMETHEE, the 

TOPSIS and the AHP methods are used for the final arrangement 

and ranking. 

We assign higher weights to the criteria with the largest coefficient 

of variance. As a result, a more explicit picture of differences among 

the companies is anticipated. The relative ratios of coefficient of 

variance of each criterion are calculated. We then achieve the 

relative weight of each criterion using the Analytical Hierarchy 

Process (AHP). 

 

Based on the data: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE-2 depicts the weights assigned to each ratio through the 

AHP method. RONW has been given highest preference due to high 

variability in it over the past 4 years of functioning of banking firms 

and Asset turnover ratio has been given least preference due to 

absence of variability in it over the past 4 years. 

 

The AHP method takes into account the determining the relative 

merit of a set of alternatives in multi-criteria decision-makers. On the 

other hand, the PROMETHEE method and the TOPSIS method are 

arrangement methods. Each method has its own strong points and 

weak points. The purpose of our research is to find the best choice for 

the decision takers as well as to access the ranking of companies 

based on financial performances. 

 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

The relative preferences of sub-criteria are calculated by taking 

ratios of coefficient of variance of each company in respect 

with all other companies. These relative preferences are 

normalized through the AHP process where we divide the 

relative preference with the sum of relative preferences. The 

relative preferences for profitability, valuation, growth and 

liquidity are calculated by taking average of the sub-criteria’s 
normalized preferences. Process of normalization of these 

relative preferences is carried out with the help of AHP.  After 

normalization of preferences, we sum it for each company and 

hence create score of each company for each main criterion. 

(Given in Table-3, 4, 5, 6)  

 

PROFITABILITY SCORE 

A 0.1487 

B 0.1105 

C 0.3629 

D 0.2081 

E 0.0412 

F 0.1023 

G 0.0264 

TABLE-3 shows the score of each company in profitability 

criterion calculated by obtaining relative preferences of one 

company over all other in respective criterion. Here PUNJAB 

NATIONAL BANK is given highest score. 

 

LIQUIDITY SCORE 

A 0.1477 

B 0.2226 

C 0.0952 

D 0.0878 

E 0.1413 

F 0.1510 

G 0.1545 

TABLE-4 shows the score of each company in liquidity criterion 

calculated by obtaining relative preferences of one company over all 

other in respective criterion. Here AXIS BANK is given highest 

score. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RATIOS WEIGHTS 

RONW 0.3464 

ROA 0.1827 

Current Ratio 0.1160 

Quick Ratio 0.0350 

Asset Turnover  0.0226 

Investment Deposit  0.0293 

Earning Retention  0.0290 

Market Cap/Sales 0.0807 

Price Earning (P/E) 0.1583 
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GROWTH SCORE 

A 0.1188 

B 0.1291 

C 0.1382 

D 0.1469 

E 0.1198 

F 0.1679 

G 0.1791 

TABLE-5 shows the score of each company in growth criterion 

calculated by obtaining relative preferences of one company over all 

other in respective criterion. Here ICICI BANK is given highest 

score. 

 

VALUATION SCORE 

A 0.0769 

B 0.2895 

C 0.1997 

D 0.1974 

E 0.1139 

F 0.0552 

G 0.0673 

TABLE-6 shows the score of each company in valuation criterion 

calculated by obtaining relative preferences of one company over all 

other in respective criterion. Here AXIS BANK is given highest 

score. 

 

The final score for each company is calculated by taking the sum of 

the product of score of each criterion with the pre-calculated weights. 

(Given in Table-7) 

 FINAL SCORE 

PNB 0.265313 

CANARA  0.182411 

AXIS 0.171733 

SBI 0.128948 

ICICI 0.103694 

UNION 0.08003 

KOTAK 0.067872 

TABLE-7 shows the final score for each company. Here PNB 

BANK is given highest score as it has maximum score in 

profitability criterion and profitability criterion has maximum 

weight. 

 

These were the results obtained from the AHP method, we now 

head to the next technique, TOPSIS. 

 

The Technique of Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal 

Solution (TOPSIS) 
Weighted normalized matrix is created with seven banking firms 

and four main criteria through the process of TOPSIS.  

  Positive ideal alternative and negative ideal alternative are 

calculated which are: 

A+ (0.03472, 0.25410, 0.08848, 0.19904) 

A- (0.02776, 0.10281, 0.03598, 0.02117) 

                                                                                 

 

Table-8 depicts the Separation measures which are calculated for 

each company from both alternatives. After calculating separation 

measures, we calculate relative measure which is equal to Negative 

measure divided by sum of positive and negative measure. 

 

These were the results obtained from the TOPSIS method, we now 

head to the next technique, PROMETHEE. 

 

The PROMETHEE (Preference Ranking Organization Method 

for Enrichment Evaluation) Method 
Our study uses the concept of coefficient of variations to assign 

weights to the criteria. We have assigned higher weights to criteria 

having higher coefficient of variation. We have then normalized the 

weights to cumulate them to 1 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 9 provides the weights which are used during PROMETHEE 

analysis. The weights were calculated using the concept of variation, 

and then normalizing the weights to return the cumulative weight of 

all criteria to 1. 

 

PROMETHEE uses the concept of preference ranking on the basis 

of various criteria. For the sake of uniformity, we use linear 

preference function for all the four criteria. After analysing data, and 

providing Preference and Indifference threshold on qualitative basis 

for all the criteria, we calculate the positive and negative preference 

of each company for each criteria and reach the final rankings by 

multiplying the weights of each criteria with the preference (both 

positive and negative) values of a company. 

 

Ǿ(+) 

SBI 1.921473 

AXIS 1.282613 

ICICI 0.357229 

PNB 1.756673 

CANARA 1.756673 

KOTAK 0.408687 

UNION 0.887158 

Table 10 gives the calculation of Ǿ(+) for every company. The value 
obtained derives how much one company is preferred to another 

under a specified criterion. 

 

Ǿ(-) 

COMPANY POSITIVE NEGATIVE RELATIVE 

PNB 0.2317 0.0105 0.9566 

CANARA 0.2101 0.0494 0.8097 

AXIS 0.2039 0.0527 0.7946 

SBI 0.1578 0.1108 0.5874 

ICICI 0.1401 0.1330 0.5129 

UNION 0.1179 0.1658 0.4156 

KOTAK 0.0772 0.1983 0.2801 

CRITERION WEIGHT 

  

GROWTH 0.043697 

LIQUIDITY 0.008821 

PROFITABILITY 0.869516 

VALUATION 0.077966 

 1 
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SBI 0.161964 

AXIS 0 

ICICI 2.621779 

PNB 0.391498 

CANARA 0.442956 

KOTAK 4.360811 

UNION 0.391498 

Table 11 gives the calculation of Ǿ(-) for every company. The 

value obtained derives how much other companies are preferred 

to one company under a specified criterion. 

 

 

     Ǿ(+) Ǿ(-) Ǿ 

SBI 1.921473 0.161964 1.759509 

AXIS 1.282613 0 1.282613 

ICICI 0.357229 2.621779 -2.26455 

PNB 1.756673 0.391498 1.365175 

CANARA 1.756673 0.442956 1.313717 

KOTAK 0.408687 4.360811 -3.95212 

UNION 0.887158 0.391498 0.495659 

Table 12 give the net Ǿ, i.e. Ǿ(+)-Ǿ(-). Thus, this value derives 

which company is more preferred and which is less preferred. 

As per PROMETHEE, SBI is the most preferred company in 

terms of financial performance. 

 

After computing the rankings using the three multi-criteria decision 

analysis techniques, we now do a comparative analysis of the 

obtained ranks with the actual ranks using Spearman’s rank 
correlation. 

 

 Spearman’s Rank Correlation 
After analysing and calculating the ranks for the companies 

from the above methods, we use the concept of Spearman’s 
Correlation Coefficient to study the level of correlation between 

the actual rankings obtained from the NSE Portal and each of 

the methods. 

 PROMETHEE AHP TOPSIS 

SBI 0 9 4 

PNB 0 1 1 

CANARA 1 4 4 

AXIS 1 4 1 

UNION 1 0 0 

ICICI 9 4 4 

KOTAK 0 0 0 

SUM 12 22 14 

6SUM 72 132 84 

6S/(N^3-

N)=Y 

0.2142857 0.392857 0.25 

1-Y 0.7857143 0.607143 0.75 

Table 13 computes the rank correlation coefficient for the three 

methods, and we can thus conclude that, PROMETHEE is the 

most correlated to the actual rankings, followed by TOPSIS and 

then AHP 

 

 

 

V. MANAGERIAL INFERENCE AND CONCLUSION 

 

In this abstraction, we use the AHP, the PROMETHEE and the 

TOPSIS methods for the multi-criteria form decision making 

problem. Also we use hybrid form of the AHP with the TOPSIS and 

the PROMETHEE thereby, using the benefit from the preferable 

aspects (strengths) of each model and minimizing the plausible 

errors. 

 

The objective of the decision making problem and the calculation of 

the weights allotted to each sub criteria are achieved by the AHP 

method as the PROMETHEE and the TOPSIS method does not yet 

provide any suggestion for this division of the MCDM analysis. The 

PROMETHEE and the TOPSIS method permit the building of an 

outranking between the different alternatives. As a result, in our 

abstraction we audit the vitality of the alternatives, how they 

accomplish our criteria and how they impact on the choice of the 

function. The hybrids of these methods provide an alternative which 

is more consequential and accurately fits to the company’s interests 
and targets. Furthermore, it grants us to build a sensible arrangement 

of companies across four main criteria. The bank firms which are 

listed on the National Stock Exchange are sorted via the three 

MCDM models (which are the AHP, the PROMETHEE and the 

TOPSIS) on the basis of their financial performances. Our study 

indicates that Punjab National Bank is the best performing bank 

across the 4 main criteria while Kotak Mahindra Bank is 

identified as the worst performing bank. Our study also indicates 

that the ranks given by the three MCDM models have high 

correlation coefficient.  

  
 FIRMS AHP  PROMETHEE  TOPSIS ACTUAL  

 

State Bank of 

India 

4 1 3 1 

Axis Bank 3 4 4 5 

Punjab National 

Bank 

1 2 1 2 

Canara Bank 2 3 2 4 

ICICI Bank 5 6 5 3 

Kotak Mahindra 

Bank 

7 7 7 7 

Union Bank of 

India 

6 5 6 6 

Table 14 gives an overview of the ranks obtained using the three 

techniques and the actual rankings extracted from NSE portal. 

 

 

Multi-criteria Decision making 

Methods 

Spearman’s coefficient of 
correlation 

PROMETHEE 78.5714% 

AHP 60.7143% 

TOPSIS 75.0000% 

Table 15 gives an overview of the Spearman’s rank correlation, 
indicating that for the given study, PROMETHEE gives the most 

correlated results with the actual scenario, followed by TOPSIS and 

AHP. 

VI. LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER SCOPE OF STUDY 

The research is conducted on the banking-sector industry. Thus, 

there is further scope of using the techniques to evaluate decisions 

within other industries, as well as across industries. 

Also, the given study makes the use of four main criteria with nine 

sub-criteria. The criteria and the techniques to evaluate the criteria 

can be further explored.  
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Abstract—ABC set of principles has been already proposed

furthermore with some drove guidelines, yet the length of the

work parameter has been spinning round detecting the hubs in

static or dynamic way with no accentuation at the power con-

sumption parameter  ideal  from the  crossing  hubs vitality  to

warmth dissemination control or the entire charge for navigat-

ing or detecting every one of the hubs or the time admission for

the hub records to get transmitted from one hub to each other.

Our proposed work is essentially constructed generally in light

of the sending of the system however now not arbitrarily but

rather to some extent construct absolutely with respect to pa-

rameters. Our work proposed a totally one of a kind and fa-

vored an approach of ABC calculation for unpracticed detect-

ing of actualities with regards to control looking after age. The

proposed set of guidelines guarantees the identification of im-

plied objective however with the ideal strategy with diminished

vitality utilization. 

The  ABC has  a  few applications  for  choosing  the  optical

neighboring  arrangement  construct  absolutely  for  the  most

part with respect to swarm knowledge. Our paper concentrates

on the versatile system of ABC calculation with the versatile

approach of the square and strange statute so as to pick the

most appropriate course of unpracticed transmission. Our pa-

pers have changed the conventional approach of the honey bee

state to keep successively in the meantime as not having any

unique  measurements.  We  have  proposed  an  unpracticed

switch based absolutely convention in WSN. We have proposed

the square odd technique to improve the conventional strategy

in the more prominent dynamic way. The considered arrange-

ment of principles should offer rest to trade hubs in the mean-

time the unmistakable hub is vigorous.  Our proposed proce-

dure will definitely decrease the quality utilization and at the

indistinguishable time will bring about looking through the re-

lated most astounding decent bearing to embellish the test re-

sults fabulously.

Index Terms—ABC, WSN, bee colony,square odd

I. INTRODUCTION

I-FI Bee Colony Optimization is a met heuristic in

light of the ordinary searching practices of bumble

bees.  Exactly  when  a bumble  bee  adequately  finds  suste-

nance, it returns to the hive and grants the position and parti-

tion to the support  source to hive mates by methods for a

waggle move, which was not grasped until decoded by Karl

von Frisch in 1974. The waggle move is a figure of eight

move, and grants bearing as the move's point to the sun and

W

the length of the central region of the move is particularly

comparing to the division to the sustenance. Distinctive hive

mates  by  then  have a choice,  they  can  take after  another

bumble bees' turn and go to a comparable support  source,

where they may find more sustenance sources, or to exam-

ine aimlessly (which in nature is astoundingly phenomenal).

Once  the  craftsman  has  completed  its  turn  it  can  either

watch  another  bumble  bees  move,  or  return  to  the  suste-

nance source it advanced. 

Bumble bee System was first exhibited in [LT01], which

incited the change of Bee Colony Optimization and its appli-

cation to the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) in [WL-

C08a]. The met heuristic is a swarm knowledge approach,

which implies it is depicted by individuals doing excess ex-

ercises and a clear specific method between individuals, re-

alizing iterative difference in course of action quality. Bum-

ble  bee  Colony  Optimization  has  been  used  to  strike  a

grouping of issues, including TSP [WLC08b, WLC09a, and

WLC09b] and the p-center issue [TDS11]. The bumble bee

area headway met heuristic has four phases consistent with

age, and the estimation accentuates till some circumstance is

met. The game plan of methodologies has an outrageous and

fast of cutting edge bumble bees, the wide range dependent

upon the issue and trouble case,  paying little mind to the

path that among 20 and 50 is standard. The data is the main

look at into memory, normally as some style of matrices and

the game plan of standards starts off developed.

 Each age joins the going with four phases: 

Game plan creating.  Each bumble bee builds up an an-

swer the utilization of the course of action picked in arrange

four of the past age (beside it is the essential new release,

this  is  communicated  later)  and  some  burden  correct  re-

sources (close by side period in tsp). 

Daemon  exercises.  Bother  particular  advancements  and

neighborhood looks are continuing running in this phase to

enhance the courses of action. The blend of optimistic and

gathering are chasing down methods licenses making more

grounded results. 
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Feature it 'waggle move'. Bumble bees put it accessible 

authentic surprising responses for each other to be used as a 

piece of later accentuations. Look at 'waggle move'. Each 

bumble bee assembles courses of action build totally upon an 

in the past created plan. In this movement, every get this sort 

of an answer, both by methods for the usage of the game 

plan is created inside the past age or with the guide of 

following a great game plan made with the guide of method 

for some other bumble bee station. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

Honey bee settlement streamlining is a met heuristic in view 

of the normal rummaging practices of honey bees. In the 

meantime as a honey bee adequately uncovers nourishment, 

it comes back to the hive and imparts the position and 

separation to the suppers source to hive-buddies through a 

waggle move, which altered into never again comprehended 

until decoded by method for the use of Karl von Frisch in 

1974. The waggle move is an observer of 8 moves and 

imparts course in light of the fact that the move's point of 

view to the sun oriented and the span of the focal period of 

the move is on the double relative to space to the sustenance. 

Other hive mates at that point have a want, they could pick to 

accommodate with some other honey bees' move and travel 

to the equivalent dinners source, in which they'll find more 

prominent suppers resources, or to find arbitrarily (which in 

nature is extremely phenomenal). As fast in light of the fact 

that the artist has finished its move it can each watch some 

unique honey bees move, or backpedal to the supper’s source 
it promoted.  

Honey bee gadget changed into first included [LT01], which 

prompted the improvement of honey bee state enhancement 

and its application to the visiting businessperson 

inconvenience (tsp) in [WLC08a]. The met heuristic is a 

swarm insight approach, which implies it is portrayed by 

utilizing the utilization of individuals doing monotonous 

developments and a simple correspondence method between 

individuals, bringing about an iterative change of 

arrangement best. 

 

III. OVERVIEW OF OBJECT TRACKING 

ABC set of rules has been beforehand proposed moreover with 

a couple of drove ideas, yet the length of the papers parameter 

has been rotating around detecting the hubs in static or 

dynamic path with none accentuation on the power admission 

parameter ideal from the navigating hubs quality to warmth 

scattering power or the entire rate for crossing or detecting the 

greater part of the hubs or the time utilization for the hub data 

to get transmitted from one hub to each extraordinary. Our 

proposed paper depends on the arrangement of the system 

however now not haphazardly but rather halfway construct 

absolutely for the most part with respect to parameters. The 

one's parameters are as per the following - :  

The calculation needs to give an upgraded come about to 

directing in a dynamic way and delight in the hubs in a unique 

way. The arrangement of rules must be dependable for 

extensive kind of hubs detected through and through with less 

vitality utilization. The proposed set of rules should bounty 

significantly less time to eat as dispose of the non-reacting 

system.  

Case 1: The proposed work has never again indiscriminately 

thought about every one of the hubs coming in the gathering in 

evaluation to the customary procedure of (ABC) set of 

standards .the proposed calculation has contemplated 

wonderful the exchange hubs coming inside the method for 

steering correspondences.  

Case2: The proposed papers has created power productive 

outcomes the measurement which winds up not considered 

inside the present procedure .we've consolidated the idea of 

tradition (ABC) set of controls by means of checking sensors 

in the square and strange mode to survey the vitality 

unpracticed surrender the final product.  

Case 3: The considered approach has proposed another idea 

for (ABC) set of standards with a direct substitute for the 

customary approach for assessing and supplants quality 

admission. the proposed set of guidelines alluded to as 

upgraded ABC (OABC) set of principles, that is remarkable in 

its strategy from blessing system in every one of the 

parameters we've expressed previously.  

The organizations and float along with execution and grade by 

review depiction of the proposed set of tenets are one of a kind 

as takes after. The proposed calculation is adjusted with 

steering and power green streamlining convention utilizing 

manufactured honey bee settlement (ABC) calculation,  

Stage 1: The system has been instated first to get the hubs 

enacted a decent approach to position into impact (ABC) set 

of rules  

Stage 2: The group can be sent first on the off chance that you 

need to feel the reasonable way to have the capacity to save 

vitality.  

Stage 3: The accompanying advance is to check sensors in the 

rectangular and weird mode to assess the vitality unpracticed 

stop result. 

Stage 4: Look at counterfeit honey bee state ABC – so on 

bunches to find the streamlining course among hubs to last 

areas.  

Stage 5: The pondered strategy has proposed a current thought 

for (ABC) set of directions with the direct exchange in 

customary method for assessing and replaces control 

utilization.  

Stage6: Investigate whether all hubs wind up detected if 

certain at that point indicate group ways of life time and move 

bring down back else hold to stage three. 
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Flow Chart 

          

 

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

Simulation is a to a great degree essential present day 

advancement. It’s far going to be refined to absolutely correct 
age, outlining, or opportunity programming program fields 

for various capacities. pc motor helped recreation will 

variation hypothetic and certifiable nearness contraptions or 

diversions practices wears on a versatile workstation 

basically so it will be concentrated to check however the 

device works. The ns-2 simulation condition offers 

exceptional flexibility in examines the attributes of sensor 

sorts out in view of it starting at now fuses versatile plans for 

quality confined Wi-Fi amazing frameworks. Inside the ns-2 

condition, a sensor framework might be worked with a 

couple of unclear contraptions of traditions and affinities as 

those available in the around the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Our paper proposed a specific and fine approach of ABC set 

of tenets for green identifying of records concerning 

imperativeness securing age. The proposed estimation 

guarantees the revelation of expected target however with 

most time-tested strategy with diminished essentialness use. 

The paper is done up with the execution consequences of 

proposed Algorithm for ABC for square unusual recognizing 

the particular center points dynamically. The dynamic 

strategy for ABC set of fundamentals impacts it to 

appropriate for the specific guiding tradition to get related 

with for destiny applications. the proposed set of controls has 

now not a singular estimation filling in as it is proper with 

other controlling tradition counts and it's miles uncommonly 

a lousy bundle appropriate in the specific zone like 

surveillance machine, street framework, and interference IDs. 
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Abstract—Object tracking is one of the vital fields of com-

puter vision that detects  the moving object  from a video se-

quence. Internet has changed the world to global village. Due to

improved connectivity and increase in data usage, any new or

existing  products  or  services  can  reach  the  consumer  easily

through digital marketing. Apart from creating a content rich

website for a product, it is highly important that the website is

at  the  top of  the  Search Engine  Result  Pages  (SERPS)  of  a

Search Engine. The technical aspect of Search Engine Market-

ing Management (SEMM) of the website can be substantially

improved by carrying out Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

analysis of the website.  The SEO tool can be utilized for in-

creasing  the  website  traffic  and  consequently  increasing  the

sales revenue. This paper focuses on the interlinkage of Search

Engine Marketing and Search Engine Optimization. The paper

also  provides  the impact of  Keyword analysis  and the  other

SEO friendly techniques that positively affects the digital mar-

keting.

Index  Terms—Search  Engine  Marketing  Management,

Search Engine Optimization, Search Engine Result Pages, SEO

tools

I. INTRODUCTION

NTERNET marketing refers to the process of promoting

the products or services among the internet users through

social media, search engine, banner ads on specific websites,

email and app development. It helps to increase the amount

and quality of  sales leads of desired products or services.

Search Engine Marketing (SEM) is the set of activities that

involves Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Social Media

Marketing (SMM) and other search engine related functions.

I

Search Engine Marketing Management (SEMM) integrates

marketing management  process  that promotes  the position

of the website’s products or services towards the beginning

of  the  search  result  in  SERP  which  in  turn  increase  its

business.  [5]  SEM  relates  to  the  inclusion  of  all  SEO

activities but focus on return on investment (ROI), instead

of  relevant  traffic  building.  SEM  also  integrates  organic

SEO and paid  SEO.  Social  Media Marketing  uses  one or

several  social  media  channels  to  engage  with  customers,

build relationships and then sell our products or services.

II. COMPARISON STUDY OF SEM AND SEO 

SEO is defined as the process of improving visibility and

improving ranking of website in search engine result page

.In general,  high ranked sites  on SERP appears  more  fre-

quently in search result list and therefore receive more traf-

fic from search engine user. This traffic or visitors can then

be converted into customers. The SEO can be achieved by

either  organic  SEO or  paid  SEO.  Through  organic  SEO,

website  owner  adjudicates  to  achieve  top  ranking  for  the

website in the search result without using any paid means to

achieve  it.  Through  paid  SEO  or  paid  advertising  using

Google Adwords, website owner buys an advertising space

in search engine result in order to achieve top ranking for

the website  in  the search  result  and  not  to  get  more  traf-

fic. [4] 

In order to understand SEO, we need to know the work-

ing  of  search  engine  that  involves  four  major  activities

namely Web Crawling where the crawler search for text and

hyperlinks that moves from one web page to another web-

page,  Build Indexing where the index about keyword and

their location of the crawled webpages were created, Calcu-

late Relevancy where the degree of relevancy between  con-

tent and searcher’s query were calculated, Result Retrieving

where the decision upon the order of pages in the search en-

gine result were taken. [3]

SEM is the marketing process  with a goal of  obtaining

more visibility in search engines either by getting more free

traffic or paid traffic. SEM incorporates Search Engine Opti-

mization (SEO), which adjusts or rewrites the website con-

tent  and  site  architecture  in  order  to  achieve  higher  page

ranking in search engine result pages and enhance pay per

click (PPC) listings. To generate best results, both organic

SEO and paid SEO practices  must have shared goals and

combined  metrics,  evaluated  the  data  to  determine  future

strategy or find out right tools to get traffic for selected key-

words in national and local search results. [1] The SEO tools

can help Search Engine Marketing (SEM) through the over-

all improvement of landing pages by technical auditing the

web  pages  of  a  website.    It  helps  to  improve  code  and

schema,  eliminates  poor-quality  links  and  highlight  any

other areas of potential improvement which in turn helps to

increase the performance, gain more traffic and conversions

to the site. The comparison study of SEO and SEM is tabu-

lated in the below table 1.

III. KEYWORD ANALYSIS

The keyword analysis is one of the most important, valu-

able and high position activity in Search Engine Marketing
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field. It requires to know about intent of the user’s query. In

order  to  perform  the  keyword  analysis  or  research,  we

should be aware of various keyword research SEO tools. A

keyword  analysis  is  performed by  identifying  the popular

keywords that matches with the content of the website based

on  its  relevance  and  potential  conversion  rate  and  then

building the website with the targeted keywords. The key-

words should be monitored and updated frequently to reflect

evolving best practices of SEO techniques. It is used to find

alternative  terms  that  user’s  enter  in  search  engine.  Each

search engines provides their own keyword suggestion SEO

tools. Using the search engine information about the popular

keyword, the website developer can built the website with

the keywords which have highest value and the highest ROI,

in turn benefit the website developer to successfully position

their site in top of the SERP of the search engine. It has been

found that searching for keyword with low competition and

still  high  number  of  searches  results  in  higher  web  traf-

fic. [2]

IV. USAGE OF SEO TOOLS

SEMrush  provides  software  to  generate  competitive  re-

search  SEO  tools  and  reports  from  Google  SERPs.  The

commonly  used  phrase  “Online  Shopping”  was  chosen

based  on the keyword  analytics  report  collected  from the

Keyword Research SEO tool in the website SEMrush.com

which is shown in the Figure 1. For the search query “On-

line shopping sites in India” in Google search engine,  we

obtained the  www.myntra.com website in the top result of

first result page,  www.amazon.in website in the third result

page and www.nautica.com in the last result page.

Figure 1: Keyword Analytics report from SEMrush.com

The SmallSEOTools is one of the biggest free SEO tools

provider. Keyword density is the percentage of times a key-

word or phrase appears on a web page compared to the total

number of words on the page. Keyword density play a vital

role in impacting SEO of the websites. As per Keyword den-

sity report of Mynthra in Figure 2, both “shopping” and “on-

line” is available in the top 3 single keyword and “online

shopping” is available in the first among the top 3 double

keyword.  As per Keyword density report of Amazon in Fig-

ure 3, “shop” is available in the top 3 single keyword and

“shop online” is available twice in top 3 triple keyword.  As

per Keyword density report of Nautica in Figure 2, “shop” is

available in the top 3 single keyword and “shop” is available

in top 3 double keyword.  The keyword density report helps

us to relate the reason for being www.myntra.com in the top

result  of  first  result  page,  www.amazon.in website  in  the

third  result  page  and  www.nautica.com in  the  last  result

page of Google search engine for the keyword phrase “On-

line shopping sites in India”.  The website should be care-

fully designed and coded with various SEO friendly tech-

niques [6].  

The factors that impacts the SEO of the website is depicted

in the Table 2 and described in detail below:

 Length  of  the  page  title  should  be  less  than  65

characters.

 Length of the Meta description length should be less

than 165 characters. 

Table 1: Comparison of SEO and SEM

 SEO SEM

Features Organic SEO and

Paid SEO

Integration  of  SEO

with SMO

Focus Keywords  with

high popularity

Keywords  that

generate  high

Return  on

Investment (ROI)

Measure Number  of

website visitors

Number  of

successfully

converted goals.

Landing

pages

SEO  pages  are

content-heavy

and  informative,

designed  to  use

keywords  and

subject  relevance

to  rank  well  on

any  search

engine.

It generally leads to

direct,  clean

landing  pages  with

an  obvious  call  to

action and designed

to capture sales.

Prediction It  is  not

predictable  due

to  uncertainty  of

traffic.

It  is  predictable  as

putting  enough

money will produce

high ROI

Skill

required

Fluency  in  SEO

tools.

Require more skills

than SEO.
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 Primary  keywords  should  appear  in  Meta  Keywords

which  helps  search  engine  to  identify  the  website’s

topic.

 Absence of  H1 and H2 headings highly effects  page

SEO.

 Site should have SITEMAPS.

 HyperLinks should not be broken .

 There  should  be  no  underscore’s  in  site’s  in-page

URL’s.

 All image tags should have attribute ALT.

 Page should not use HTML Deprecated tags.

 Absence of noindex tag allows the webpage to be read

and indexed by search engines

 Absence  of  nofollow  tag  allows  the  links  of  the

webpage to be crawled by search engines.

 Web page  size  should  be  less  than  33kb  which  will

decrease the loading time of the web page.

Table 2: Website SEO Score Checker report from
SmallSEOtools.com

CRITERIA MYNTHRA AMAZON NAUTICA

Page Title Yes Yes Yes

Meta 

Description

Yes Yes Yes

Meta Keyword Yes Yes Yes

H1 Heading No Yes No

H2 Heading Yes No Yes

Robot.txt file No Yes Yes

Sitemap No No Yes

Broken Link No No No

SEO Friendly 

Url

Yes No No

Img Alt 

attribute

No Yes Yes

Deprecated 

HTML 

Yes Yes Yes

NoIndex tag Yes Yes Yes

NoFollow tag Yes Yes Yes

WWW 

redirection

Yes Yes Yes

Page Size test Yes No Yes

Compression 

test

Yes Yes Yes

V. Conclusion

The website developer should be aware of various SEO

techniques that  gradually ensures  the highly relevant  con-

tent-rich website is placed in the top ranked result pages of

the search engine. The comparison study of SEM and SEO

help us to understand the marketing and technical aspect of

the website in the digital marketing. The Keyword analysis

illustrates  that  it  plays  a  vital  role  in  the  prevailing  SEO

techniques.  The Crawled texts & links, Indexed pages and

the Keyword density of the website can be monitored using

Figure 2: Keyword Density report of Mynthra from SmallSEOtools.-

com

Figure 3: Keyword Density report of Amazon from SmallSEOtools.-

com

Figure 4: Keyword Density report of Nautica from SmallSEOtools.-

com
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advanced SEO tools and provide the SEO report on daily or

weekly or monthly basis which helps to improve the traffic

of the website and the overall sales of the product or ser-

vices.
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Abstract—As the demand for high performance computing

increases, new approaches have to be found to automate the de-

sign of embedded processors. Simultaneously, new tools have to

be developed to short the execution time consumption, and sim-

pler design resulting in time to market. These are to be applied

for the system architecture to achieve rapid exploration in on

power consumption, chip area,  and performance constraints.

This enables interest in Application Specific Instruction Proces-

sors (ASIPs) design and application considerably. It has higher

flexibility  as  compared  to  dedicated  hardware.  The  current

case study focuses on an ASIP design methodology considering

the classical parameters computational performance and area

as well  as energy consumption simultaneously.  In this paper,

the clock gating is analyzed and designed. Further it  is  opti-

mized using Fast genetic algorithm (FastGA). The optimization

result is shown for ICORE (ISS-core) ASIP for DVB-T acquisi-

tion and tracking algorithms. Observation shows a potential of

about one order of  magnitude in savings of energy for opti-

mization.

Index Terms—Embedded Processor, ASIP, Clock, Optimiza-

tion, FastGA

I. INTRODUCTION

PPLICATION-specific processing elements need mod-

ern optimized embedded systems.  ASIPs architecture

for mixed control/data-flow oriented taskshas been effective

for  medium to low data rate.  A number of methodologies

have been proposed in the last two decades in this regard.

ASIPs are appropriate to implement embedded systems be-

cause these offer  high energy performance with high pro-

grammability. To design high performance embedded sys-

tems, ASIPs with very Long Instruction Word found suit-

able [1-3].In this case, the Design Space Exploration (DSE)

helps to determine the optimal parameters of the architec-

ture. For small embedded systems, small scalar ASIPs with

specific instructions need to be designed based on the char-

acteristics of the target systems [4-5].

A

An embedded system is a  computer  system which  per-

forms a specific function according to our given application

requirements  with  specific  hardware  environment.  Some

critical applications such as automotive design, controls de-

signs (robotic machine), railways, aircraft, aerospace, DNA

Sequencing,  neural  network,  Eye  lens  design  and  finger-

printing currently working on embedded technology.  Effi-

cient co-design technology is required to reduce the opera-

tional  complexity  and  challenges  of  application  designing

and effective memory design is required to reduce the opera-

tional complexity of the given application [6-7]. An Embed-

ded  processor  evolution  mechanism is required  for  an in-

creasing number of features at lower power and integrated

into a single chip. The Embedded system challenge is imple-

mented with reduction of power consumption and integra-

tion of heterogeneous systems into the single chip to reduce

area, power and delay [8]. An Embedded system consists of

ASICs, ASIP and field programming gate array as well as

the programming unit such as the DSP and these processor

designs  are  used  in  various  situations  or  time  to  market

[9-10].

The software environment implements application devel-

opments and compilation process and hardware units imple-

ment user logic or behavior  synthesis [11].  The Hardware

side of design most likely consists of interconnection com-

ponents such as processors,  memories  and communication

units  (buses,  output/input  device  I/O  interfaces,  sensor,

RTOS devices  etc.)  [12-13].  Embedded systems with spe-

cific constraints need to take care of Cost, Size, power and

high Performances for real time design applications. An Em-

bedded system has few basic needs for high performance as

explained below.

Cost reduction for real-time design implementation Short

time span for application execution and Complexity reduc-

tive architectures Runtime-aware architectures and Deploy-

ing  time-analyzable  Effective  resource  management

schemes and runtime aware environments. Effective simula-

tion tools that allow us to make design space explorations

and  are  used  for  comparisons  between  different

hardware/software designs [14-15].

Embedded design requires a temperature- aware OS solu-

tion  for  real-time and  high-performance  systems.Effective

compiler  technology  Applicable  for  high-
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performance computing (HPC) and real-time embedded 

computing (EC) world [16]. 

 

ASIPs found to be performing better in specific application 

that includesservo motor control, digital signal processing 

(DSP), automatic control systems, cellular phones avionics, 

etc [19]. It maintains a balance between two extremes such 

as general programmable processors and ASICs by Liem et 

al[20].They offer custom section availability for time critical 

tasks such as thereal time multiply-adder or DSP and also 

provides the desired flexibility viatheinstruction-set. 

Complex applications require moreflexibilityto withstand 

design errors that includes specification changes at later 

stages. However, an ASIC is normally designed for 

specificbehavior;hencemake the design difficult to change 

afterwards. Inthissituation, the ASIPs can offer the intended 

flexibility as compared to the conventional programmable 

processors at lower cost. Among several issues pertaining to 

the ASIP design, this work intends to classify the approaches 

involved for different steps. It surveys the work done so far 

in the field of ASIP design and highlights the important 

contributions [21]. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 

For similar task, theASIP implementations consume more 

power as compared to the dedicated hardware due to 

interconnection structure overhead and to the processor 

control activity. However, the processors are enough flexible 

and can take any software-programmable task. It creates a 

trade-off between low-power consumption and the 

flexibility. There have been several optimization options to 

reduce theASIP power consumption such as the clock-

gating, ISA optimization,logic netlist restructuring, 

instruction memory power reduction etc. In some cases 

dedicated coprocessor are also used. 

 

The processor unit contains pipeline unit which is 

controlled by DMA circuits. There are two kinds of pipeline 

commonly used in processor arithmetic pipeline and 

instruction pipeline. An instruction pipeline uses the 

instruction cycles’ overlapping fetch, decode, and execute 

phases for its operation. Currently, long instruction memory 

plays a dominant role in the pipeline mechanism (Fig. 3). 

Various Pipeline mechanisms are used by various processor 

developer companies such as ARM, Intel and Motorola etc. 

according to their performance. Instruction set architecture 

plays a dominant role in memory storage due to code 

optimization. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Basic units for embedded system 

 

Fig.1 shows the Basic units for embedded system. 

Embedded system designer used various mechanisms for 

processors developments have different design metrics and 

analyzed various processor architectures which is used in 

our real-time environments or System on chip such as GPP, 

DSP, ASIP and ASICs. 

The clock gating reduces the power using the gating 

signals of registers in which the signals are obtaineda 

register’s execution conditions.To pipeline register power 

consumption in Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) ASIP 

large-scale data path can be reduced by extracting the 

minimum execution conditions automatically during ASIP 

generation procedures. Results reveal a drastic reduction in 

VLIW ASIPs power consumption and with small clock 

gating overheads. 

Clock gating reduces the power consumption because of 

following. First, it shuts off the supply to flip flops by the 

redundant clock when not required in calculation stages. 

Second, it reduces the power of clock trees in case the clock 

gate is placed on higher level of the tree. But, the placed 

gates in clock gates results in difficult clock tree synthesis 

due an increase in clock skew. Similarly, the operand 

isolation can block unwarranted signal switching of 

combinational logics and thus reduces power consumption 

although it is associated with many circuit overheads.  

For automatic ASIPs generation, scalar ASIP and VLIW 

ASIP methods have been proposed [18]. With an ADL also 

known as the Micro Operation Description (MOD), these 

methods help design and development of ASIPs.  

 

A. Gating Methods 

 

Currently there are a number of automatic clock gating 

insertion techniques and tools are available. Among these, 

the Power Compiler has been very popular and 

commercially used tool which automatically inserts the 

designated gates into the registers clock lines [22]. Since, 

this tool is unable to extract the registers gating signals,the 

clock efficiency depends on the designers. The toolcompels 

the designers to derive the gating signals from complex RTL 

manually for additional power reduction which is time 

consuming, as VLIW ASIP has hundreds of pipeline 

registers. This makes it unsuitable to explore the design 
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space. Thus, it is essential to extract the gating signals 

automatically. 

Finite state machine based clock gating method need 

feedback-free pipelines to extracts the registers gating 

signals. Since the method is not suitable for pipeline 

processors hence are not applied for generation of VLIW 

ASIP. 

 

B. Clock Design Mechanism for Memory Implementation 

 

The system performance is also strongly affected by 

various factors besides its instruction set, the time required 

to move instruction & data between the CPU and memory 

components. The clock system is designed for implementing 

memory operation execution. The average cycle is designed 

for implementing the clock cycle required per machine 

instruction is a measure of computer performances. The 

clock signal has various characteristics such as clock period, 

Clock pulses, leading and trailing edge. Clock behavior 

depends on upon the behavior of clock elements with 

memory architecture with its scheduling approaches. Clock 

effect can be analyzed by following parameters such as Set 

up time, Hold time and Propagation delay time. 

TheASIP design with ADL has four basic functions such as 

the (a) architecture exploration (b) architecture 

implementation (c) application software design (d) system 

integration and verification. 

 
Fig. 2: ASIP Processing Technique 

 

 The throughput of a system depends on thedelay time of 

the slowest sub-circuit which is decided by the storage 

register.In a larger synchronous circuit, the combinational 

logic unit Fi is connected to two dynamic D-FFs. The input 

D-FF supplies sequential, clock-synchronous data to the sub-

circuit. The results of the sub-circuit are accepted by the out-

put D-FF sequentially and clock-synchronously, as with the 

input data, and are then passed on. A dynamic D-FF is a 

simplification of the quasi-static D-FF of Fig.2. This 

simplification is an appropriate solution for continuously 

clocked MOS circuits with a clock frequency in the MHZ 

range. A non-overlapping, two-phase clock is assumed. Such 

clocking is particularly safe and is often used within 

integrated circuits [14], [17]. The clock period must fulfil the 

following requirement: 

2 1 1 2, , , ,³      
iCLK D D F DT T T T T   (1) 

Here, 
2,DT  is the delay time of a piece of data between 

the transmission gate clocked by 2 and the input of the 

sub-circuit Fi. , iD FT is the delay time of the sub-circuit Fi

1,DT  is the delay time between the output of Fi and the 

input of the inverter behind the transmission gate clocked by, 

1 .
1 2T  is the clock pause between 1 and 2 . It is to 

be noted that the delay times 
2,DT  and 

1,DT  depend on the 

characteristics of the sub-circuit. The input capacitance of Fi 

influences 
2,DT  and the output resistance of Fi influences

1,DT  .The total delay resulting from the D-FFs is given by 

2 1 1 2, , , ,D FF D DT T T T              (2) 

A corresponding delay can also be given for other clock 

systems. In single phase clock systems with edge triggered 

FFs, for example, the sum of the hold and set-up time must 

be substituted into the equation. 

In the following, a simplified representation of 

synchronously clocked functional units will be used. Here, 

the D-FFs are symbolized by a simple dot in the wiring. The 

delay between the input and the output of the D-FF can be 

described by a delay operator with delay D. In case of word 

oriented processing the delay operator represents a register 

of D-FFs. 

The achievable throughput RT of a system in bits per unit 

time is proportional to the clock rate, i.e. 

1
T

CLK

R
T

         (3) 

On the other hand, the clock period that determines the 

maximal throughout is specified by the least favorable sub-

circuit. 

 
,, ,max

i iCLK D F D FF
i

T T T       (4) 

For high throughout, small delays are essential. Modest 

delays can be achieved through technological measures. By 

shrinking the geometric structures (scaling), the capacitances 

can be reduced, thus achieving a reduction in the delay. The 

effects of such scaling are discussed in the literature [15]. 

Besides technological measures, circuit techniques for 

increasing the throughput are also possible. Various circuit 

structures for the implementation of elementary operations 

were presented in [16]. The alternatives shown demonstrate 

diverse delay characteristics. According to eq. 4, the 

maximal delay of the sub-circuits is to be minimized. This 

means that only the slowest module must be improved. For 

example, in a signal processing task using multiple additions 

and multiplications, only the multiplier would have to be 

optimized in its propagation delay. This would be pointless 

for the adder. Thus, architectural measures for increasing the 

throughput are sought with which the dominance of the 

slowest module can be defeated. 

Power gating may be used effectively to minimize the static 

power consumption or leakage. It helps to 

Cut-off power supply to inactive units/components 
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Reduces leakage 

 

Fig. 3: Modified Clock Gating Method 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We evaluated this work on a reconfigurable processor 

presented in Henkel et al. [23] that we extended for 

execution with hard real-time guarantees. In this the 

optimization of power in ICORE has been incrementally 

achieved. This allows us to evaluate each optimization step 

quantitatively. Power compiler of Synopsys with back-

annotated toggle activity from gate level simulationshas  

been used for measurement.Table 1provides both the area 

and the timing delay as the optimized,unoptimized, and the 

original description of ICORE from Infineon and 

ISS68HC11 from Motorola. 

 

Table 1. Performance Comparison  

 

Architecture Type Area in terms of 

Gates 

Clock Period in 

nsec 

ISS68HC11 

(unopt.) 

24.52 5.82 

ISS68HC11 (opt.) 19.55 5.57 

Original 

M68HC11 

15.00 5.00 

ICORE (unopt.) 50.85 6.07 

ICORE (opt.) 41.40 6.80 

ICORE 

handwritten 

42.00 8.00 

 

              

  
       

Fig. 4: Memory area implemented with resources Reducible 

flow mechanism and operational optimal condition 

 
Fig. 5:Graph of fitness function using FastGA 

 

IV.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this work a novel attempt is made to estimate the 

WCET of a program. In this process, five key steps are 

identified for the ASIP design. We have surveyed the 

research done and performed the classification of the 

approaches in every step during the synthesis process. The 

estimation of the performance is based on either the 

scheduler based or simulation based method. Instruction set 

is generated correspondingly either using the synthesisor the 

selection process. The code has been synthesized either 

using the retargetable code generator or using the custom 

generatedcompiler. However, even in case of a number of 

approaches used in formulation of every key steps, these 

methods has the limit in exploring the target space 

architecture. Use of integration may support chip memory 

hierarchies and these are not explored in an integrated way. 

Similarly issues related to pipelined ASIP design and 

pertaining to low power ASIP design has not been matured 

yet. It has been concluded that the processor synthesis 

problems and retargetable code generation have been used 

for isolation process. 
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